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PREFACE

This study about the hymns of the Byzantine and Slavic 
liturgy owes its beginning to a happy convergence— Roman 
Jakobson*s return late in his career to his early interest in 
the Byzantine heritage of Church Slavonic poetry and my own 
family heritage in the Old Believer community in the Latvian 
capital city of Riga. Jakobson's genius as a teacher, espe- 
cially his flair for dramatic amplification of the archaic 
poetic texts, brought alive for me the figure of Constantine- 
Cyril, "the first teacher of the Slavs,״ as someone not only 
motivated by a religious and educational mission but also 
endowed with a poetic gift. Intrigued by Jakobson״s discussion 
of Byzantine poetics, I wanted to learn more about Byzantine 
hymnography. I was surprised and delighted when I discovered 
the Greek texts that were the sources of the chants I had heard 
my mother sing in my childhood— the Christmas troparion Dëva 
dnesl presuSSestvennago raždaet (‘H napôévoc afiuepov "The 
Virgin today gives birth to the transsubstantial One"), the 
Easter troparion, and others. The familiar yet mysterious songs 
in their somewhat strange language that accompanied my mother's 
housework in our Riga home in the 1940s— songs which she had 
learned as a girl— went back to the magnificent sung poems 
created for the great churches in Constantinople in the sixth 
and seventh centuries by the master melodes John of Damascus, 
Andreas of Crete, and the Syrian Romanos.

During my explorations, I came upon Wellesz's then 
recently published transcription of the music of the Akathistos 
Hymn as well as Meersseman's German translation of the text 
of this masterpiece of Byzantine hymnody. I became curious 
about the Slavic translation of this great poem, especially in 
view of the fact that the akafist was later to become a popular 
form of church chant for the Russians. Finding a text of the 
Slavic Akathistos in Amfiloxij's edition of the Tipografskij 
Ustav, I was surprised to learn that the Slavic translation had
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retained a great deal of the poetic structure of the Greek, 
including the striking antitheses and grammatical figures that 
so effectively embody in poetic language the theological 
doctrines of the mystery of Christ's Incarnation and of Mary's 
part as ”mother of God" in "salvation history" that form the 
thematic heart of the Akathistos.

My research on the Greek and Slavic Akathistos resulted in 
the publication of four articles prior to this monograph:
"Literalism and Poetic Equivalence in the Old Church Slavonic 

Translation of the Akathistos Hymn," International 
Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics 22.123-35 
(1976)

"Slavic Liturgical Hymns as a Repository of Byzantine Poetics: 
The Case of the Akathistos Hymn,” Folia Slavica Vol. 2, 
Numbers 1-3 (1978): Studies in Honor of Horace G. Lunt 
on the Occasion of His Sixtieth Birthday, Part 1, 
pp. 130-140.

 The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation in Early Slavic Translated״
Hymns," Fundamental Problems of Early Slavic Music and 
Poetry, Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, Subsidia VI 
(Copenhagen, 1978), 211-246.

"The Relationship of Music to Text in the Akathistos Hymn," 
Studies in Eastern Chant, Vol. 5, in press.

The present work incorporates subsequent research in Byzantino- 
Slavic hymnographic studies.

To the best of my knowledge, the present study of the 
Akathistos is the only detailed comparative poetic analysis of 
a complete Old Church Slavonic translated liturgical work. I 
hope that the reconstruction and analysis of this masterpiece 
of Byzantinoslavic hymnody will contribute to the growing 
realization that the liturgical translations of the Slavs 
constitute an important and insufficiently appreciated part of 
the history of the Slavic literary languages and Slavic poetics.
I offer it in homage to the poetic beauty and power of the 
Slavic translation of the Akathistos Hymn.
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INTRODUCTION

This work offers a detailed analysis of the Slavic trans- 
lation of a sixth-century Greek liturgical poem that is 
representative of the poetic genius of the best of the Byzan- 
tine melodes. The immediate goal has been to discover to what 
degree the poetic elements of the original text were reproduced 
in the translation. The analysis illuminates the question of 
the quality of the Slavic translations of Byzantine liturgical 
hymns. The inquiry has also been motivated by a larger purpose: 
to clarify our conception of early Slavic principles and prac- 
tice of translating poetic texts and improve our understanding 
of the processes by which Byzantine poetic principles were 
transmitted to the Slavs•

Chapter I of this book describes the edited and manuscript 
sources from which the Greek and Slavic texts of the Akathistos 
Hymn were drawn. A close stylistic study of the Greek 
Akathistos— an indispensable preliminary to a comparative 
analysis— appears in Chapter II.

The comparative analysis made it necessary to devise a 
method of comparison and evaluation. The identification of 
relevant units of language and poetic form on which to perform 
the comparison, along with the results, is presented in Chapter
III "The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation in Early Slavic 
Translated Hymns" and Chapter V "Transmission of Poetic Devices 
in the Translation."

The manuscripts that served as the sources of the Slavic 
text, although relatively non-corrupt, nevertheless are several 
stages removed from the 'original translation.' Also, it is 
not known with any certainty which Greek textual variants were 
the basis of the Slavic translation. Consequently, it is 
impossible simply to compare ,the' Greek text with 'the' trans- 
lation, because the manuscripts offer numerous variant readings. 
Multiple comparisons of Slavic variants with Greek variants must 
be performed. This raises the problem of choosing among the 
Slavic variants those that are the ,best' or ,most archaic*
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and ultimately leads to the task of attempting to reconstruct a 
Slavic ,Urtext1 or prototext- Reconstructing a prototext, in 
turn, requires a decision about the presumed time and place of 
translation. The problems and results are posed and presented 
in Chapter IV "Textual Variants and Poetic Structure" and in 
the Appendix, which contains a reconstruction of the Old Church 
Slavonic text of the Akathistos with variants and a correspond- 
ing composite Greek text.

The Byzantine poetic tradition was not in direct competi- 
tion with an indigenous Slavic poetic tradition, but was 
introduced together with the new religious concepts and forms 
of worship of Byzantine Christianity. Although the cultural 
contexts of the liturgy and folk poetry were disparate, it is 
interesting to compare the poetics of the Byzantino-Slavic 
translations with folk poetics. While this question is not 
emphasized in the present study, one can observe many simi- 
larities, ranging from sound repetition to verse parallelism 
and narrative and dramatic composition, which would have helped 
make the Byzantine poetic accessible to Slavic translators and 
worshippers alike.

In addition to textological questions and questions of 
poetic form and translation technique, there is also the 
problem of the relationship of music to text in these sung 
poems and in the translations, many of which were also sung. 
Although the textual analysis in this study has been carried 
out independent of musicological considerations, they are 
discussed in the sections on meter and in the concluding 
chapter.

Another question generated by the subject, and one that 
has been raised before in the literature on Slavic translation, 
is how the early translations of poetry compare with transla- 
tions of prose. To this, no definitive answer can be given 
from the study of a single poetic text. The question is compii- 
cated by the conflicting opinions in the literature about prose 
translation and even about the earliest translations by Cyril 
and Methodius. The findings confirm the long-standing
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impression that the translations of poetry conform to a prin- 
ciple of word-for-word translation, probably even more so than 
translations of Biblical prose texts. Observations on this 
subject are made in Chapter IV and in the concluding chapter, 
a key proposition of this study being that word-for-word 
translation, together with the grammatical compatibility of 
the Slavic and Greek languages, resulted in the especially 
effective transmission of Byzantine poetic form in Slavic•

The final question is how the word-for-word translation 
principle of the Slavs was related to the liturgical function 
of the hymns. According to Byzantine gnosis, the esthetic and 
poetic images and forms of icons and hymns "reflect" or 
"imitate" the inimitable divine nature. Given this gnoseologi- 
cal principle, word-for-word translation was a way of main- 
taining the essential God-disclosing tropes and figures of the 
hymns. This aspect of the Slavic translations of the Byzantine 
hymns is also discussed in the concluding chapter.
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I. THE SLAVIC AND GREEK TEXTS OF THE AKATHISTOS

The full Slavic text was available in a nineteenth-century 
edition of an early Russian manuscript and a photocopy of a 
thirteenth-century Bulgarian manuscript, A facsimile edition 
of a neumated text of the prooemium VuzbranTnumu voevode and a 
photocopy of a neumated text of the same prooemium and of the 
prooemium Povelëno Sito taino were also used. Another full- 
length text in a thirteenth-century Serbo-Macedonian manuscript 
available in photocopy was consulted. The Greek text was taken 
from the several available published editions. Complete source 
references and brief descriptions of texts follow.

1. Slavic Texts
One of the two basic Slavic texts used in this study 

appears in a volume compiled by Archimandrite Amfiloxij and 
published in 1879.* The Slavic Akathistos in this edition was 
copied from what the compiler identifies (pp. 30-31) as a 
Slavic Kontakarion of the end of the eleventh century, contained 
in the Ustav (Typicon) No. 1 of the Typography Library of the
Holy Synod and appearing on ff. 58r to 64v of this manuscript.

2The same ms. is described by Durnovo and by Arne Bugge in his 
introduction to the facsimile edition of another Russian 
Kontakarion. 3 It is part of the Tipografskij Tipikon or Ustav 
No. 14 2, (formerly of the Typographical Library of the Holy 
Synod, now in Tretjakov Gallery), is known as the Tipografskij 
or Pskovskij Kondakar', and is the oldest of five extant Russian

Arximandrit Amfiloxij, ed., Kondakarij v gregeskom 
podlinnike XIII— XIII v. . . . s drevnejSimslavjanskim perevodom 
kondakov i_ ikosov . . . (Moscow, 1879), pp. 108-111.

2N.N. Durnovo, "Russkie rukopisi XI i XII w., как 
pamjatniki staroslavjanskogo jazyka," Južnoslovenski Filoloa
IV (1924) , 8 2 . ---------------------

3Contacarium Paleoslavicum Mosquense, ed. Arne Bugge 
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, Serie princiDale VI (Copenhagen,1960), pp. XIII and XVII.
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Kontakaria with neumated kontakia, dating from the late eleventh
4or early twelfth century. (Amfiloxij,s edition does not 

reproduce any neumes.) According to Bugge1s description, the 
Akathistos on ff. 58v to 64r has a lacuna of one folio between 
ff. 58 and 59. This indicates that Bugge's numeration of the 
folia, not Amfiloxij's, is correct. The lacuna immediately 
follows the prooemium which must, therefore, be on the bottom 
of the page, verso. In Amfiloxij1s edition, the missing text 
is supplied from Triod' postnaja No. 311 of the Moscow Library 
of the Holy Synod, a twelfth-century ms., ff. 264r to 265v, 
which I have been unable to identify further. It will be 
referred to below as Tr. The lacuna (and substitute text) 
includes oikoi I, II, and III up to but not including the eighth 
chairetismos (Raduj! sę besomu mnogoplaclnyj1 strupe).

Among the East Slavic features of the text in the 
Tipografskij Kondakar1 (henceforth referred to as T) 
are the replacement of the ,juses' by (j)u and (j)a 
(bur ju v3nutrl imëja) , forms with 5̂ instead of 2d (pr62e) , a 
relatively correct writing of the •jers', the third person 
suffix -ti, and the spelling CurC (mulganije). It contains a 
large number of uncontracted forms (neizdreCenlnaago)

It is regrettable that this ms. could not be consulted in 
the original or a photocopy, since its nineteenth-century 
editor, Amfiloxij, is notoriously error-prone. The Greek part 
of the volume in which our text appears is judged by Krumbacher

For a discussion of the dating, see V.M. Metallov, 
Bogoslugębnoe penie russkoj cerkvi v period domongol* skij 
(Moscow, 1912), pp. 165 and 186. A statement about the extent 
of neumation in Ustav 142 appears on p. 187. Facsimile pages 
that originally appeared in V.M. Metallov, Russkaja Simiografija 
(Moscow, 1912), Tables II— V, are reproduced in R. Palikarova- 
Verdeil, La musique byzantine chez les Bulgares et les Russes, 
MMB Subsidia III (1953), Pl. Xla (Metallov's Table II, the 
initial page of Ustav 142) and in Oliver Strunk, "The Antiphons 
of the Oktoechos," Journal of the American Musicoloqical 
Society XIII (1960), p. 65 (T III, 98r and T IV, 102v).

^Cf. Durnovo, 0£. cit., p. 82.
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to be "unique in its utter lack of accuracy, critical judgment 
and textological method" and can easily boast (again according 
to Krumbacher) 15,000 to 20,000 errors/ This is devastating 
criticism, and one can only hope that Amfiloxij's greater 
familiarity with Church Slavonic prevented him from a similarly 
disastrous management of his Slavic sources. This is in fact 
the (perhaps too hopeful) impression one gains from working with 
this text of the Akathistos, which offers a great many archaic 
readings and does not, on the whole, suffer from the kind of 
inexplicable peculiarities one might want to attribute to 
editorial error. It is quite clear that this is the single 
most valuable text of the Akathistos, whose reexamination would 
be imperative in a definitive study of this hymn.

2. The second Slavic text basic to this study was used in 
a photocopy of a Macedoniam ms. from the mid-thirteenth century, 
now in Ljubljana, Narodna (formerly Universitetska) biblioteka 
(signature 9) ?  Formerly the property of the famous Slāvist
Jernej Kopitar, it is called "Kopitarova Triod' XIII v."

8 9by II'inskij and "Triod1 postnaja XIII v." by Jacimirskij.
It will henceforth be referred to as K.

Its main Eastern South Slavic features are substitution of 
'jers' by ,jus boi12 0j* (n£ for nS, roSdQstvo for roSdïstvo), 
confusion of i and ^ (G.S. veri; vydëvüge) and substitution of 
e for ,a (viSnëgo) and of e for strong ï (ovecl, nerazumenl). 
Occasional о for strong и and ca for сё show it to be from the 
hand of an eastern Macedonian scribe. This ms., though younger, 
than T, contains a relatively good copy of the Akathistos. It

6Karl Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur 
(Munich, 1897), p. 657.

7This and the photocopy of the Zagreb Macedonian Triod 
were made available to me by Horace G. Lunt.

оG. Il ' inski j, "Kopitarova Triod* XIII v.," Russkij 
Filologiceskij Vestnik I-II (1906), 199-215.

9A.I. Jacimirskij. Opisanie jugno-slavjanskix i russkix 
rukopisei zaqranicnyx bibliotek I (Petrograd, 1921), p. 882.
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starts at folio 58 and breaks off on chairetismos (7) of oikos 
XXI, at the end of folio 61vr for the next fascicle is lost.

3. A third Slavic text was available from a photocopy 
(see fn. 7) of the Yugoslav Academy's Macedonian Triodion of 
the early thirteenth century (signature IV d 107; henceforth 
referred to as Maced.). The ms. is described by Vladimir 
Mošin*** as being an apparently separately translated text 
diverging considerably from the usual version. The Akathistos 
appears on ff. llOv to 115r, with a lacuna of one folio after 
f. 133 and an interpolation of a page of text from a different 
Akathistos at this point, after which the original Akathistos 
is resumed. Oikoi II to XVII appear in an order different than 
the usual, and the order of lines in some of the stanzas or of 
words in the lines, as well as some of the lexical items, are 
also different. I have not included this text in the critical 
comparison, but I did use the prooemium Povëleno mi taino 
(sic), f. llOr, since this prooemium is absent from T and K.

4. The prooemium VQzbranlnumu vojevodë appears on ff.
78r to 79v in Contacarium Paleoslavicum Mosquense, ** a 
facsimile edition of the Uspenskij Kondakar' (Russian, dated 
1207). This text is neumated.

5. The same prooemium and the other prooemium, Povelëno
cito taino, appear on 36v to 37r and 93v to 94v, respectively,
of the BlagoveSčenskij Kondakar'. They were available to me

12in photocopy. This is a twelfth-century Russian ms., now in 
Leningrad. * 3 The text of VQzbranlnumu is neumated; the other

- 4 ־

10 +Vladimir Mošin, Cirilski rukopisi Jugoslavenske
Akademije I (1955), 212-13.

**Cf. note 7.
12Obtained through the good offices of Roman Jakobson.
13For a description see Bugge's introduction in Cont. 

Paleosl. Mosq., p. XVII.
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is not, but has complete intonation formulae and spaces for 
neumes. It offers one of the few extant copies of Povelëno.
(See Section 7 below.)

6 . The canonical text of the Orthodox Church was 
consulted in two recent Church Slavonic editions, one published 
in Belgrade, the other in Moscow. Its lexicon shows numerous 
coincidences with the text of К as opposed to the text of T.
It is referred to as Mod.

7. In revising this study for publication, I have con- 
suited the edition of the BlagovëScenskij Kondakar1 by A.
Dostál, H. Rothe, and E. Trapp published under the general title 
Der altrussische Kondakar1. The volumes available at the time 
of revision were: II, Blagoveščenskij Kondakar1 (B). 
Facsimileausgabe (1976); III, Das Kirchenjahr 1: September 
bis November (1977); IV, Das Kirchenjahr 21 Dezember bis 
März (1979); and V, Das Kirchenjahr 3: April bis August (1980). 
When completed, this edition will be a major resource for the 
study of the Byzantinoslavic kontakia. Unfortunately, the 
introductory volume of this edition, which is to contain the 
full description of the manuscripts as well as a discussion of 
the genesis of the translations and their relationship to the 
Greek sources, is not yet available. For understandable rea- 
sons, it will be published after the completion of the other 
volumes of this nine-volume series.

The text of the Akathistos is found on pages 178 to 2 27 
in Volume IV of the Dostál-Rothe edition. The facsimile of the 
text begins on page 186 of Volume II. Variant readings of 
the Slavic text from this edition have been added to the 
critical apparatus in the Appendix.

2. Greek Texts
The Greek text presented in the Appendix represents a 

composite of the textual variants that best correspond to the 
Slavic translation. Other variants are cited when there are
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corresponding Slavic variants. The stanzaic division is like 
that used by Wellesz for the oikoi, except that indentation has 
been added to set off periods made up of several cola. The 
chairetismoi are arranged one chairetismos per line, with no 
indication of caesura, i.e., without Wellesz's subdivision into 
cola of some of the chairetismoi, which he prints as two lines. 
The caesurae may be established on the basis of the metrical 
schemata in Chapter I of this study.

1. Pitra, J.-B., Analecta Sacra I (Paris, 1876), pp. 
250-62. Annotated text with variants.

2. Christ, W., and M. Paranikas, Anthologia Graeca 
Carminum Christianorum (Leipzig, 1871), pp. 140-47.

3. Wellesz, Egon, The Akathistos Hymn. Monumenta 
Musicae Byzantinae Transcripta IX (Copenhagen, 1957), pp.
XXVI ff. This reproduces the text of the thirteenth-century 
Codex Ashburnhamensis— not known to Pitra— and cites variant 
readings from Pitra's edition.

4. Meersseman, G.G., O.P., Hymnos Akathistos (Freiburg, 
1958), pp. 26-79. Text based on Pitra, Christ-Paranikas and 
Wellesz, as well as the canonical Triodion. Includes a 
competent if somewhat metaphorical German translation.

5. The Greek text from the Kontakarion published by 
Amfiloxij. (See footnote 1.)

6. In the revision of this study, the Greek text has 
been compared with that of the critical edition by C.A.
Trypanis in his Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica. Variant 
readings from Trypanis that correspond to variants in the 
Slavic text have been included in the critical apparatus.
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II. THE GREEK AKATHISTOS

1. Introduction
The anonymous Akathistos Hymn, which recent scholarship 

attributes to Romanos, is one of the most widely praised works 
of Byzantine hymnody and the most extensively studied. In his 
introduction to the critical edition of the Akathistos, Constan- 
tine Trypanis, a specialist in the genre of the kontakion 
(poetic sermon with music), of which the Akathistos is an 
example, states:

The Akathistos Hymn is rightly considered the 
greatest achievement in Byzantine religious poetry. Like 
most early Byzantine kontakia it draws on scripture and 
on a number of older prose sermons, yet it remains a 
remarkably fresh and in many ways original work. With a 
striking boldness of similes the poet succeeds in blending 
the overwhelming mystery of the Incarnation of the Word 
with the softer note of the cult of the Virgin, and the 
varied and intricate rhythms employed are enhanced by 
the music of the words.*

Trypanis goes on to point out that the Akathistos had a far- 
reaching influence on subsequent Greek literature.

Like other poetry of the Byzantine period, the Akathistos 
has not always been treated with adequate critical understanding 
in our time. Schooled in the literary canons of the nineteenth 
century, the typical commentator deplored the rich ornamentation 
in the poetry of the Justinian and post-Justinian age, ornamen- 
tation which appeared excessive and unmotivated. Nonetheless, 
even those who could not appreciate the formal intricacy of 
works like the Akathistos expressed admiration for their 
inspired imagery. Such was the attitude of De Meester, who in 
1905 was one of the first to devote a book-length study to the

*C.A. Trypanis, Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica (Vienna, 
1968), p. 25.
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Akathistos. De Meester felt compelled to point out that some 
of the images and rhetorical devices are of a ,,regrettable 
preciosity" (his example is Гѵ&оіѵ áyvtooTÒv уѵыѵаь) 3 and that 
the form occasionally forces [sic!] the poet to indulge in pun- 
ning (here he quotes ácpévxes xòv *Hcxoônv <bs Лпрсобп/ил etôóxa 
фа\\е 1ѵ ё *АЛЛлХойГа) . 4 Having revealed his critical bias ,,(No, 
non neghiamo che difetti vi siano"— "No, we shall not deny 
that there are defects") ̂  and his lack of insight into the 
esthetic values of Byzantine poetics. De Meester went on to 
praise the freshness of some of the images (e.g., záXnv fivôoOev 
£x«v) , the "sincere piety" of the poet, and the dramatic quality 
of the hymn. 6

Prior to De Meester's study, the text of the Akathistos 
had appeared in two editions, the anthology of W. Christ and M. 
Paranikas (1871) and in J.B. Pitra's Analecta Sacra I (1876), 
the latter citing textual variants. More recently the text 
(with some references to the music) has been treated in mono- 
graphs by Carlo del Grande (1948), G.G. Meersseman (1958), 
and Giovanni Marzi (1960). Several earlier articles were 
devoted to a discussion of the authorship of the hymn. 7 Some 
of these studies also included fragmentary observations on 
style and strophic form.

The appearance in 1957 of Wellesz*s study of the 
Akathistos provided students of Byzantine music with the first 
full-length transcription of the music of a kontakion.
Wellesz's book also reproduced a new text and the most impor- 
tant variants from Pitra. Together with the facsimile in 
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, the Akathistos, as edited by

-8-

2

2Pl. De Meester, L'inno acatisto: Studio storico- 
letterario, Bessarione, 2. Serie, VI-VII (Rome, 1904).

3Ibid., p. 141. 4Ibid.
5Ibid. 6Ibid., pp. 137, 141.
7 For a review of the literature on authorship, see C.A.

Trypanis, Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica, pp. 18-24; an 
earlier review appeared in Egon Wellesz, The Akathistos Hymn, 
MMB Transcripta IX (Copenhagen, 1957), pp. XX-XXXIII.
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Wellesz, can serve both as a paradigm of Byzantine musicology 
and a magnificent example of Byzantine liturgical song.

For a time, literary scholarship did not keep pace with 
musicology in the area of Byzantine studies, owing to the exten- 
sive amount of textological work that had to be performed before 
the texts of the hymns could be established. The first volume 
of the cantica of the great melodist Romanos, edited by Paul 
Maas and Constantine Trypanis, appeared in 196 3. A critical 
edition of the Akathistos did not become available until the 
publication of Trypanis1 Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica in 
1968. In his introduction, Trypanis reviews the literature on 
the date of origin of the Akathistos and speculations about its 
authorship. Trypanis' own conclusion is that the hymn belongs 
to the days of Justinian I in the first third of the sixth cen- gtury. As regards the attributions to Romanos, Trypanis 
agrees that it is "possible, and even probable,״ but in the 
final analysis, prefers to leave the question of authorship 

9open. In Trypanis* edition, the text of the Akathistos is 
established on the basis of nine of the oldest extant konta- 
karia, some of them dating from the tenth century. (Prooemium 
I is taken from the Christ— Paranikas Anthologia Graeca 
Carminum Christianorum, as no kontakarion includes it.) In 
addition to the text and critical apparatus, Trypanis provides 
a metrical analysis of the hymn.

Other stylistic analyses of the lexical figures and tropes, 
in which the Akathistos abounds, and of the images with refer- 
enee to Biblical narrative and symbolism and to Byzantine 
theology, are primarily to be found in studies published in 
Greek. These include N.B. Tomadakes, *H BuSavTLvfi 
‘ Yuvoypoupta <at noCnous (1965) and Theodoros Xydes,
3 uC0LVT1vfļ 'Yuvoypaota (1978) .

In what follows, I will first sketch briefly the charac- 
teristics of the kontakion as a genre and of the form and

оTrypanis, Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica, p. 2<*.
9Ibid., p. 25.
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subject of the Akathistos as an example of this genre. In the 
absence of an existing stylistic analysis that would be fully 
adequate for use in the subsequent comparison with the Slavic 
translation, it will be necessary to go on to discuss some 
aspects of the form in considerable detail. It will be impor- 
tant to remember that we are dealing with a genre that combines 
poetry and music in a single composition. This does not mean 
that one cannot profitably discuss the literary form apart from 
the musical, but only that some aspects of the literary form 
have important implications for the musical form, so that with- 
out a consideration of the latter, the study of the genre 
remains incomplete.

2. Subject and Stanzaic Form
The Hymnos Akathistos is a kontakion*0 in praise of the 

Virgin Mary— the theotokos— and of Christ's divine incarnation. 
The hymn consists of twenty-four stanzas (oikoi) with the first 
letter of each stanza forming an alphabetic acrostic. The 
first twelve stanzas of the Akathistos narrate the story of the 
Nativity according to Luke, beginning with the Annunciation and 
ending with the Presentation in the Temple. This section also 
includes the apocryphal account of the fall of the idols in 
Egypt. The twelve stanzas of the second half consist of a 
Christological and Marianie commentary and doxology.

The oikoi are preceded by the customary prefatory stanza 
(koukoulion or prooimion), which serves to link the hymn with 
the Gospel passage on which it is based and states briefly 
the theme that is to be developed in the body of the hymn. The 
Akathistos has a second prooemium which, rather than fulfilling 
the usual introductory and connective function, was composed at 
a dedication piece on a later occasion, when the Akathistos 
was performed at a service of thanksgiving for the liberation

־ 10 ־

For a description of the kontakion as a genre, see the 
introduction to Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica, ed. Paul Maas 
and C.A. Trypanis (Oxford, 1963), pp. xif_f, where relevant 
earlier literature on the subject is also cited.
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of Constantinople after a siege.** It is this prooemium that 
is traditionally performed with the Akathistos. In subsequent 
discussion it will be referred to as Prooemium II (incioit 
Tfl 0т1ери<£хф) • The other prooemium (Tò npooxaxôév)will be 
referred to as Prooemium I.

Each stanza of a kontakion, including the prooemium, con- 
eludes with a refrain. The Akathistos is atypical in that it 
has two alternating refrains instead of the usual single 
refrain. This is motivated by the dual subject of the hymn—  
the mystery of the Virgin Birth and the mystery of the physical 
manifestation of God. The former is expressed in the refrain 
which is introduced by the prooemium and also appears after the 
odd-numbered stanzas (Xatpe ѵби<ре ávuutpeuxe) ; the latter, in 
the refrain which follows the even-numbered stanzas 
( 'AAAnXouta) .

The Akathistos differs from the typical kontakion in 
another important respect. Each odd-numbered stanza of the 
Akathistos is followed by twelve Marianie acclamations 
(chairetismoi) arranged in six metrically, grammatically, and 
semantically parellel pairs. These precede the concluding 
refrain, Xatpe ѵицсрп ávuucpeuxe. This unique feature of the 
Akathistos has been commented on before, notably by Wellesz,

12who sees it as a possible clue to the authorship of the hymn. 
The acclamations emphasize the homiletic lineage of the 
kontakarian genre. Such litanies of praise, modelled after 
Gabriel's greeting in the Annunciation, were popular in the 
homilies of Eastern churchmen since Ephraim the Syrian (d.
373) and appear in Greek panegyrics beginning in the first half

**C. A. Trypanis, Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica, p. 20; 
E. Wellesz, The Akathistbs־־Hymn, p.־ xxVt

12E. Wellesz, A History of Byzantine Music and Hymnograohy 
(Oxford, 1961), p. 369; The Akathistos Hymn, pp. ХХХ-ХХХІ.
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of the fifth century. * 3 It is important to note that the 
chairetismoi are not just mechanically attached to the odd 
stanzas. Rather, each odd stanza is so constructed as to lead 
naturally into the Marianie acclamations, which begin with 
x a t p e  ("ave, hail, rejoice"), whereas the even stanzas are so 
constructed as to require an acclamation to Christ—  .АЛХпХобіа״
This speaks for a careful incorporation of the chairetismoi and 
of the two refrains into the body of the composition.

3. Meter
The meter of the Akathistos, as of the great majority of

Byzantine hymns, is syllabic and accentual. That is, it
counts the number of syllables in a line (which is also a
syntactic unit, termed "colon") and has fixed accent positions.
It is customary when discussing the stanzaic structure of the
Akathistos to speak of the odd stanzas as being long, incor-
porating the chairetismoi into the stanza, and of the even
stanzas as being short. However, it is more convenient to
treat the metrical structure of the chairetismoi separately,
and this for two reasons. In the first place, if one separates
the chairetismoi (and the two refrains), one can treat what
remains of all twenty-four stanzas, odd or even, together,

14because they have the same metrical structure. In the second 
place, the chairetismoi present the special feature of metrical 
and grammatical parallelism, which sets them stylistically 
apart from what will here be called "stanzas proper" or "oikoi 
proper" or simply stanzas or oikoi.

As in all kontakia (and in other types of hymnie poetry, 
such as the canon), the first stanza of the Akathistos is the

1־ 2 -

*3Inter alii cf. Paul Maas, "Das Kontakion," Byzantinische 
Zeitschrift XIX (1910), 290-1. Other literature on the literary 
genre of tïïe chairetismoi is cited in Trypanis, Fourteen Early 
Byzantine Cantica, p. 25, fn. 58.

14This was already observed by J.-B. Pitra, Analecta 
Sacra I (Paris, 1876), p. 251.
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metrical model for all the other stanzas. (The prooemium, 
characteristically, has a different meter.) Thus all the 
stanzas are isosyllabic and isotonic, with some allowances for 
variation in the presence or absence of a stressed syllable 
in a metrically accented position.

In view of the recent publication of several studies in 
which attempts are made to describe the meter of the Akathistos 
in terms of classical metrics, it is useful to discuss at some 
length how the principles of the metrical composition of a 
Byzantine hymn differ from other, more familiar metrical verse, 
such as the classical quantitative or traditional Western 
syllabic, accentual, or syllabo-accentual varieties. The 
prosodic feature used in Byzantine hymnie versification is word 
stress, and the meter consists of strophic patterns of stressed 
and unstressed syllables, with an established total number of 
syllables for each particular line or colon of the stanza. 
However, there is no alternation of thesis (i.e., accented 
syllable, "downbeat”) and arsis (unaccented syllable, "upbeat") 
in a regular fashion such that the meter could be analyzed into 
regularly recurring "feet." Nor is there a limited number of 
established patterns of lines (such, as for example, the iambic 
pentameter or the dactylic hexameter), one of which is selected 
for an entire poem. The metrical principle can more nearly be 
compared to the "logaoedic" verse of antiquity, with the 
difference that Byzantine metrics allowed more room for 
strophic originality and rhythmic variation. Thus a Byzantine 
hymn may have its own unique metrical pattern (based on the 
possibilities and limitations offered by the distribution of 
word accent in Greek), with all the stanzas of the hymn 
modelled on the first stanza. A hymn such as this, having its 
own original metrical (and musical) pattern is called automelon. 
A Byzantine hymn may also be metrically modelled on another hymn 
and sung to the music of the model. It is then called 
proshomoion and labelled pros to followed by the incipit of the 
model hymn. When considering this genre of composition, we 
must keep in mind that it involved not only the invention of a 
verbal text but also of a melody. However, the verbal text may
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be considered primary, since there were ways of adapting the 
music to the text, and we can therefore analyze the meter inde- 
pendently from the music without any difficulty.

The Akathistos is an automelon composition. Prior to the 
publication of the 1968 edition by Trypanis, its meter had been 
treated in three studies, none of which provided a fully 
adequate analysis. The first of these appears in the book by 
Carlo del Grande. 15 Many of del Grande1s general observations 
about the syllabic and tonic nature of the metre are correct, 
but he makes inexplicable errors in the metrical schemata 
(pp. 109, 110) and finally lapses into classical metrics. * 6 

He comments only briefly on the metrical variations, which he 
calls anomalies, whereas there are in fact several metrical 
variants used alternately, and optionally stressed accentual 
positions are the rule of composition rather than the exception, 
as will be shown below.^

The nore detailed analysis of Xydes18 is vitiated by his 
attempt to fit the cola into a classical metrical pattern of 
feet. Thus, in fifteen of the twenty-four stanzas, the first lin 
is a ”seven syllable paroxytone anapaestic," which Xydes repre- 
sents as uo-uu-o and illustrates by the lines Гѵ&аіѵ üyvwotov 
Yvűvil (III) and ZcíXnv £vÔodev Іхыѵ (IV) (sic!). He then remarks 
that in the other nine stanzas the third syllable is not stresse

*5Carlo del Grande, ed., L'inno acatisto in onore della 
Madre di Dio (Florence, 1948) .

*6P. 135, "Ancora qui domina probabilmente il trocheo, ma
il ritmo è dificile a stabilire."

*7The question of metrical variants has been discussed 
with reference to the hymns of Romanos by J. Grosdidier de 
Matons, "L'Homotonie et 1•isosyllabisme chez Romanos," Akten 
des XI. Internationalen Byzantinistenkongresses, München, 1958 
TMunlch, 1960), pp. 200-5. It was also raised by C. Floros, 
"Fragen zum musikalischen und metrischen aufbau der Kontakien," 
XIIe Congrès international des études byzantines, Rapports
VIII (Ochride, 1961), p. 566.

 о _ —Theodoros Xydes, He Metrike tou Akathistou Hvmnou ך
(Athens , 1956).
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and that these lines seem rather to be iambic; e.g., ״AyyeAos 
TípcüTOOxáxris (I) or BXénouoa f) àyta (II)• This explanation 
shows a basic lack of understanding of the metrical principle 
of accent distribution in this kind of verse•

19Only the third of these studies, that by Giovanni Marzi
is of any real interest because the author realizes and is
quick to point out that while the distribution of the accents
in some lines of the hymn may coincide with one or another
classical Greek meter, no relationship can be shown to exist,
and questions such as whether the meter of the Akathistos is

20binary or ternary are meaningless. Marzi notes some of the 
constants of the metre of the Akathistos and also touches on 
the question of metrical variations, but without exploring it

.in detail̂ י• 21
At the time I undertook my comparative study of the

Slavic and Greek Akathistos, the best information on the
metres of kontakia was to be found in the Appendix to the first
volume of the Maas and Trypanis edition of the kontakia of

22Romanos. In addition to some general remarks, the Appendix 
contains schemata for all the kontakia in the book, including 
No. 44, "On Joseph II,H which is based on the meter of the 
Akathistos (though not identical with it). In my analysis of 
the meter of the Akathistos, I adopted, in modified form, the 
notation used by Maas and Trypanis, Subsequently in Fourteen 
Early Byzantine Cantica, Trypanis provided a metrical schema 
of the Akathistos. My own analysis agrees with that of 
Trypanis with three exceptions. First, in the chairetismoi, 
lines 7 and 8 , I have given syllable three as optionally 
accented where Trypanis״ schema ("long strophe*1 lines 12 and

19Giovanni Marzi, Melodia e nomos nella musica bizantina, 
Studi pubblicati dall1 Istituto di Filologia Classica Vili, 
Università di Bologna (Bologna, 1960) .

.20Marzi, p. 7״ ד
21Marzi, pp. 138-9.
Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica, po. 511-13.22
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13) indicates syllable three of the corresponding lines as 
unaccented. My analysis is based on chairetismos 11 (Trypanis 
long strophe га"):

Xatoe, uupive axuXe òôeygSv xoös év окбхеі•
Xatpe, акепл хоО кбоиои тіАахихёра ѵеф£Хпз*

This text appears in Trypanis as well (p. 34) . Second, I have 
chosen to treat the chairetismoi separately rather than 
resorting to the notion "long strophe." This has the advantage 
of permitting one to set up a single metrical schema for all 
twenty-four oikoi. Third, I treat the sense pause in lines 
6,7 of the oikoi as a "medium sense pause," i.e., a regularly 
occurring syntactic break instead of a "weak sense pause"
(a regularly occurring word break) as does Trypanis in his 
corresponding line 5. As a result, my analysis shows a differ- 
ent variant pattern of line break. I believe my analysis to
be preferable because it corresponds to the cadential phrasing

23of the music, as I have shown elsewhere.
There is some difficulty in determining what line-division

to adopt in presenting the metrical structure of the Akathistos
The question might seem to be one of mere typography— how to
arrange the cola on the page. In the del Grande arrangement

24(followed by Wellesz), each colon (Meyer*s Kurzzeile, Maas- 
Trypanis' "weak sense-pause”) is printed as a separate line.
In the Christ-Paranikas anthology, two or more cola may be 
printed in one line, separated by slash or space, and line- 
division corresponds to larger rhythmico-syntactic units 
(Meyer's Langzeilen, Maas-Trypanis' "medium sense-pause”).
This practice is also followed in Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica. 
The principle of arrangement involves more than just typography 
as will be seen shortly. The arrangement used in the

23Antonina Gove, "Relationship Between Music and Text in
the Akathistos Hymn," Studies in Eastern Chant V, forthcoming.

24Cf. Wilhelm Meyer, Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur
mitte !lateinischer Rhythmik II (Berlin^ 1905) , p. 64. For a
brief review of the problem of stanzaic division, see C. Floros
"Fragen zum musikalischen und metrischen Aufbau," pp. 563-6.
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reconstructed text presented in the Appendix is (with one 
exception, noted below) the one Wellesz adopts following del 
Grande. This is done chiefly to facilitate comparison to 
Wellesz's study. For the purpose of metrical analysis, the 
arrangement offered in the Christ-Paranikas anthology, which is 
similar to the schema for ”On Joseph" given by Maas-Trypanis, 
will be found preferable for some lines.

4• The Meter of the Oikoi
The general metrical scheme* of the twenty-four oikoi

(exclusive of refrains, chairetismoi and prooemium) is the
25following :

(1 ) . x . x x ' x
(2) x x ' x x 1 x
(3) x י x x x . x x 1 x
(4) x x . x x . x x '
(5) x x ' x . x x x '/י x x
(6) x . x . x ״ x x
(7) x ' x x x . x 1 x

Lines (6) and ( 7) have the following alternative scheme in 
stanzas IV, VII, X, XIV, XV, and XVIII:

(6) X . X . X ' X X X ' X
(7) x x ' x 1 x

It can be seen that (6) and (7) in effect add up to make a
seventeen-syllable line consisting of two variable cola: 8

syllables + 9 syllables or 11 syllables + 6 syllables; i.e.,
A: (6,7) x . x . x י x x/x ' x x x . x ' x 
B: ( 6 , 7 ) x . x . x ’ x x x '  x/x x ' x ' x

Indeed, this is how these cola are presented in the Christ-
Paranikas edition and by Trypanis. Combining the cola in this
way has the obvious advantage of making graphically apparent

*In this scheme, x stands for unaccented syllable, 1 for 
accented syllable, and . for a syllable which may or may not be 
accented.

25The text used for the metrical analysis in this chapter 
is that which appears in Meersseman, with a few obvious emenda- 
tions based on the text and notes in Wellesz and Pitra. It is 
not always identical with the text appended to this study, 
where variants have been selected to match the meaning of the 
Slavic translation without regard for metrical correctness.
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both the regularity in accent positions and the variation in 
the position of the caesura. The del Grande arrangement 
obscures the regularity and the nature of the variation•

A few words are now in order about the accentual varia- 
tions in the meter, i.e., the positions which are marked by a 
dot (.) in the schema, indicating that they are optionally 
filled by a stressed syllable. The schema does not tell the 
whole story. Let us take the first two lines and observe what 
actually happens in individual stanzas. The meter of the lines 
has been schematized as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(1 ) . x . x x 1 x
(2) x x 1 x x ' x

However, a given stanza has to have one of the following three 
combinations :

A (1) ״ X X X X 1 X 
(2) X X  1 X X  1 x

e.g., stanza I— AyygA-os тцхотоотЛтпс״
oòpavóOev ёпёщ>дл
В (1) י x ' x x 1 x

(2) x x 1 x x ״ x
eg., stanza III— rvöOLv áyvoxrcov Yvövau

fl Tiapôfvos СлтоОоа
С (1) X X x x 1 x ׳

(2) x x 1 x x ״ x
e.g., stanza VIII— Ѳеобрбцоѵ <іот€ра

ôecopfioavxes udYot
Here we see that in variant A there is a contrast in the two
lines in syllables 1 and 3: syllable 1 is stressed in line
(1 ) , unstressed in line (2); syllable 3 is unstressed in line
(1) , stressed in line (2). In variant B, there is a contrast
for syllable 1 only; syllable 3 is stressed in both lines. In
variant C, the lines are wholly congruent. The essential
parallelism of the two lines is of course established from the
fact that each has seven syllables and an obligatory stress on
the sixth syllable. It can also be seen that, contrary to
what is implied by the schema, the first line must have at least
two stresses.

־ 18 -
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On the basis of the above analysis of the first two lines 
one can begin to suspect the range of the rhythmical variation 
possible within the rather strict metrical framework of this 
hymn• We can describe the relationship between the constant 
factors of the meter, in this case the number of syllables in 
a line and those accentual positions which are obligatorily 
filled by an accented syllable, and the metrical tendencies—  
accentual positions optionally filled by an accented syllable—  
by considering the percent of times that a given accentual 
position is filled by a stressed s y l l a b l e •2  ̂ This information 
is presented in Figure 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12

(1 ) 88% 0 58% 0 0 1 0 0% 0

(2) 0 0 1 0 0% 0 0 1 0 0% 0

(3) 0 1 0 0% 0 0 0 75% 0 0 1 0 0% 0

(4) 0 0 91% 0 4% 6 6% 0 0 1 0 0%
(5) 0 0 91% 0 6 6% 0 0 0 1 0 0%
(6) 0 8 8% 0 2 1% 0 1 0 0% 0 0 0* 1 0 0%* 0* 0

(7) A 0 1 0 0% 0 0 0 76% 0 1 0 0% 0 1 0 0%* 0*
( 7) В 4%* 0* 1 0 0% 0* 1 0 0%* 0*

Figure 1. Percentages of occurrence of stressed syllables 
in metrically accented positions. Figures at the top refer to 
syllables in a line; figures at the left refer to the line in 
the stanza.

*Starred figures refer to variant В of lines (6) and 
(7). Note that the starred figures in positions 9, 10, and
11 of line (6) are the syllables of variant В equivalent to 
positions 1, 2, and 3 of 7A (i.e., line 1 of variant A).

Figure 1 reveals some interesting facts. We see that the
final metrical accent position in a line always contains a

27stressed syllable. The first metrically accented position in

26The analytical approach used here goes back to the metri 
cal studies of Andrej Belyj in Simvolizm (1910), discussed by V 
Žirmunskij, Introduction to Metrics (The Hague, 1966), pp. 37-8.

This is noted by Marzi, 0£. cit., p. 138.27
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a line has a high tendency to be stressed (100%, 91%, 8 8%)- 
The second but non-final position has the lowest occurrence of 
stress (75-76%, 70%, 6 6 %, 58%, 21%). We see that some posi־ 
tions (syllables) never or rarely fulfill the role of metrically 
accented position: position 1 — only line (1 ) has an accented 
syllable; position 4— only line (6 ); position 5— only line 
(5) ; position 7— never. Some positions tend to be metrically 
accented: position 6— six out of seven lines; position 3— four 
out of seven lines; position 9— three out of four lines.

It is an important metrical principle that two adjacent 
syllables are never metrically accented except when separated 
by caesura (positions 9 and 10 in line (5)). In line (4), in 
those stanzas where position 5 carries the accent, position 6 
does not. As pointed out by Maas and Trypanis, in the metrics 
of kontakia, the accent may be shifted to an adjacent syllable, 
a n d  this is what we have in line (4) of oikos XVIII (cf. the 
4% in Figure 1) . It can also be seen that the meter allows no 
more than three unaccented positions between accented positions, 
although in an actual line the number of unaccented syllables ir 
sequence may be much greater.

5. The Meter of the Prooemia
The prooemium of a kontakion is commonly composed in a 

different meter than the rest of the hymn. Here are the 
metrical schemata of the two prooemia of the Akathistos.

Prooemium I, To т1роотах^£ѵ
(1 ) X X X  1 X X  ,/x ' X ' X
(2 ) x x x ' x x ,/ x , x ״ x
(3) X X  ' X X  ' x/x X X X 1 x
(4) x ' x x x x ' x/x x x '
(5) x 1 x x x x  1 x/' X X  1
(6 ) X X ' X X ' X x/x * X ׳ X X ״
(7) x ' X X X  1 X X /

1 X * X X 1 X X
2 8Del Grande claims that this prooemium is metrically similar

Del Grande, 0£. cit«, p. 15.28
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to the entire hymn. According to him, the patterns of all the 
cola of the prooemium recur, wholly or in part, in the oikoi 
and chairetismoi.

Indeed, as del Grande points out, the first cola of lines 
(1) and (2) of the prooemium (his lines 1 and 3) correspond to 
the second colon of the chairetismoi (5) and (6 ) : x x * x x ' . 
In addition (not noted by del Grande) , the first colon of line
(3) corresponds to lines (1) and (2) of the oikoi and to the 
second colon of chairetismoi (7), (8 ), (11), and (12). The 
second colon of line (5) is the same as the first colon of 
chairetismoi (1), (2), (9), (10), (11), and (12). In fact, it 
is like the often repeated anaphora, Xaipe 6 t\* ns. Other cola 
show partial correspondence. As del Grande puts it, the accen- 
tuation is the same in the first part of the line [read "colon"] 
but shows variation in the position of the final accent, gener- 
ally a shift by one syllable. (Del Grande is not correct when 
he says that the number of syllables is the same in these cola 
of the prooemium and the cola of the hymn.) The first colon of 
lines (6 ) of the prooemium corresponds partially to line (4) 
of the oikoi:

Pr. X X * X X 1 X X 
0І. X X , X X . X X ׳

The second colon of line (6 ) of the prooemium corresponds 
partially to line (7) of the oikoi:

Pr. X י X X X 1 X X
0І. X 1 X X X , X 1 X

The refrain, which concludes the prooemium is, of course, the 
same that occurs after the chairetismoi. (Unfortunately, the 
neumated texts published by Wellesz do not contain this 
prooemium, so it is impossible to compare its musical structure 
with that of the rest of the Akathistos,)

Prooemium II, Tfļ únepuaxo)
(1) X X X  ' x/x x '/X X X 1 X X
(2) X X X x X X 1 X X/״ x/x x ׳
(3) X X  ' x x/x ' x x/x X ' X
(4) X X  1 x x/x ' x/x X 1 X X
(5) X X  ' x x/x ' x/x X 1 X X
(6 ) X X  ' x x/

X XAntonina F. Gove - 9783954792160 ״ X ' X X ״
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A glance at the metrical composition of the cola and the occur-
29rence of two caesurae per line shows that del Grande and 

others are indeed correct in pointing out that this prooemium 
is structurally quite different from the rest of the hymn• 
According to Wellesz, it is musically distinct, as well, 
although the same cadences recur in both•30

Floros makes the observation that TfJ ònepuáxty is structu- 
rally (and melodically) very similar to Et *at év тасрф on the 
model of which it may have been composed. A comparison of the 
meter seems to bear out this conjecture•3*

6 • The Meter of the Chairetismoi
The twelve chairetismoi which follow each odd-numbered 

stanza of the Akathistos are arranged in six pairs of parallel 
lines. TPhe parallelism is obligatory on the metrical level 
and may also be displayed on the phonological, grammatical, and 
semantic levels.

The metrical parallelism of the chairetismoi can be 
described as follows:

1• The two lines of a parallel pair (i.e., lines 1 and 2,
3 and 4, etc.) are isosyllabic.

2. The two lines of a parallel pair are isotonic.
3• Each line has a caesura, i.e., each line consists of 

two cola. The caesura is fixed and in most cases occurs after 
the same syllable in both lines of a parallel pair, which means 
that not only the lines but also the cola are parallel. 
Exceptions to this rule will be pointed out below. Some pairs 
of lines have variant positions for the caesura.

־ 22 -

30E. Wellesz, "Das Prooemium des Akathistos; Eine Studie 
zur Melodie der Kontakien," Die Musikforschung 6 (1953), p. 194.

3*Constantin Floros, "Das Kontakion," Deutsche Viertel- 
iahrsschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesqeschichte 
XXXIV (1960), p. 98. A curious detail Floros does not mention 
is that the phrase T?ļ ûneoiuixç* rhymes with EC ка С év тбфф• Per- 
haps this was a motivating factor in the selection of this kon- 
takion as the model for the dedicatory prooemium of the 
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The metrical scheme of the chairetismoi is the following:*
(1) X X ,/X X ' X X ״ ab
(2) X X ,/X X ' X • X ab
(3) X X X ״ x/x 1 X X • X X cd
(4) X X X • x/x ״ X X X X cd
(5) X ♦ X X X ' X x/x X f X X X 1 ef
(6) X • X X X X ״ x/x X 1 X X X 1 ef
(7) X • X X x/x X י X X 1 X gh
(8) X • X X x/x X ' X X V X gh
(9) X X ,/X X X ' X X ad
(1 0) X X •/X • X X ' X X ad
(1 1) X X V x X 1 X X י X ah
(1 2) X X ,/X X ' X X י X ah

Several observations can be made about this metrical scheme. 
For one thing, one can represent the relationship between sylla- 
ble number and position of the caesura (i.e., the syllable 
number of the cola) numerically:

1 and 2 : 4 + 6 s 10

3 and 4: 6 + 7 = 13
5 and 6 : 9 + 7 S 16
7 and 8: 7 + 7 S 14
9 and 1 0 : 4 + 7 - 1 1

11 and 1 2 : 4 + 7 = 1 1

This kind of breakdown enables us to observe that in all but 
the first two chairetismoi, the second colon has seven 
syllables. We also see that both cola of the last two pairs of 
chairetismoi (9/10 and 11/12) are isosyllabic. At the same 
time, a look at the accentual pattern shows us that only the 
first cola of 1/2, 9/10 and 11/12 and the second cola of 3/4 
and 9/10 and of 7/8 and 11/12 are isotonic. In this way we 
become aware of the metrical differences and similarities 
between successive pairs of lines.

*The letters at right identify recurrent metrical 
sequences, i.e., metrically identical cola. Note that the 
arrangement of cola into lines, separated by caesurae, is 
according to Christ-Paranikas, not del Grande and Wellesz. 
Additional variants are discussed in the text that follows.
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The distribution of accents may be treated in two ways—  
by cola and by lines. The basic patterns of the cola are 
represented in the general scheme above. However, one can 
also consider the accentual positions with respect to the lines, 
in which case the following syllables bear the accent: 
Chairetismoi 1 and 2; 1 4 9 ל

8 11 
7 12 16

6 10 13
4 6 9
4 7 10

3 and 4:
5 and 6 :
7 and 8:
9 and 10:

1 1  and 1 2 :
Refrain:

A statement of the accent distribution in the line as a whole 
(instead of in the colon) is necessary because in those cases 
where the position of the caesura varies (see discussion below), 
the accents retain the syllabic position of the line, whereas 
the colon acquires a new accentual pattern.

In contrast to the greater number of accentual variants 
in the oikoi proper, in the chairetismoi variation is much more 
restricted. Out of a total of seventy־two pairs of chairetismoi 
(6 pairs x 12 sets of chairetismoi), only fifteen show any 
variation, six of these being in lines (1) and (2) and six in 
lines (3) and (4), all of them (i.e., all of the variants of 
lines (1), (2), (3), and (4)) involving a shift in the position 
of the caesura. Only one of these and the three other variants 
involve differences in accentuation. Details are presented 
below.

1. Variations in accentuation occur in the set of 
chairetismoi following oikos XI, in lines (7) and (8) and in 
lines (1 1) and (1 2) , with the following variant patterns:

(7) * x ' x x ' x/x x 1 x x ' x
(8) 1 x 1 x x ' x/x x 1 x x ' x
(1 1 ) ' x x ' / x x x x x ' x
(1 2) 1 x x '/’ x ״ x x 1 x

In lines (7) and (8), position 3, which is regularly unaccented, 
is accented. In line (11), position 7, which is regularly
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accented remains unaccented. In line (12), position 5, which 
is regularly unaccented, is accented.

In XIX, lines (5) and (6) have the following variation:
(5) 1 x 1 x x x ' x x/x x x ' x x (6)״ ' X ' X X X 1 X x/x X X * X X 1

Here position 13 is accented instead of position 12.
In XI, lines (1) and (2) have ״ x x 1 x x/x x ״ x, 

i.e., the accent in position 7 has been eliminated.
These four instances exhaust the total number of variants

32involving differences in accentuation.
2. Variations in position of the caesura.

Lines (1 ) and (2)

a. First variant: ' x x ' x/x ' x 1 x
Here the caesura falls after the fifth instead of the 

fourth syllable. Note that this means that it falls after an 
unaccented syllable or one syllable away from the second 
metrical accent, whereas in the basic variant 
(' X X  '/x x 1 x 1 x) it falls immediately after the second 
accent. This variant occurs in both pairs of lines in the 
chairetismoi following oikoi XIII, XVII, and XIX; in line (1) 
only of IX: and in line (2) only of XXIII. This means that in 
IX and XXIII, the cola are not isosyllabic, although the 
lines are both isosyllabic and isotonic. For example, IX has:

(1) 1 X X x/x 1 X ' X ׳
׳ (2) X X  ,/x x 1 x 1 x

b. Second variant: 1 x x ' x x/x x 1 x in XI.
Lines (3) and (4)

32In addition, it must be noted that in lines (5) and (6) 
of VII, XVII, XIX and XXI, position -3- has a so-called 
praepositivum (in this case aö in XIX and <5xt elsewhere) , 
which according to Maas and Trypanis are considered unaccented 
However, in view of the fact that no unambiguously unaccented 
syllable occurs in this position (i.e., a syllable of a poly- 
syllabic word with the accent on another syllable), we would 
conjecture that the praepositiva may be accentually variable, 
i.e., accented in some metrical positions or under certain syn 
tactic and accentual conditions.
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a. First variant: ' x x x  ,/x x ' x x  • x x i n
V, XV (only line (4), XIX, XX XXI, XXIII.

b. Second variant: 1 x x x  1 x x / 1 x x  1 x x i n
XXIII.

The variations in the position of the caesura may be 
summed up by saying that the caesura must occur in every line 
between the second accent and the one that follows and that 
in lines (1) and (2) it may be moved one or two syllables to 
the right from the basic position, whereas in lines (3) and
(4) it may be moved one syllable to the left or one syllable 
to the right of the basic position.

The refrains ״ААЛпЛобіа and Xatpe ѵищре аѵицФеоте 
have the following respective accentual patterns:

X X 1 X
* X 1 X X 1 X X.

7. Formal Devices of Composition Other than Metrical
The Akathistos abounds in elaborate rhetorical devices of 

many kinds. Most conspicuous are the numerous instances of 
interplay between sound and meaning or between grammar, sound, 
and meaning, illustrated in the following examples.

Oikos III begins Tvöolv dyvcoatov yvGvai/Л uapdévoç £пт0 6 0а/ 
éßönoe Ttpòc xòv Л.е1тоируоиѵта/нтЛ. The first line is a 
multiple paregmenon: the same root gn5~ appears in three 
derived forms— as a noun, yvoSoic, as an adjective, &yvgxjt0£, 
and as a verb, yvövat. In a Byzantine hynn, this represents the 
height of perfection: even the verbal device has been 
successfully made to symbolize the paradoxical ontology ou 
tout se tient.

A different kind of verbal ornament appears in oikos II: 
ØXenouaa f! àyta/èauxnv év àyveía/cpnot т£> raØpt^X ОароаЛесос/хтХ. 
Неге àyia/hagia/ and àyve (Ta/hagnia/ form a paronomasia: the 
two words are different only in the presence/absence of a single 
phoneme /n/, and the phonic similarity, emphasized here by the 
parallel position of the words at the end of their respective 
lines, tends to suggest a semantic relationship which is not 
part of the ordinary "dictionary meaning" of the words. In

- 26 -
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this case a natural or necessary relationship between chastity 
and holiness is implied.

Another example of this kind occurs in oikos V:
10 6£ Рр€ф0£ £нeCvee eûôôç/éîiLYvoôv xòv xaöxns Аотіаоибѵ/ 
éxoupev, /каі dXuaaiv шс фацааиѵ/ёЗба npòç xfiv öeoxdxov״/
Xatpe, xxX. Here a paronomasia is created by the juxtaposition 
of dXuaaiv /hálmasin/ and douaauv /ásmasin/, implying a rela־ 
tionship of similarity between the act of leaping and of singing, 
which in the given context are already related by virtue of 
temporal contiguity. This particular figure also happens to 
incorporate a homeoptoton— the similarity is not only phonic 
but also grammatical, since both words have the same grammatical 
suffix. This kind of device is also very frequent in the 
Akathistos.

On a different rhetorical level, it must be noted that 
kontakia in general and the Akathistos in particular make exten- 
sive use of prosopopoeia, i.e., narration through the introduc- 
tion of direct speech. An example of this can be seen in 
Prooemium I, where Gabriel's words to the Virgin are quoted. 
Similarly, her questioning of the angel in oikos II is in the 
form of direct speech. It should be noted that the refrains 
and also the chairetismoi are also instances of quoted speech. 
This device reflects the influence of homiletic style on the 
kontakion. 33

There is one device which is deeply appropriate to the 
subject matter of the Akathistos. This is the oxymoron, which 
results quite naturally from the paradox inherent in the 
doctrines of the Virgin Birth and the dual nature of Christ,

, fyielding lines such as the following: é£ áanopou ЗХаахпоас 
уаохрбс/каі cpuXdgae хабхпѵ, йопер fiv, бсрдороѵ, кхХ. (,having 
sprung from a womb without seed, and having left it as it was, 
incorrupt1— oikos XIII); or *׳OXoc ív év xolç нахсо/каі töv 
dvco 0 6 6' òXcoç/ánfW ò dneptYPanxoe Xóyoç. (,The uncircumscribed 
Word was complete (ŐXoc) among those below and had not at all

- 27 -
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(0 6 6' őXcoc) d e p a r t e d  from  t h o s e  a b o v e 1— o ik o s  XV); o r  ag a in  
I6״ 0V Ttaiôeç XaAôaCcov/êv x e p o i  xfļs n ap d € v o u /x ô v  иЛаоаѵха 
x e t p l  xoî)c ávópam oue״ / x a t  ö eanoxnv  ѵооОѵхес a ò x ò v , / e t  
x a t  бобЛои ëXaße uopcpiļv, êa n eu o av /x o te  ôw potc  Э ератіеО ааі/кхЛ .
(,The sons of the Chaldaeans saw in the hands of the Virgin Him 
who formed men with his hand; and comprehending that He was the 
Lord, even though He had taken the form of a slave, they hastene! 
to do Him homage with gifts*— oikos IX).

In many instances, an image is built on an allusion to a 
scriptural account. Thus in chairetismoi XVII, (7) and (8), 
the success of the "fishers of men" is contrasted with the 
downfall of the pagan philosophers. The antithesis is made to 
hinge on a detail extracted from the Scriptural allusion: the 
"nets" of the fishermen are comparable but ethically quite 
opposed to the "snares" of the Athenians.

Many of the epithets of the Virgin used in the Akathistos 
are loci communes appearing in other hymns and in sermons. To 
take an easily accessible example, the Theotokion quoted by 
Wellesz (A History, p. 242) contains three or four epithets in 
common with the Akathistos.

MuoxLxße ávuuvoOuev ое ,/Ѳ еох6хе  Map Ca• 
áveôeCxÔnC Y&P ôpóvoc/xoO ueydAou BaoiXéuCr 
oxnvfi navay Ca,/x<5v oòpavôv nXaxuxépa,
ХероиЗІи d p y a , /  dvcoxépa oè xó&v EepacpCu, 
vuuaxõv ôóEnC•
én ao ô  YÔLp npofIX ôe/oapxoôetc  ò Tidvxíov Ѳебс- 
Aùxòv txéxeue/acodfivai х&с Фихйс ?!ußv.

Compare with this the following chairetismoi from the Akathistos
I (7) X a tp e , <3xL ò n dpxe 1 c / ß a o 1 A.£o>g хад€6ра
XI 8) Xatpe, OKČnn xoO к<Зстцои/тгА.атихІра ve<pgXņc
XV (5) X a tp e , бхпиа TtavdYiov/xoO éret xöv xepouß^u

(6) X a tp e ,  OLxnuoL паѵарю хоѵ/хоО  é n t  xöv oepacptu
XXIII (1) X a tp e ,  а х п ѵ Ѵ тои ѲеоО x a t  Лбуоо
Some of the many correspondences between the Akathistos

and the hymns of John Damascene listed by Papadopoulos-
34Kerameus are probably paraphrases of the Akathistos by John.

- 28 ־
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One such example would be the following passage from John's 
theotokion: Xatpe doxfjp êv xÇ ndaucf xòv nXtov ёщраСѵаіѵ— a 
slightly modified version of chairetismos I (9) Xatpe, doxf̂ p 
éuípaCvcav xòv fiXtov. Other examples seem to be simply loci 
communes, reappearing in various works; e.g., compare 
chairetismos III (6) Xatpe, уёфира uexdyouaa/хойс yfìc 
Ttpòc oCpavdv with the following quotations: Andreas of Crete, 
Xaipe yć<pupa Çotfivnpòc oOpdvtov xoùç dvnxoùs f! uexáyouoa; and 
again in the same author, Xatpe de ta уефира dvnxouç uexáyouoa 
uóvn ^OÓS icofļv xfjv dynpco; John Damascene, Xatpe y&pupo 
dvnxoOs £co?ìv npÒQ öeCav uexayayoöaa, and Xatpe у€фира £c3̂ v 
Tipòe тЬѵ dôdvaxov ßpoxobs êîiavdyouaa; Theophanes Xatpe 
уёфира ЭѵлхоЪд Tipòc א uexáyouoa.

This brief survey is offered by way of indicating the 
salient stylistic features of the Akathistos and by no means 
accounts for all the types of imagery it contains- A more 
thorough discussion will appear in subsequent chapters, when we 
will try to determine which of the images and rhetorical 
devices are carried over into the Slavic translation and which 
are not.

In addition to the stylistic features illustrated above,
which are descriptive of all parts of the hymn, the chairetismoi
are characterized by an exceedingly intricate parallelism (of

35the type called paromoeosis in classical rhetoric) which 
warrants a detailed examination. The metrical parallelism has 
already been discussed. Now we can proceed from the metrical 
framework to analyze the interplay of phonic, grammatical, and 
semantic parallelism.

8. Parallelism in the Chairetismoi
To begin with, let us classify the devices by means of 

which the parallelism is carried out, basing the classification 
on the linguistic (and extralinguistic) levels involved:

I. Obligatory metrical parallelism (see above).

־ 29 ־

35Heinrich Lausberg, Handbuch der Literarischen Rhetorik 
(Munich, 1960), § 732.
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Syllabic parallelism of words in equivalent metrial 
positions; e.g., I (1), (2) xará/ará (two syllables each). 
Prosodic parallelism of words in equivalent metrical 
positions; e.g., the above example (x ,/x ').
Phonic parallelism of words in equivalent netrical 
positions
A• Paronomasia; e.g., xará/ará (1234/234)
В. Homoeoteleuton; e.g., XIII (1), (2) XaCpe, xò 

dvdoc/xflc àxpàapoCaQ; Xatpe, tò axécpoc/rflc 
éynpaxeiac (os. . .-os; -ias. . .־ias)״ This 
frequently involves homoeoptoton, i.e., repetition of 
the same grammatical ending.

C. Anaphora: e.g., XXI (5) ,(6) тюЛСхро>хоѵ/тюА.6(5і>охоѵ 
(repetition of poly). This frequently involves 
paregmenon.

Grammatical parallelism of words in equivalent metrical 
positions
A. Syntactic parallelism, i.e., the same part of speech 

appearing in the same metrical position; e.g.. Ill
(3),(4) Xatpe, xöv dauiidxcov/Xpuoxou xò тірооСиьоѵ; 
Xatpe, xöv õoYuáxwv/áuxoO xò xetpaAaiov.

B. Parallelism of grammatical categories, e.g., I (1)
((2)— xapd and ápa are both Feminine Nominative 
Singular.

C. Parallelism of morpheme constituents; e.g.,
X atp־ e 6 1 a־fic/?1 xotp ״  £и־ Ааит1 - а ־ е 1
Xatp-e 6 1 ' dp-a ёи-Хе ui-o-el

D. Parallel derivation (paregmenon); e.g., I (1),
((2) ёк-АаиФеі/ёх-Леіфеі; I (5) , (6) биа-аѵаЗа-хоѵ/

Ôua- десЗрл xo v.
Semantic parallelism
A. Lexical parallelism (synonymy, antonymy, or membership 

in the same semantic class); e.g., I (5), (6) 
йфос/Задос.

B. Parallelism by allusion, in this case to Judaeo- 
Christian and Graeco-Byzantine tradition; e.g., I

- 30 -
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(3), (4) Adam and Eve, or XVII (7), (8) Xatpe, 
тшѵ ״ АдлѵаС<оѵ/т&с иЛох&с ôiacmõaa* xcxtpe, тйѵ 
ЛЛіёыѵ/т&с oaytlvag тіЛпроиаа. In the last example 
there is semantic parallelism on two levels— the 
linguistic proper in the comparison TiXoxáç/aaynvae 
,devices for catching, trapping1, which belongs to 
category A; and what might be called cultural non־ 
lexical parallelism, semantic in a broader-than- 
dictionary sense— the failure of the ”false teachings" 
of the pagan Athenian philosophers contrasted with 
the success of the true teaching of Christ's 
Apostles.

A special instance of parallelism is repetition, which 
incorporates all of the above-mentioned categories except XII. 
Repetition is permitted only anaphorically, at the beginning 
of lines. The repetition of xatpe is a constant, i.e., it 
must occur at the beginning of every line. Other words which 
may be repeated are connective function words following xcxtpe, 
for example, Xatpe, 6 t# ?ic•

In order to see how these various devices are used in the 
context of the hymn, let us analyze the linguistic elements of 
the first four chairetismoi. Before proceeding to examine the 
phonic, grammatical, and semantic parallelism (as well as 
combinations of these) in the two pairs of chairetismoi, let 
us look for the presence or, what is equally important, the 
absence of syllabic and prosodic parallelism of words in the 
enfire first stanza of acclamations.
A. Lines (1) and (2) are syllabically and prosodically 

congruent:
, X X 1 / X X ״ X 1 X
1 X X 1 / X X 1 X 1 X
Xatpe, 6 1 ' XCLpà éxXáui׳e t ״
Xatpe, 6 1 ' ápà  ёхХеСфеі.

B. Lines (3) and (4) are particularly congruent (in the first 
colon only):

, X x x ' x / x 1 X X X ׳ X  
׳ X x x ' x / x ' x  x ' x x

־ 31 ־
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Xatpe, хоО тіеобѵхос/'Aô&u א dvdoxaoic*
Xatpe, xöv Ôaxpôcùv/xfic Ебас fļ Абхрохпс.

C. Lines (5) and (6) are congruent with the exception of a 
word in (5)— dvÕpcoTtivoiG— being matched with a proclitic 
and a word in (6)— xat dyyéAoûv:

1 X י x x x ' x x / x x ' x  X X ׳
׳ X , X x x ' x x / x x ' x  X X ׳
Xatpe, йфос ôuodvafkixov/dvdpcoTiCvoiç Xoyiauotc*
Xatpe, ßdöOQ 6uade<£pnxov/xat dyyéAwv бфЭаАцоСс.

D• Lines (7) and (8) are congruent in the first colon only:
׳ X X X X 1 X / X X *  X x ' x  
1 X X X X X x ״ x ' x x  , X
Xatpe, 6xL ÒTtdpxe1c/0ao1Xéo)Ç xadéôpa*
Xatpe, ôxi 3aoxd£e1c/xòv ßaaxdgovxa Tidvxa•

E. Lines (9) and (10)— as in (5) and (6) above, i.e., xòv 
flXLOV and aapxi&oecoe:

1 x x ' / x ' x x ' x x
1 X x ' / x ״ x x ’ x x
Xatpe, doxf1p/éucpaCva)v xòv f\\1 o v  
Xatpe, yaoxfip/êvõéou aapx<őoe<oc.

F. Lines (11) and (12) are completely congruent:
, X x ’ / x x ’ x x ' x  
, x x ' / x x ' x  x ' x
Xatpe, 6 1 ' fis/veoupyetxai א xxColq*
Xatpe, 6 1 * ís/ßpeф0upYetxat Ò xxCoxnc-

Such variations in the relationship of word boundaries to 
metrical position and the degree of agreement in two parallel 
lines between words in equivalent metrical positions with 
respect to syllable number and place of accent are observed 
throughout the twelve sets of chairetismoi, ranging from complet 
congruence to complete non-congruence, as in chairetismoi III
(5) ,(6) :

׳ X ׳ X x x ' x x / x x ' x  X X ׳
׳ X ׳ X X  x ' x x / x x '  X X X ׳

־ 32 -
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Xalpe, xXtuag ênoupávie/ij натёЗп ò Ѳе<5е*
Xatpe, yécpupa ueTáyouoa/xoôc ін y^c upòç oôpavdv.

The great variety in the implementation of parallelism possible 
on this level alone is only a foretaste of the combinations on 
other levels, to which we shall now go on•
A. Lines (1) and (2)

1. Phonic parallelism^:
I II III

- 33 -

1 2 3 4 / 4 5 5 6 / 5 1 7 3 7 / 2 8 9 7 10 11 6 5
X ê r e d i L s i X a r á e к 1 á m Р s і
1 2 3 2 / 4 5 5 6 / 5 — 7 3 7 / 2 8 9 5 ־ 11 6 5
X re r e d i t1 s i a r 1a׳ e к 1 в1 Р S і

2. Parallelism of the parts of speech:
Verb / Prep. - Pron. / Art. - Noun / Verb

It n M M  It и

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories:
Imper. 2nd sg. / F. Gen. Sg. / F. Nom. Sg. / Future 3rd Sg.

N W II I t

4. Parallelism of morphemic constituents:
xer-e di-is i-xar-a ek-lamp-s-i 
xer-e di-is i- ar־a ek־lip -s-i

5. Derivational parallelism: ёк-Л£иФе1./£н-ЛеСФеи
6 . Semantic parallelism: joy shines forth/the curse 

is extinguished (antithesis).
It can be observed that the two lines are almost identical 

in their sequence of phonemes: there are two ”omissions** and 
one vowel variation in the second line. The grammatical para- 
parallelism (syntactic and inflectional) is also complete. 
Consequently the parallelism of morphemes in this example amounts

Slashes mark off accentual units, which will be referred 
to as positions I, II, III, etc. These have to do with the 
metrical position of words. Elsewhere, metrical position 
was treated in terms of syllables (1st, 2nd, etc., 1st accented, 
etc.).

The transcription used under the rubrics "phonic parallel- 
ism" and "parallelism of morphemic constituents" is phonemic.
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to virtual phonic identity, which is a very special case , 
recurring in only a few other pairs of chairetismoi.

In traditional rhetorical terms, we have here an anaphora 
(repetition of Xatpe 6 1 ' fic at the beginning), two homeo- 
teleuta (Xapd/ápd ёхЛаиФеі/ёхАеіфеі) , two cases or paronomasia 
(Харй/ара; ёхЛбифеі/ёхЛеСфеі) , and an anaphoric paregmenon 
(ёхЛаифеі/ЁхЛеСфеі). In addition, the lines display semantic 
parallelism in the form of antithesis.

These two lines make use of almost all the resource of 
the genre. They display the highest possible degree of 
parallelism short of outright identity or simple repetition, 
which is not permitted to extend to an entire pair of lines.
It is significant that a pair of lines displaying such a high 
degree of parallelism should appear at the beginning of the 
chairetismoi, where it can serve as an illustration of what 
might be termed the upper bound of parallelism— a kind of 
extended grammatical rhyme. Later lines are seen to display a 
much lower degree of parallelism.
B. Lines (3) and (4)

־ 34 ־

1 . Phonic parallelism
I II III IV

2 3 4 / 4 5 6 2 7 8 9 4 8 7 /  10 11 10 12/ 13 10 9 10 7
te r e t u p e s ó n t o s  a d & m i a n á s

4 10 7 13 7
t a s i s

2 3 2 / 4 8 9 11 10 14 15 13 8 9 / 4 13 7 2 16 10 7 / 13
9e r e t o n d a k r í o n  t i s é V a s i

17 13 4 15> 8 7 13 7
li Í t r о s i s

2 . Parallelism of the parts of speech:
V / Art. + Pple. / - + N / Art. + N
V / Art. + N / art. + N / Art. + N

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories •
Imper. Pres. 2nd sg. / Gen. Sg. Masc. / Gen. Sg. Masc. /

Nom. Sg. Fe.
/ Gen. PI. / Gen. Sg. Fem. /

Nom. Sg. Fem.
Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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4• Parallelism of morphemic constituents:
xer-e t-и pes-ont-os adam- 0  i ana-sta-s-is 
xer-e t-on dakry-on tis ev-as i litro-s-is

5. Derivational parallelism: anasta-sis/lytro-sis
6 • Semantic parallelism: fall/tears; Adam/Eve; 

raising up/dissolving
Here, in contrast to the preceding pair of lines, phonic 

parallelism is minimal, being limited to the first word (a 
constant) and the final suffix of each line. The correspond- 
enee between the parallelism of parts of speech and gramma- 
tical categories is less thoroughgoing than in the first pair 
of lines. Position II is filled by different parts of speech 
(a participle and noun, respecitvely) which are, however, 
partially similar as to grammatical category (genitive). To be 
sure, the direction of syntactic dependence of the positionally 
parallel members is different in the two lines. I.e., in 
line (3) , the "head word" бѵйататс (Position IV) is modified 
by too 'Aóáu (III), which in turn is modified by neaóvxoç
(II) ; in line (4) , the head word Лбтосоаіс (IV) is modified by 
6axp00)V (II) which is modified by Eöac (III) . The direction 
of syntactic relationship may be represented by arrows leading 
from head word to modifier:

А В С
he anástasis ־► tou Adám ־► (tou) pesóntos 
hē lytrõsis -*■ tou dakrÿôn י־■ tēs Euas 

We have labeled the constituents ABC in the order of their 
dependence. If we put the labeled constituents back in the 
order in which they actually appear in the poetic text, we find 
that the order of the modifiers constitutes a chiasmus 
(CB:BC), while the headwords are parallel:

С В A
tou pesóntos Adam hS anástasis 

В С  A
tön dakryõn tēs Euas hē lytrosis 

This is an important example for demonstrating the great range 
of variation that is possible in this kind of parallelism.
Taken in isolation, the two items of position II— (тоО ״Aôáu

־ 35 -
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and xfic Ебас— appear to be not only semantically equivalent 
but also grammatically equivalent (genitive singular); however, 
in the context of the phrase in which each is included, their 
syntactic function proves to be different•

Going on to consider the intersection of grammatical and 
phonic parallelism, we find again a case of homeoptoton and 
homoeoteleuton (anåsta-sis, lytro-sis). We have also two words 
in parallel position which belong to the same grammatical cate- 
gory but do not have phonically identical suffixes (Adam, G. 
Sg., -0; Euas, G. Sg., -(a)s). This is a case of partial 
homeoptoton without homeoteleuton.

As regards semantic parallelism, the two lines combine 
synonymy and antithesis. Both lines illustrate Mary's good 
services to man in her role as theotokos. In one instance 
by giving birth to the Savior she corrects a negative condition 
(Adam's fall) by the appropriate positive action (raising 
him); in the other instance, she corrects a negative condition 
(Eve's tears) by an appropriate negative action (dissolving 
them). The framework of the entire comparison is, of course, 
the allusion to Genesis and the relationship between the Old 
Testament and the New Testament.

One can relate this pair of lines to the preceding pair. 
The xapd of the first line is a function of the birth of 
Jesus and equivalent todvdaxaoic and Xuxpoooic of lines (3) 
and (4). The ápá of the second line is the serpent's curse, 
which is further developed by reference to the fall of Adam and 
the tears of Eve.
C. Lines (5) and (6)

1. Phonic parallelism
I II III

1 2 3 2 / 4 5 6 7 6 / 8 4 6 9  10 9 11 9 12 7 10/ 
x é r e  i p s o s  d i s a n  á b  a t  o n

IV V
9 10 13 3 7 5 4  10 4 6 / 4 7  14 4 6  15 46 
a n  t h r o p i n  i s  l o g  i s m  I s

- 36 -
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1 2 3 2 /  11 9 13 7 6 / 8 4 6  13 2 7 3 4  12 7 10/ 
x é r e  b á t h o s  d i s t h i ó r i t  o n

16 2 9 10 14 2 17 7 10 / 7 18 13 8 14 15 4 6 
k e a n g é l o n  o f t h a l m i s

2- Parallelism of the parts of speech:
V / N / Adj. / - Adj. (denominative) / N
V / N / Adj. / "Cj." + N / N

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories:
Imper. Pres. Sg. / Nom. Neut. Sg. / Norn. Neut. Sg. /

Dat. PI. / Dat. PI.
Nom. Neut. Sg. /

Gen. PI. / Dat. PI.
4. Parallelism of morphemic constituents:
xer-e ips-os dis־ana־ba־t־on anthrop-in-is log-ism-is
xer-e bath-os dis-theore-t־on ke angel-on ofthalm-is
5. Derivational parallelismi dys-anába-ton/

fdys-the6rê-ton
6 . Semantic parallelism: height/depth; human mind/ 

eyes of angels (antitheses); inaccessible/ 
invisible (synonymy)

In this pair of lines, the phonic parallelism is, as in 
the preceding pair, limited to prefixes and suffixes (and, of 
course, xalre), with the exception of the coincidence of -m- 
in logismois and ophthalmois, which causes extension of phonic 
identity one segment to the left of the suffix.

There is, again, grammatical variation in one of the posi- 
tions, this time occurring on all three levels— parts of speech, 
grammatical categories, and morphemic form. The syntactic 
variation has to do with the natare of the dependence, rather 
than the order of constituents, as in the preceding pair 
of lines. That is to say, ávdpwuCvoic XoyiouoiQ displays 
"agreement," dwéXwv ócpdaXuotc, "government."

Semantic parallelism is again in the form of antithesis—  
Офос/ßÄSoQ, dvópwnCvoLC/dwéXuv. There is also a metaphorical 
parallelism between "understanding" and "seeino" (ЛоуюиоГс/ 
óccôaXuoic) which is emphasized by the derivational identity of 
the accompanying deverbative adjectives (Öuaavâßaxov,
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биадебрптоѵ) so that the two lines show a very tight semantic 
parallelism.
D. Lines (7) and (8)

1. Phonic parallelism:
I II III

־ 38 ־

2 3 2 / 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 1 6 10 / 1 1 8 10 6 12 2 4 10 /
é r e 6 t i i p á r x i s b a s i l  é о s

IV
13 8 14 2 15 3 8

к a th é d r a
2 3 2 / 4 5 6 1 1 8 10 5 8 16 6 10 / 5 4 17 11 8 10 5 8 16
é r e Ó t i b a s t á z i s t о n b a s  t á  z

4 17 5 8 / 7 8 17 5 8

о n t a p å n t a
2. Parallelism of the parts of speech: 

v / cj. _ V / - N / N
V / Сj. _ V / Art.+ Pple / Adj.

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories:
Imper. 2nd Sg. / 2nd Sg. Pres. / Gen. Sg. Masc. / Nom. Sg. Fem.

/ Лее. Sg. Masc. / Acc. PI. Neut.
4. Parallelism of morphemic constituents:

xer־e oti ip-arx-is basile־os kathedr־a 
xer-e oti bastaz-is ton bastaz-ont-a pant-a

5. Derivational parallelism: none
6 . Semantic parallelism: chair/bear, bearing
In these two lines, ohonic parallelism appears once 

more in repeated words (Xatpe, бті) and in desinences (-eis,
-a? note that the -a is not the same morpheme, merely homo- 
phonous). There is also an instance of a repetition of a 
sound sequence in a lexical morpheme (basiléõs, bastázonta), 
which might be viewed as a paronomasia.

The lines are grammatically parallel in the first colon; 
in the second colon there is a variation both in grammatical 
categories and parts of speech. There is also a variation of 
the second colon on the level of syntactic relationship. In 
line (7), the verb requires the noun in position IV to be inAntonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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the subjective case? in line (8), the verb requires the objec- 
tive case.

There is a grammatical figure (paregmenon) in line (8) 
with two words which are derivatives of the same lexical 
morpheme: ßaaxdieus &аата£оѵта. This, however, cannot be 
considered as a component of the parallelism because it does 
not function to relate the two lines of the parallel pair.
One might view as a pseudo-semantic figure the relationship 
between иглірхеьс (cf. dpxco "rule") and ØaoiXécoc "of the 
King. "

Turning to the semantic parallelism of each line as a 
whole, we find that in the first line Mary is metaphorically 
referred to as the throne of the King. In the second line, the 
thought is presented directly, and she is called the bearer 
of the Bearer. Both images are motivated by Mary״s function as 
the physical bearer of the embryonic Christ.
E. Lines (9) and (10)

1. Phonic parallelism:
I II III IV

1 2 3 2 / - 4 5 6 7 3 / 2 8 9 2 10 11 10 / 6 11 10 7 12 7 11 10 
x é r e  a s t i r  e m f é n o n  t o  n i l  i o n
1 2 3 2 /  13 4 5 6 7 3 / 2  10 14 2 15 / 5 4 3  15 11 5 2  11 5 
x é r e  g a s t i r  e n  th é и s a r k  6 s e o  s

2. Parallelism of the parts of speech:
V / N / Pple./ Art.+ N
V / N / Adj. / ־ N

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories:
Imper. 2nd Sg. / Nom. / Nom. / Acc.

.Gen. Gen " ״
4. Parallelism of morpheme constituents:

xer-e astir- 0  em-fen-on ton ili-on 
xer-e gastir- 0  en-the-u sark-os-eos

5. Derivational parallelism: perhaps émpaCvcjv/èvdéou
6 . Semantic parallelism: extends to each line as a whole

- 39 ־
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Note that there is again (as in lines (3) and (4)) a 
chiasmic arrangement of syntactic dependences:

A B  С
aster emphaínon -»־ ton hślion 
gastŚr ־*־ sarkéseCs *♦־ enthéou 

Reverting to the order of appearance of the constituents in the 
hymn

А В С
astár emphaínon ton hēlion
A C B

gaster enthéou sarkoseos 
we have the chiasmus ВС:СВ.

The paranomasia Аот^р/уаотпр helps create an implied 
semantic relationship between the two lines.
F. Lines (11) and (12)

1. Phonic parallelism:

1

x
1

X

I II III IV
2 3 2 / 4 5 5 6 / 7 2 8 3 9 5 10 2 / 5 11 10 5 6 ־ 5 6

è r e d i 91 s n e и r g 1 t e i к t is i s
2 3 2 / 4 5 5 6 / 12 3 13 6 11 5 7 5 10 2 / 13 11 10 5 6

è r e d i i s p г о s к i n Í t e о к t Í s
10 5 6

t i s
2. Parallelism of the parts of speech:

V / Prep. + Pron. / V / Art.+ N
N M It и

3. Parallelism of grammatical categories: 
Imper. 2nd Sg. / Gen. Mid. 3rd Sg- / Norn

4. Parallelism of morpheme constituents:
xer-e di is ne-urg-ite i ktis-is 
xer־e di is pros-kin-ite i ktis-tis

5. Derivational parallelism: k tLoig/ktlottic
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6 • Semantic parallelism: motivated by the paregmenon, 
ktColç/хтСотлс*

In this pair of lines we return to the close grammatical 
parallelism observed in the first pair of lines, but the two 
verbs in position III introduce variation on the phonological 
and semantic levels.

9. The Relationship of Byzantine Poetics and Theology
The complex poetic structures examined in the preceding 

pages are not the outcome of a predilection for arbitrary 
stylistic ornament or mere poetic exuberance- In an excellent 
synthesizing study of Byzantine esthetics, V.V. Вуйкоѵ ampli- 
fies the proposition that, like Byzantine icons, mosaics, and 
frescoes, Byzantine poetry is an intrinsic expression of 
Byzantine religious-philosophical thought. The esthetic is an 
essential component of Byzantine religious praxis, especially 
liturgy. For example, visual art transmits the iconographer1s 
experience (тхаОсос) and knowledge (уѵаюіС) of God based on his 
(the iconographer1s) contemplation or seeing (öeopCa). As 
explained by Pseudo-Dionysius, the knowledge proceeds by means 
of mimesis of the inimitable idea of God (t ò аиСилтоѵ uCunua) 
by becoming like it (á<pouoícoa1ç) . This "mimesis of God" 
(öeouCunoLC) is organized on esthetic principles of 
correspondence, chief of which are symmetry and analogy. By 
the mediation of these principles, the perceptible images or 
"types" (Tűnői) incorporating the image of God are imprinted 
(áTioTuuóoű) in the icons and experienced by the worshipper 
Music also has a liturgical function, first as the carrier
of nonconceptual meaning and second as a means of attuning the 
emotions and imagination to the liturgical action.

4־ ־1

*In the best readings of the Greek text, the parallelism 
is tighter: veoupyetxai f\ итСаіс/ЗреФоируеітаі ò нтіатпс- 
However, in the present analysis, the Greek text underlying the 
Slavic translation is used.

3 7V.V. Byèkov, Iz istorii vizantijskoj èstetiki,"
Vizantijskij vremmenik 37 (1976), pp. 173-174.
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It is verbal art, however, that most clearly reflects the
ruling principle of Byzantine gnoseology, namely the principle
of antinomy. In the words of Byckov, in liturgical poetry
"dogmatic antinomies are transformed into a system of poetic

3 8 voppositions." Byckov chooses the Akathistos Hymn as his
illustration of the isomorphic relationships of theological
antinomies and antithetical poetic figures:

The famous monument of Byzantine church poetry 
 ,AxádiOTOc öuvoc", which incorporates mythological״"
dogmatic and terminological antinomies, fixes (snimaet) 
them in the structure of the artistic image. Especially 
saturated with poetic oppositions are the concluding parts 
of the oikoi [i.e., the chairetismoi, A.F.G. ] . Many of the 
epithets found in them— addressed to the theotokos—  
are antithetical— "God's placeless place" (ѲеоО dxwptlxov 
XcSpa) , "one who has joined virginity and birth"
(Л карОеѵСаѵ xat XoxeCcxv jeuyvuoa) , "bride unwedded"
(ѵбѵирл dvuucpeuxe) . In addition to this, the "chaire- 
tismoi" are strictly rhymed by twos, and often a 
rhymed pair consists of antithetical terms that are 
close to each other in sound. Exemplary in this regard 
are the following verses [here Byckov cites three 
pairs of chairetismoi, including]:

Xatpe, tó töv dYïéXov тіоЯидрОЛптоѵ ЭаОuà 
Xaüpe, xò тйѵ баіцбѵсоѵ ттоЛидр^ѵлтоѵ трабиа.

ВуХкоѵ concludes his illustrations by commenting on the intense
39oppositional quality of the poetic image in the Akathistos.

Besides the poetic oppositions that correspond to the
logical antinomies of patristic theology and the symbolic nature
of many of the images, liturgical poetry was intended to

40instruct and appeal to the worshipper. The appeal was not 
only esthetic but also dramatic, witness the prosopopoeia 
(figures of direct speech) in the Akathistos, as well as the 
dialogic structure. For example, Mary asks the angel how it 
is possible for her, who has not known a man, to bear a child, 
and the angel responds with a series of ecstatic greetings.

^8Вуйкоѵ, p. 178. The translations from Byikov's Russian 
text are my own.

^Byckov, pp. 178-179.
40Cf. Byckov, p. 185.
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The repetitive quality of the acclamations and the semantic 
intensity of the images conforms to the Byzantine notion that 
mystical ecstasy was a chief means of knowing God. At the same 
time, the epithets are profoundly symbolic, often making use 
of scriptural material, e.g., Xatpe, аЛя&оѵ xàç oayfivae 
иЛлройаа: "Rejoice thou who hast filled the fishermen’s nets." 
Finally, the kontakion has a narrative interest. Serving as a 
sermon following the reading of the Gospel pericope, it retells 
a story from the Gospel in an extensively amplified Byzantine 
homiletic style.

־ 43 ־
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III. THE EVIDENCE FOR METRICAL ADAPTATION 
IN EARLY SLAVIC TRANSLATED HYMNS*

In an article published in 1919,* Roman Jakobson took
exception to the opinion of Jagic— an opinion prevalent at the
time— that Slavic translations of Byzantine poetry were
apoetic. According to Jagić, who arrived at his negative
evaluation as a result of editing the eleventh-century Russian
manuscripts of the Menaea, Slavic translators paid no attention
to the fact that the Greek texts they translated were poetry and2did not observe the meter of the original hymns. Jakobson 
urged that this misimpression be rectified by comparative 
reconstruction of optimally archaic readings or "proto-texts" 
from the younger variant readings of extant manuscripts in an 
effort to establish the correct syllabic and accentual structure 
of the Slavic translations and to ascertain their poetic 
characteristics. In the nearly seven decades that have elapsed 
since this pioneering proposal, 3 a number of studies both by4Jakobson and by others have dealt with this subject. Striking

*An expanded version of this chapter was published bearing 
the same title in Fundamental Problems q£. Early Slavic Music and 
Poetry, Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, Subsidia VI (Copenhagen, 
1978),211-246.

1Roman Jakobson, "Zametka о drevne-bolgarskom stixosloSenii, 1 
Izvestija Otdelenija russkogo jazyka î slovesnosti Akademii Nauk 
XXIV, No. 2 (1919), p. 354.

2 #  «I. V. Jagić, Slugebnye Minei za sentjabr* , oktjabr* i
nojabr*v cerkovnoslavianskom perevode po russkim rukopisjam 
Ì095-10T7, 2- Pamjatniki drevnerusskogo jazyka I (St. Petersburg, 
1886), LXXVIII.

3A. I. Sobolevskij twenty years earlier also spoke of the 
need for textual reconstruction in the study of (original) Old 
Church Slavonic poetry. (See his "Cerkovno-slavjanskie 
stixotvorenija IX-X vekov i ix znacenie dlja izučenija cerkovno- 
slavjanskogo jazyka", Trudy Il-до arxeoloqigeskogo s"ez־da v 
Ki eve II, 1899 (Moscow, 1901). To judge from the literature, 
Sobolevskij ,s insights met with no immediate response.

4See especially R. Jakobson, "The Slavic Response to Byzan- 
tine Poetry," Xlle Congrès international des études byzantines,Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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examples have been adduced demonstrating that sometimes Slavic 
translators were indeed successful in reproducing, approximating 
or imitating the syllabism and occasionally even the accentua- 
tion of Greek originals. Instances have also been found in 
which the syllabism of Slavic hirmoi^ was closely mirrored in 
the troparia of original Slavic canons, 6 testifying to an 
awareness of the rules of hymnie composition. An added impetus 
for delving into the problems of meter in the translations has 
been the interest evinced by musicologists in how the matching 
of music and text was accomplished in the transmission of 
Byzantine hymns to the Slavs. 7

Rapports VIII (Belgrade-Ochride, 1961), pp. 249-65; and
1961), 249-65; and "Tainaja slu2׳ba Konstantine Filosofa i 
âal'nejSee razvitie staroslavjanskoj poèzii," Zbornik radova 
VizantoloSkog instituta VIII (Mélanges G. Ostrogorskv) (Belgrade, 
1963), pp. 153-66. For a conflicting view of Slavic and Greek 
syllabism, see J. Hamm, "Zur Verskunst Konstantin-Kyrills,״ 
Cyrillo-Methodiana; Zur Frühgeschichte des Christentums bei 
den Slaven 863-1963, ed. M. Hellman, et al., Slavistische 
Forschungen VII (Cologne, 1964). More recently Malik Mulić 
has made interesting observations about several stanzas from 
the sluzebnye minei, most of them drawn from Jagié*s edition, 
including variant readings from other mss. See his "K 
voprosu о xudoSestvennom masterstve v drevnejSix slavjanskix 
perevodax slu2ebnyx minej," Simpozium llOO-godiSnina ot 
smertta na Kiril Solunski 23-25 maļ 19697 Škopje-Stip, Kniga 2 
(Skopje T57Ö) , pp~ 239-56.

^For an explanation of terms, consult Egon Wellesz,
A History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography (Oxford, 2nd rev. 
ed.), 1961) .

6Cf. J. Pavid, "Staroslovenski pjesniCki kanon и Cast 
sv. Metodija i njegov autor," Bogoslovska smotra 24 (Zagreb, 
1936), p. 62; and R. Jakobson, "Methodius' Canon to Demetrius 
of Thessalonica and the Old Church Slavonic Hirmoi,” Sbornlk 
Pracl Filosofické Fakulty Brnénské University, F 9 (1965), p.
117. Cf. also Jakobson, "Tainaja služ^a,” p. 58f.

7See Kenneth Levy, ״The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants," 
in Fundamental Problems of Early Slavic Music ana Poetry, Monu- 
menta Musicae Byzantinae, Subsidia VI (Copenhagen, 1978). An 
abridged text appeared in German translation in Anfängen der 
slavischen Musik, Verlag der Slowakischen Akademie der Wissen- 
schäften (*Bratislava, 1966) , 77-92; Chapter VI in Miloš Velimiro- 
vie, Byzantine Elements in Early Slavic Chant, Monumenta Musicae 
Byzantinae Subsidia IV (Copenhagen, 1960); N. üspenskij.
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It could be assumed that Jagió's categorical denial of 
poetic consciousness to the Slavic translators of hymns has been 
amply refuted were it not for a certain uneasiness occasioned 
by the fact that the outstanding characteristic of many or most 
of the translation in question is lexical and grammatical 
literalism, to the exclusion of metrical regularity or metrical 
correspondence with the Greek- This was seen by Velimirovic, 
who felt it curious and worthy of note that while some of the 
Slavic hirmoi are, in his words, "translated with a great 
concern for form and with an amazing aptness, retaining . . . 
the metrical schemes of their Greek models," there are others 
"where no concern for form appears and where the desire to 
follow the translation, word for word, abolishes completelyQthe poetic form of the Greek model." The paradoxical aspect 
of the coexistence of metrically good and bad translations 
emerges when one observes (as did Velimirovié, expressinggamazement and admiration) that most of the lines and even 
stanzas cited as examples of metrically successful translation 
are also characterized by literalism. That this is justifiable 
cause for amazement should be apparent to anyone who reflects 
that in modern translations of poetry a resolve to preserve

- 46 -

"Vizantijskoe penie v Kievskoj Rusi," Akten des XI. interna- 
tionalen Byzantinisten-Kongresses, 1958 (Munich, 1960)643-54 ; 
and MiloS Velimirovic, "The Influence of the Byzantine Chant on 
the Music of the Slavic Countries," Thirteenth International Con״ 
qress of Byzantine Studies, Main Paoers IV Toxford, 1966), 1-22.

^Velimirovic, Byzantine Elements, p. 60- Similar senti- 
ments have been expressed by E. Koschmieder, "Die ältesten 
Novgoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente," Abhandl. d. Bayer, Akad, d. 
Wiss., Philosoph.-Hist. Kl. N. F. XXXV (1952), 5'. See also Veli- 
mirovid1s more recent article, "The Influence of the Byzantine 
Chant on the Music of the Slavic Countries," Thirteenth Interna- 
tional Congress of Byzantine Studies, Main Papers IV (Oxford, 
1966) , 1-22. His succinct comments on the Slavic translations 
and the discrepancies in the number of syllables and placement 
of stresses correspond closely to my own findings.

9Velimirovic, Byzantine Elements, p. 60-
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the meter and stanza of the original can only be maintained by 
paraphrasing, a literal translation being unthinkable.

The apparent paradox of the Slavic translations suggests a 
need to reevaluate existing evidence in order to gain a new 
perspective on the questions of metrical regularity and of 
metrical correspondence to Greek originals in Slavic translated 
hymns. This chapter is an attempt at such a réévaluation in 
two frames of reference— the poetic and the musicological. In 
the paper he presented at the Thirteenth International 
Congress of Byzantine Studies, Velimiroviò took a more balanced 
view, stating "the first conclusion in the comparison of 
texts is that discrepancy in the number of syllables per verse 
is a rule rather than an exception. Especially frustrating 
are those examples in which the syllable-count happens to coin- 
cide in both languages, yet the stresses have been shifted so 
that they do not correspond."1  ̂ A réévaluation of existing 
evidence on the subject of metrical regularity and metrical 
correspondence to Greek originals in Slavic translated hymns 
was undertaken by the author of the present monograph,*1־ 
who reviewed examples cited by Høeg, Palikarova-Verdeil, 
Velimirovié, and Jakobson. Those observations and conclusions 
pertaining to the evidence for metrical adaptation in the 
Hirmologion will be summarized here. The summary will be 
followed by a discussion of the metrical character of the Slavic 
kontakion, including the interesting findings of Levy, and 
an analysis of selected stanzas drawn from the Akathistos hymn.

1. The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation in the Hirmologion
The examples cited by ttøeg,12 Palikarova-Verdeil,^ and

1^"The Influence of the Byzantine Chant," p. 3.
1 1Gove, "The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation."
12C. Høeg, "The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Mu- 

sic," Proceedings of the British Academy 39 (London, 1953), 37-66
1 3R. Palikarova-Verdeil, La musique byzantine chez les 

Bulgares et les Russes, Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae, Subsidia
III (Côpenïïagen, 19 53).
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Velimirovic consist of isolated lines marked by metrical 
similarity to their Greek models. The examples in Velimiroviò 
are restricted to variants that involve semantic differences, 
omitting other variations among the Slavic manuscripts, such as 
the use of different verbal aspect (podavajuSCa vs. 
podajuSga) * 5 or inversions of word order. Such non-semantic 
variants can, of course, create a difference in syllable number 
or accentual position and therefore represent potential 
instances of metrical adaptation. Only three of the semantic 
variants cited by Velimiroviò represent metrical variation 
and, of these, only one seems to be of definite interest. 
Velimiroviò,s suggestion that the choice of variants milostive 
and miloserde for фіЛ&ѵдрате, rather than the literal caique 
equivalent clov£koljubIge, suggests the possibility of metrical 
adaptation in this instance because the non-literal translations 
are identical with the Greek as regards the number of syllables.*^ 
In saying this, Velimiroviò disregards the fact that the meter 
of Byzantine hymns is characterized by homotony (regular 
positioning of accents in corresponding lines of all stanzas) 
as well as by isosyllabism (identical number of syllables in 
corresponding lines of stanzas), and that the two metrical 
characteristics are interdependent. Both homotony and iso- 
syllabism play a part in the text to music relationship 
in the Byzantine hirmological style• Both must be kept in 
mind when considering the metrical correspondence between Slavic 
and Greek* It has been shown that, in the case of cpiAdvdpome 
milostive/milos1rde/clov£koljubfge, it is impossible to 
decide which Slavic word is the best equivalent on metrical 
grounds but only on the grounds of the text-music relationship17״

14Byzantine Elements.
*5Byzantine Elements, p. 53.
*^Byzantine Elements, p. 54.
*7Gove, "The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation," pp.

216-17, and Levy's discussion of the adaptation of the musical 
notation of SlovëkoljublSe, "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic 
Chants," pp. 202-3, reviewed below.

00060849
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Carsten Háeg, one of the earliest Byzantine musicologists
to turn his attention to meter in the Slavic translations,
suggested that changes in the Slavic were meant to improve cor-
respondence to the Greek meter. Of the three examples cited
by Høeg to support his hypothesis, it has been shown that only
in two does the modified word order of the translation unques-

18tionably improve metrical correspondence. In none of the
examples does the translation achieve both the same number
of syllables per line and the same pattern of stressed
syllables relative to unstressea in the entire line. Rather,
the inversions result in an improvement in the correspondence
of stressed and unstressed syllables in part of the line only.
This qualification is not intended as a criticism of the
quality of the translation as a whole but only to put it into
realistic perspective. The same strictures apply to the
assertions in the study of Palikarova-Verdeil, who cites one
example purporting to show perfect correspondence of syllable
number and accent placement between a Greek line and its Slavic

19translation. If, however, one assumes that the Hirmologion 
was translated at a time when the "jers" (u, 1 ) in weak 
position still had syllabic value, the correspondence of 
Palikarova-Verdeil1s example is only partial:

Xpи - OTÒC yev - vã - xai 60 - £d —  oa - те
Xri - stó - sü ra - zá - e - tű se slá - vi - te. 

This partial correspondence at the beginning and at the end 
of the line is important, particularly the latter, since in 
the formulaic method of musical composition practiced by the 
Byzantines, the concluding cadential formulae were most 
typically maintained as constants from one hymn to the next. 20

- 49 -

18Gove, "The Evidence for Metrical Adaptation," pp. 218-
2 2 0.

19Palikarova-Verdeil, p. 40.
20Cf. E. Koschmieder, "Zur Bedeutung der russischen 

liturgischen Gesangstradition für die Entzifferung der 
byzantinischen Neumen," Kyrios V (1940-41), 9.
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As for extra unaccented syllables, it is well known that
Byzantine composition had standard means at its disposal for
accommodating them (by the addition of tenor notes, for
example). Høeg himself was of the opinion that agreement in
the number of syllables per line does not seem to have been a
highly important criterion to the Slavs. More important in his
view was the preservation of the same number of accented
syllables in the line and only to a lesser extent, the number

21of unaccented syllables between them•
Returning to the paradox of literal translation and 

metrical correspondence, there seems to be an important 
principle implicit in the examples cited by Velimiroviò and 
Høeg to the effect that when translation and original display 
metrical correspondence along with literal wording, there is 
no way of assessing to what extent the translator״s concern 
for rhythmic (whether poetic or musical) form made the line 
what it is. Only when literal wording is abandoned and the 
paraphrase— whether semantic variant or inversion— has the 
virtue of approximating the Greek metrical and musical pattern 
more closely than would a literal rendition, can we claim to 
have possible evidence of a rhythmic purpose at work. So far, 
however, the collected evidence of metrically motivated para- 
phrases in the translations is meager. Perhaps a review of 
the inversions and grammatical variants that Velimiroviò omitted 
from consideration in his study of the Hirmologion would 
increase the amount of such evidence. As matters stand, how- 
ever, it must further be recognized that word-for-word transla- 
tion is compatible with some degree of metrical correspondence. 
This is seen in the example from Palikarova-Verdeil discussed 
above, where the beginning and end, though not the middle, of 
the line show a metrical correspondence of the Greek and Slavic. 
Part of the reason is that the Slavic and Greek vocabularies 
have a sufficient number of semantic equivalent pairs that 
have the same number of syllables and are identically accented.

־ 50 -

2 1Htfeg, p. 46
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Examples from the text of the Akathistos are: Xó-yoc, s16־vo 
,word*; даО-ца, C1S־do ,miracle1; ufi-тлр, má'ti *mother1; 
uú-pi-e, gô-spo-di ,Lord״; xò npd-xoc drï2־a-va ,power, 
rule'; Л־хои-ааѵ slÿ-Sa-Sç ,they heard'; &Xé-nou-aa, ѵІ-dę-Sti

»
,seeing'; nav־ùu־vn1־E, pre-pë-ta־ja ,praised in song'; 
Ôi-Ôd-1-a-oa, na-ű-ÖI-Si ,having taught'; ие-уа-Хб-ѵо-це-ѵ 
ve-li-öá-e-mu ,we magnify'. Given these metrically correspond־ 
ing semantic equivalents, it should come as no surprise that 
the first line of the last stanza of the Akathistos rß 
тіаѵОиѵпте иЛтлр has the same number of syllables (seven) and the

.same metrical pattern (,x'xx'x) in Slavic О prepetaja mati״ V ״
This demonstrates that in any literal Slavic translation from
the Greek, some words and phrases (and even whole lines) will
have the same metrical configuration as in the original without
adaptation on the part of the translator. So far, there is
insufficient evidence to show that the number of such metrically
good lines in the translations is greater than could be expected
by chance when semantic equivalents are matched, i.e., greater
than one would find in prose translations of the same period.

On the level of syllabism alone, however, there is one
case where an entire stanza corresponds in the number of
syllables per line to its Greek model— the hirmos Zemïnü

— 72—kflto (No., p. 136, Chil. 59v) discussed by Jakobson. I will 
take the liberty of subjecting this interesting example to a 
review and reanalysis in order to compare the import of such 
evidence with that discussed above. I quote the stanza in Greek 
and in Slavic as it appears in Koschmieder's edition (No.)
Mode II, Ode 9

Twv ynyevöv TÍQ Лкоиае t o l o O t o v  fi t i c  èwpaxe no x é .  
б т і  TiapdévoG nupéön év y a o т р і  ő x o o a a .  
к а і  dvcoôuvíoc xó 3pécooc йтютехоОаа.
T0L0UT0V oou то d a u u a .
н а і  aè  âyvfi деонОптор Maoía ueyaAóvouev.

- 51 -

22  The Slavic Response," pp. 251-2. The sources of the״
text are Koschmieder, "Die ältesten Novg. Hirm.-Fragm.," p. 136 
and Fragmenta Chilandarica, 59v.
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Zemïnü kîSto slySa takovaja li kūto vidē. koli zS. 
jako deva obrete sę vu crëvë imušti. 
i bez bolëzni mladenïca porodi. 
takovo ti je Cudo.
i tę Cista, bogorodice marie veliCajemü.

23The syllabic breakdown of the Langzeilen in the Greek is
5+6+8 total 19
8+6 14
5+8 13
7 7
4+5+3+8 17

The syllabism in the translation is identical, except in
line (3), which has one syllable too few: 5+7 = 12. The
probability is very low that we would find as the chance by-
product of word-for-word translation a stanza in which four
lines out of five were identical with the original in the sylla-
ble number not only of each line taken as a whole but also of
every constituent phrase— a total of eleven phrases out of 

24twelve.
The question is whether there is paraphrase in this 

text that would give additional evidence in favor of metrical 
adaptation by the translator. For this it is necessary to 
consult the textual variants as well as to look at non-literal 
translation in the quoted text. In the first line, the variant 
quoted by Koschmieder from the 1899 Synod edition of the 
Hirmologion offers the more literal translation of улуevöv

- 52 -

23The hirmus is divided into the larger rhythmico- 
syntactic units known as Langzeilen (cf. W. Meyer, Gesammelte 
Abhandlungen zur mitte11atemischen Rhythmik, Berlin, 1905, 
p. 64) or 1'medium sense-pauses" (cf. the metrical appendix to 
Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica I, eds. P. Maas and C. Trypanis, 
Oxford, 1963, pp. 511-13). The Langzeilen are divided into 
cola (Kurzzeilen or "weak sense-pauses"). The punctuation 
is taken from the text in Koschmieder1s edition.

24As pointed out by Jakobson, "The Slavic Response,"
p. 252.
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ot 2emnorodnyxu kto. With the jers and compound desinence 
restored (otü zemlnorodïnyixu kuto) this variant has seven 
syllables in excess of the Greek line. By choosing a shorter 
equivalent and using a simple genitive instead of a preposi- 
tional phrase, the author of the variant in the Novgorod
Hirmoloaion was able to reproduce the syllable number of the

. . , 25 original.
In line (3), the verb form in Slavic is aorist, whereas the 

Greek form is an aorist participle (АтготехоОаа). The use of 
a finite aorist form in Slavic could simply be a scribal modi- 
fication of a sort quite common in Church Slavic texts, espe- 
cially when there is more than one participle in a series, as 
in this sentence. Note, however, that if a participle 
(porogdTSi) were restored in the translation, the line would 
number thirteen syllables— the same as the Greek line.

In line (4) the Synod Hirmologion has the variant 
takovoe tvoe 5udo. The use of a definite form in a phrase in 
which another modifier is used suggests that this is a younger 
reading of an earlier takovo tvoe 5udo. This would be a 
correct translation of the Greek and would also have the cor- 
rect syllable count. The variant of the Novgorod Hirmologion 
seems to represent a misreading of the Greek line as a complete 
sentence— toioOtov ooO tò ЭаОца— rather than with the accusative 
as one of the two object clauses of иеуаЛйѵоиеѵ. Such a 
misreading would explain the insertion of the copula in 
Slavic. The dative ti is a good alternative of the possessive 
pronoun for translating aou. Both variants have seven syllables.

The last line is interesting because it has, in addition 
to a correct number of syllables, an accent distribution 
extremely close to the Greek, as is shown in the metrical

־53 -

25Presumably this was the original translator, since 
later emendations are more likely to have been made in the 
direction of a more literal reading, replacing zemlnYi 
by otü zemïnorodïnyxu, rather than to have been motivated by 
metrical considerations to deviate from literalism. In other 
words, we assume that the lectio difficilior represents a 
metrically motivated original translation.
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comparison. It appears, however, to be an entirely literal 
translation. Line (3) also has a good syllabo-accentual 
metrical correspondence of Slavic and Greek. This line may be 
viewed as containing a paraphrase that improves metrical 
correspondence, since one can conceive of a more literal 
translation using an adverb, bezboleznïno (xx'xx) for ávcoôüvcoç 
instead of the prepositional phrase bez bolŽzni (xx'x).

27Metrical Comparison of Töv ynyevöv and Zemïnfl kötő
(1)
Gr. x x x ' x , x Ч X X X 1 X X X

00060849
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26

N0* П О * 1 * ® O  , x x X|x 1 X ®  * 1 О  • X 1 X16:6
Syn. Ф ®  X X X 1 X ® @ ® 0  
(2)
Gr. X X X *  X X ' X X X ׳ ׳ X X
No. Q ' x ' x  ®  x 1 x 0 X ' ®  ® , x O  1 1 : 6

(3)
Gr. x x x ' x
No. x x x י x x ' x |x /  x ' x О  12:1
*participle x ' x x 13:0

2 6It cannot be stressed too much that metrical analysis 
of the Slavic texts is beset with uncertainties. This is so 
because OCS accentuation is not known directly and has to be 
reconstructed from the accentuation in other Slavic languages 
of a later period. For some words or grammatical categories 
which have not survived, the evidence is fragmentary and must 
be used with caution. In other cases, the accentuation in 
different languages is contradictory and two or more alterna- 
tive accentuations for a single OCS form must be admitted.

27The metrical comparison is presented using conventional 
metrical symbols, where x stands for an unaccented syllable and
1 for an accented syllable. For the purpose of making the 
comparison more graphic, we introduce two new symbols, ( ) and 
(*x), which indicate, respectively, a missing and a superfluous 
syllable in the Slavic line as compared to the Greek line.
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(4)
Gr. X « X ' X י X
NO. Ѳ X • X X о* X 6 : 2

*Syn. Ѳ X t X X 6 : 2
(5)
Gr. X X X 1 X X ' X X X 1 X X X ' X X
No. О X 1 ־0 X X 1 X X X 1 X X X ״ X X 16:2

The metrical analysis of this stanza raises the same ques-
tion about the relative importance of syllabism and place of
accent as did the case of milostive: cpiXávdpome discussed above.
The translation of the entire stanza shows nearly perfect line-
by line syllable-number correspondence to the original, but only
a partial correspondence in accent distribution. Specifically,
line (1 ) has perfect metrical correspondence in accentual posi-
tions two plus three; line (2), only partial correspondence
throughout; line (3) perfect correspondence except for the final
syllable of the line (the correspondence becomes complete if a
participle is reconstructed); line (4), partial; line (5), com-
plete correspondence, except for the first accentual position.
The clear case of paraphrase— line (1), zemlnQ kűto—
contributes to syllabism but apparently not to the accentual me-
ter. On the other hand, an emendation replacing the aorist by a
part participle in line (3) would improve both the syllabic and
accentual correspondence. The apparent paraphrase bez bolëzni
in line (3) likewise contributes both to the syllabic and accen-

2tual aspect of the meter. In line (4), as noted by Koschmieder 
29and Jakobson, the rare monosyllabic form je is used instead 

of the usual jestö, which would have given an extra syllable. 
This choice results in syllabic identity, whereas the longer 
form would have given better accentual correspondence. The

28Koschmieder, "Die ältesten Novg. Hirm.-Fragm.," p. 4.
As Oliver Strunk has pointed out, exact metrical correspondence 
is obviously lacking in the translations. Cf. his article in 
Anfänge der slavischen Musik, Verlag der Slowakischen Akademie 
der Wissenschaften (Bratislava, 1966), p. 70.

Jakobson, "The Slavic Response," p. 252.29
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question that must be asked is the followinq: what was the 
rationale of the translator for reproducing the syllabism of 
his translation model in preference to its accentual meter?
The answer, in the context of poetics, would have to be that 
he substituted (or at least gave precedence to) a purely 
syllabic principle for the syllabo-accentual principle of 
Byzantine hymnie versification. In the context of musicology, 
one would have to hypothesize that place of accent, hence the 
matching of textual and musical accent, played a subsidiary, 
non-obligatory role in relation to simple matching of syllables 
and tones regardless of accentuation; or, if this was not the 
case, that the melodic contour was readily adjustable and 
accentual adaptation therefore unessential.

2. Tne Metrical Characteristics of a Slavic Kontakion
With regard to metrical correspondence of the melismatic 

chant of the Kontakarion, Kenneth Levy has addressed the ques- 
tion by reviewing comparative material looking at both the 
text and musical notation.^ His analysis of two stanzas, 
the Respond Efluepov t ò  ирофптікбѵ Xó y l o v , for the Exaltation 
of the Cross, and the Great Troparion, 'Етіефбѵлс év тф кбстцф, 
for the Vigil of Epiphany, is essential evidence for under- 
standing the practice of Slavic translators and musicians.
Levy makes the following observations at the conclusion of 
his analysis:

A good deal more must be said about cases like 
this , but provisional answers are available for our 
initial questions. Both the translator and the musi- 
cian were concerned with the correspondence between 
the accents of the Slavic text and those of the Greek 
original. Each can be shown to have prepared 
individual lines so that the correspondence would 
exist. In a small group of cases, however, the accents 
do not coincide although they could have been made to 
do so with relative ease: here the translator supplied 
an adjustable line but the musician did nothing about 
the adjustment. In a final group of cases the trans- 
lator supplied a line where the musician could make no 
adjustment. It is clear that the melismatic chants

3 0Levy, "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants," pp. 
pp. 199-205 and Figures 5-7. Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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will not be dependable guides to the accentuation 
of medieval Slavic texts. It is less clear, however, 
why the departures from proper accentuation occur.
Perhaps they result from indifference. Or perhaps 
the treatment of text within this musical style 
reflects a degree of calculated mannerism, with 
unaccented syllables intentionally assigned to 
elaborate musical elements and vice versa. In the 
parent collection, the Greek Asmatikon, some of this 
mannerism exists, and it seems possible that this 
view of text-setting carried over to the Slavic 3  ̂
practice which added some refinements of its own.
So far in this discussion, the focus has been on cases of

approximation to the Greek. The question of internal metrical
regularity, which in the Byzantine hymnographic tradition
means the recurrence of the same metrical pattern from stanza
to stanza, has not been raised. For this one needs to examine a

32hymn— a canon or kontakion — in its entirety. This has been 
done by Jakobson with reference to the syllabism of some 
original canons, but not their accent distribution.Here 
I propose to give a provisional metrical evaluation by 
analyzing several stanzas of the Akathistos.

In the comparison that follows, three stanzas are 
subjected to exhaustive metrical analysis in the belief that 
they are representative of the entire hymn. (This supposition 
is tested against five other stanzas selected at random.) In 
comparing the meter of the Slavic and Greek lines, the approach 
delineated below is used. Because the number of

31"The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants," p. 205.
32The choice of canon or kontakion cannot be made with an 

a priori expectation of like results. It is important that 
in the Hirmologion the arrangement of syllables and tones is 
basically one-to-one, whereas in the Kontakaria one syllable 
may be sung to one tone or, what is more frequently the case, 
to many, with no prescribed upper limit on the number of tones 
that may be sung on one syllable. This means that the problems 
of adapting music and text were different in the kontakarion 
and the canonic genres, and this may in turn be reflected in 
corresponding differences in the translations.

3 3Cf. "Tainaja SluS'ba, 11 pp. 158-9 and "Methodius1 Canon 
to Demetrius," pp. 117-9.
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accents in a line is maintained in the Slavic translation
34in a predominating number of lines, the accents of the words 

in equivalent metrical positions are aligned in the comparison. 
Word boundaries are also noted, although they (as opposed to 
caesurae) are not observed in matching unaccented syllables.
The degree of metrical correspondence is assessed in terms of 
the number of matched and unmatched syllables. Evaluations are 
made not only of entire lines, but also of parts of lines.
It is, in fact, typical that part of a line, e.g., the first 
word or the last word, or a phrase (but not the entire line) 
proves to be a good metrical match. In addition to the conven- 
tions of metrical notation that have already been introduced, I 
have used a rectangular outline to set off metrically identical 
cola or words, i.e., metrically identical sequences that coin- 
cide with word boundaries on both sides. Diagonal lines are 
used to connect matching syllables across word boundaries. 
Partially matching cola, i.e., matching sequences of syllables 
that are not set off by word boundaries on both sides, are left 
unmarked. Word boundaries are presented by large spaces. The 
syllable count is given in parentheses at the right of each 
line, as is the ratio of matched and unmatched syllables. The 
latter is an index of the general metrical correspondence of 
the line.

The stanzas chosen for analysis are the prooemium TĢ 
СтериЛхФ (Vüzbranïnumu), oikos I with chairetismoi (saluta- 
tions), and oikos XXIV. (See the Appendix for texts.) The 
prooemium was chosen because it appears with neumes in the 
Slavic kontakaria, and therefore a metrical study might provide 
a point of departure for inquiring into a relationship of meter 
and music. Oikos I was chosen because it also appears in the 
kontakaria and was thus presumably sung or chanted, whereas the 
singing of the remaining stanzas had been discontinued.

- 58 -

34An examination of 107 randomly chosen lines, i.e., one 
third of the hymn, shows that over 80 percent of the lines have 
the same number of accents in the Slavic as in the Greek.

35Cf. H^eg's introduction to Contacanum Ashburnhamensis 
Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae IV (Copenhagen, 1956), 9.Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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Conceivably, greater care might have been lavished by the trans 
lators on the disposition of accents and syllables in the sung 
stanza than those that were not sung. The analysis of the 
chairetismoi to oikos I was made to see whether the metrical 
parallelism of the original chairetismoi was retained. Finally 
oikos XXIV was chosen because it is the concluding stanza.
Its meter has been compared to that of oikos I to observe 
whether there are any recurrent metrical patterns from stanza 
to stanza. (See the Appendix for the texts of these analyses.)
Prooemium (TĢ СтериЛхФ отрахлуф— Vflzbranlnumu voevodë)
(1)
Gr. x x x 1 x / x x 1 / x x x  1 x x  (5+3+6=14)
Sl. O O x ' x@ ®  x x ' (x) OO x * x x®  1 0 : 8 (5+4+5=14)

(2)
Gr.
Sl.
(3)
Gr.
Sl.

(4)

X X X 1 X / X X 1 / X X X X X (5+3+6=14)
1 X X 1 X X X י (x) X X X ' X X 14:1 (5+4+6=15)

(5+4+4=13) 
12:4 (6+4+5=15)

X x ״ X x / x 1 xlx \ / X X ' X 

X X ' X x(x) О  1 x \ 1 Vx) X X 1 x (x)

X 1 X / X X ״ X X (5+3+5=13)
X 1 X

оXXX(S (5+3+5=13)

/ X ״ X X ' X X (5+3+5=13)ООXXX 10:4 (6+2+3=11)

О X X О 10:4 (6+2+3=11)

Gr. x x ״ x 
Sl. (x) x x ' x 
K.*

*In line (5), Kopitar's Triod' has a variant which changes 
the accentual pattern of the last colon without affecting the 
ratio of metrical correspondence or the placement of word 
boundaries relative to syllabic position. In line (6), both 
the Tipografskij text and the Kopitar have variants which 
differ from the reconstructed reading. The T variant adds an 
unmatched syllable, the К variant (which involves a deviation 
from the Greek) adds a matched syllable. Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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1 x / x 1 x x (5+4+4=13) 
(x) 1 x (x) x ' x x(x) 12:6 (4+7+6=17)

12:7 (5+7+6=18)
13:5 (5+8+6=18)

xI /x xГх
*o
*o

x x

(6 )

Gr.
Sl.

x x י x X

T.* @  x x 

K.* (
80
86

(7)
7:1 (8)

(7)
6:5 (10)

(10)
9:3 (11)

(9)
7:6 (11)

(9+3=12) 
9:5 (8+3=11)

(8 )

Greek— total number of syllables in the stanza 
Slavic— total number of syllables in the stanza

Oikos I ( 'A yyeXos тіритоатсітпс— АпдеіД predüstatell)
X X

X X

(8-10)
(9)

(10)
62
69

8 : 2

8:5

(2) Gr. X X ״

SI. о* ,ѲѲ OCBfe
(3) Gr. x י /  xjx x ' x

Si. О ' fx x x ־
(4) Gr. x x x x x ' x

si. о0 х х х 1 x(BKB)fø
(5) Gr. x x '  X X X  X X 1 / 

S l .  Q x  ' x x x  O O  • @ ®

(6) Gr. x ' x x x 
Sl. x'xx(x)*(x)x

(7) Gr. x 1 x X X

si. ®x •o O x
Gr.׳ total
Sl., total

X X 

X X *
X

x) X

*Depending on whether or not one decides to reconstruct 
an uncontracted form in the participle divija(a)se sę and 
stoja(a)Se, this line has ten or eight syllables.
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(4+6-10) 
(7+8*15) 
(as in 1) 
(7+6-13) 
(6+7-13) 
(9+7-16) 
(as in 3) 
(5+10-15) 
(9+7-16) 
(15+8-23) 
(as in S) 
(14+9-23) 
(7+7-14) 
(8+8+16) 
(as in 7) 
(9+10-19) 
(4+7-11) 
(6+7-13) 
(as in 9) 
(7+11-18) 
(4+7-11) 
(7+7-14) 
(as in 11) 
(7+9-16) 
150 
201

Gr. tota) 
SI. total

Chairetismos to Oikos I
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Oikos XXIV (~ß Ttavóuvnxe иЛтпР ־ £ prëpëtaja mati)

־ 62 ־

(7

(7

(6

(10
(10
(9

(14

(9+3=12

(7

7:0

5:3

10:0

8:7

(1) Gr. 1־ * 1 X X ' X

SI. ! ’ X ' X X • X

(2) Gr. X X 1 X X 1 X

SI. o o * !
ѲX X 1 X

x
X X 

X X

X X 

X X

(3) Gr. 
Sl.

X X(4) Gr. x x 1 x
SI. Q x  ' x| x

/ 1 x X 

@ x י  O  1 0 י (12+3=15•

(6

6:4 (É
(9

8:4 (1נ

׳ @@Ѳ® х х ’ @®
(5) Gr. X X ׳ x , X X X *

Sl. Ø x  x ' х @  0  0 хי *  ' ®
(6) Gr. x x x 1 x 1 x x 

SI. Q x  x 1 x @  (x) ״ x Q
xl X X • x

X X 1 X ® 0

11

6SI. totalנ

In evaluating the correspondence of a line of the original 
and its translation, partial correspondences (unmarked) are, per 
se, considered neutral, since they constitute a kind of constant. 
This is true in the sense that for every word in every line there 
is a partial correspondence of at least one syllable, the 
syllable under accent. (The relatively small number of cases in 
which Slavic has two accented words for one of the Greek, or 
vice versa, constitutes an exception to this rule). Actually, 
correspondences of one syllable only are much less frequent than 
correspondences of two, three or four syllables. Partial 
correspondences are, however, together with complete correspond- 
ences, taken into account in calculating the ratio of matched 
and unmatched syllable.
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Of importance are the syllables which are unmatched (indi- 
cated on the diagrams by a circle). The presence of such 
syllables in a line would have necessitated an adjustment in the 
assignment of musical notes, melismata and cadences to the 
syllables of the Slavic text. This category (i.e., the category 
of lines necessitating adjustment) also includes unmatched 
accented syllables, but not when they occur in Slavic and can 
be matched with an unaccented syllable. I have marked separately 
those sequences of syllables where there is a complete corre- 
spondence of a word or colon (enclosed in a rectangle). These 
cases, too, would have special bearing on the adaptation of the 
music to the Slavic text, namely, that no special adjustment 
would need to be made.

It can be seen from the diagrams that although word bounda- 
ries have been indicated, they have not been considered in 
matching unaccented syllables. For example, in oikos I, line
(3), the last syllable of the first word in the Slavic text has 
been matched with the first syllable of the second word in Greek. 
Both of these syllables are unmatched in their respective words. 
This has not been done across word boundaries that function as 
caesurae in the Greek, in view of the fact that in Wellesz*s 
transcription it can be seen that syllables preceding caesura 
are generally sung to terminal or intermediate cadences.

Surveyed line by line, these stanzas are typical of the 
correspondences one finds. In the oikoi proper, there are, in 
XXIV, two cases of a perfect matching of an entire line (colon)—  
lines (1) and (3). In addition, there are three cases of a 
perfect match of a word, all of which happen to be trisyllabic 
(oikos I, lines (1) and (5); oikos XXIV, line (2)). In the 
chairetismoi to oikos I, if one followed the principle of 
matching unaccented syllables across word boundaries, there 
are three cases of complete correspondnece of cola— line (3), 
seven syllables; line (4), six syllables; and line (9), a word 
plus a colon, nine syllables. The prooemium has four cases of 
complete correspondence of cola (including the Kopitar variant 
for line (6)). Note, however, that each colon (or, perhaps
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better, coimaton) is only one word long. This means that we in 
fact have correspondences of words here.

In the oikoi proper there is one case of an extra Slavic 
accent in each; in the chairetismoi there are none; in the 
prooemium, three.

Looking at the stanzas as units, we find that there is a 
preponderance of matched syllables over unmatched. Furthermore, 
the ratio of matched to unmatched syllables is somewhat lower 
in the chairetismoi than in the prooemium and the two oikoi 
proper, as can be seen from the accompanying table.

Summary of metrical correspondences

Prooemium Oikos I Oikos XXIV Chairetismoi I
Greek
unmatched
syllables 11 9 8 13

Slavic
extra
syllables 16 18 17 66

Total
matched 69(71.9%) 53(66ģ2%) 54(68.4%) 136(6 3.3%)
Total
unmatched 27(28.1%) 27(33.8%) 25(31.6%) 79(36.7%)

A comparison of the ratios of matched and unmatched sylla- 
bles shows that the proportion of matched syllables in the 
prooemium and in oikoi I and XXIV is very close— 71.9, 66.2, 
and 6 8.4 percent matched syllables, respectively. To determine 
whether this proportion was representative of the entire hymn, 
five oikoi were selected at random from the twenty-four oikoi 
of the hymn. A metrical comparison of the Greek and Slavic 
texts of these oikoi was performed in the manner illustrated in 
the sample stanzas on the preceding pages. The resulting 
percentages of matched syllables were 66.3, 69.3, 63.3, 76.6, 
and 61.9, that is, very similar to the percentages of the 
original three stanzas, but with somewhat greater variation.
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The large number of extra Slavic syllables in the 
chairetismoi (about 83 percent of the total unmatched, as 
opposed to 65 and 6 8 percent for the oikoi and 59 percent in the 
prooemium) is probably to be explained by the fact that in Old 
Church Slavonic, derivational and inflectional suffixes by and 
large have more constituent parts (i.e., are morphologically 
more complex) than the corresponding Greek suffixes and there- 
fore also tend to have more syllables. Because the lexicon of 
the chairetismoi has a somewhat greater proportion of deriva- 
tives than the oikoi proper (including compounds and some 
elaborate caiques), and, furthermore, because of grammatical 
parallelism in the chairetismoi (which means that derivatives 
in the odd lines are almost always matched by similar deriva- 
tives in the even lines), the tendency for longer words in 
Slavic is magnified.

In the chairetismoi and the prooemium, two additional 
metrical criteria come into play and must be considered in the 
comparison. One is the caesura, observed with complete regu- 
larity in the Greek. (In the oikoi, caesura occurs only in 
line (5)). The other is the fact of metrical parallelism.

As regards the caesura, in the chairetismoi to oikos I, 
there is one instance in which a word boundary in Slavic corre- 
sponds to a caesura in the Greek text. This is line (4), 
where both fall after syllable 6. In lines (3) and (9) there 
is coincidence of Greek caesura with Slavic word boundary if 
one counts from the end of the line, rather than the beginning. 
These also happen to be the lines which were found to have 
cola with complete metrical correspondence. In the prooemium, 
of a total of twelve caesurae in the Greek, the two caesurae 
of line (2) correspond to word boundaries in Slavic (provided 
one counts syllables from the right for the second one).
Metrical parallelism, including parallelism of caesurae within 
the Slavic text, will be discussed below.

Coming at last to a consideration of metrical regularity, 
we must look for its presence or absence in two places. The 
Greek text shows metrical parallelism between all the oikoi and
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also between parallel lines in the prooemium TĢ tmepudxv and 
in the chairetismoi. Comparing the meter of oikoi I and XXIV 
in the translation, one observes some extensive, though partial, 
metrical correspondence. However, to evaluate them correctly, 
it is necessary to establish exactly what we mean by ,metrical

־ 66 ־

regularity 1. This can only be done with reference to the meter
of the Greek oikoi,
Line-by-line comparison of oikoi I and XXIV in the Slavic text.
(1) • X X X X 1 X X 8 syllables

1 X • X X • X 7
׳( X « X X 1 X ' X) * 9

(2) X 1 X X • X X ' X 9
• X X X 1 X 6

(• X X X X ״ X ״ X)* 9

(3) 1 X X X ' X X • X X X 11
x • X X X X י X י X 10

(X X X י X ״ X)* 7

(4) X X X 1 X X X X 1 X X 11
x 1 X X • X X X X X X 1 X X 14

(5) X 1 X X X 1 X X / * X X 11
X X X 1 X X X ' X X 1 X / X ' X 15

(6) X f X X (X) X *: 1 X (x) 8-10
X X « X X X: ' X 8
(X X 1 X X X 1 X X (*X י . 11

10 x x x 1 x 7 ״) x x '  x)
11 1 X X X * X X  , X X X 

9 (*x x 1 x x , x x x)
9 (*x x '  x x ' x x x

*The alternative line division presented in parentheses 
of oikos XXIV follows the punctuation of T. In the recon- 
struction, the line division of the Greek oikoi was used as 
a model.
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Line-by-line comparison of oikoi I and XXIV in the Greek text

(1) 1 x x x x ' x 7 syllables
1 x 1 x x 1 x

(2) x x ״ x x ' x 7
X X 9 X X י X

(3) X f X X X 1 X X י X 
X • X X X 1 X X 1 X

(4) x x x x x * x x 1
X X 1 X X 1 X X 1

(5) х х в х х х х х • /
X X 1 X ׳ X X X 1 /

(6) X ' X X X 1 X X 
X X X * X 1 X X

(7) x 1 x x x 1 x 1 x 9
X 9 X X X X X 1 X

On the basis of the metrical analysis of the individual 
stanzas, a metrical abstraction of the Greek text of oikoi I 
can XXIV can be made, using (.) to indicate optionally 
accented metrical positions:

־־ 67 ־

(1) 1 X • X X • X 7
(2) X X t X X » X 7
(3) X • X X X 1 X X ״ X 10

(4) X X • X X 1 X X ' 9
(5) X X 9 X • X X X ״ / , X X 9+3
(6) X • X • X 1 X X 8
(7) X t X X X • X X ״

10

9+3x x
X X
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No such abstraction is possible for the Slavic stanzas unless 
one introduces a new convention for symbolizing "optional 
(accented or unaccented) syllables." In other words, the Slavic 
text is found to have dispensed with both isosyllabism and homo- 
tony, which are the two dimensions of Byzantine meters. This 
leads us to conclude that the Slavic oikoi lack metrical regu- 
larity as it is understood in the Byzantine poetic. The obser- 
vations that line (1) of oikos XXIV of the Slavic text can be 
viewed as a catalectic variation of the corresponding line, or 
that lines (2) are, in the reading of T, isosyllabic (though 
not homotonous) do not affect our general conclusion.

Turning to consider parallelism, first in the chairetismoi, 
we find that parallel word boundaries occur (i.e., qualify as 
caesurae) as a concomitant of anaphoric repetition in lines 
(1,2) and (11,12). Parallelism of stress distribution occurs 
in the same two pairs of lines, also as a consequence of anaphor 
There appear to be no other indicators of metrical parallelism 
in these twelve lines.

In the prooemium, a metrical scheme of the Slavic texts 
shows that the second cola (words) of lines (1,2) are completely 
metrically parallel. In lines (4,5), cola one and two combined 
are also metrically parallel. (There is a much greater degree 
of parallelism if we consider syllable number only, as can 
be seen from the syllable counts given at the right of the 
metrical scheme, including near-isosyllabism of the periods^ 
as well as the isosyllabism of cola. However, syllabic 
parallelism here and in the chairetismoi would not qualify as 
metrical parallelism in the sense established by the Greek texts

The metrical significance, if any, of the isosyllabism 
of large stanzaic segments remains unclear. See in this 
connection Jakobson's striking observations on the syllabic 
structure in the prayers of the Fragmentum Liturgiarii 
Sinaiticum ("The Slavic Response," p. 258) and the discussion 
of number symbolism in Byzantine hymne in E. Benz, H. Thurn
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Metrical parallelism in the Slavic text of the prooemium

} 29

} 28

5+4+5=14

l־5+4+6 } 44

6+4+5-15

28

5+3+5=13

6+2+3*11

4+4+11=1

41

X X • X X י X X X

X X X X י X X X X ״

1 X • X X X 1 X X

X ״ X X X * X X X

X י X X X

(1)

(2)

* X X 1 X

(3)
X X  1 X X X

(4)
X ״ X ״ X X ' X X X X e X

(5)
X X X X ״ X ׳  X X X

(6 )

* X X XX X ״ X

The preceding survey of the prooemium, two stanzas and 
one set of chairetismoi (plus data on five other stanzas) in 
the Slavic Akathistos reveals no striking convergence of metrical 
correspondences, comparable to, for example, the syllabic 
correspondences of the hirmos ZemlnŰ kÖto. Along with perfect 
or near-perfect metrical matches in some lines— oikos I (1) , 
oikos XXIV (1) and (3) and chairetismos I (9)— there are other 
lines which are quite poor, such as oikos I (4), oikos XXIV 
(5) or chairetismos I (1). Nor does the accent distribution 
in the Slavic text, when examined apart from the Greek model, 
give any indication of metrical regularity- The two cases of 
metrical parallelism in the chairetismoi are due to anaphora; 
the two cases in the prooemium can be considered coincidental.

and C. Floros, Das Buch der heiligen Gesänge der Ostkirche 
(Hamburg, 1962), 59-60.
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Although the results of this analysis appear to be entirely 
negative with regard to a hypothesis of metrical adaptation, it 
must be kept in mind that line-by-line metrical analysis repre- 
sents only one approach to the problem. The ramifications intrc 
duced by the existence of textual variants are discussed in 
Chapter IV. Only a small percentage of the variants appears 
to fall in the category of metrically motivated paraphrase. 
However, neither an analysis of the optimal reconstruction of 
the translation nor of textual variants can permit us to con- 
elude that the translation of the Akathistos is metrically 
tantamount to prose. This can only be done on the basis of a 
comparative statistical study of accentual distribution in texts 
whose translation sources are, respectively, poetry and prose. 
Thus the question of metrical adaptation still awaits a defini- 
tive answer.

The main observations made in this chapter can be summarize 
as follows.

1. There are no known texts of Slavic translated hymns 
where full syllabo-accentual identity to the Greek original has 
been achieved for the length of an entire stanza. Furthermore, 
the known texts where such identity occurs for the length of an 
entire line are literal translations, and it is highly probable 
that the metrical identity is accidental.

2. There are some known cases of paraphrase which are 
characterized by closer metrical correspondence to the original 
than would have been obtained in a literal translation. Such 
cases have legitimately been cited as evidence for metrical 
adaptation; however, their number is exceedingly small, which 
inclines one to suppose that fidelity to the word (including 
word order) was valued above metrical fidelity. It is of cours« 
also a possibility that while semantic accuracy was a universal 
desideratum among translators, only a few who were especially 
concerned with the singing of their texts were cognizant of a 
need for metrical adaptation and resorted to paraphrase where 
this could be done without distorting the meaninq of the text.
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3. It appears that in those texts of the Hirmologion 
which show marked metrical correspondence to their originals 
as well as containing metrically motivated paraphrase, the 
syllable number per line is approximated more closely than the 
syllabo-accentual metrical pattern. This raises some inter- 
esting musicological questions.

4. On the basis of a close comparative analysis of two 
stanzas from the Kontakarion, Levy has shown that both the 
translator and the musician can be seen "to have prepared 
individual lines so that the correspondence would exist."
However, in a few cases "the translator supplied an adjustable 
line" but the musician did not take advantage of the adjustment- 
In a few other cases, the line that the translator supplied was 
not amenable to adjustment by the musician. It appears from 
Levy's analysis that the metrical adjustment of the text as well 
as a subsequent musical adjustment was an optional, not an 
obligatory, practice in the preparation of the Slavic transla*־ 
tions and musical notation of the melismatic chants.

5. In the Akathistos, a very high proportion of lines 
in the translation is found to have the same number of accents 
as the corresponding lines of the original- Høeg hypothesized 
that such correspondence might reflect a significant aspect of 
the Byzantine text-music relationship- It must be pointed out, 
however, that this could also be simply a consequence of 
word-for-word translation. The question is, was word-for-word 
translation motivated primarily by an attitude of piety vis-à-vis 
the meaning of the hymns, with the number of accents a mere 
by-product, or did a requirement to maintain the accent number 
for musical purposes provide an additional impetus for word- 
for-word translation.

6. Analysis of metrical correspondences in the Slavic
and Greek texts of the Akathistos reveals no metrical adaptation, 
but this evidence needs to be augmented by extending the 
comparison to a sample of prose.

- 71 -
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IV. TEXTUAL VARIANTS AND POETIC STRUCTURE

In this chapter the usual textological procedures are 
complemented by the application of poetic criteria. In par- 
ticular, certain types of textual variants are subjected to a 
metrical analysis within their respective line (or colon) and 
compared to the metrical pattern of the Greek line of which the 
Slavic text is a translation. This inquiry is a step in the 
process of applying in extenso Jakobson 's precept that poetic 
analysis of works that are available only in younger manuscript 
copies with the original or autograph not extant (the typical 
situation in every literary tradition transmitted in manuscript) 
can only be properly performed after an authentic reading or 
Ur-text (proto-text) has been achieved by reconstruction.1 
Although the comparative method in textology, as in historical 
linguistics, does not enable us to meet the goal of recon- 
structing the *real' original, which remains a methodological 
ideal, many errors and dialectal innovations can be identified 
and eliminated and archaic features proper to the period and 
place of the composition of the original restored.

1 • The Methodology of Textual Reconstruction
One of the greatest methodological problems in recon-

struction is posed by the existence of contemporary stylistic
variants, one of which is younger or more informal or collo-
quial, the other older or more formal. An example in Old
Church Slavonic that bears directly on our inquiry is the
existence in the canonical texts of full and contracted forms

2of compound adjectives. The same picture is presented by our

*R. Jakobson, "Zametka о drevne-bolgarskom stixosloSenii,H 
p. 354.

2Cf. N. Van Wijk, Geschichte der altkirchenslavischen 
Sprache (Зегііп-Leipzig, 1931), p. 227.
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oldest manuscript of the Akathistos, the Tipografskij Ustav, 
which being an East Slavic text, preserves numerous uncontracted 
forms as well. In reconstructing we are forced to ask whether 
to reconstruct all forms as uncontracted (archaic, formal 
style), viewing the contracted forms as later textual accre- 
tions, or to assume instead that the original translator 
selected alternately uncontracted and contracted forms. (The 
same issue arises for a later period in connection with the 
jers.) This question becomes important in assessing the metri- 
cal properties of the translation. Unfortunately, there is 
no general criterion on which to base such decisions, and one 
must proceed to deal with each case on its own merits, keeping 
in mind the unresolved alternative possibilities.

A different kind of problem is posed by the lack of easily 
accessible and exhaustive information for the period of Old 
Church Slavonic texts and subsequent lexical dialectisms. Until 
recently to consult the literature on a particular variant pair, 
such as pastyrj 1/pastuxiS for noiufiv found in our texts, one had 
to sift through a number of articles and dictionaries (from 
Jagić to L'vov and from Miklosich or Sreznevskij to Sadnik and 
Aitzetmüller) without assurance of finding the desired informa- 
tion. The publication of the Lexicon Linguae Palaeoslovenicae 
does not entirely eliminate the problem, because the essential 
difficulty is not just due to the fact that the information is 
dispersed among various sources. Rather, it is just one of the 
aspects of the fragmentary and inferential nature of historical 
linguistic data and the fact that labels applied to lexical 
items, such as 'archaic,' 1״Cyrillo-Methodian,' or 'regional' 
are inferences made on the basis of two kinds of information:
(1) the age and place of origin of the mss. that contain the 
word (as contrasted with the ms. distribution of its opposite 
number), and (2) the occurrence of the word in the modern 
Slavic languages. However, the nature of inferences that may 
properly be made from such facts, when available, is ultimately
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in dispute.** Even manuscripts that belong to the same period
and region (and even different passages in the same manuscript)
may display translation variants, as shown, for example, by

4L. P. Zukovskaja.
Even more problematic than the dialectal indeterminacy 

of lexical items is the lack of direct information about the 
accent of words. The position of accents, from the earliest 
historical period, which is represented by the Old Church 
Slavonic canon of texts, up to the very last two centuries 
must (with the exception of a few relatively late textual 
data) be established by reconstruction based on the comparison 
of the contemporary Slavic languages. As might be expected 
under the circumstances, there are many forms for which it is 
impossible to reconstruct a single accentuation because the 
comparative data are contradictory. Another complication ariseī 
when a particular word or an entire grammatical category does 
not survive into the modern period or does so in only one or a 
few of the modern languages, as, for example, the Aorist.

From this it follows that in any metrical analysis of a 
work from one of the early Slavic periods, whether it be based 
on an Old Church Slavonic text, a younger Church Slavic text, 
or a reconstruction of an archaic original from several differ- 
ent Church Slavic texts, there will be words for which either 
alternative accentuations must be admitted (when forms from 
contemporary languages point to different antecedents) or only

^See for example the discussion on the determination of 
,Cyrillo-Methodian1 vocabulary on the basis of occurrence in 
younger texts in A. S. L'vov, **Какйѵ trjabva da bttde krOqQt ot 
pametnici (s texnite xronologiCeski i lokalni granici), kojto 
sledva da se privliCa za vözstanovjavane na ezika ot kirilo־ 
metodievskija period?" Slavjanska Filoloģija I (Sofia, 1963), 
11 .

4L. P. Zukovskaja, "0 nekotoryx problemax istorii russkogo 
literaturnogo jazyka drevnejSego perioda," Voprosy jazykoz- 
nanija No. 5 (1972) 62-76, esp. pp. 70-71.
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tentative accentuation can be assigned (when only information 
from a single language family is available). In either case, 
no clear conclusions concerning metrical correspondence or 
metrical adaptation can be reached. In the metrical analyses 
of Section 4 of this chapter, an attempt will be made to indi- 
cate the areas of uncertainty. In some cases, alternative 
analyses will be presented.

Another aspect of the accentological problem that must be 
mentioned here has, again (as in the cases involving sound 
change), to do with dialectal and/or chronological differences. 
It must be considered as a possibility that some of the 
variants observed in the manuscripts could have arisen in 
response to dialectal accent differences. In other words, 
metrical adaptation could have taken place not only at the time 
of the original translation or neumation, but also in succes- 
sive redactions in the different Slavic-speaking regions, for 
example, in the East Slavic Hirmologia and Kontakaria. At 
this time we can do no more than raise the issue, since the 
complexity and uncertainty of the problem precludes even a 
tentative solution.

2. Time and Place of the Slavic Translation
It has been assumed for the purpose of reconstructing a 

prototext that the translation of the Akathistos is contemporary 
with that of the Hirmologion, in other words, that it origi- 
nated no later than the first half of the tenth century. The 
place of translation is assumed to have been Bulgaria. These 
assumptions about time and place of translation are not foregone 
conclusions, since it has been argued that the kontakia may 
have been transmitted on East Slavic soil in the tenth or 
eleventh century directly from Byzantium without South Slavic 
mediation. Such a hypothesis was first broached by Erwin 
Koschmieder, who eventually extended this assumption to the 
entire body of liturgical sung chant.^ The key part of the

 Zur Herkunft der slavischen״ ,See especially Koschmieder*־
Krjuki-Notation," Festschrift für Ртуtro Cyzevs,kyj zum
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argumentation is that not a single South Slavic manuscript 
with musical notation survives from the Old Church Slavonic 
period, whereas there are elventh-century East Slavic mss. with 
notation. The second part of Koschmieder1s argument is that 
Cyril and Methodius celebrated the liturgy using the Latin 
"lectio solemnis," which he infers from the ekphonetic notation 
of the Kiev Folia. The third part of the case rests on the 
quality of translation Koschmieder observed in his examination 
of the Novgorod Hirmologion Fragments, in which the rather large 
number of translation errors is presumed to show that the 
translation was not made by the hand of Cyril and Methodius 
or under their supervision. Koschmieder's evidence and argu- 
mentation has been reviewed by Felix Keller in his study of the 
Christmas Kontakion.6 It should be noted that while Koschmieder 
speaks about translation with regard to the Novgorod Hirmologion 
in his other work he used the more general word "transmission" 
(Übertragung) and focuses on the transmission of neumated books.

Keller in his study proposes a set of hypotheses that are 
both more limited than the proposals of Koschmieder and also 
more inclusive. He bases his conclusion on an extensive and 
detailed study of twenty-five examples of the Christmas Kontakioi 
and its prosomoia with texts drawn from close to thirty Slavic 
manuscripts and twice as many Greek manuscripts. Keller*s first 
proposal is that the melismatic notation of the East Slavic 
kontakaria was not transmitted via the South Slavs but adapted 
by the East Slavs directly from the Byzantines.^ His second obse 
vation is that variations from the East Slavic recensions with
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60. Geburtstag (Berlin, 1954), 146-152; "Wie haben Kyrill und
Method zelebriert?" Anfänge der slavischen Musik (Bratislava,
1966), 7-22; and Die ältesten Novgoroder Hirmologienfragmente
I-III (Munich, 1952-1958)(Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akad.
der Wiss., phil.-hist. Klasse, N.F. XXXV, XXXVI, XLV).

6Keller, Die russisch-kirchenslavische Fassung des 
Weihnachtskontakions unćt seiner Prosomoi~(Bern) 1977. See 
especially pp. 7-11.

7Keller, pp. 189-190, 203.
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regard to structure (Aufbau), line segmentation, and notation 
indicate that a development took place within the transmission 
of the kontakia among the Slavs, These two points are limited 
to the melismatic kontakarian genre.

Keller's third proposal, which is the only one with which 
I take issue (below) is that the translations of the kontakia 
likewise originated in the East Slavic area. To test this 
hypothesis, Keller makes a detailed examination of a set of 
lexical items from the Christmas Kontakion cycle to determine 
whether they are attested in Old Church Slavonic and whether 
that is in another form, or only in East Slavic or later South

оSlavic manuscripts. The judgment about this is made on the 
basis of information drawn from the dictionaries of Sadnik and 
Aitzetmüller, Miklosich, Sreznevskij, and the Czechoslovak 
Academy's Lexicon Linguae Palaeoslovenicae (1976 available 
through prosęSti). Keller's conclusion is that the texts he 
has examined are unlikely to have been translated in the early 
South Slavic period. An argument for this conclusion is that 
the Slavic texts show considerable divergences both in the 
segmentation of the cola and in the variant translations, 
which are shown to be based on different Greek textual sources.9 
As supporting evidence, Keller adduces the fact that in his 
sample he has found a number of words and word forms not 
attested in the Old Church Slavonic canon, but only in East 
Slavic or later South Slavic texts.

In evaluating Keller's conclusion, it is important to note 
that it is based entirely on inferential argumentation, not on 
direct evidence. Since the conclusion makes a large claim about 
the presumed history of South Slavic and East Slavic liturgy, 
other explanations of the evidence on which the inferences are 
based must be considered and the relative probability weighed. 
This Keller has not done. For example, the first type of 
evidence— the variety in line segmentation and lexical

8Keller, p. 191. 9Keller, pp. 202-3
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composition— could well be argued to mean that there existed 
an early South Slavic translation that was revised with refer- 
enee to different Greek texts either on South Slavic soil or bj 
East Slavic compilers. To assume that divergences in segmenta- 
tion of cola and variant translations could only have arisen 
in translations and copies made by East Slavs seems to be an 
unfounded speculation.

As for the evidence used in the second part of Keller's 
argument, namely that some of the lexical items in the Slavic 
kontakarian texts are not found in Old Church Slavonic canoni- 
cal manuscript sources, this appears to me to be unconvincing 
for the following reason. The Old Church Slavonic textual 
canon is relatively small. This means that the fact that a woi 
is not attested in any of the extant Old Church Slavonic manu- 
scripts cannot be taken to prove that the word did not exist ir 
the language or usage of the South Slavic area of the old peric 
All the more so, it begs the question to argue that words founc 
in manuscripts consisting of liturgical hymns (the kontakaria) 
that are not attested in manuscripts that consist of texts of 
different genres, namely of gospel pericopes, the Acts, epistle 
psalms, and some sermons and saints' lives (the Old Church 
Slavonic canon) must therefore have been translated in a 
different linguistic period and area. It is a given that the 
lexicon of the hymns, which by their very nature contain many 
concepts and images that are different from those in the extant 
Old Church Slavonic manuscripts, would not overlap with the 
Old Church Slavonic lexicon entirely. The kontakia are akin tc 
Byzantine patristic theological treatises or sermons, with 
their proliferation of theological concepts, and hence a 
specific lexicon. One would, therefore, a priori expect to fir 
in the hymns many words and forms that are not attested in the 
Old Church Slavonic canon, which differs by its content and 
cultural origin. Besides the conceptual differences, the texts 
of the liturgical hymns are also different from the majority 
of the Old Church Slavonic texts by virtue of the stylistic 
differences both with regard to their poetic form and their
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figurative language. Here again, the kontakia would be similar 
only to the sermons but not to the other kinds of texts pre- 
served in Old Church Slavonic manuscripts. Thus on the grounds 
of genre alone, the determination of the time and place of the 
origins of the hymnie translations on the basis of lexical 
divergence rests on problematic evidence.

There is an additional methodological problem with using
lexical variation to establish the place of origin of a trans-
lation. Even in those cases in which it is possible to deter-
mine that a given lexical items is East Slavic, it remains to
be established whether the usage represents the prototransla-
tion or the substitution of an East Slavic variant for an
original South Slavic counterpart by an East Slavic scribe.wIndeed, L. P. Zukovskaja, whom Keller cites in support of his 
methodology of determining the origin of the kontakia transla- 
tions on the basis of lexicographic evidence, says as much:
"Old Slavic scribes, including Old Russian ones, dealt freely 
with the lexicon of the originals they were copying, and 
replaced with their own dialect words or with more established 
words of the literary language the lexicon even of liturgical 
monuments, whose texts, it is mistakenly thought, should have 
been treated with greater piety by the scribes."10 The diffi- 
culties of using lexical criteria for establishing origin of 
translation (as opposed to regional recensions) has been 
discussed by Western as well as Soviet scholars in connection 
with the translation of the Izbornik of 1076.11

To summarize, my assessment of Keller's hypothesis that 
the translations of the kontakia are East Slavic in origin is 
that it rests on inconclusive evidence and methodologically

- 79 -

*0Žukovskaja, "0 nekotoryx problemax istorii russkogo 
literaturnogo jazyka drevnejSego perioda," Voprosy 
jazykoznanija (1972), No. 5, p. 73.

**See the literature review in N. A. Mesčerskij, Istočniki 
î sostav drevne ך slavi ano-russ ko j perevodnoj pis *mennosti 
IX-XI vekov (Leningrad, 1978), pp. 24-25.
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indeterminate argumentation and that the question about the ori־ 
gin of the translations of the kontakia remains open. In 
addition to the critique of evidence and argumentation, I would 
also like to raise a general speculative question about Bulgaria 
liturgical practice that to me seems to lend considerable weight 
to the opposing hypothesis of a South Slavic origin of the 
translations of the liturgical hymns• The question is why the 
Bulgarians during the "Golden Age" of their empire would have 
failed to translate the hymns, maintaining for more than a 
century a liturgical order that was so highly limited in com- 
parison to that of their Byzantine neighbors, while proceeding 
to translate theological and didactic works. Such a restricted 
state of the Bulgarian liturgy seems highly improbable. In all 
their discussion, both Keller and Koschmieder speak of two 
alternatives— that liturgical hymns were translated in the 
Cyrillo-Methodian period (i.e., in the ninth century) or that 
they were translated in the (presumably late) tenth and the 
eleventh century after the establishment of Christianity by the 
East Slavs. Nowhere is the question of Bulgarian liturgy of 
the tenth century considered• It would to me appear more 
plausible that in the period of the disciples of Methodius and 
during the reign of Simeon (893-927) the service books contain- 
ing hymns would have been translated, whether equipped with 
neuntes or not. This speculation does not exclude the possi- 
bility that the kontakaria as discrete books originated in the 
East Slavic ecclesiastical centers, as Keller proposes, and 
that some of the kontakia may thus have been translated for the 
first time directly into East rather than South Slavic. How- 
ever, it is far from clear what methods would be sufficient to 
establish the time and place of the origin of the translation 
of the hymns as part of the liturgical order. In any case, it 
is important to keep distinct the question of the time and 
place of translation from the questions raised by Koschmieder, 
which has to do primarily with the nature of liturgical 
celebration by the Slavic Apostles, on the one hand, and the
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time and place of the introduction of musical notation, on
12the other•

My assumption about the time and place of the translation 
of the Akathistos Hymn rests on inferences about its role in 
liturgy. In Byzantine liturgical practice, the Akathistos 
was sung on a major feast day and was also an important hymn 
of thanksgiving in the history of Constantinople. In the 
Preface to his transcription of the music of the Akathistos, 
Egon Wellesz stated: "Byzantine piety gave the Akathistos hymn 
the foremost place in Mariological devotion and the hymn 
holds this place until the present day." The thematic composi- 
tion of the Akathistos points to its function as part of the 
liturgical observance of the feast of the Annunciation, a part 
of the church year that directs the attention of the worship- 
ping community to the event of Christ*s Incarnation in salva- 
tion history. This theological and dogmatic content would 
have made it of importance in the introduction of the liturgy 
to the Slavs. For this reason I believe it was very likely 
to have been translated not later than the beginning of the 
tenth century, when a full complement of liturgical service 
books would have been prepared in Bulgaria.

3. Typology of Variants
The types of variants observed in the Slavic texts can be 

grouped into four categories: textological, grammatical, 
other linguistic, and poetic-accidental.1  ̂ An assumption

12E. Koschmieder, "Ein Blick auf die Geschichte der 
altslavischen Musik," Byzantino-Slavica 31 (1970-71), pp.
13-14, 26-28.

13The term textological is here used in the narrow sense 
of 1having to do with the process of making copies from manu- 
scripts,1 including the use of mss. as sources of translation.
In a broader sense, textology as the study of texts incorporates 
the other three categories, as well. Cf. D. S. LixaCev, 
Tekstoloģija (Moscow, 1962) , p. 166 et passim. A more fully 
motivated typology of textual errors is outlined in K. H.
Meyer's FehlÜbersetzungen im Codex Suprasliensis, Altkirchen- 
slavische Studien I, Schrifter der Königsberger gelehrten 
Gesellschaft XV-XVI (Halle/Saale, 1939), p. 69.
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underlying the fourth category is that any variant that does 
not have a clear unambiguous explanation in textological or 
obligatory linguistic terms is potentially a product of poetic 
values at work. The decision about whether this is or is not 
the case must be reached separately for each variant assigned 
to the fourth category. An attempt at a complete list of cate 
gories follows.
Textological Variant Types
I. Errors

A. Translation errors
B. Scribal errors

Both A and В may occur in the form of one or a 
sequence of the following types of errors:
*1. Graphic errors

a. Misreading of a letter
b. Problems introduced by sound change; i.e., 

failure to cope with cases of graphic 
overdifferentiation due to phonological 
merger

*2. Errors caused by miscomprehension (especially 
in the process of translation)

3. Errors made under the influence of phonological 
grammatical or semantic context

4. Errors made under the influence of formulas 
(epithets, topoi)

II. Scribal emendation
*A. Variants in the Greek texts used as sources for 

correction of successive Slavic recensions 
*B. Erroneous emendation in cases of miscomprehension

of a model Slavic text (may be influenced by various 
of the factors listed above under ,errors')

C. Attempts to emend earlier errors

*An explanation of this use of the asterisk appears on 
page 82.
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Grammatical Variant Types
The difference between variants consists of a difference in 
one or more of the following grammatical features:

- 83 ־

1. Part of speech
2. Tense; aspect
3. Voice (passive/active)
4. Number
5. Finite verb form/participle
6. Transitive/intransitive verb
7. Person
8. Animate/Inanimate
9. Case
10. Gender
11. Definite/indefinite
12. Morphology

a. Inflection
b. Derivation

13. Agreement; government
14. Word order
15. Other syntactic features
Other Linguistic Variant Types
A. Synonym
B. Neologism
c. Loanword
D. Caique
*E. Archaism/innovation
*F. Dialectical lexical item
G. Free variants (e.g., derivations)
H. Extra word (e.g., periphrasis)
Poetic/Accidental Variant Types 
a Number of syllables in the line
3 Accent difference in metrical correspondence due to

1. difference in metrical correspondence due to accent 
position

2. extra stress in Slavic
у Paregmenon (presence/absence)
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6 Polyptoton (presence/absence)
e Sound repetition (presence/absence)
£ Semantic trope (presence/absence)
П Parallelism (presence/absence)
Э Repetition of alliterative syllables avoided
i Repetition of same grammatical structure avoided
к Repetition of same word avoided
\ Echo of Greek

There are some additional, overlapping types:
+ Variant resulting from obligatory grammatical features 
T Improvement in translation
T^ Modification in translation (reinterpretation)
*T* Change in sense— probably a post-translation emendation 
? Uncertain

The preceding types are not to be interpreted as mutually 
exclusive categories with the following exception. The assign- 
ment of a variant to one of the textological or "other 
linguistic" categories marked with an asterisk or its designa- 
tion as + "obligatory grammatical" precludes its assignment to 
any category in group four. In other words, items involving 
errors, obligatory grammatical rules, or features exclusive to 
a particular linguistic period or area are incompatible with 
the notion of purposeful poetic selection.

There are some instances in our texts that are not variants 
sensu stricto but rather deviations from the Greek. These are 
the cases where all the extant Slavic manuscripts depart from 
literal translation or have an outright error. All these cases 
fall into one or more of the categories established for 
variants.

These categories were established in the course of an 
analysis of all variants. This analysis is not presented here 
in full. It belongs, rather, in a critical edition of the 
texts. In this study only selected examples in categories a 
through Л are discussed.
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4. Metrical Analysis of Variants
When subjected to metrical analysis, textual variants

ideally fall into the following categories, with the last cate-
gory in each of the first three paired oppositions (i.e.,
2.0, 2.2, 2,22) defining (including) the subsequent categories•
1.0 The variants do not involve a metrical difference•
2.0 The variants involve a metrical difference (i.e., one 

is in a metrically different relation to the Greek than 
the other).

2.1 The variants appear to have a conventional textological 
or linguistic explanation (e.g., variant Greek model; 
graphic scribal error, such as haplography; misreading 
of the Greek; substitution of a younger form in a 
younger ms.; etc.).

2.2 The variants do not appear to have a conventional 
textological explanation, or only a doubtful one.
(If a textological explanation is not certain, but is 
possible, the weight of metrical considerations is 
reduced. Non-metrical explanations have been favored 
as a matter of principle in this study to avoid 
weighting the metrical evidence with irrelevant cases.)

2.21 Neither variant is metrically measurably closer to 
the Greek model than the other variant. (,Measurably1 
is defined as ,by at least one less unmatched syllable, 
schematically represented by o.״)

2.22 One of the variants is metrically measurably closer to 
the Greek model than the other variant.

2.221 The variants do not differ in syllable count for the 
line.

2.222 The variants differ in syllable count for the line.
2.2221 The metrically closer variant is less close to the 

Greek model in the syllable count than is the metrically 
more distant variant.

2.2222 The metrically closer variant is also closer in 
syllable count.

00060849
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2.223 Neither of the variants presents a departure from 
literal translation.

2.224 One of the variants presents a departure from literal 
translation.

2.2241 The metrically more distant variant presents a 
departure from literal translation. (See example 
XI, Chapter 5.)

2.224 2 The metrically closer variant presents a departure from
literal translation.

2.223 One of the variants is metrically identical with the 
Greek in all or part of the line (i.e., at least one 
entire word), whereas the other variant is not.

Only 2.22 and subsequent categories are relevant in the 
search for evidence of metrical adaptation by the translator. 
Nor does 2.22 by itself, as here formulated, make possible a 
decision whether metrical adaptation is or is not indicated.
To say that one variant is metrically closer to the original 
than another is merely to make an analytical observation. The 
best potential evidence on metrical adaptation by the trans- 
lator is to be sought in variants that fall into categories
2.2242 and 2.223, the latter because they have the felicity of
offering a perfect match, are relatively rare, and— in heavy
concentration— would be highly indicative of metrical adaptation
the former because they are the only type in which the possi-
bility of metrical agreement as an accidental by-product of a

14literal translation is eliminated.
Although the hierarchy of variant categories outlined 

above provides an ideal typology separating variants according 
to whether they are or are not metrically interesting, when 
faced with actual cases, decision is often difficult. In 
particular, as can be seen in examples analyzed below, it is 
often difficult to decide— and impossible to establish cate- 
gorically— whether a particular variant involving a metrical 
difference can be explained on textological or linguistic

14Cf. Chapter III
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grounds or whether it cannot be explained in those ways and 
is therefore metrically interesting.

Another difficulty inheres in our procedures for metrical 
comparison and measurement of metrical correspondence. (See 
explanation of the procedure in Chapter III, Section 2.) 
Particular aspects of this difficulty are discussed in the 
paragraphs for those variant lines in the analysis of which 
they are disclosed. (See analyses of V (ch. 4), (ch. 5);
VI (4) .)

For these reasons, rather than presenting only the clear 
cases falling under categories 2.2242 (marked by an asterisk 
in the right-hand margins) and 2.23, a large number of uncer- 
tain cases is also analyzed in detail enabling the reader to 
survey the entire range of potential evidence on the role of 
metrical matching in the translation of the Akathistos.

Let us follow a procedure used earlier, presenting a 
close analysis of an entire passage to serve as an illustration 
of the analytic method, with a more selective survey of the 
remaining variants to follow. The passage chosen for close 
analysis consists of the second half of stanza XV, lines (4),
(5) , (6) , and (7) .

In the presentation of variants in the following pages, 
graphic errors as well as the phonological peculiarities of 
each ms. have been removed except in those cases where they 
resulted in an ambiguous grammatical form, which is then 
discussed in the commentary. The "archaization" was performed 
in part because otherwise the Macedonian text, K, with its 
liberal exchanges of juses, jers, and other vowel-letters, 
is unnecessarily hard to read, and, in part, because it facili- 
tates the comparison without affecting its accuracy. The 
exact ms. appearance of variants can in most cases be determined 
by consulting the text in the Appendix. Editorial addition of 
syllables is in all cases indicated by ( ).

XV (4) — (7)
Greek: (4) ouYxaTd&aoiG yàp dei'нА

où ueTâßaoic ôè тотк?! yéyovev 
наі TÓKOC ёк Ttapdévou
деоА1*1птои áxoúouonc таОта (Xatpe, ктЛ.)

- 87 ־
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T: (4) suxozdenije bozije
ne prëxo2denije mëstlnoje bystü 

(6) i roSdlstvo bystü
bogoprijętlny slygęStęję sija (followed by

•Radujï sę1, etc. )
К: (4) sűxoSdenije bo2ïstvïnoje

ne s(и)mSs(ti)no bystü prëxo2denije
(6) i ro2dIstvo otfl dSvy

bogoprijętlnyje slySęSte vüzüpijemü
(1Radujï sę1, etc.)

Reconstruction: (4) süxo2denije boSïstvïnoje (=K)
ne prëxo2denije mëstïnoje bystü (=T)

(6) i roSdlstvo otü dëvy (=K) 
bogoprijętlny slySęStę sija

Alternative
reconstructions: (4) sflxo2denije bo2ije (=T)

°«: п а  к bo2ijesüxoïder^e bo boZrstvînoje

Metrical schemata for line (4):
Gk. x x ' x x x x x 1 9
T x x 1 x x Q  OO * 5:6** 8
К x x ' x x O O x ' ® ® ®  5:7 H
Re. 1 = К 
Re. 2 = T
Re. З х х ' х х х О О ' ® ®  4: 7 9

О  x 11 4:8 ® ® 0 י 
Commenting first on the поп-metrical aspects of the 

variants of line (4) , we note that neither of the Slavic read- 
ings has bo for gar. This could be scribal haplography (bo 
božije) and/or conscious avoidance of the stuttering effect of 
bo bo-. (The latter would make it a stylistically motivated 
departure from literalness— our category 1 .) If it is the 
former, it would be assumed to have occurred in a text in dire< 
line of descent for both our mss.? if the latter, it was perha!

*Number of syllables in line.
**Ratio of unmatched to matched syllables
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introduced by the original translator. Similar haplographies/ 
omissions occur in X (4), XVI (4) and XIX (7).

As regards the best equivalent for deïuôc, it is 
bozïstvïnQ, on grammatical grounds— both are adjectives of 
quality. Božijl would be the expected equivalent for the 
possessive genitive 5eo0. However, one cannot categorically 
state that one of these equivalents is a ,literal1 rendering 
and the other a ,deviation,״ especially in view of the fact that 
they seem to be characteristic of their respective mss.
(cf. XIX (ch. 4): detxfiç, T bozije, К bozlstvlnyje; and XXI
(5) : ôetHfív, T božije, К božlstvlnomu.) A choice of one of 
these variants for the reconstruction would have to rely on 
further research on the areal distribution of the variants.

How are the variants of this line reflected in metrical 
correspondence? The lack of bo accounts for the non־ 
correspondence in position -6-. If we accept the hypothesis 
that it was intentionally omitted, we have before us a case 
where euphony takes precedence over meter. If we assume it 
was caused by haplography, we must restore it in the recon- 
structed reading, thus indicating that the metrical corre- 
spondence of the ,original״ (as reconstructed) was better than 
that of the two readings attested in manuscript.

As regards the two adjectival derivatives, it is not 
possible to evaluate, using our criteria of metrical corre- 
spondence, which variant is 'closer1 to the Greek. Each results 
in four unmatched syllables. It is possible in such a case that 
examination of the music of a neumated ms. at this point would 
provide additional criteria enabling us to judge whether it 
was preferable in terms of adjusting text to music to have 
three unmatched syllables before the last ictus and two after 
(so T) or vice versa, two unmatched syllables before the last 
ictus and three after (so K). However, the Akathistos is not 
the ideal vehicle for such inquiry, since we lack neumated 
Slavic texts of the oikoi. (They exist only for the prooemia.

־ 89 ־
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Gk. X X ׳ X X X

T X X י X xO
К X X ' X оX

Re. = T

and these are, furthermore, of a different musical tradition 
than the known Greek texts of the Akathistos.)15

Metrical schemata for line (5):
Gk. X X * X X X  X X , ׳ X X  12
T ®  x x י x x О  ' @ @ @  ' x O  8:8 12
К x х ' x x Q  1 ®  ' x x 6:96:9 12
Re. = T

The divergence from literalness in К involves a change in 
word order. This text also has a synonym sômëstlno where T has 
mëstlnoje.16 On the face of it, the divergent variant appears 
to provide a closer metrical correspondence. Particularly note 
worthy is the fact that in К both the beginning and especially 
the end of the line stand metrically improved over T.17

Does this mean that the К variant represents an intentions 
departure from literalness to improve the meter? I believe 
not. The arguments against it are, in the first place, that К 
frequently changes word order, often without gaining metrical 
advantage, so that such changes may be taken to be a feature 
of the manuscript or recension. In the second place, the 
departure from word order, as well as the introduction of a

Cf. Kenneth Levy in The Musical Quarterly (1961), p. 
557, where he points out that Slavic kontakia descend from 
an Asmatic (choral) tradition of the melodies, while the 
extant Greek kontakia represent the more florid Psaltikon 
(soloist's book).

^Note the alternative accentual possibility mgstlnóe. 
As L. Sadnik points out (Slavische Akzentuation I, Wiesbaden 
1959, pp. 104-5), adjectives with the derivational suffix 
-In- tend to involve different types of accentuation, with 
the short forms being stem-stressed but the long forms stem- 
stressed in some adjectives (languages), end-stressed in 
others, so that reconstruction of the original accentuation 
for any particular adjective becomes uncertain.

17Cf. Koschmieder, "Zur Bedeutung. . .," p. 9 on the 
invariance of cadential formulae.
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synonymous gloss for тотіін̂ , result not just in a gain (metri- 
cal) but also in a loss, namely, the loss of parallelism. In 
T, suxozdenije:ne prëxoSdenije are two semantically (antithesis), 
gramatically (paregmenon, homoeoptoton) and phonically 
(homoeoteleuton) parallel words in metrically equivalent posi- 
tions. In the reconstructed version, mēstīnoje and boSTstvInoje 
would also contribute to the parallelism of the line 
(homoeoptoton, homoeoteleuton). The К reading removes both the 
positional parallelism (pržxoždenije is no longer under the 
first metrical accent) and the potential homoeoteleuton in 
the adjectives. Thus the hypothesis that К is metrically moti- 
vated (and hence a possible 1original1 reading, with T a later 
literalization) is rejected. Rather, К appears to be a younger, 
,modernized' reading, stemming from a tradition where other 
requirements (whatever they may be) took precedents over those 
of parallelism.

Metrical schemata for line (6):
Gk. x ' x  |x x ' x| 7
T 0® x י О O O  ,x 5:4 6
к x ' О I x x ' x| 3:6, 4=* 8
Re. = К

The variant in T appears to be a scribal error, perhaps 
under the influence of bystű in the preceding line. A conclu- 
sion that the T reading is genuinely corrupt must be derived 
from the fact that in its context it does not make sense or at 
best only a king of garbled sense not consonant with what we 
know about the subject: "there was a birth of one beloved-of- 
God (Fera.)." Since bogoprijętlny is Genitive Singular Feminine, 
the object denoted by this word cannot be interpreted as Jesus, 
only as Mary, and she is not the one whose birth is here in 
question. Having established that this is an error, the

*The number of syllables in the word or colon that offers 
a perfect correspondence to the Greek.
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question of relative metrical correspondence needs no longer be 
considered. The fact that the correct variant of К gives a 
much closer metrical correspondence than the corrupt variant 
is of no interest.

Metrical schemata for line (7):
10

6:8 12 
5:10 15
5:8 n

The definite forms of T, slySęStęję and К bogoprijętlnyje 
(e=£) are not uncommon reinterpretations when the Greek has an 
indefinite form referring to something that is definitely known 
such as here to the Virgin. I.e., the translator or scribe 
interpreted ёк napôêvou deoXéircou dnoOouoec not generally, as tl 
Greek has it: "from a virgin beloved of God, hearing the fol- 
lowing" but specifically: "from the Virgin beloved of 
God. . . . "

The К reading vuzupijemű is to be explained by way of a 
reinterpretation of slygęSte. Since in the Bulgarian text 
£ = e, the present participle, Fem. Gen. Sg. form, is identical 
to the Masc. Norn. Plural, and in this line what is correctly th« 
former came to be interpreted as the latter. As such it pre- 
sumably referred to the congregation: "hearing (about) the 
birth from the Virgin beloved of God," and the logical further 
emendation was to change sija to vflzűpijemű: "we cry out."

The metrical scheme shows that variant К is metrically 
superior to T. The difference is in the needed two unstressed 
syllables provided by bogoprijętlnyje and vűzüpijemű. It is 
not inconceivable that the function of such variants should be 
metrical, although note that the restoration of a short form 
of the participle in the reconstructed version reduces the 
difference. In any case, in view of the fact that an

־92 ־
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Gk. x x ״ x
T ®  x x ' x
К ®  x x ' x
Re. ®  x x * x
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alternative (textological) explanation is available for the
variants, the metrical facts are assumed to be coincidental.

The analytic procedures demonstrated in the discussion of 
the foregoing passage were applied in the pages that follow to 
all variants that involve a difference in metrical correspond- 
enee where (1) the variants are synonyms, or (2) the variant 
that departs from literalness presents a closer metrical 
correspondence to the Greek and cannot with absolute certainty 
be explained on textological or linguistic grounds. Cases of 
the second type are marked with an asterisk in the right margin. 
If a textological or linguistic explanation is strongly felt 
to take precedence over metrical considerations, the asterisk 
is enclosed in parentheses. Some cases where (3) the variant 
that departs from literalness does not result in a closer 
metrical correspondence are also included. (The illustrative 
device of circling unmatched syllables, etc., will be discon- 
tinued; however, the ratios cited after each OCS line serve to 
indicate the degree of correspondence.)

First we turn to examine all the variants of Prooemium
II. Because it is the only part of the Akathistos to appear in 
the manuscripts supplied with neumes, the significance of any 
metrically interesting cases could be verified by relating the 
meter to the musical notation. Prooemium I was not used in 
this analysis because it does not appear in either T or K. The

18

18Note that the accentuation vüzQpíjemu is also a possible 
one. Cf. Ch. Stang (Slavonic Accentuation, Oslo, 1957, p. 122) , 
who shows that thematic verbs in -ie- with root-vowel -i- 
appear from the Slovene and Cakavian data to have been of 
two types--end-stressed or stem-stressed. On the other hand, 
certain Old Russian forms suggest a recessive stress paradigm. 
Thus no clear choice can be made between the paradigms 
vūpijč / vÜpijéSi, vÜpíjç> / vűpíjeŠi and ѵйріj<$ / vűpfjeSi. 
Russian shows no distinction of types here. It is possible that 
at the time of our mss. the dialectal differences were estab- 
lished, so that one dialect (E. SI.) had vűzupijémű and another, 
vflzűpljemü. In this passage, substitution or the Tatter does 
not significantly affect metrical correspondence.
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text in the Appendix was taken from the Macedonian Triodion 
and the BlagoveSSenskij Kondakar* (see Chapter I).

Prooemium II (2)
Gk. àc ЛитродеГаа тшѵ ôeivôv eóxapioxrtpia
Т jako izbyvü otű zöld blagodarenija
К " izbyvüSe ״ " blagodarenije

Gk. x x x ' x X X x x 14 י x x x ״
T , X X * x X X X X ׳ X X ׳ X X  1î14, 6= 15
К 1 x x י x x X X X 1 x x x f x x  2:14, 6= 16

К changes the number of the participle izbyväSe to agree 
with the change of the verb in line (6) from singular (zovg 
in T) to plural— zovemü. The change appears to be independent 
of metrical considerations. It is a reinterpretation of the 
original personification of the city: dva־ypátpü) ooc א nóXic oox. 
by removal of the first person— vűspisajetű ti gradfl tvojl 
(so all Slavic texts, line (3)) and pluralization in lines
(2), (4), and (6), with the plural verb forms presumably refer- 
ring to the congregation of worshippers.
Pro. II (3)
Gk. ávaYPácpco oot א nőkic oou õeoxóxe
T vűspisa jetű ti gradti tvojl bogorodice
К ti vGspisueta « « «

Gk. X X ׳ X X  x ' x x  x x ' x
T X X X ״ X X  , X , X X X X ׳ X

К X X X *  X X  , x * X  X X *  X X

1:
2:13 15 
4:12 15

No metrical advantage results from the inversion in K.
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Pr. II (5)
о • êx uavToCcúv це xivôúvcov éXeuöépcooov

T otü vïsëxO mę bëdû svobodi

к " " n y " izbavi

G k . X X 1 X X x ' x  X X 1 X X 13

T X X X  ' X X ' X X X י 4:10 11
К X X X  • X X x x י ' x 4:10 11

Use of a different synonym for éXeudépcùGov in К results
in a redistribution of unaccented and unmatched syllables.
Pr. II (6) <*)

G k . C va xpáÇtú cot * xatpe vùu<pe dvùucpeoTE
T i da zovç ti raduj! sę nevēsto nenevëstinaja
К da zovemű ״ fi It я

★ da zovç ti n ft •

G k . X X 1 X X ' x ' X X ' X X 13
T X X X ' X * X x x x ' x X X X י  X X 7:13 18
К X X 1 X X 1 X x x x ' x X X X י  X X 5:14 18
* X X 1 X ' X X x x ' x X X X י  X X 6:13 17

The addition of î at the beginning of the line in T is 
probably due to scribal duplication of the last letter of the 
preceding word. Its motivation is not metrical, since it adds 
an unmatched syllable. The pluralization of the verb in К 
results in a metrically improved line, but as explained in the 
comment to line (2) above, its ultimate motivation was probably 
поп-metrical.

*The asterisks at the right, opposite the stanza and line 
indication, mean that one of the variants is a non-literal 
translation with better metrical correspondence than the variant 
that is the literal translation.

The asterisk at the left (under K) means "reconstructed 
reading."
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Thus none of the variants in Prooemium II appear to be 
metrically interesting.

Ill (1,2)
Gk. Гѵйаіѵ áyvcooxov yvövat / א napöévoc £лто0аа
Tr* Razumö nerazumïnïî razumëti / dëva i§t<?5ti 
К * " igtçSti / " razumëti

Gk. י x ׳ X X  , x X X * x
Tr ׳ X X  X X X ׳ X  x x '  x , x
К ׳ X X  X X 1 X X , X X ׳  X

X ' X l i

1 x x 9:11 1־
x x ' x 7 î 12 1״

Two plausible motives for the change of word order in К 
suggest themselves. One is поп-metrical— the desire of a 
later scribe to improve the passage stylistically, whether by 
introducing a word order more acceptable in Slavic (we do not 
know the actual syntactic or stylistic rules to support this 
conjecture) or by avoiding the repetition of three derivations 
from the same root (paregmenon with three members in a row in 
the same line). (Changes in word order in К tend to remove 
structural parallelisms and modify poetic figures, but whether 
this or something else was the stylistic intent governing the 
word-order changes is hard to ascertain.)

The other motive— a metrical one— would have been the 
opportunity for considerable improvement of the metrical 
correspondence by removing two syllables before the third

.ictus and one at the end of the lineן 9

־ 96 ־

*See Chapter I concerning the use of the twelfth-century 
Triód1 Pcstnaja to fill the lacuna in T.

l^The old accentuation of the present active participles с 
verbs with mobile accent paradigms in the present (e.g., iskati 
is not entirely clear. It appears from some of the obsolete 
Russian gerund forms like stéljuci, iscuci, etc. (cf. Stang, 
p. 138), and from various dialectal forms of such verbs, that
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III (7) (*)
Gk. év ф62ф Ttplv Kpauyáííov oöxcoc
Tr straxomï prë2de vöpijaSe sice
К su straxomï prëSde vCipijç sice

Gk. x 1 x ' x ' x ' x  9
Tr , x x  , x x x ' x , x 4:8,2= 11
К x ' x x  , x x x * ״  x 4:8, 2= 11

In the lines as they stand, the two divergent variants in 
Tr (absence of sü and use of the imperfect instead of a parti- 
ciple) subtract one syllable and add one syllable, the result 
being that each ms. has a line with a metrical deviation of 
four syllables. However, since it cannot be assumed that che 
two variants in Tr were introduced simultaneously, we must con- 
sider each separately. The reading with a prepositionless 
instrumental straxomï is probably older and the preposition 
a younger addition. The substitution of a finite verb form, 
here the imperfect, for a participle is common in prose trans- 
lations as well as in poetic texts and probably reflects Slavic 
usage in contrast to the Grecism of participles. It is con- 
ceivable that particular instances of the substitution by a 
finite form could be metrically motivated, as in this case, 
where the substitution yields an unstressed syllable to match 
the Greek. However, since another, поп-metrical general explana- 
tion is possible, we do not insist on the metrical explanation.

Note that an alternative accentuation yftpfję, vQpíja§e is 
possible. Unlike in line XV (7) above, using the alternative 
accentuation does make a difference in the metrical correspond-
enee of K:
Gk. x 1 x ' x ' x  1 x 9
Tr ' x x  , x x ' x x  , x 4:8, 2- 11
К x ' x x  'x x ' x  'x 2:9, 5= 11

the participles of these verbs had recessive accent. In the 
opinion of Stang, certain Stokavian verbs that contradict this 
are innovations. Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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Gk. Xatpe тйѵ ôoyudxcov aóxoò tò xecpáXaiov
Tr Radujx sę velënijï jego glava
К 11 povelënijemü jego glava

Gk. 'x x x ' x x ' x x ' x x  13
Tr ' x x x  x ' x x  x' x' 5:10 12
К ' x x x  х х ' х х х  x' x 1 7:9 14

The variant in Tr. is a better match to the Greek by two 
syllables. The variance consists of subtraction of the prefix 
po- and the use of the Genitive rather than the Dative of 
possession. The evidence that speaks against accepting this 
as an outright case of metrical adaptation is the fact that 
the Dative of possession is used in this text (the Akathistos) 
in preference to the Genitive. On the other hand, we do know 
that povelënije is the more common equivalent of ôóyua in 
the canonical texts, velënije occurring only in the Euchologium 
Sinaiticum. This is not sufficient evidence to assert that 
velënije is either a younger form or a dialectal variant. If 
the two words are synonyms, the translator would have had a 
clear option to choose— and a choice of the less common synonym 
would only enhance the hypothesis that the grounds for choice 
were metrical. On the other hand, if velënije were found to 
be younger or regional, the metrical question is eliminated.
An example in the same set of chairetismoi in which a younger 
form provides the poorer metrical fit appears in III (ch. 10) 
below.

Ill (ch. 8)
Gk. Xaupe t ò  тйѵ ôaiuóvcov ттоАидр^ѵлтоѵ траОиа
T Radujï sę bësomö mnogoplač!nyjï strupe 
К ״ " mnogoplaöevlnyji ״

III (ch. 4)
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Gk. ' x x x x ' x x x ' X X  *x 14
T * X X X ׳  X X  x x ' x x x  , x 3:13,2= 15
К ' x x x  , X X  x x x '  x x x , x 4:13,2= 16

Assuming that both variants were contemporary deriva- 
tional alternatives (Sadnik and Aitzetmiiller cite ріабеѵіпй 
and mnogoplaclnu), the reading in T yields the better metrical 
correspondence. Its selection over an alternative 
mnogoplaCevInyjl could be an indication of metrical matching 
by the translator.
Ill (ch. 9)
Gk. Xatpe xò <pöc åøMxcac уеѵѵ^ааоа•
Т Raduj ï sę svëtü neizdrecenïnü roSdlSÏ
К " svëta neizdreSnenïno poro2dI5i

Gk. 1 x x* x י x x ' x x  11
T ׳ X X X  , x x x x ' x x ׳ X X  4:11 14
К , X X X  'x X X X ׳ X X  x ' x x  5:11,4= 15

The younger reading of К, which uses the personal Genitive 
for Accusative form of the object svēta, and the consequent 
change of the adjective modifying svëttt into an adverb modifying 
poro2dI5i is of no consequence for the meter, and is, in any 
case, a linguistically and textologically motivated variant- 
The use of the synonym poro2dI5i where T has rogdlSi, on the 
other hand, introduces an extra syllable- The result is that, 
although the total syllable count as well as the number of 
unmatched syllables for the whole line is increased by one in 
K, the added syllable yields a perfect metrical match on the 
last word of the line. (Both Greek and К have x ' x x ) .  We 
have no independent criteria for adjudging one or the other 
variant metrically superior in such a case. Note that the same 
pair of synonyms is used for xexoóoa in our two Slavic texts 
in XIX (ch. 8), suggesting that a recensional variation is 
involved.
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Gk. Xatpe tó txöc oúôéva ôiôágaoa
T Radujï sę nikakoSe nijedinogo naučTSi
К ״ ״  nijedinago nauöivöSi

Gk. 1 x x' x ' x  x ' x x  11
T ' x x x  x ' x x  x x ' x x  x ' x x  6:11,4= 17
К ' x x x  x ' x x  x x ' x x  X X ׳ X X  7:11 18

The younger Nominative form of the past active participle, 
naucivuSi, adds an extra syllable and destroys the perfect 
metrical match of the last word in the line that we have for T. 
This, of course, is not an example of metrical accommodation, 
but rather one that supports the principle articulated by

- 100 ־

III (ch. 10)

Jakobson that poetic analysis should be performed on recon- 
structed readings, after the younger variants have been identi-
f ied and eliminated.
V (2) *

Gk. fļ Ttapöévoc t?ìv и^траѵ
T dëvica loSesna
К ložesna dêvica

Gk. x X X X X 7
T ׳ X X  X X י 5:4 6
К X X X X ׳ 1 3:5 6

In this variation in word order, in which К departs from
the order of the Greek, we again find a linguistic and a metri- 
cal explanation vying with each other. (For a similar case, 
see the commentary to III (1, 2).). The linguistic— or 
stylistic— reason would be the preference of the author of 
the text underlying К (i.e., the redaction from which it 
descends) for having an adjective (bogoprijęttna, line (1)) 
appear adjacent to its noun head-word (loZesna). Again, we
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have no grammatical and stylistic rules for OCS to which to 
refer such an explanation. If we turn to the metrical analysis 
of the variants, we find that К offers a closer metrical corre- 
spondence to the Greek than does the literal translation in T. 
This example then falls in category 2.2242, which we have indi- 
cated to be the most interesting type for the determination of 
the role of metrical influences in translation.

The К variant preserves the x x ' at the beginning of the 
line. The middle of the line and the end of the line are a 
mismatch, though in a different way from T. As regards the 
middle of the line, it may be conjectured (and such conjectures 
ought to be checked out by consulting the music) that it would 
be easy to sing the music of position -4-, which in Greek is 
unaccented, to an extension of the accented syllable of position 
־3־  in K. Similarly, it would be easy to have the music of 

position -5-, which in Greek is unaccented, begin on the 
accented syllable d£- of K, It might be less easy to accommo- 
date the two extra unaccented syllables of T (syllables -3- and 
-4- of T), unless a long melisma were available for distribu- 
tion over four syllables instead of the two unaccented ones 
in Greek (syllables -4־ and -5־).

An alternative accentuation must be considered for 
dSvica. Both devfca and dévica exist in modern Russian. Serbo- 
Croatian has devica, which points to an old acute accent on 
the initial syllable, if this is not an inter-dialectal loan 
in Serbo-Croatian. The Academy Grammar seems to indicate that 
stress on the suffix is normal for this type of noun,20 quoting 
one exception— proročica. However, there are others, for 
example in the semantic category of females of animals (treated 
separately by the Academy Grammar), e.g., kurica, medvedica, 
bujvolica, verbljudica, dtica (vs. volčfca, lisica)■ The 
decision is crucial, since dëvica is a perfect syLlabo-accentual 
match to parthenos and changes the metrical correspondence 
considerably.

־ 101 ־

20Grammatika russkogo jazyka I, Akadēmija Nauk SSSR 
(Moscow, 1960), 230.
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T x ' x  x x 1 3:6 6
К x x 1 x ' x  1:6, 3= 6

In connection with this example, we may brina up a problem 
of reconstruction. Are we to assume that the (metrically moti- 
vated) deviation from literal word order comes from the origina 
translator's pen (i.e., that the reading of К represents the 
original), and that T represents a later "correction" restoring 
literal word order without regard for the meter? Or is it 
rather that the original translator preserved literal word orde 
and some later transcriber changed it to improve the meter?

Needless to say, such considerations must include the fact
that, to judge from extant manuscripts, the stanzas of the
Akathistos and other kontakia (excepting the prooemium and the
first oikos) were at a somewhat later date no longer sung and
may never have been supplied with neumes in the Slavic texts,

21since no ms. so neumated exists. If we then ask, what would 
have provoked concern with metrical correspondence, surely the 
answer is that it would have been an anticipation of the immi- 
nent task of matching the music to the text rather than purely 
poetic considerations, since adding or subtracting one unac- 
cented syllable does not enhance the rhythm in this genre.
Since it is the original translator who was the most likely to 
have been aware of the tradition of singing the entire hymn and
left evidence of this by inscribing intonation formulae in the

22text, it is he who was the most likely to have been concerned 
with the next stage in the progress of the text, namely neuma- 
tion. Later copyists would already have been working within 
the Slavic tradition in which the Akathistos was read, with onl; 
the first stanza being sung-

21Cf. the Introduction by C. Høeg to Contacanum 
Asnburnhamensis, MMB Facsimilia IV (1956), 9.

22As in the BlagoveSCenskij Kondakar1, cf. N. Uspenskij, 
"Vizantijskoe penie v Kievskoj Rusi," Akten des XI, Inter- 
nationalen Byzantinisten Kongresses (Munich, 1960), p. 648-

Gk. x x 1 x x ' x 7
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V (ch. 4)

Gk. ХаТре cpuxoupYÒv xf\Q fiuöv cpOouoa*

T Raduj1 sę nasaditelja 2ivota naSego vüz(d)rastajçSti 

К " saditelja životu naSemu poroSdISi

Gk. ' x x x '  x x ' X X ׳  X X  13

T ׳ X X X  X X *  X X  x x '  * X X  X X *  X X  7:13 20 
K * X X X  x * x x X X ׳ ׳ X X  x ’ x x  5:13 18

K is the doser metrical match in terms of total metrically 
matched syllables, by virtue of eliminating one unmatched 
syllable in each of the variants, saditelja and poroždlSi. 
However, other poetic considerations lead us to consider the 
variant vuz(d)rastajçSti as primary. To wit, it preserves the 
metaphor of the line: "raising the husbandsman of our lives," 
whereas K, correctly interpreting фбоисхх in its other meaning, 
"giving birth," forfeits the metaphor.

As for saditelja, this is one of the cases that raises some 
doubt about the universal applicability of our procedure for 
matching syllables across word boundaries. When such matching 
is done, we can (for K) assign the last syllable of Raduji sę 
(unmatched if the comDarison is restricted to the same accentual 
group, i.e., to Xatpe) to the first syllable of the next 
accentual group (фи• of фитоирубѵ), for which there is no 
match within its own accentual group (saditelja). This 
matching procedure is followed because a quick survey of the 
Ashburnhamensis text seems to indicate that word boundaries 
that are not caesurae (i.e., that are not obligatory word 
boundaries after a particular syllabic position) do not play 
a determining part with respect to musical structure. This 
does not categorically prove, however, that a translator would 
consistently match across word boundaries, even in preference 
to a variant which would provide a perfect match within an 
accentual group, as does the variant of T in this case: in 
accentual group two both the Greek and Slavic begin x x '.

־ 103 ־
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V (ch. 5)
Gk. Xatpe ápoupa ßXaoxâvouoa eúcpopCav оСктирц&ѵ*
T Radujï sę nivo prozębajęSti gobïzovanije Stedrotü 
К " brazdo ״ доЬГгпо ״

Gk. 'x ' x x  x י x x / х х ' х
Т ׳ X X X ׳  X X X X ״ X  х х х ' х х
К ׳ X X X ׳  X X X X ׳ X  X X ׳

x x ' 9+7

х ' х 4:15 11+9 
x ' х 5:14 11+6

Nivo and brazdo are metrically equivalent, although 
brazdo is appealing on grounds of sound repetition (br-zd- 
pr-z-b- 2.-b-£- -dr-) . They overlap in meaning, both being 
in use as equivalents of dpoupa, but niva more frequently so, 
whereas brazda is more commonly the equivalent of aöXag 
1 furrow.12 3

As for gobï2no vs. gobïzovanije, which appear to be 
derivational alternatives, the latter is a better metrical 
match from the point of view of the entire line because its 
last syllable provides a match for the first syllable of the 
next accentual group (־je is matched with otx-). Within its 
own accentual group, on the other hand, gobizno has one less 
unmatched syllable than goblzovanie. (See discussion of 
previous variant on the question of matching within and across 
word boundaries.) Unequivocal criteria for preferring one 
variant over the other for purposes of metrical correspondence 
are lacking in this case.

־ 104 ־

23Cf. I. E. Sreznevskij, Materiały dija slovarja 
drevnerusskoÿp jazyka (St. Petersburg, 1893), entries under 
brazda and niva.
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VI (3)
Gk. Ò oclxppcov 'Icoatup êTapdxdn
T cëlçmodryjï iosifG sdmętę sę
K cSlomçdrïny n n lt

K* côlomçdrlnyjl ft n м

Gk. X ' X X X ״ X X * X 10
T X X 1 X X x ' x x X 1 X X 3:10 13
K X X ' X X x ' x x X 1 X X 3:10 13
K* X X X ׳ X X x ' x x X ' X X 4:10 14

If read as it stands, the variant of К has the same
accentuation as that of T. If, however, we restore the disyl- 
labic definite suffix form to read cëlomQdrlnyjI (K*), the К 
variant becomes metrically more distant from the Greek than the 
T variant, making the derivational form used in T a better 
metrical choice.

Note also that it is possible that the name Joseph was 
accented in the Slavic the same as in the Greek, i.e., iosifu» 
The resulting metrical correspondence, while different in 
arrangement, yields the same ratio of matched and unmatched 
syllables ;
G k . x ' x  X X X ׳ X ׳ x 10
T X X ׳ X X  X X ׳ x x ' x x  3:10 13
К X X  1 X X  (x) X X ׳ x x ' x x  3-4:10 13-14

VI (4) *
Gk. Ttpòc ־rfļv áycxuóv ae Oeupójv 
T prëSde dSvojç tę vidëvü 
K " nebrafcïnç jç "
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Gk. x x
T 1 x
К ' x
к* ' x

The

1 x ' x x x 9 י
x x 4:7 9 י x x 1 י

x ' x x  • 1 x x 5:7 10
x י x x x י x x 5:7 10

- 106 -

not the only occurrence in the Slavic texts of elimination of 
first and second person in favor of third person (cf. Prooemium 
II) . It is a change rather than an error because in line (5) 
of this stanza the same substitution occurs in this manuscript. 
It is also possible, however, to read К as having the definite 
form nebracInQjQ with omission of the pronoun object.

As for the variant translation of the adjective dyauov,
К offers the presumably more literal reading in its adjective,
which appears to be a calque. The translation dëvojo repre-
sents a departure from literalness, but it is a good transla-
tion as far as conveying the meaning of dyauov is concerned.
It has the further merit of not only providing a closer
metrical match but also a sound repetition: - ë(2)d- dSv-
-dgv-. If we are inclined to concede our translator any skill
as a practitioner of the Byzantine poetic, we should count
this line, as it appears in T, as one of his minor triumphs,
comparable to some of the "good Slavic" renditions in the

24translations of the New Testament. The reading of К can 
then be explained as a later emendation in favor of a more 
literal reading. It is only fair to point out, however, that 
dyauov forms a paregmenon with иЛефСуаиоѵ in the next line, 
which the К reading exploits, the T reading eliminates.

The metrical analysis of this line reveals some of the 
conflicts created by different word and phrase accentuation 
rules in Greek and in Slavic. Thus while a proparoxytone

О A Cf., e.g., I. V. Jagió, Zum altkirchenslavischen 
Apostolus II, Akad. der Wiss. in Wien, Sitzungsberichten,
193, No. 1 (Vienna, 1919), pp. 82-3, 103; also 0. Grünenthal, 
"Die Übersetzungstechnik der altkirchenslavischen 
Evangelienübersetzung," AfslPHXXXII (1911), 43.Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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followed by an enclitic receives a second accent on its last 
syllable (dyaudv ae) , the Slavic pronoun in this case is not 
enclitic, and presumably keeps its accent. The result is 
syllabic congruence (four syllables in Greek and in T) but a 
difference in accent distribution, even though the main words 
involved (dyauov/dëvojq) have the same place of accent.

It must be added that some uncertainties are introduced 
into our metrical analysis because the rules regarding the 
meter of kontakia are formulated (by Maas and Trypanis) in 
terms of "peculiarities of medieval Greek," and must be used in 
combination with the rules known for Classical Greek. As a 
result, some cases are not clearly covered. An example is the 
accentuation of upòс т^ѵ. The rules for Classical Greek give 
a list of proclitica which does not include upóc,  thus it was 
presumably accented. On the other hand, the article Tīļv is 
proclitic, so it was unaccented. The rule relating to this 
in Maas and Trypanis reads "Praepositiva (i.e., articles,
relatives, prepositions, etc.) are regarded as having no

25accent." The examples listed indicate that apparently any 
number of prepositive words may be strung together and be 
counted as unaccented: e.g., uéxpt yàp то0 vOv = x x x x י ״  
The uncertainty is introduced by the "etc." in the definition. 
Presumably it means that there are no restrictions on the 
rule, and the conclusion is that тхрбд is unaccented. This 
interpretation is favored by the meter of this line which in 
all the clear cases has an unaccented initial syllable:
X X . X X . X X 1 .

VII (1)
Gk. ״Нкоиоаѵ ol Tiouuévec
T Slysasę pastusi 
К Slysavusę pastyri

Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica, p. 512.

־ 107 ־
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Gk. ' X X X X 1 X 7
T ' X X X X ' 1:6 6
К 1 X X X X X 1 2:6 7

T is consistent in using pastuxO as a gloss for tiolu^v ,
26and K, pastyrjl. According to Jagić, the latter is preferred

by older texts, but Zographensis does have two occurrences of
pastuxű. It also occurs in Supraliensis and Sawina kniga,
and in the latter pastyrjl does not occur. According to 

27Vasmer, pastuxű also occurs in Ostromir. If we could desig-
nate it as prevalent in the East, including East Bulgarian,
the question would still remain, which variant would have
appeared in the original Akathistos, whose translation very
likely postdated the earliest period and may have originated

2 8in Bulgaria.
VII (4)
Gk. наі брацбѵтес <Ъс upòc Ttomévá 
T i tekűSe kű pastuxu 
К * • jako кй pastyrju ״

G k . x x ' x  x x x 1 x
T x ' x x  x x x י
K x ' x x ׳  X x x x '

26I. V• Jagić, Entstehungsgeschichte der altkirchen- 
slavischen Sprache (Berlin, 1913), p. 290.

27M. Vasmer, Russisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch 
(Heidelberg, 1953).

28Although modern Russian has initial stress on pâstyr', 
the evidence of Serbo-Croatian pástir, pastíra speaks for 
desinential stress. The evidence of Slovene and Bulgarian 
would permit reconstruction of either desinential stress or 
stress on the last syllable of the stem (׳££־)• Vostokov 
reconstructs a normalized desinential stress for all nouns in 
-ÿrj. Cf. the discussion in V. Kiparsky, Der Wortakzent der 
russischen Schriftsprache (Heidelberg, 1962), pp. 182-3.

9
3:7 8
5:7 10
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The omission of jako in T may be accounted a scribal 
error, and the use of pastuxü as against pastyrjt, a textual 
constant, probably indicating a dialectal variant (see comments 
on the preceding variant line). Note, however, that the 
omission of jako improves the metrical correspondence, thus a 
metrical motivation is possible.

It is not clear whether jako should be assigned a stress 
or not. It is possible that it was alternately accented or 
unaccented depending on its position in the sentence.

VII (ch. 5)
Gk. Xatpe 6 tl xà. oòpávta/auvayáXAovxat ríj yfjj
T Raduj! sę jako nebesïnaja/radujçtÜ sę sÜ zemlïnyimi 
К " и и  zemïnymi radujQtü sę

־ 109 ־

First hemistich:
Gk. ' x х х х х ' х х  / 9
T , x x x  'x x ' x x x  2:9 11
К , x x x  , x x ' x x x  2:9 11

Second hemistich:
G k . / x x ' x x  x' 7

T י x x x x x x x * x x  8:5 11

к x x x *  x ' x x x x  7:5 10

It seems that neither variant line is metrically felicitous, 
particularly in the second hemistich, where there are more 
unmatched syllables than matched. К avoids the four extra 
syllables between ictus three and four only to add two more 
extra syllables at the end and one at the beginning of the hemi- 
stich. The relative merits and demerits of the two variants 
cannot be clarified without consideration of the disposition 
of neumes for the line. If we restore the form zemlnyimi in 
K, the correspondence is improved to 6:5 and the syllable 
number increased to 11.
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Note that syllables have not been matched across the 
caesura in T. A brief survey of the treatment of caesurae in 
Codex Ashburnhamensis indicates that they frequently if not 
always are accompanied by a break in musical structure. There- 
fore it is probably preferable to treat the hemistichs as 
separate lines and not match syllables across caesurae.

VII (ch. 10)
Gk. Xatpe Xaunpòv xflc xáptxoc yvcbpiaua
T Raduji sę svëtïloje blagodati sŰkazanije 
К ״ ״  poznanije

Gk. , x x' x ' x x  , x x  11
T , x x x  1 x x x  x x ' x x x ' x x  6:11 17
К , x x x  , x x x  x x ' x x ' x x  5:10 16

SŰkazanije appears to be the most widespread equivalent 
for yvwptaua (Sadnik and Aitzetniiller) , although poznanije also 
is used (Sreznevskij). К offers a slightly better metrical 
correspondence— it does not have the extra syllable before the 
fourth ictus that T has.
VIII (3)
Gk. iKoAoúdnoav аСуЛір!״ rfj T0ÒT00

T po tojï vüslSdovaSç zari
К i tojç (read toję) poslëdovav(ö)2i zari

Gk. x ' x  X x • X X ' X 10

T x ' x  x ' x x x  x' 4:8,3= 10

К x ' x  x ' x x x x  x' 5:8, 3= 11

T offers a literal reading, whereas К has a participle and 
a conjunction at the beginning of the line. Two textological 
interpretations are possible. One is that the participle was 
introduced in a later copy, exchanges of finite forms and 
participles being quite common in Slavic texts. (Cf. the
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reversal of participles and finite forms in lines (6) and (7) 
of the same stanza.) The Genitive toję is syntactically 
more similar to the Greek than the preposition with Locative, 
though the latter is probably more conventional OCS usage. The 
conjunction î would have been introduced subsequent to the 
substitution of the participle to connect it with the preceding 
participle in a series. Another possibility allowed for by the 
metrical pattern of this line is that there was a Greek variant 
(non-extant) with conjunction and participle (*xat t o ú t o u  
хоЛоидЛоаѵтес) which served as a model for "corrections" in the 
redaction of K. The first explanation is to be preferred to 
the postulation of a non-extant model.

Metrically К is somewhat inferior to T, and we conclude 
that since the deviation from literal translation (the parti- 
ciple) does not improve metrical correspondence, it was not 
metrically motivated; hence the textological explanation stands 
unchallenged. Note, however, that despite the variation in 
the beginning of the line, both versions have a perfect match 
of the first word (three syllables, x ' x ). This suggests 
another possible explanation for the conjunction i in K, namely 
that it was added to improve metrical correspondence, where the 
Genitive alone would have resulted in non-correspondence 
(toję , י x ) .

Vili (4)
Gk. xat a)C Xòxvov хратоОѵтес aÓTŐv
T jako svëtilïnikü drllęSte je?
К " svëtilïnika ״ ״

G k . x x ' x  x ' x x '  8
T ' x x ' x x x  x ' x י) ,extra 11 =3 &) י 4:8 
K ' x x ' x x x  x 1 x 1 4:8 11 =3 , ״

Both Slavic texts fail to translate xaÍ at the beginning 
of the line, thereby avoiding one extra unstressed syllable.
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The cause for the omission could, of course, also be conven- 
tional textological. The syntax is not impaired by the 
omission.

Note again that there is a possibility that jako could be 
unaccented (cf. discussion of VI (4)).

VIII (6,7) (*)

Gk. каі (pôdaavxec xòv ácpdaoxov/êxápnoav аОтф ßoövxec
T i postigöSe nepostižimago / radovaSe sę vûpijçgte jemu
К i dostigoSę nepostižlnago / raduęSte sę vflpijaxç

Gk. x ' x x  X ' X X / 8
T X x ' x x  X X X X ׳ X 3:8 10
К X x ' x x  X X ' X X 3:8 11

Gk. X ' X X X י X * X 9
T X י X X X X X X י X י 6:7 11
к X X X X X י X י X 4:7 9

К reverses the finite and participial form and in this
way deviates from the Greek while maintaining translational 
equivalence of the whole sentence. A second deviation in К is 
the omission of the indirect object pronoun (Gk. а0хф) at the 
end of the line. Undoubtedly the switching of participles and 
finite forms is attributable to successive scribal error and 
correction. One would also be justified in considering the 
omission of jemu in К as due to a scribal error. The omission 
results in a better over-all metrical correspondence, but no 
conclusion can be drawn that the omission was therefore inten- 
tional, because counter to such a conclusion would be the fact 
that the variant with the omission violates the general prac- 
tice that the same number of accents appear in the Slavic 
text as in the Greek.

T has a departure from literalness in its inversion 
vupijQste jemu for аихф ßoövxec* A reconstruction of the 
literal word order yields the following metrical scheme:
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x x x x x * י 1 X X x, which gives a better metrical ׳
correspondence (4:7) than the deviation in T; hence the
deviation cannot be metrically motivated.

As alternative accentuations, vupíjç>ste and nepostí2imago
must be considered. Regarding the former, see footnote 18 to
XV, 7, and the discussion to III (7). Using the alternative
accentuation would not affect the metrical correspondence.

29As for the accentuation of the second item, Kiparsky proposes 
that the Russian accentuation (ne)postiziroyj may reflect an 
unattested *posti2d. Our accentuation is based on the Russian 
form. Otherwise a present passive participle derived from 
postignu could be expected to have the accent on the root 
vowel. The alternative accentuation would not affect metrical 
correspondence.
IX (6)
Gk. xotc ôcbpoiç дератіеОоси
T darumi ugoditi 
К ״ и jemu

Gk. x ' x x x ' x 7
T x x ' x x ' x  2:6,4= 7
K x x 1 x x ' x  x 1 4:6, 4= (& extra ') 9

This line is presented not because of the variant in 
К (the addition of j emu is probably to be explained by the 
fact that ugoditi tends to require a Dative object),30 but 
in order to make the observation that the use of a younger 
Instrumental form, which appears in both our texts, gives a 
different metrical pattern in the translated line than would 
the use of an older Instrumental form dary. Since the form 
darQmi also occurs in the canonical OCS texts (Supraliensis

־ 113 ־

29Kiparsky, p. 311.
Sreznevskij lists seven examples (an eighth is an 

asyndeton), all with dative object.
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and Euchologium Sinaiticum, according to Diels), there is no 
reason for excluding this form from the original translation 
of our hymn on chronological grounds; therefore we would not be 
justified in reconstructing an ,original' dary on the grounds 
that it gives a better metrical correspondence-

A metrically better version of the К variant would have 
been *darumi jemu ugoditi (x x ' x' x x י x, 2;7).
Failure to take advantage of this possibility suggests that 
the originator of this К variant was not concerned with 
metrical adaptation.

IX (7)
Gk. наі Bofļoai rfl eOAoynuévn
T i vűzüpiti blagodëtînëjî
К n obradovanëjï
Mod. ״ n blagoslovënnëi

Gk. X X 1 X X X X X ' X 10
T x X X 1 X X X ' X X X 5:8 11
К x X X 1 X x 1 X X X X 7:7 11
М.* x X X « X X X X ' X X X 4 :9 12
(*With older r restored in blaqoslovënïnëi)

The terms blagodëtlnü, obradovanfl are both most commonly 
used as equivalents for иехо-Pi-Tcouévos; blagoslovënlnÜ is used 
as the most direct equivalent for eòXoynuévoc. However, neither 
of the older texts offers the reading blagoslovënlnëjl. Of 
the two variants, T is metrically better, although the non- 
extant (restored modern) version would be the best metrical 
match of all.

IX (ch. 6)
Gk. Xatpe кОрюѵ <p 1 Xávôoamov éuiôeCiaoa Xp l o t ó v 
T Raduj ï sę gospoda clovëkoljubīca pokazavüSi xrista 
К " boga " pokazajçStija
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T , X X X ׳  X X  X X X X ׳ X  X X X ׳ X

к , X X X  , X X X X 1 Х X X X *  X X X

x ' 9+7
x ' 4:16,10= 13+7

4:15 12+6
This line is cited in part to show that the correct 

reading of T offers a perfect match to the Greek in the second 
hemistich. This has no bearing on the issue of purposeful 
metrical adaptation, but rather supports the observation made 
in Chapter III about accidental occurrences of perfect metrical 
correspondence in a literal translation.

It is questionable whether the deviation boga in К 
improves the metrical correspondence. On the one hand it 
reduces the number of unmatched syllables; on the other, it 
eliminates a perfect match. It is most likely the result of 
a misread abbreviation ,ga* as ,ba.'
IX (ch. 7)
Gk. Xatpe f! xfic ßapßâpou Xuxpouévn дрпстеСае 
T Radujï sę münogoboSIstvTnago izbavlajajçSti služenija 
К " idolïskago 11 י׳

G k . ״ x X X X x x ׳ x ' x
T ׳ X X X  x x x x ' x x x  X X X ׳ X
К , X X X  x * x x x x x 1 x x

x ״ x 14
x ' x x  7:14 21
x ' x x  4:14 18

It would appear that there was a problem in finding an 
equivalent for fcap&dpou. Our mss. offer two solutions, one

- 115 ־

Gk• , x ' x x  x ' x x / x x ' x x
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of them being a gloss of noXodéou, the other of eCôóXou. The 
solution of using the Greek word as a loan (variívariskago) 
was apparently rejected or ignored. Because etôóXou would fit 
the meter, one possibility is that the К variant was introduced 
on the basis of a Greek variant eCôóXou (non-extant), but this 
is speculation. As regards the metrical fit of the variants,
К eliminates three unmatched syllables and is thus superior.
IX (ch. 8)
Gk. Xaupe f\ toG 0opß<5pou É>uouévn töv Spycov
T RadujI sę skvrïnlnyixG izbavljajçSti dëlü
К и skvrïn(ïn)ухй* dëlü izbavljajçSti
Gk. ' x x x x ' x  x x ' x
T ׳ X X X  ' x x x X X X X ׳ X

K ׳ X X X ׳  X X X ׳  X

x 1 x 14
1 x 4:13 16

x x 1 x x 3:13 15
(*We restore the adjectival suffix -In-, lost by haplology 
presumably at a date considerably later than the original trans* 
lation. The contracted form of the inflectional suffix is 
retained, since it was a stylistic variant in the OCS textual 
canon. A counterargument in favor of reconstructing a full for! 
is that in the Hirmologion such forms are uncontracted.)

The inversion in К removes repetition of the identical 
word (izbavljaiQSti) in the same metrical position in parallel 
lines (7 and 8) which is prohibited by Byzantine canons of 
parallelism. In Greek the metrical position is filled by 
XuTpouévTi and í>uouévn. However, this may not be the stylistic 
motivation behind this particular change in word order. It 
may be that it was motivated by the desire to have the modifier 
skvrininyxu adjacent to its headword dëlQ. (See the similar 
case in V (1,2) .) .
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The inversion does make for a somewhat better metrical 
fit— note the elimination of three unmatched syllables in the 
middle of the line. However, because the inversion destroys 
the grammatical parallelism of this with the preceding line, 
it is doubtful that it could be considered a feature of the 
original translation.
IX (ch. 9)
Gk.ļ Xatpe Ttupòc тхроахйѵпсаѵ oßéoaoa 
Gk.2 ״ ״ ״  пайоааа
T Radujl sę ognja poklanjanije ugasivűSi
К ״ sÜstavl}I5i

Gk. , x x* x ' x x  , x x  11
T , x x x  x 1 x x '  x x  x ' x x x  5:11, 2= 16
К , x x x  x' x x *  x x  x ' x x  4:11, 2= 15

The variants in Slavic are equivalents of Greek variants, 
so no metrical choice is in question. One might note that the 
Slavic equivalent that appears in this line for тіабоаоа 
is a metrically better fit than the Slavic equivalent for 
oøéoaoa. Cf. IX (ch. 3) for a different equivalent of тіаОоооа.

IX (ch. 10)
Gk. Xatpe cpAoyóę ттадйѵ АттаЛАЛтоиаа
T Raduj 1 sę otü piameni strastii izmënjajç>5ti
К ” piamene straS(t)nago "

Gk. 1 x x' x' x x ' x x  11
T , x x x  x x ' x x  , x x  x x ' x x  6:11,5= 17
К ' x x x  , x x  ' x x x  x x 1 x x 5:11,5= 16

T has a prepositional phrase as the indirect object of 
izmenjajQgti; К has a genitive. Furthermore, the modifier of 
the object is in the genitive of the noun in T, whereas it is
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a genitive adjective in K. Strašlnago in К is presumably an 
error for strastlnago. Both grammatical forros of the object 
are proper with the verb in question, but the К variant offers 
closer grammatical parallelism to the preceding line. It may 
thus reflect an earlier version, with the prepositional phrase 
of T reflecting a later modification introducing a more common 
usage. Or, on the contrary, the К reading may be a later 
 .correction" by a copyist with a penchant for literalism״
Metrically the respective merits of the two variant readings 
are indeterminate. К reduces by two the number of unmatched 
unaccented syllables between ictus one and two, but increases 
by one the number of such syllables between ictus three and 
four.
X (1)
Gk. Kflpuxec ôeocoópOL
T propovëdlnici bogonosivyi 
К " bogonosīni

Gk. ' x x  x x 1 x 7
T x x ' x x x  x x x ' x x  5:7 12
К x x ' x x x  x x ' x x  4:7 11

The two variants would appear to be synonymous, although 
Brodowska-Honowska cites Suprasliensis bogonosivyi as the caique 
of ôeotpópoc (and similarly Sup. zlatonosivyi from *лРооофброс) , 
whereas bogonosxnyi appears in the same ms. as a free translatic 
of deoXóyoç. К offers the metrically better variant. It is 
possible that the reading in T, which in the ms. is bgonosivii, 
should be reconstructed as the indefinite bogonosivi indicated 
by the Greek. In that case T would have the same number of 
unmatched syllables as К (four).
X (3)
Gk. йтіёотрефаѵ zie Tfļv Baßu/Ubva 
T vüzvrativüSe sę ѵй vavilonu 
К vÜzvratiSç sę ״ ״

- 118 ־
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Gk. X י X X X X X X ׳ X 10

T X X 1 X X X X X X 1 X 1:10 11

К X X י X X X X X י X 2:9 10

The participle in T is probably to be taken as one more 
instance of the common type of scribal error interchanging 
past finite form and participle. Decisive in this respect is 
the fact that no other finite verbal form appears in the 
stanza. For this reason the fact that the T deviation intro- 
duces a better metrical correspondence is to be disregarded.
X (4) *
Gk. êxxeXéoavTéc oou t ò v  xpncnióv
T sukonīcavūše 2e proročīstvo
К ״ —  proroCIstvija

Gk. x x ’ x x x x x '  9

T x x x '  X X X  x ' x x  4:8 11
K X X X ׳ X X  x ״ x x x 6:7 11

Both readings fail to translate ooo. The fact that T 
has ze, suggests as one possible interpretation that the Greek 
text on which it was modelled read 6e instead of oou, although 
such a variant does not survive in the Greek. Proceeding from 
this assumption, we would then consider that in К 2e was omitted 
either through scribal error or purposefully to avoid the 
sequence -se ze. (For similar cases see XV (4) and XVI (4).) 
However, since we lack an extant Greek reading with 6e, we 
prefer to consider jse an addition in Slavic.

Metrically we observe that omission of an equivalent for 
oou in the translation prevents the introduction of a third 
accented word into the Slavic text, whereas addition of 
gives a needed unaccented syllable. If this interpretation is 
followed, this line is an excellent example of metrical 
adaptation.

As regards the К variant proročTstvija (either G.S. 
or N.P.), neither Sadnik and Aitzetmüller nor SreznevskijAntonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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list such a form, but Miklosich lists it from the Šišatovac 
Apostle, thus it may be a later derivational synonym for the 
more usual prorocistvo.

X (7) 8
Gk. etôóxa ЦкіЛЛеіѵ
T ne vëdoSta pàti
К i

Gk. x x ' x 1 x 6
T x ' x x ' x 2:5,2= 6
К x x ' x x ' x 1:6,2= 7

The addition of the conjunction at the beginning of the
line improves the metrical correspondence. However, if we
assume that the accentuation of the present active participle

31of the verb vedëti was vëdosta, then T is seen to have the 
better metrical correspondence. In fact, it is a perfect 
match :
Gk. x x ' x ' x 6
T x x 1 x , x 0:6, 6= 6
K x x x ' x ' x  1:6, 2= 7

XI (4)
Gk. xà yàp eCôcaXa xaúxnc, Eooxrtp 
T kumiri bo jego süpase 
К idoli .........י

־ 120 -

The evidence on the accentuation of the forms of vëdgti 
is contradictory (see Stang, Slavonic Accentuation, p. 127) . 
There is indication from some of the modern forms (Slov. 
védeti, R. védomo) that this verb had an original acute root- 
stress, unlike the other athematic verbs in Slavic, which appear 
to have had marginal end-stress. However, forms with end-stress 
are also attested both in texts and in the contemporary 
languages. Thus the possibility of an accentuation of the 
present participle as vëd^Sta cannot be entirely excluded.
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T x ' x x  x 1 x 1 x 4:7 9
К ' x x x x 1 x י x 6:6 9

Of the two synonymous variants, of which the one used by 
К is a direct loan from the Greek, the one in T gives a better 
metrical correspondence•

G k . x x ' x x  1 X X ׳ 9

XI (5)
Gk. ut! évéYxavTá oou xfiv Lctxòv TtéiiTOûxev
T ne trlpęSte tvojeję krëposti padoSę
К tvoję krëposti ne trlpęSti
к* tvojeję ״ n n

Gk. X X X ׳ X X X  X י 

T x x ' x  X  X י 1 X  X

К X י י   X X x x ' x
К* X  X 1 י X X x x ' x

X X  12

x x 3:10, 3— (& extra ') 13
x x 2:11, 3= (& extra *) 12
x x 1:12, 3= (& extra 13 (י

It is not clear whether one should accept the contracted 
Genitive Singular form tvo ję in К as an old reading (according 
to Diels there are several such occurrences in the canonical 
OCS texts) or assume that it was first introduced in the 
eleventh century and therefore reconstruct U.c full form. In 
either case, the inversion in К yields an improvement in 
metrical correspondence.

XI (ch. 1)
Gk. Xatpe ávópdaxJis тсЗѵ ávdpcóna>v 
T RadujI sę vűzvedenije Clovëkomö 
К " vtlzdviženi je ״
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T ' x x x  x x ' x x  x ' x x  5:9 13
К , x x x  x ' x x x  x ' x x  3:10 13

Of the two synonyms or near-synonyms used in the variant 
readings of this line, the one in К provides a better metrical 
match.
XI (ch. 4)
Gk. Xatpe xöv eCôíbXcov xòv ôóAov ёЛеу£аоа 
T Radujï sę idolïskoje lçkavïstvo obliSivüSi 
К " idoliskyję listy ״

G k . ' x  x x '  x x ' x  x ' x x  13
T , x x x  1 x x x x x ' x x  x x ' x x  5:13 18
К , x x x  * x x x x  X x ׳ x ״ x x  3:13 16

The use of the shorter synonymous variant listy in К 
results in an improved metrical correspondence. (Note that in 
this, as in the preceding line (ch. 3), К changes the case/ 
number of the object. Whether the new forms are intended to be 
Genitive Singular or Accusative Plural is impossible to tell 
given the Middle Bulgarian phonology, as reflected in the 
orthography of the manuscript.)
XI (ch. 5)
Gk. XaCpe ôdXaooa TtovxCoaoa/<papa<b xòv von xòv 
T Radujï sę morje potopijaję/faraona myslïnago 
К " jako ѵй mori pogrçzïSi mislïnago faraona
* " morje potopijïSeje/faraona myslïnago

Gk. 1 x ' x x  х ' х х /  9
T * x x x  'x x x ' x  3:8 10
К , x x x  , x x ' x  x ' x x /  6:8, 4= 13
* ' x x x  , x x ' x x x  4:8 11

־ 122 ־

Gk. 1 x x ’ x x  x x י x 10
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T x x ' x  ' x x x 5:5 8
К ' x x x x x ' x  5:5 8
* x x ' x ׳  X X X  5:5 8

The deviant variant reading of K involves inversion, sub- 
stitution of a synonym, and modification of the syntactic 
function of morje, the latter resulting in cancellation of the 
metaphorical address of Mary as ”the sea." No metrical advan- 
tage results from these departures from literalness, nor does 
any other specific motivation suggest itself to account for the 
deviation. This line is cited here as an example of the type 
2.2241— the metrically more distant variant presents a departure 
from literal translation. No attempt has been made to discuss 
all instances of this type.

Reconstruction of a correct Past Active Participle instead 
of the Present Active Participle in T results in a metrically 
inferior line.
XI (ch. 7)
Gk. Xatpe Ttóptve oxóXe òônywv *coòc év axóret
T Radujï sę ognïnyjï stlöpe nastavljaję ѵй tlmë sęStęję 
К 11 stlöpe ogni nastavljajçSti vti tlnë sęgtęę
G k . ' x ׳  X X  f x X X 1
T ׳ X X X ׳  X X X  'x x x ' x
K ׳ X X X  'x x' x x 1 x x

x x ' x  14
x x ' ׳  X X  6:14,2= 20
X X ׳ ׳ X X  7:13 19

The use of the feminine forn of the participle 
nastavljajQsti in К indicates agreement with the "logical" 
subject (Mary), whereas T retains agreement with the actual sub- 
ject of the metaphorical sentence, stlűpe.

Gk. x x ' x x x 7 י
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Inversion and use of the Genitive of the noun (cf. Diels 
on this form, which is to be interpreted as ognji) give no 
metrical advantage, unless the reduced nunber of syllables in 
К is so considered.

Note that this is one of the relatively few lines in which 
the consensus of mss. shows one more accent than in the Greek. 
In this case it occurs because the personalizing function of 
the Greek Masculine Plural article (unaccented) can only be 
conveyed in Slavic by a participle (accented).
XI (ch. 8)
Gk. Xatpe oxéTte T00 KÓ0U0U TtAaxuxépa vetpéXnc
T Raduj 1 sę krove miru sirïsii oblaka
К It pokrove " širīsi oblakií
* tt krove oblaka

Gk. 1 X 1 X X 1 X X X x
T 1 X X X 1 X X X X

К 1 X X x x ' x  ' X X X

it 1 X X X ' X י x X X

14
15 
15 
14

7:11,2=
7:11
6:11,2=

x
X X

X X

X X

The variants are use of prefixed (K ookrove) vs. unpre- 
fixed (T krove) synonyms for оиётіе and the use of a definite 
form sirlgii in T where no definite forr. is required by the 
Greek or by Slavic syntax. Although a rechanical evaluation of 
each variant line as a whole shows identical degrees of metrical 
correspondence, the deviation in T (Sirlgii) is nrobably 
incorrect and should be eliminated from the comparison. On the 
other hand, the use of the disyllabic, initially stressed krove 
for aućne provides a perfect metrical match in that accentual 
group, whereas the synonym used in К introduces an extraAntonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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unstressed syllable. The variant of T, as shown emended in 
the reconstruction, is thus metrically superior.
XI (ch. 9)
Gk. Xatpe xpocpíi той uávva ÔiáÔoxe
T Radujï sę pitatelïnice manïnë priimaliSte
К " piSte manïny prijemaliSte

Gk. ״ x x x ״ ' x  x ' x x  11
T , x x x  x ' x x x x  , x x  x x ' x x  7:12 18
К , x x x  , x , x x  x x ' x x  3:11 14

In this and in the next line, confusion was created in the 
translations due to the fact that Greek has three closely 
similar words--Tpoofi 'food, nourishment,' троссюс 1one who feeds, 
brings up, nutrix, * and Tpixprt *softness, delicacy, luxury.' 
Confusion between the latter and the first one is all the more 
likely when one considers the graphic similarity of omikron 
and upsilon.

In the first place, T apparently presents a misreading 
of троф^ (Vocative of xpocpfl) as tpocdć (Vocative of тро«х5с) 
in line (9) and offers the vocative of ,feeder, nutrix' 
instead of 'food,1 as correctly in K. A difficulty of inter- 
nretation is introduced by the fact that the Greek text has 
two vocatives in this line, probably as a corruption of an 
earlier version, where the first word appeared as a Genitive, 
Tpotpfic, serving as a modifier of ôuáôoxe (and parallel to the 
Genitive of xpucpfic in the following line) . (Extant for line
(9) is only a Genitive reading Tpu<pfļ£, also a corruption.)

XI (ch. 10)
Gk. XaCpe Tpixpfìc àortaç ôtánove 
T Radujï sę pista svçtaja sluzitelju
К " svętyję piSti sluSitelju
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T ׳ X X X ׳  X x ' x  x ' x x  2:11, 7= 13
K ׳ X X X  x ' x  , x x ' x x  2:11, 4= 13

Although in (9) both T and К keep the two vocatives, in
(10) T reinterprets the Vocative form sluziteliu (ôiáxove) 
as a Dative, and the Genitive TpucpfļC àyíac (correctly trans- 
lated in K) is converted to Nominative pista syętaja: 'rejoice 
holy food of the servant.' К remains the correct reading 
Genitive + Vocative, inverting the order of the first phrase.

Having made the strictures about the corruption of T and 
the syntactic obscurity of the Greek model for line (9) , one 
may point out that the variant pitatellnice is clearly 
inappropriate as far as metrical correspondence is concerned• 
However, in spite of this, and in spite of the fact that the 
variant in К is a correct reading of extant Greek texts, one 
can make nc decision about which reading contains the "original” 
translation, only the observation that К is the better reading. 
It could well be that the original contained the product of 
misreading as we observe it in T, which was corrected in 
subsequent redactions by reference to different Greek mss.

XI (ch. 12) *
Gk. Xatoe tg ?1C £)Lei uéXu каі yáAa
T Raduj 1 sę otü neję 2e teSetü nedű i mlëko
К ” іг ״ ״  masło
Gk. י x x י י x י x
T ׳ X X X  x x x ' x  x ' x ׳  X

К ׳ X X X  x x ' x  x ' x ׳  X

x ' x  11
x x ' 8:10, 2= 17
x ' x 5:11, 5= 16

Of the two prepositions that constitute equivalents of 
the Greek iz is metrically the better choice. The correct

G k . ' x  x 1 x ' x x ' x x 11
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translation mleko in T is metrically inferior to the deviating 
variant maslo•

XII (4)
Gk. éneôóônc cbc ßpécpoc абтф
T vűdanü bystü jako mladenicl jemu
К " jemu bystű mladenicl

Gk. X X 1 X X 1 X X י 9
T x ' x  1 X ' X x ' x x 5 ,5:8 י= 12

К X ' x X 1 ' X x ' x x  4:8 11

The variant of K, by omitting jako, diverges considerably 
from the meaning of the Greek and can therefore be considered 
an error of omission. The omission is easy to understand if 
we recall that the OCS auxiliary bystŰ can be 2nd or 3rd person, 
and the immediate syntactic environment of line (4) does not 
preclude interpreting it (even as the sentence stands correctly 
in T) as either 2nd or 3rd person; it is ambiguous. The clue 
comes only in the next sentence, from the 2nd person possessive 
pronoun. It was quite a natural mistake, then, for a scribe 
to read *an infant was given to him' instead of ,you were given 
to him as an infant. ' This variant is cited only because the 
omission results in a grammatical sentence and because it 
does eliminate three unmatched syllables in the middle of 
the line, though at the cost of adding two at the end of the 
line and destroying the perfect match of the last two words 
offered by T. We feel this example cannot be legitimately 
considered evidence of metrical adaptation.

Since the Greek passive can only be translated peri- 
phrastically, it characteristically creates a metrical problem, 
in this case the addition of the extra accent of the auxiliary. 
Note again that although we assign an accent to jako in T, the 
possibility that it was unstressed must also be considered.
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Gk. é£ doTtópou ßXaaxflaac yaaxpóç
T iz besëmenïnyje prozębtt çtroby
К otü besëmen(ïn)уje çtrobv prozębe

Gk. x x ' x x ' x x *  9
T x x ' x x x x x ' x  x ' x  4:9, 3= 12
К x x ' x x x x  x ' x  x ' x  5:9, 3= 13

Change of word order and introduction of an aorist form in 
К does not affect the degree of metrical correspondence. lẑ  
is metrically superior to otü. (Cf. the same situation in 
XI, ch. 12, except that К has i£ and T has otü.)

XIII (5)
Gk. иаі (iJuXdgae xaúxnv «Ьатіер i*1v, cupdopoç
T i süxranivü jç jako2e bë Čista
К 2 ״e ״ ״  net(I)lēna

Gk. x x ' x ' x ' x ' x x  12
T x x x ' x ' , x x  ' , x 4:10, 1= 12
К x x x ' x x  , x x  ' x x ' x 6:10, 1= 14

The synonymous variant gista of T yields a metrically 
better line. К forfeits one accent by substituting the enclitic 
Se for the personal pronoun j ç .

Ill (ch. 1)
Gk. XaCpe xò dvôoc átpöapoCac
T Radujï sę cvëte netïlSnija 
К ״ ״ ״  dSv(ï)stva

־ 128 ־

XIII (4)
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T , X X X  , x x x '  X X  3:8 11
К , X X X  , x , X X  5:6 9

The T variant is better both semantically and metrically.

XIII (ch. 3)
Gk• Xatpe ávaoxáoecoc хйтюѵ ёкЛЛикоиоа 
T Radujï sę vüskrïsenija obrazö si javljajç5ti 
K - » « ״ oblistajçSti

G k . ' x  x x ' x x ' x  x 1 x x 13
T ׳ X X X  X X ׳ X X  1 x x x x 1 x x 4:13, 9= 17
К , X X X  X X ׳ X X  , X X  X X ׳ X X  4:13, 5- 17
T* ׳ X X X  X X ׳ X X ׳  X X  x ' x x  3:13, 9= 16

The variant sï iavliaiošti in T is presumably a scribal 
error under the influence of the following line with the sî 
being a remnant of the first syllable of an earlier sijaioSti. 
When thus emended, T* is seen to yield a better metrical 
correspondence than К with oblistaiogti.

XIII (ch. 5)
Gk. XaCpe ôévôpov ávAaóxapuov/éE 0 6 xpécpovxai тііахоіі 
T Radujï sę drevo svetïloplodxnoje/otu njego ze 

pitajçtu sę vërïnii 
K Radujï sę drevo svetoplodïnoje/ ** ” " 

pitajotu sę vërïnii

G k . ' x  , x X X 1 X X /  9
T ' x x x ' x  X X X * X X X  4:9, 4:9, 2- 13
K , X X X 1 x X X * X X X  3:9, 2= 12

Even though the variant svgtoplodïnoje (K) instead of 
svetïloplodinoje (T) brings the meter closer by one less

Gk. י x x 1 x x x x י x 10
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unaccented syllable to the meter of the Greek, it looks too 
much like a typical scribal error of omission to be confidently 
considered anything else.

XV (2)
Gk. xal u5v avo oûô״ бХеос 
T i vü vy5ïnixô nikakože

- 130 -

и nк

Gk. x x ' x x ' x  3:7 7
T x x ' x x x  x ' x x  3:7 10
K x x ' x x x  1:6 6

The reading of К is metrically better, except for the 
missing accent. (See the following line for negation omitted 
in K.)

XV (3)
Gk. ánfiv ò áTtepúypcLTiTOC Aóyoc 

T otüstçpi neispisanlnoje slovo 
К ne otQstçplT (neispisanlnoje) slovo*
(*Ms. has neispisana.)

Gk. x' x x x '  x x  , x 10
T x x * x  x x ' x x x x  , x 3:9, 2= 13
К x x x ' x  x x ' x x  x(x) 1 x 3-4:9, 2= 13-14

The continuation of the variant of line (2) of К, i.e.,
the alternate way of stating the negation, giving a poorer

32metrical correspondence. For XV (4, 5, and 7) see pp.

32Reconstruction of the accent on otOstQpi is problematic. 
According to Serbo-Croatian evidence, -iti verEs always have
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Gk. Xatpe бхлиа naváycov/тоО tnt xöv xepouØCu,
T Radujï sę nosiło prSsvętoje/s<?5tago (па хегиѵітёхй*) 

*omitted in ms•
K Radujï se kolesïnice prësvet(ï)laja/sçstago na 

xeruvimëxu
K* Radujï sę kolesnïce prësvçtaja " ”

xeruvimexu

XV (ch. 5)

Gk. • x 1 X X x • X X  / X X t

T x ״ x X X ' X X X 1 X ' X X

К • x X X X X X * X X ' X X X ' X X

К* 1 x X X X X X * X X X י X ' X X

X X X ׳ 9+7
x x x ' x x 10:13 11+9
x x x 1 x x 13:13 14+9
x x x 1 x x 12:13 13+9

In reconstructed K*, in which the proper equivalent 
pr$svętaja has been restored, the variant kolesinica adds two 
unmatched syllables, showing that the partially synonymous 
variant nosilo is a metrically better choice.

short falling stress in the 2nd and 3rd person singular 
aorist with retraction to a prefix? e.g. /with a mobile^ 
paradigm like that of stupiti), nòsiti, nòsim: nòsi, donosi. 
Clearly, some of the forms must originate under the influence 
of analogy, since no retraction occurs from originally acute 
root-syllables. Thus both the form *6tQst<?pi and *otGstQpf 
are serious possibilities. Cf. Stang, Slavonic Accentuation, 
pp. 129-30.
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XV (ch. 8)
Gk. Xatpe א Ttapdevdav наС Xoxe£av ÇeuyvOoa 
T Radujï sę ježe dëvïstvo i roždīstvo sūčetavūSi 
К ״ ״  —  « sÖCetavüSi (i) roždīstvo

Gk. 'x x x x ' x  / x x 1 x
T , x x x  x x 1 x x x x x '
К 1 x x x  1 x x  x x '  x x
T* * X X X ׳  X X  X X X ׳

x 1 x 7+7
x x ' x x 4 :14 9+9

x x x *  7:10 7+8
x x 1 x x 3:12 7+9

Inversion in К makes for a poorer metrical correspondence.
On the other hand, omission of je2e (which is a common though 
syntactically awkward equivalent for the Greek article) would 
improve the metrical correspondence of T.

XVI (2)
Gk. иатетіЛЛуе tò ućya
T udivi sę veliju 
К « !» ѵеіікоти

Gk. x x 1 x x 1 x 7
T x x ' x  1 x x 2:6, 4= 7
К x x ' x x 1 x x 1:7, 4= 8

The synonymous variant of К appears to be metrically superic
XVI (4) *
Gk. xòv áTtpóoiTOv yáp wc ôeóv
T nepristçplna bo jako boga
К nepristçpïnago bo jako boga

- 132 -
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T X X ׳ X X X  * x  ' x  0:9, 6= 10
К x x * x x x x 'x , x 2:9 11

The omission of *22. ln T *s Probably an accidental (or
intentional) avoidance of adjacent rhyming syllables (־go bo
, . . boga). (Cf. similar omissions X (4), XV (40, XVI (4).)
On the other hand it also yields an improvement in metrical
correspondence.

In this line we are again faced with an uncertainty
regarding the metrical accentuation of Greek ,enclitics.״

33The rules in Maas and Trypanis specify their accents if so 
indicated by the meter. However, line (4) of the oikoi of the 
Akathistos has a variable metrical accent in position -6-, i.e., 
x x . x x ► x x 1 ,so that we do not know whether yáp in the 
line under consideration is to be taken as accented or not.
If we count it as accented, our Slavic line has the same number 
of accents as the Greek. If we count yáp as unaccented (as in 
the scheme above), the Slavic line has one accent less. On the 
other side of the coin is the unresolved question of whether 
jako is to be considered as bearing an accent or not.

XVI (7) *
Gk. dkoóovTa ôè Tiapà ndvTcov 
T sly§ę§ta 2e otü vïsëxÜ 
К i 11 —  otü vlsëxü

G k . x ' x x x  x x ' x  9
T , x x x x x x ' x  2:8 9
K x ' x x  X X X ׳ x 0:9 9

The variant of K, which departs from literalness, offers 
(except for placement of the word boundary) a perfect metrical 
correspondence.

־ 133 ־

G k . x x ' x x x  X X ׳ 9

13Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica, p. 512.
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Gk. XaCpe аофСас ЭеоО ôoxetov
T Radujï sę mçdrosti boZiję priimaliSte 
К ״ h « n sükroviSte
Gk• ' x x ' x  x ' x ' x  10
T , x x x  , x x  ' x x  x x ' x x  5:11 15
К , x x x  ' x x  ' x x  x ' x x  4:11 14

XVII (ch. 2)
Gk• XaCpe upovotac aôxoO xauetov
T Radujï sę promySlijenija jego xranilo 
К ״ ״  н ״ prijętiliSte

Gk. י x x ' x  x י x ״ x 10
T ' x x x  x x ' x x  x' x ' x  5:11 15
К ' x x x  x x ' x x  x' x x ' x x  4:11 14

In ch. 1, К turns out to have the metrically better 
variants; in ch. 2 it is T. The variants of К are due to 
exchange of equivalents: ch. 1 of К translates xauetov of line
(2), not ôoxeúov of line (1); ch. 2 has the reverse. The cases 
are presumably metrically uninteresting.

VIII (ch. 3)
Gk. Xatpe (ptAooócpouc doó<pouc ÔeiKvùouoa 
T Radujï sę filosofy nemędryję javljajçSti
К « « и (ne)mędry* " (*ms. has mņdry)

G k . ' x  x x ' x x ' x  x * x x  13
T , x x x  x x ' x  x ' x x  x * x x  3:13, 8= 14
К , x x x  x x ' x  x ' x  x ' x x  2:13, 11=

The variant in К appears more satisfactory both semanti- 
cally and metrically. It reads ,showing the philosophers as

- 134 ־

XVII (ch, 1)
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unwise1 instead of T's *showing the unwise philosophers.1 
Note that apart from the usual and inescapable non-correspond- 
enee of xatpe and radu11־ se, К offers a perfect match.

XVII (ch. 6)
Gk. XaCpe Ôxi éuo>pávônoav ot töv цбдсоѵ тгоіптаС
T Radujï sę jako ubujiSę sę basnïnii tvorïci
К п п п obujigę sę basnotvorïci

Gk. *x x x x x ' x x  x x ' x
T ׳ X X X ׳  X x x ' x x ׳  X X X
K ׳ X X X  'x x x ' x x  x x ' x x

X X ׳ 16
׳ X X  6:14* 18

*(& extra ' in 1st hemistich) 4:14* 16
K substitutes a compound ( caique of uoôottouóç current in 

OCS) for the Greek noun phrase, which T translates literally. 
This modification reduces the number of accents in the second 
hemistich to one where the Greek and T have two. On the other 
hand, it improves the correspondence of unaccented syllables 
before the first ictus of the hemistich (ictus three of the 
Greek line in the above analysis) . This is one more case in 
which it is difficult to evaluate the relative metrical merits 
of the variants. (Cf. XIX, ch. 11 in Appendix I for a reverse 
treatment of the compound коиротр0<рп by T and K.)

In this line the lack of precise information about the 
sentence accentuation of бті and jako is particularly vexing.
It is conceivable that both were unaccented, in which case 
the Slavic translation has the same number of accents as the 
Greek.
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X W  (ch. 9)
Gk. ХаГре ßuöoO áyvoiac égeXuouoa
T Radujï sę otü głębiny nevëîdistvija izvodęSti
К ״ " iz ״ nevëdënija izbavljajçSt(i)*
(*Ms. has -a)

Gk. 1 x x ' x ' x x ' x x  11
T , x x x  x x x x ' x ' x x x  x ' x x  7:11,4= 18
К , x x x  x x x '  x ' x x x  x x ' x x  7:11 18

The use of the monosyllabic preposition in К results in 
one less unmatched syllable; the non-literal gloss of 
ê£éXK0uaa adds an unmatched syllable and destroys a perfect 
metrical match of the final word in the line.

־ 136 ־

XVIII (6)
Gk.
T

òuoíg ôè xô Ôuoiov xaAéoac 
podoblnumu podobïnoje prizdva(vű)* (*Ms. has an aorist)

К

Gk.

podobinikü podobiju prizövavű 

x ' x x  x ' x x  x ' x 11
T x ' x x x  x ' x x x  X X (x) ׳ 3-4:10-11 13-14
К x ' x x x  x ' x x  x x ' x 2:11 13

К is metrically somewhat improved at the cost of consider-
able syntactic revamping. It looks very much like a modifica- 
tion due to the vagaries of scribal craft (with confusion of 
subject and indirect object) and should probably be regarded 
as such, rather than an inversion.
XIX (4,5) *
Gk. ò y&p t o o oûpavoO каі xflc у^е/натеакейаае тіощтАс, áxpavxe 
T tvorïcï bo nebu i zemli/ukrasi tę cistaja 
К ibo nebu i zemli/tvorïcï sQvrïsi tę prëcïstaja
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9
7
7
7 

10
8

9

tvorīcī bo nebesi/(?)i zemli/(?) ukrasi tę Cistaja 
ibo nebesi i zemli/tvorlcï s0vrï2i tę prēčistaja 
ibo nebesi i zemli/tvorïcl sQvrïSi tę Cistaja

2:8, 3=
4:6, 3=
2:7
6:5
4:8
5:6

X X 1 / 
X X 1 

X X •

X X

X ' X X • X

X 1 X X 1 X X X X ״

X X  X X

T
K*
*

Gk. x x . x x 1 
T
К 1 X 1 X

T*ļ X 1 X X ' X X

X ״ X XT*
T*

к*
*same as К*

Gk. / X X 1 X « X X X 1 • X X 9
T X t X • 1 X X 5:7, 3 = 7
К X 1 X X ' X . X ' X X 7:8 11

T*1 X X 1 X ׳ X . 1 X X 5:9, 3 = 10
T*2 X X • X 1 X • 1 X X 2:10, 9־ 10
T*3 X t X •

• X X 5:7, 3־ 7
K* same !as К

* X 1 X X ' X . 1 X X 5:6, 3= 10
*1 X I X X • X 1 X X 2:10, 3= 10

In this set of variants , T, which involves inversion with
the placement of the subject first in the sentence (inversion 
is unusual in this ms.), gives a better metrical correspond־ 
enee in line (4) and in line (5) than does K, which has the 
literal word order and which also has a different (more literal) 
translation of катаанеи<і£со and a synonymous variant for 
áxpotvxe.
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If one restores a more archaic variant nebesi both in T 
and in K, the analysis becomes very complex (as can be seen 
from the schemes above) as a consequence of different possi- 
bilities of matching the Slavic lines to the Greek. The 
optimum possibility would be that of T* arranged as follows:

T tvorlcl bo nebesi/i zemli ukrasi tę Čistaja

9 */G k . x x . x x '  x x
7 2:7 T*Ł x 1 x x  , x x

9 G k . / x x ' x . x x x '  , x x
x x י . T*2 x x ' x ' x

Needless to say, the placement of caesura in this analysis is 
entirely arbitrary. Evidence from a neumated text might speak 
for a different division into cola and qive support to one of 
the alternative ways of matching the accents.

The difficulties of analysis are compounded by uncertain- 
ties of accent assignment for several of the Slavic words: 
tę— is it accented or not in such a position? ukrasi —  
was the accent retracted to the prefix in 2nd and 3rd person 
aorists (general in Serbo-Croatian) in this period? ditto 
for süvrïSi.

XIX (6)
Gk. otutfaac év ־cfl и̂ трд. ao и
T vüsell sę vü çtrobç tvo jç
К i vtlseli sę vü ״ n

Gk. x ' x  x x ' x X 8
T x ' x x  x x ' x X ״ 2:8 10
К X X X X X X X X 1 3:8 11

К deviates from the Greek in that it has an aorist
instead of a past active participle. This is a common texto-
logical type of substitution. The addition of the conjunction
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to achieve proper syntax results in one more unmatched 
syllable than in the literal translation of T.

XIX (7) (*)
Gk. хаl ÕLôdgac Ttøoacpcovetv o o l Ttávxaç

T nauCivÜ priglaSati sice
К i nauöi vlsę priglaSati
* i naucivu priglašati ti vlsę
*1 i nauCI

Gk. x x ' x x x ' x ׳  X 10
T x x ' x x x ' x ׳  X 0:10, 10= 10
К x ' x x X ' x x ' x 2:9 10
* X x x ' x x x ' x x  X ' 4:9 12
*1 x x ' x x x ' x x  X ' 3:9 11

Both T and К lack an equivalent of o o l , whether by 
haplography or intentional omission. (Cf. discussion of XV 
(4) at the beginning of this section.) T further omits the 
line-initial conjunction and substitutes sice "thus1* for 
vise. Neither modification impairs syntax or meaning. In 
fact, the substitution of sice produces a typical transition to 
the refrain (cf. lines (7) of oikoi III, IV, and XXII) . The 
result of the modifications in T is a perfect metrical match. 
Note especially that the accentual pattern of sice matches that 
of TiávTaç ( ' x ) , whereas that of the correct translation 
equivalent visę does not (x ' ) . The aorist of К is probably 
due to haplography.

A reconstruction (*) of a literal translation of the 
Greek, using the participial form that appears in T, is metri- 
cally the least felicitous. Use of an older form of the 
participle (*̂ ) is a slight improvement.
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Gk. Xatpe xopnyè deïxfic áyadóxnTOÇ 
T Radujï sę podatelïnice bo2iję(blagodSti*)

(*Omitted in ms.)
К Radujï sę podatelju boîïstvïnyjç blagodëti

Gk. 1 x x x 1 / x x י
T , x x x  x ' x x x x , x x
К , x x x  x ' x x  x ' x x x

x x ' x x  5+3
x x ' x  10:10 10+7
x x ' x  7:11 8+9

The degree of metrical correspondence for variants of 
this line is different depending on whether one allows matching 
syllables across caesura or not. Our practice has been not to 
do so (cf. the discussion of VII, ch. 5) , in which case the use 
of the more literal masculine gender in К is found to result 
in the reduction by two of the number of unmatched syllables.
On the other hand, the use of the longer adjectival derivation 
in К adds an extra unmatched syllable. (See the analysis of 
XV (4) at the beginning of this section concerning the con- 
sistent use of this derivation in К vs. the Genitive of the 
adjective in T.)

XIX (ch. 7)
Gk. Xatpe Л xòv cpôopéa тćov фреѵйѵ катаруоОоа
Т Raduj! sę gubitelja игюпй razarjajĢŠti 
К ״ « !» sűmyslomü upraznivüSi

Gk. 'x x x x ' x  x ' x  x x ' x
T , x x x  x ' x x  x ' x  x x ' x x
К ' x x x  x ' x x ׳  X X  x x ' x x

XIX (ch. 4)

14
2:14 16 
2:13 16
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The T variant razarjaj<?Sti is probably modeled on a 
(non-extant) Greek variant reading *xadaipouoa or due to a 
misreading of нахаруоОоа in this way.

К deviates from the Greek in having a past participle 
where the Greek has the present. The correct translation wouL 
be upraSnjajçsti. (Both have the accentual pattern x x ״ x x. 
The use of the synonym umomu in T gives a perfect metrical 
match for that word.

XIX (ch. 8)
Gk. Xatpe א xòv anopéa хЯс Ayvetaç хечоОоа
T Radujï sę sëjatelja cistoty ro2dI5i 
К » n «  Cistotë poro2dI3i

Gk. י x x x ' x  x x ״ x x ’ x 1
T ' x x x  • x x x  X X *  , X X  6:11 1
К ' x x x  , x x x  x x '  x ' x x  5:12 1!

The use of the synonymous variant porogdlSi in К results 
in a metrically better line. However, note that this same 
alignment of variants is found in III (ch. 9), (where it also 
results in a metrically superior version) and thus seems to 
represent a form favored in the recension of K.

XIX (ch. 9)
Gk. XaTpe Tiaaxàç áanópou vuu(peòaea>c
T Radujï sę 102ïnice besemSnlnaago nevëstitelja
К 5 ״ ״ rïto2e (bo2Istv1nago) "

G k . ' x  x' x ' x  x ' x x  I!
T ' x x x  x x ' x  x ' x x x x x  x x ' x x  9:11 2(

К ' x x x  x ' x  x ' x x x  x x ' x x  6:12 1'
The synonymous variant gr!to2e results in one less 

unmatched syllable. If the other possible accentuation of
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lozlnice (on the first syllable) is used, giving T ' x x x, 
etc., and the syllable ratio 12:10, the К variant becomes 
even more superior by contrast.

The other variant in K, božestvlnago, is a departure 
from the meaning of the original. Its resemblance to the 
original (in the ms. it appears abbreviated as bestQvInago) 
suggests it is a scribal error substituting a more common word 
(which already appears in the same stanza, five lines earlier) 
for a more unusual one— besgmgnlna(a)go.

Gk. Xatoe T1L0T0ÒC нирСо) àpuóÇouoa
T Radujï sę gospodevi vërlnyjç obrçSajçSti 
К я « gospodu " süCetavöSi
T* ״ vSrInyję gospodevi obrçSajçgti
K* " gospodu sôCetavüSi

Gk. ' x X ״ X X X י X X 11
T x ״ X X ' X X X ' X X X X X ״ X X 6:11 17
К • x X X • X X • X X X X X י X X 5:11 16
T* 1 x X X • X X X X ׳ X X X X י X X 6:11 17
к* ' X X X • X X X ' X X X X י X X 5:11 16

Both Slavic texts have inversion of the direct and indirect 
object. The use of the shorter Dative form gospodu in К 
reduces the number of unmatched ;syllables by one. Reconstruct- 
ing the line according to Greek word order makes no difference 
metrically.

XX (2)
Gk. аиѵентеСѵеоаі otieóôwv 
T rasprostrëti töäteSti sę 
K prostrSti ״ ״
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Gk. x x ' x x ' X 7
T x x ' x x ' x x 1:7 8
К X ' X x ' x x 2:6 7

The variant in К leaves the initial syllable unmatched.

XX (7)
Gk. & бёбажас t o Uc aoi 30ć50tv
T (corrupt ; see text in appendix)
К ixüze darovalü jesi vüpijçStimû
* n tebë vûpijçSti(i)mű " ״

Gk. x ' x x X X X ' X

К * X X x x ' x x .  X X ' X X 7:8 9
* ' X X x x ' x x .  X ' X X • x(x)x 9-10:8 16-17

The translation of the Greek Perfect бёбожас by a peri- 
phrastic Slavic Perfect darovalű jesi increases considerably 
the number of syllables in the Slavic line and may increase the 
number of accents. It is hard to say whether the omission of 
the disyllabic tebg (or the enclitic ti, for that matter) 
could be considered as sufficiently improving matters. Note 
again the possibility of an alternative accentuation of 
vflpfjQStiimu.

XXI (5)
Gk. òônveC Ttpòc yvöoLv ôeïnfiv йтіаѵтас
T navoditű kü razumu boSiju vïsëxû
К nastavljajetű vlsę kü razumu boSIstvInomu
К* nastavljajetö kü razumu boSïstvïnomu vlsę
Gk, x x '  x ' x  x x 1 , x x  11
T x ' x x  x ' x x  * x x  x ' x  8:8 14
К x x ' x x  x' x ' x x  x ' x x x  8:8 16
K* x x ' x x  x ' x x  x ' x x x  x' 8:10 16
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Use of a synonymous variant, nastavljajetű, in К results 
in the same count of unmatched syllables as in T, although 
the correspondence of the initial word is improved. When we 
compare the inversion in К to a non-inverted reconstruction, 
we see that the inversion makes no difference in the count of 
unmatched syllables, although the number of matched syllables 
is raised. (On the variant equivalents of Эе'Схбс see the 
comments to XV (4) at the beginning of this section.)

XXI (7)
Gk. xpauyfj õè тіцшийѵп тайтп 
T zOvanijemÖ 2e člstima simi
К ״ —  (CIstima simi*) (*ms. has gistyml, omits

siml)
G k . x ' x  X X * x ' x  9
T x ' x x x x  x ' x  'x 2:9, 3= 11
К x ' x x x  x ' x ׳  X 1:9, 3- 10

Omission of ze in К removes an unwanted unaccented syllabi« 
However, such omissions are common as scribal errors as well.

5. Conclusions Drawn from the Metrical Analysis of Variants 
In the foregoing pages we have analyzed 74 variant lines 

involving differences in metrical correspondence to the Greek. 
In each case the question asked was what kind of evidence do we 
find in this pair of variants bearing on the possibility of 
metrical adaptation by the translator? Looking at the answers 
collectively, what do we see?

According to our assessment, the metrical relevance of 
the cases considered falls into five groups, described below.

1. The variant which departs from a literal translation 
is metrically closer to the Greek, while at the same time there 
appear to be no compelling conventional textological or 
linguistic reasons to account for it. These are our asterisked 
cases, belonging to category 2.2242. Number of cases: 12.
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2. The variant which departs from a literal translation 
is metrically no closer or less close than the literal variant. 
This is category 2.2241. No attempt was made to present an 
exhaustive list of these cases. Number of cases described: 7.

3. The variant is perhaps metrically relevant. It is, 
in any case, not controverted by any specific textological or 
linguistic explanation. These are mostly cases involving 
synonyms and derivations with different suffixes. Number of 
cases: 32 or 33.

4. The variant is probably not metrically relevant.
These are cases in which a conventional textological or 
linguistic explanation can be offered, but some doubt remains 
whether such an explanation should be considered imperative or 
merely plausible. Number of cases: 19.

5. The variants are metrically different, but indeter- 
minate; i.e., it is impossible to evaluate which variant is 
metrically better using our criteria of metrical correspondence 
alone. Use of musical evidence may be indicated where 
available. Number of cases: 6. (Of the figures quoted, the 
one for group two is not indicative, since it does not repre- 
sent the total number of such cases in the texts.)

From this rough tabulation we see that only about 12 out 
of 74 cases (16.2 percent) fall into the category which we 
have designated as likely to comprise the best potential evi- 
dence on metrical adaptation. (See p. 84.) Of these, only 
one instance (XI (5)) was felt to yield to no specific alter- 
native explanation. (Perhaps a second that could be so quali- 
fied is XIX (7).) None of the cases could be called striking 
or dramatic evidence in favor of the hypothesis that metrical 
adapatation occurred.

These observations, together with those of Chapter III, 
lead to the conclusion that metrical adaptation did not occur 
in the Akathistos, at least not at the expense of other con- 
sidérations, such as semantic fidelity, and, perhaps, parallel- 
ism. We conclude this from the low rate of occurrence of 
metrically superior semantically deviant or reordered variants.
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Such a conclusion is supported by external evidence. The
kontakion being a musically florid genre, considerable mutual
adaptations of text and music were possible simply by adjusting
the syllabification; for example, the singing of several notes

34to one syllable (repeating the vowel), where the translated 
text was short on syllables, or singing two or more syllables 
on an extended melisa (where in the Greek only one syllable 
was sung) in those cases where the translation had more 
syllables than the Greek. It was also possible to accommodate 
the melodic line to the text by actual modification of the 
former. When there were fewer syllables than melismas, there 
could be suppression of a neume or combination of two neumes. 
When there were too many syllables, an ison («—) could be 
added.^5

More problematic is the question of how strong the
requirement was that linguistically accented syllables be sung
to musically accented syllables. In the thirteenth-century
texts of the Akathistos, this was no longer a simple one-to-one
relationship even in the Greek, although there may be indica-

3 6tions that such a requirement existed at an earlier time.
Our method of metrical comparison was predicated on the belief 
that accents were important, based on the observation first

3 7made by Høeg concerning the preservation of the number of 
theses (accented syllables) in the translations of the canons. 
This observation is also born out in the translations of 
kontakia. According to Høeg, in the canons the "distance" 
between the theses (i.e., the number of arses or unaccented

- 146 ־

34N. Uspenskij, "Vizantijskoe penie v. Kievskoj Rusi,"
p. 649.

■^Cf. K. Levy, "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants."
36A review of the distribution of kratemata (emphasis 

and lengthening) in Wellesz*s transcription of the Akathistos 
shows that out of about 550 kratemata, 520 are sung on 
accented syllables. Cf. A. F. Gove, "Relationship Between 
Music and Text in the Akathistos Hymn."

3 Ĉ. Høeg, "Oldest Tradition," p. 46.
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syllables) also seemed to be approximately observed. No
such characteristic can be claimed for our texts of the
Akathistos. The hypothesis that Slavic translators and
"neumators" of kontakia engaged in adapting the translated
text to the music and vice versa is in the process of being

39tested by musicologists.
Should our negative conclusion, made on the basis of

textual study of a single kontakion, be taken to mean that the
hypothesis of textual adaptation is refuted for all Slavic
kontakia? If based on our study alone, the answer would be
"no,1״ but we have a second kind of external evidence that would
seem to support such a general conclusion. It is presented
by Høeg in his introduction to the facsimile edition of Codex

40Ashburnhamensis. To paraphrase Høeg*s French in English,
in the Slavic Kontakaria, of which the oldest date from the
twelfth [perhaps even the eleventh] century, the texts and
melodies of the prooemia (kondaki) only are included. As for
the oldest neumated and liturgically used Greek Kontakaria,
which date from the thirteenth century, they give the text

41and music of the prooemium and the first oikos. From this 
Høeg deduces that (1) in the Slavic tradition, prooemia were 
sung to special, highly ornamented melodies (as witness the 
notation), whereas the oikoi were chanted "sur un ton simple" 
that did not necessitate written notation; (2) Greek usage, 
on the other hand, prescribed that both the prooemium and the 
first oikos be sung to two different, though related, melodies, 
while the other oikoi were presumably neither sung nor read 
in the service.

This hypothesized description of Slavic tradition is 
in accord with modern church usage, and perhaps Høeg is

38Ibid.
39Cf. paper by Levy, cited in note 3 5 above.
40Codex Ashburnhamensis, p. 9.

3 8

41Ibid.
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correct about the earliest tradition as well. There is, how- 
ever, one further aspect of the Slavic Kontakarion manuscripts 
that prevents us from extending Høeg's inferences to the 
imagined circumstances of the translation process and reason- 
ing that if indeed the oikoi were not sung in Slavic, then the 
Slavic translator of a kontakion, including the Akathistos, 
was at no time actually faced with the task of setting the entire 
text to music, and, if so, the question of textual (metrical) 
adaptation was never an issue. The aspect we refer to is that 
in the Kontakaria, such as the Blagovešcenskij, those parts of 
the text which are not neumated do contain the intratextual 
intonation formulae (aneanes) and, furthermore, observe the 
same amount of spacing between lines of text as the neumated 
parts. This is true of Prooemium I (povëleno gito taino) of 
the Akathistos in the Blagoveščenskij, v. 93 to v. 94. On 
v. 93 of the same ms• we observe a cadential seisma,í *ן ы•*‘T C C B Ç !״ ^  • From this we conclude that the manuscript was
written with the intention of supplying musical notation at a

42later time.
Thus it seems that the question of musical and textual 

relationship in the kontakia must continue to remain open. 
Unfortunately no information is available about the appearance 
and notation, if any, of the one existing full text of the 
Akathistos in a Kontakarion, namely the Tipografskij Ustav.
One may hope it will one day be made accessible in a facsimile 
edition, surely warranted by the great antiquity, integrity, 
and valuable content of this manuscript.

6. Textual Variants in Relation to Poetic Devices 
Other Than Metrical
The effect of departures from literal translation in the

Church Slavonic texts on predominant poetic figures of the
Akathistos is much more easily perceived than in the case of
meter. Variants involving change in word order inevitably

A similar observation and conclusion was made by 
Uspenskij, "Vizantijskoe penie . . .,"p. 648.
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disrupt parallelism in the chairetismoi. In the oikoi, where 
canonical parallelism is not a constant device, a change in 
word order may have little or no effect on poetic form.
Apart from word order, the relative poetic values of synony- 
mous or partially synonymous lexical variants depend on the 
phonological, morphological, syntactic, and semantic character- 
istics of the words in question. Thus one variant may be 
poetically more appropriate than another. This will be 
illustrated in the following pages with selected examples.

Variants affecting parallelism are syntactic or morpho- 
logical. No cases of semantic or phonological variants 
disrupting parallelism of lexical pairs were observed. The 
role of inversion is so obvious as to require no discussion.
An example occurs in XV ch. (7) (and there are many others):

Xalpe xá, ёѵаѵтСа e t c  xaOxò dyayoOoa

XaTpe f\ тюрдеѵСаѵ иаі ЛохеСаѵ ÇeuyvOaa

T Radujï sę protivïnaja ѵй toSde sübravűSi
Radujï sę ježe dëvïstvo i roždlstvo sűCetavüSi

К Radujï sę protivïnaja vű tožde sübïravQSi

Radujï sę dëvïstvo sflSetavûS-i-ro2dïstvo
The parallelism of the line-final words, which in Greek occurs 
on the levels of grammatical categories (Past Active Parti- 
ciple, Feminine Nominative Singular) and of phonological form 
of the suffix (á/Í)sa, is in T reproduced and even intensi- 
fied: besides the grammatical categories (same as in Greek 
plus aspect— Perfective— and Indefinite) and the suffix 
-avusi (which has a longer sequence of identical sounds), it 
also has identity of prefixes sö-. In addition, the conclud- 
ing pair of phrases of the translation is phonologically 
parallel in T:

T*OZDe SUbiR*AVUSI
T*OZDistvo SUceT*AVUSI 

The variant of К removes the second member of the line-final 
pair to a different metrical position, thereby destroying
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the parallelism. (Of course, the paregmenon dëvïstvo/ro2dïstvo 
as well as the alliteration raduj I s£ . . . roždīstvo, are 
present in both variants regardless of the inversion.) The 
two manuscripts, T and K, seem to reflect two different tradi- 
tions with respect to word order. While it is apparent that 
the tradition represented by T set great store by preserving 
the exact word order, for whatever reason, it is equally appar- 
ent from the great number of changes in word order in К that a 
younger generation no longer shared this value, subordinating 
it to considerations of Slavic syntactic style.

The second type of variant affecting parallelism, the 
morphological, is less frequent. An example occurs in III 
ch. (9). The pair of line-final words in Greek is yevvfioaoa 
and ôLôágaaa; in T they are roždISi and nauSISi; in K, 
poro2dI5i and naučivūSi. The parallelism of grammatical cate- 
gories is reproduced in both variant pairs. In T the phono- 
logical identity of suffixes is also transmitted;

Xatpe öáAaaaa тіоѵтСоаоа cpapcuì) t ò v  von t ó v  
T Radujï sę morje potopljaję faraona myslïnagc 
K Radujï sę jako ѵй mori pogrçzïSi mislïnago faraona
In K Mary is no longer addressed antonomastically as 'the sea.'

Observations of sound repetitions in the variants reveal 
nothing that one might call a tendency for introducing them 
in the OCS translation, although in a few cases, one of the 
variants enhances the phonological structure of a line or even 
of a whole stanza. An example of the latter is oikos X, 
where every line of the stanza abounds in v's, ranging from 
at least one per line (so in line 7) to as many as five 
(line 3). To this the variant of T contributes the -v- in 
bogonosivyi, whereas the variant of К has a derivative without 
v— bogonosïni. This stanza is discussed at greater length in 
Chapter V, Section 4. A similar case occurs in XVII ch. 1, 
where the К variant prijętiliSte alliterates with the first 
noun of its line, promySljenija, and is derivationally parallel 
to its positional counterpart in the preceding line, sukroviste

־ 150 ־
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The variant of T, xranilo, contributes to neither device.
Another example of this type is to be found in VI (4), discussed 
in an earlier section of this chapter.

In addition to the relatively few instances of variants 
that improve the poetic quality of the translation, there are 
a large number of interesting cases in which poetic figures and 
tropes are successfully transmitted in the translation and other 
cases in which poetic devices, such as alliteration or 
paregmenon, appear in the translation without a corresponding 
figure in the original Greek. These are discussed in the next 
chapter.
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V. TRANSMISSION OF POETIC DEVICES IN THE TRANSLATION

1. Predicted Tendencies of Transmission
A proposition motivating this inquiry is that Slavic 

translated literature was an effective vehicle for transmitting 
Byzantine poetic values to the Slavs. The Akathistos is taken 
as a test case for determining to what extent textual transmis- 
sion of specific poetic devices identifiable in the Greek 
original actually occurred״ This entails consideration both of 
the relative number of transmissions and also of which kinds of 
devices were more readily (frequently) transmitted and which 
less so.

The broader aim of such an inquiry, and one towards which 
the present study is only a beginning, is to determine the rea- 
sons for the successes and failures of transmission in transla- 
tion (translation equivalence). The reasons sought are 
linguistic, whether inherent in linguistic structure (e.g., 
grammar) or of a linguistically universal nature (e.g., the 
essentially conventional relationship between the phonological 
composition of a particular morpheme and its meaning). This 
does not include an attempt to establish to what extent trans- 
mission of poetic devices involving reference to particular 
cultural information— such as mythological allusions— actually 
took place, since such judgments would require knowing whether, 
for example, a Slavic audience knew about Adam and Eve, knew 
the apocryphal story of certain events during the Flight to 
Egypt, etc. This kind of information cannot be extracted by 
the analyst from the text of the hymn, but would have to be 
deduced from external evidence.* In this study we are concerned

- 152 -

The effect produced by the accumulation of allusions and 
loci communes would have depended first on the familiarity of 
the audience with the Bible, with other hymns, and with the 
sermons of the Church Fathers. Presumably a church-going 
Slavic audience would have been exposed to this material in work 
other than the Akathistos— other kontakia and canons; sermons, 
including those of the Church Fathers that were prescribed for 
certain holidays and the sermons of their own bishops and priest 
who adopted the Byzantine homiletic style; and readings from
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only with those devices that are linguistically based, i.e., 
consist of the poetic exploitation of the phonology, the grammar 
and the semantics as observed in the original and the trans- 
lated text, without making any inferences (other than informally) 
about the actual effect of particular aspects of the poem on a 
Slavic audience.

It seems possible from an informal explanation of the poem, 
a familiarity with the grammars of Byzantine Greek and Old 
Church Slavonic, and past experience with poetic translation 
to make some predictions about which kinds of devices are more 
likely and which less likely to be transmitted in a Slavic 
translation from the Greek. The accuracy of such predictions is 
increased because of the early Slavic practice of word-for-word 
translation both for the texts of the Gospels and of the 
liturgical hymns. The notion of word-for-word translation

Ы Ы 2is here used m  the sense described by Verescagin. Word-for- 
word translation (poslovnyj princip perevoda) is differentiated 
from sentence-by-sentence translation. In the latter, idiomatic

the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles. In other words, one could 
expect such allusions and epithets to have had some recogni- 
tion value. Second, and much more difficult to assess, the 
response to the sung text of the Akathistos would have depended 
on the integration of the Judaeo-Christian teachings and 
doctrines into the world view and fabric of life of the wor- 
shippers. In the earliest Slavic audiences, one may imagine 
first-, second-, or third-generation Christians whose religious 
roots were embedded in the pantheon of the indigenous Slavic 
gods and who were surrounded by a continuing ethos of the nar- 
rative and poetic imagery of the native Slavic mythological 
traditions. The experience of the Christian doctrine and 
liturgy by such people would be far different from that of the 
urban Byzantines in Constantinople in the sixth century, when 
the Akathistos was composed. At that time. Orthodox dogmatics 
were being vigorously defended against the several heresies 
and these defenses were reflected in the homiletic kontakia.
It would be different, too, from the experience of the Byzan- 
tines in the seventh and eighth centuries, after the sieges of 
Constantinople by the Persians, Avars, and Slavs, and by the 
Arabs, when the beloved Akathistos was sung as a hymn of thanks- 
giving for military victory.

2E. M. VerešSagin, I_z istorii vozniknovenija pervogo 
literaturnogo jazyka slavjan. Perevodgeskaja texnika Kirilla 
i_ Mefodija. (Moscow, 1971) .
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usage is the guiding principle of translation. In word-for- 
word translation the element or basic unit of translation 
equivalence is the word. As observed by A. Dostál, "the Greek 
text of the Gospels may be viewed as parallel [to the Slavic 
translation, A. G.], taking the words of the Greek text to be 
lexical correspondence of the Old Slavonic words."3 VereSčagin 
supports this observation by a comparative analysis of passages 
from Marianus and Savvina kniga. In this regard, the transla- 
tions of the Gospels and liturgical texts differ from transla- 
tion of hagiographie and homiletic genres. In translating the 
latter, the translators felt free to deviate from the 

4originals* While Grivec has argued that the cyrillo-methodian 
translations show more freedom in liturgical texts (for 
example, in the Kiev Folia), paying attention to the rhythm,^ 
the examination of the translation of the Akathistos shows a 
very close adherence of the Slavic text to the wording of the 
Greek. Paraphrase is found to occur only in the variants of 
one or another of the manuscripts, and that only rarely. 
Verescagin stresses that, in his analysis of texts demon- 
strating the word-for-word principle of translation, the word 
is understood as a morphological unit (including relational, 
that is, grammatical elements). Interestingly enough, in the 
translation of the Akathistos, one could speak of sublexical 
morphemic translation correspondences, since the grammatical 
constructions of the Greek in many cases find a correspondence 
in the Slavic. However, it has been found preferable to carry 
out this part of the comparison in terms of grammatical cate- 
gories rather than the morphemes themselves.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the word-for-word 
translation principle was, for both the Gospels and the

- 154 ־

3A. Dostál, "Voprosy izuCenija slovarnogo sostava staro- 
slavjanskogo, jazyka," Voprosv jazykoznanija (1960), 6, p. 14.

4VereSCagin, citing J. Kurz, Iz istorii vozniknovenija,

^Id., ref. in VereSCagin, p. 13.
p. 13.
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liturgical texts, based on the fact that these were the texts 
at the center of the doctrine and worship of the Church. As for 
the fact that the liturgical hymns were poetry, in Chapter III 
we reviewed the question of whether paraphrase was used in the 
hymn translations to effect metrical adaptation. In the 
Akathistos this does not seem to have been the case, as shown 
in Chapter IV• Now we would like to propose the possibility that 
in the translation of the Akathistos, and perhaps of other hymns, 
the practice of word-for-word translation would have been 
fostered by the elaborate poetic structure of the original and 
the translator's desire to preserve it. Certainly in passages 
where the predominant device is parallelism, as in the chaire- 
tismoi of the Akathistos, observance of the same word order 
and careful imitation of other syntactic structures contribute 
a great deal towards transmission of the parallelism in transla- 
tion. It should be quite clear, however, that while we enter- 
tain thoughts of such an explanation, the inquiry into the 
transmission of poetic devices is not contingent on an assump- 
tion that the word-for-word translation in the hymnie litera- 
tures was conditioned by poetic requirements.

Given the observation that the Akathistos was translated 
with as close an adherence to the original as was possible in 
the production of a meaningful, grammatical translation, what 
might be the expected rates of transmission of particular kinds 
of poetic devices.

It would seem to be generally true that devices involving 
sound repetition tend not to be transmitted in translation, at 
least not to an equivalent extent, when embedded in grammatical 
figures. An example of a typical non-transmission occurs in 
lines (9) and (10) of the first set of acclamations:

Xaupe ёщоаСѵсоѵ ròv fiXiov
Xatpe yaox^p évdéou aapxtboewç

The paronomasia aster/gaster does not appear in Slavic:
Radujï sę dzvëzdo javljajçlti slünïce
Radujï sę çtrobo boSïstvïnaago vűplöStenija
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The translator has matched each of the Greek words with their 
obvious semantic equivalents in CCS, which happen to be 
dissimilar in their phonic make-up, while the Greek words are 
coincidentally similar. Of course, this is not to say that 
these two similar-sounding Greek words occur in the parallel 
lines by accident when viewed from the aspect of their poetic 
origin, but only from the strictly linguistic view of the 
general lexicon. The Greek hymnodist was pleased to be able to 
select these particular words to give force to his comparison 
by their paronomastic similarity, which is, however, accidental 
in the sense that in the lexicon of any natural language the 
relationship between phonological composition of any particular 
morpheme and its meaning is conventional. Obviously only a 
coincidence of infinitesimally low probability could have 
permitted the Slavic translator, bound by the requirements of 
a close translation, to match the feat of the author of the 
original lines quoted above.

A similar situation would obtain in the case of syllabo- 
accentual parallelism, where parallel lines in Greek have in 
parallel positions words with the same number of syllables and 
the same place of accent. Here again one would predict non- 
transmission in translation, except by accident, and the rates 
of transmission should be similar to the rates of transmission 
for primary (non-etymological, non-grammatical) sound repe- 
tition, though higher than extended paronomasia. A tynical 
example of non-transmission is found in chairetismoi I (1) and 
(2) :

Xatpe 6 С íc fi xotpá ёкХДиФеі 
Xatpe 61 fi dpá éxАеСфеі 
' x / x ' / x x ' / x ' x

But in ÖCS
Radujï sę jejq>2e radostï vüsijajetö 
Radujï sę jejçze klçtva išteznetfl
' x x x / x ' x / ' x x / x x ' x x
, x x x / x ' x / ' x / x ' x x

־ 156 ־
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Note that the transmission of anaphora necessarily involves 
transmission of syllabo-accentual parallelism. However, such 
cases are not considered precisely because they are entirely 
predictable.

In contrast, when a sound repetition is part of a device 
such as paregemenon or polyptoton, we would expect it to be 
reproduced in Slavic, provided the grammatical figure is sue- 
cessfully transferred. An example of this is found in the same 
set of chairetismoi, lines (11) and (12): The sound repetition 
x t£oic/x tCo (t)nc (orthographic ה equals phonological i) is 
matched by the OCS tv(â)rl/tv(o)rl(cu). Note that the equiva- 
lence exists only on the level of phonological segments, not on 
the syllabic or the prosodic level. (In Slavic the accent 
participates in the derivation process and must therefore be 
considered part of the morphophonemics.) Transmission of sound 
repetition in paregmenon does not occur when the OCS equiva- 
lents are not derived from the same root:

I (6) ёЕСатато наі Готато
divljaše sę i stojaSe

As shown by the example, the statement about failure of trans- 
mission must be qualified to the extent that limited phono- 
logical identity of stem may occur. In this case, identity 
extends to the left of what can be described as identity of 
inflectional morphemes, i.e., homeoptoton: -Se. . .-Se.
This is so because the identity of -ja-,..-ja- involves (if we 
follow the morphological analysis in Horace G. Lunt's Old Church 
Slavonic Grammar) both stem ( ־־2־  of divijaSe sę and -ja-of 
stojaSe) and suffix (-a- of divijaSe sę). It seems that such 
cases are best included under homoeoteleouton.

In a related type of figure, in which sound repetition is 
the byproduct of the repetition of the same derivational mor- 
pheme and which we will include in paregmenon: e.g., êx- 
in chairetismoi 1(1) (2), £хЛ<іиФе1/ёкА.еСфе1, transfer fails to 
occur when the Slavic equivalents of the words in question are
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formed by means of two different prefixes: vűsijaietu/ 
iSteznetO.6 Again we must note that a minimal amount of sound 
repetition does exist in the root, particularly if viewed in 
combination with the homoeoptoton: -i-etö/i-etfl.

A device which would be expected to be successfully trans- 
mitted in Slavic even more frequently is sound repetition in 
homoeoteleuton that is a result of homoeoptoton, i.e., the use 
of the same inflectional suffix, as in chairetismoi I, (1) and
(2): ёкЛсіиФе1׳/£хА.е1фе1: vűsi ja jetft/iSteznetű. Homoeoteleuton 
which is the result of the phonic identity of different 
inflectional suffixes in Greek, e.g., II (1) (2) dyda (N.S.) and 
êv àyve Ca (D.S.) would not ordinarily be expected to be repro- 
duced in Slavic: svętaja/vfl Cistotë.

Not all cases which in Greek combine homoeoptoton with 
homoeoteleuton do so in Slavic. Occasionally an obligatory 
difference in grammatical category (such as gender or number) 
interferes; e.g., chairetismoi I (5) (6) ХоуісгцоСс/офдаЛиоис-־ 
OCS pomyslomtt but ogima, or chairetismoi III (3) (4) тірооСцюѵ/ 
кефсіЛаиоѵ— naCalo/glava. (Actually, in the first of these 
examples, the inflectional suffixes do contribute to the pattern 
of phonological play: -ó-om-/6-m-.)

To recapitulate, of the two types of sound repetition—
7primary (or ”inorganic" according to Lausberg ), in which the 

sound repetition is not dependent on a grammatical device with 
repetition of a morpheme (e.g., xapá/ápá), and secondary (or

g”organic" in Lausberg's terms), in which it is (e.g.,

This kind of failure calls to our attention the fact that 
these equivalents were well-established in the OCS lexicon at 
the time of this translation. The translator was not free to 
coin at will caique equivalents that would make poetry.
Contrast to this the ad hoc caiques in I (5, 6)— jedvavQsxodi- 
naja and jedvavidimaja for dysanábaton and dystheoreton.

7H. Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik (Munich, 
1960), § 638.

8Ibid.
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k tCo l ç/kt£ отл С; áváoTaoLc/XÓTpcooic)— only the second type is 
regularly, though not invariably, reflected by the Slavic text. 

With regard to transmission of grammatical devices, the 
rate of transmission could be predicted to be close to, and 
probably higher than, that of the transmission of secondary 
sound repetitions. I.e., we would expect paregmenon, homoeop- 
toton, and polyptoton (and, of course, grammatical parallelism) 
to be transmitted in a large number of cases. Our expectations 
are based on the considerable similarity of the morphemic and 
syntactic patterning of OCS and Greek. Coincidences in gramma- 
tical category occur with respect to case (which includes 
adjectival and participial as well as nominal forms— with 
expected differences when Slavic usage dictates a case non- 
existent in Greek, namely the Instrumental or Locative, or 
simply a different usage of the other cases); number (in both 
nominal and verbal forms, with an expected difference when the 
Slavic dual is required); person; and tense (in which we ordi- 
narily find Slavic Present equivalent to Greek Present, Slavic 
Aorist— and Perfective Aspect— equivalent to the Greek Aorist, 
Slavic Imperfect— and Imperfective Aspect— equivalent to Greek 
Imperfect, and Slavic Perfect to the Greek Perfect). Similarly 
for Mood (Slavic Imperative is equivalent to Greek Imperative—  
occurrence of Greek categories without direct equivalent in 
OCS, the Optative and Subjunctive, is nil in this text); and 
for Voice (Slavic Passive (or Reflexive]/Active is equivalent to 
Greek Passive/Active, with some variability where Greek depo- 
nent verbs are involved). It is also possible in OCS in a 
predominant number of cases to construct a sentence with use of 
the same parts of speech repeated in parallel position using a 
syntactic structure analogous to the Greek. This means that 
one can imitate quite extensively the grammatical parallelism 
of the chairetismoi or the grammatical figures of the oikoi in 
OCS. In striking contrast to the Greek-Slavic situation, where 
similarity of syntax favors transmission of the particular 
types of poetic devices prevalent in this genre, are translations
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9of the Akathistos into English, whore dissimilarities of 
English and Greek syntax render extensive imitation of the 
kontakarion poetic impossible.

As regards transmission of semantic devices, one would 
predict that those devices that are based on semantic cate- 
gories which appear to be universally antonymous (high/low, 
light-dark, fast/slow) would be most readily transmitted, as 
would be devices that involve comparable categories in similar 
cultures (rich/poor, wise/foolish). A high transmission rate 
would be expected to occur for tropes involving reference to 
the many widely or universally experienced phenomena, such as 
birth, death, eating, drinking intoxicating liquids, fire, 
sunsets, rain, etc.? and, more specifically, experiential 
phenomena shared by the cultures of the source and target 
languages? e.g., in a modern context, Bach, rock-and-roll, type- 
writers, surgical anesthesia, special canned food for household 
pets, or what have you. The latter type (in fact, any type) 
is by definition not transmissible when the phenonenon in 
question is not experienced by both of the two cultures in 
question, though the difficulty in communication can be partly 
circumvented by caique and paraphrase. The category consisting 
of references to culture-specific phenomena, then, will have a 
moderate to low rate of transmission, depending on the degree 
of cultural similarity or contact between speakers of the 
target and source languages. Finally, allusion is likewise 
transmissible when the knowledge of the object of the allusion 
is common to speakers of both the source and target languages, 
but non-transmissible when it is unknown to speakers of the 
target language.

We would expect a fairly high rate of transmission cf 
lexical tropes in the Akathistos because the culture-specific 
references are mainly of a commonly widespread type within the

־ 160 -

9Cf. Vincent McNabb, translator. Ode in Honour of the Holy 
Immaculate Most Blessed Glorious Lady Mother of God and Ever 
Virqin Mary (Cover title: The Akathistos Hymn) (Oxford,
194T5T
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European ancient and medieval experience (e.g., quiet harbors; 
cultivation of soil). As for allusion, they are restricted to 
persons, events, and symbols forming part of the Christian and 
Judaic history and mythology that had been introduced to the 
Slavs and was being actively propagated at the time of the trans- 
lation of the Akathistos, so that one can assume some knowledge 
in common, although this question, as we have already stated, 
will not be specifically evaluated here.

In obtaining objective evidence relating to these pre- 
dictions, we have analyzed 108 (i.e., one-third) of the 325 
lines of the Akathistos. The methodology used in the analysis 
and a summary of results is presented in the next two sections 
of this chapter. The 108 sample lines were selected using a 
table of random numbers. This procedure was followed to avoid, 
on the one hand, the laborious (and unnecessary, since we are 
interested in transmission tendencies, not total number of 
occurrences) examination of the vast number of devices in the 
entire hymn; and, on the other hand, to enable us to select a 
sizable unbiased sample, i.e., one not weighted in favor of 
lines with cases of transmission (or non-transmission).

2. Poetic Devices, their Linguistic Definitions, and the 
Criteria Used in Determining Occurrence of Transmission
The poetic devices observed in the Akathistos are of seven 

types: (1) primary or inorganic sound repetition (recurrence 
of the same phoneme or sequence of phonemes in different mor- 
phemes in a line or set of adjacent lines); (2) secondary or 
organic sound repetition (the result of a repetition of the same 
morpheme in the same or adjacent lines); (3) grammatical figures 
(repetition of the same morpheme in the same or adjacent lines, 
when the morpheme in question is in combination with different 
morphemes, i.e., excluding anaphora, or epiphora, where a whole 
word is repeated); (4) syllabo-accentual parallelism (two words 
in parallel position having the same number of syllables and 
the same place of accent); <5) syntactic parallelism (which 
includes repetition of words with the same grammatical cate- 
gories in parallel metrical position and also recurrence of the
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same syntactic order of dependence and word order in similarly 
parallel position); (6) semantic parallelism (which consists 
of the occurrence of semantically related words or phrases in 
metrically parallel position); and (7) semantic tropes• An 
additional category (8) for which rates of transmission were 
calculated in Section 3 has to do with the number of accents in 
a line. The acrostich of the original was not transmitted in 
the translation.

As regards semantic devices— items (6) and (7)— no attempt 
has been made to go beyond traditional rhetorical and poetic 
classification. In other words, no ״linguistic definition"
or componential analysis is offered for this category in our

. 10 analysis.
Identification and classification of semantic devices was

made on the basis of the definition in J. Besharov's study of
11 12 Choeroboscus and in the handbook by H. Lausberg• The criteri

used to decide whether a particular case did or did not repre-
sent transmission were intuitive. An example of a transmission
occurs in Prooemium I, line (3), which contains a similitudo
as part of the antonomastic designation of the Archangel Gabriel
as the ,incorporeal1 and his addressee, the Virgin Mary, as
,unwed• (literally ,not tried in marriage1), i.e., virgin.
The semantic characterization of both personae as existing in
a negative relationship to things of the flesh is present in
the Slavic line as well as in the Greek:

. . . ô áooouaxoç, Xéycov xQ áne 10oyá\u$

. . . besplfltïnO. vüpijç kü brakuneiskunsînSjl.
Cases of allusion have not been included in the category 

of semantic devices, since they are, presumably, not merely 
semantic" in the ordinary linguistic sense but involve״

־ 162 ־

Cf. Uriel Weinreich, "Explorations in Semantic Theory," 
Current Trends in Linguistics III (The Hague, 1966) , 396
et passim.

**Cf. Justinia Besharov, Imagery of the Igor' Tale (Leiden, 
1956) , p. 47 f.
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reference to particular institutions or myths. In this sense 
they are comparable to proper names in that they cannot be 
defined in terms of general semantic categories or by paraphrase 
but require reference to individual persons, places, or things. 
Regarding the consequences of such an omission in our numerical 
data, see the next section.

For devices other than semantic it was possible either to 
perform the analysis using recognized analytic linguistic cate- 
gories or to define devices in linguistic terms. What follows 
is a list of the types of devices found in the text together 
with a statement of the criteria used in deciding what consti- 
tuted a transmission in the translation, and examples (either 
quotations or references) of the same.
1. Primary sound repetition

a. Alliteration. Transmission is constituted by 
repetition of an initial consonant or consonant cluster 
in a minimum of two words in the same line; or in
two adjacent lines in parallel position or in two 
semantically related words or adjacent to each 
other (i.e., one word at the end of a line, and the 
next word at the beginning of the next line).
Example of transmission (the sole occurrence), 
chairetismos XI, 6:
Xaîpe Tiéxpa тіотСоаоа тоОс 61ф0ѵтас ־rfiv 
Radujï sę kameni napoivyjï 2ę2dę5tiję 2ivota 

The alliteration is £-/£*־ in Greek, 2-/2־ in OCS.
This is counted as a transmission because the alliter- 
ative pair in Slavic occurs in the same line as in 
Greek, even though a different part of the line is 
involved. There were thirteen cases of alliteration 
in Slavic that occurred independent of the Greek text. 
These will be discussed in Section 4 of this chapter.

b. Assonance. Transmission is constituted by repetition 
of a stressed vowel in a minimum of two words in the 
same line or in adjacent lines in parallel position 
or in two semantically related words, or adjacent

־ 163 -
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lines in parallel position or in two semantically 
related words, or adjacent (cf. above). For 
unstressed vowels, transmission is constituted by a 
minimum sequence of two (V̂ . . •V̂ ) in the same 
order. There are no examples of transmission.
High consonant frequency. Transmission is consti- 
tuted by a minimum triple occurrence of a consonant 
in one line, or two (or more) occurrences of a 
consonant in one line and two (or more) occurrences 
of the same consonant in the adjacent line. This 
category also includes recurrent sequences of conso- 
nants. A set of recurrent sequences composed of the 
same consonants is counted once. Example of trans- 
mission. Prooemium I, line (1) (2):

xô npooxaxàtv ииотьх0с/ХаЗ<Ъѵ tv Yvwoei 
év tQ axnvQ T0  ІахяѴр/onouÔIJ énéaxn ״ 0
povelenïnoje tajïno. priimu vu razume 
vH krovg iosifovS spSSino pride 

The repetitions in Greek are p-st- -st- / sk- -s- 
sp- -p-st; in OCS, £-v- pr- v-r- / v-kr-(v)-
(-v־) -£- pr-. (The parenthesized v*s actually are 
part of a homoeoteleuton that appears in Slavic but 
not in Greek. Cf. Section 4 of this chapter on inde- 
pendent devices in the translation.)
Repetition of consonant-vowel sequences (paronomastic 
figures). Transmission is constituted by a repetitioi 
of a CV (VC) sequence in a line or in adjacent lines 
in parallel position, etc. (see above), or a 
combination of a consonant repetition and a vowel 
repetition in the same positions.
Example of transmission, chairetismos XI (12):
Xatpe ê£ fie pécL ućA.1 xal yáAa 
Radujï sę iz nejęSe tečetŪ medū i mlëko 

Repetition in Greek: ־£־£ e-1- -éi (i.e., ortho- 
graphic -ć-ei) -é־i_ -e-á-a and '-IV "-1V; in Slavic, 
-é-й -é-fl and m- m-.

An example of non-transmission occurs in the 
line cited above, under ״alliteration." There theAntonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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sound repetition in the Greek is actually more 
extensive than simple alliteration; pet- pot-s-s- 
-ps-t-s and -a -o-í-a-a_ i_-6ģa (two sequences of 
о and i, in inverted order, with the second member 
stressed, surrounded by a's, and substitution of 
e by о between £- and ־t). No repetition of 
sequences of comparable complexity occurs in the 
Slavic text.
Homoeoteleuton. Phonic identity of two or more 
suffixes, which are not, however, identical mor- 
phemes (i.e., not homoeoptoton). Transmission is 
constituted by repetition of the majority of conso- 
nants and vowels. In a suffix containing one stressed 
and more than one unstressed vowels, identity of the 
stressed vowels constitutes a majority. It did not 
seem satisfactory in this category and in other 
suffix categories (homoeoptoton) to accept only the 
cases of complete identity because that would have 
made it impossible to give any account of the many 
cases of partial identity. To be sure, since the 
criterion in Greek is complete identity, it can also 
be argued that anything less than complete identity 
does not really satisfy it. For a more explicit 
solution of an analogous problem, see the discussion 
of transmission criteria for syntactic parallelism 
under point 4 below and also in Section 3 of this 
chapter.
Paronomasia. This term is here used to refer 
exclusively to the highest degree of *inorganic' 
paronomasia per adjectionem vel detractionem and 
per i m m u t a t i o n e m ^  so conspicuous in the kontakarion 
genre. The paronomasias here included consist of 
two closely neighboring (often positionally parallel) 
words which have different root morphemes and which
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differ in their phonological composition by at least 
one but by no more than two phonemes, either vowels 
or consonants, one of which may be zero in one of the 
pairs. The effect is that of two (pseudo־) etymolo- 
gically related words, i.e., an illusion of a 
repetition of the same morpheme, but with a difference 
that resembles ablaut, affixation or infixation; 
e.g., /eklfpsi:eklámpsi/ or /xarátará/. A parano- 
mastic pair may include some morphemes that are the 
same, such as ek-, -s־i and -a in the examples quoted, 
but they may not be based entirely on repeated mor- 
phemes; i.e., paregmenon is not included in this cate- 
gory, being a •secondary* or ,organic* type of sound 
figure.

 There was no problem of determining criteria of׳
transmission, since there were no cases even remotely 
resembling transmission.

Secondary sound repetition
a. In paregmenon (derivational figures)

There are three types, with transmission determined 
as follows
(1) The root morpheme is repeated with a different 

derivational affix
(2) The derivational prefix is repeated with a 

different root
(3) The derivational suffix is repeated with a 

different root
b. In polyptoton— the same stem morpheme is repeated 

with a different inflectional suffix
c. In homoeoptoton— the same inflectional suffix is 

repeated, with criteria for transmission the same 
as in homoeoteleuton (see paragraph I.e. above).

Grammatical figures
a. Paregmenon (derivational figure)

(1) Repetition of root morpheme
(2) Repetition of derivational prefix
(3) Repetition of derivational suffix
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b. Homoeoptoton (inflectional figure)
Repetition of inflectional suffix (without require- 
ments of phonological identity)

c. Polyptoton (inflectional figure)
Repetition of the same stem with different 
inflectional suffixes

Syllabo-accentual parallelism— syllabic and accentual
identity of words in parallel position
Grammatical parallelism
a. Repetition of the same part of speech
b. Repetition of the same grammatical categories 

(subclasses)
c. Repetition of the same syntactic dependence
d. Repetition of the same word order

Two ,degrees1 of transmission were computed in 
the case of grammatical categories. In the first 
degree, transmission meant maximal transmission, 
i.e., for the noun, transmission of three cate- 
gories if three were parallel in the Greek text, of 
two if there was parallelism of two in the Greek 
text; and, similarly, for participles, parallelism 
of seven categories in Slavic if six were parallel 
in the Greek text (Slavic has one more category in 
participles than does Greek— aspect), etc. In this 
degree, called ,maximal transmission,1 cases of 
transmission of fewer parallel categories in Slavic 
than were parallel in Greek— e.g., for nouns, of only 
two when three were parallel in the Greek— was 
counted as non-transmission, along with zero trans- 
mission, i.e., complete absence of parallelism in 
Slavic.

In the second degree, cases of partial trans- 
mission were counted as transmission if 66 percent 
or more of the categories were transmitted; e.g., 
for nouns, if two categories were parallel when 
three were parallel in Greek, etc. For other
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remarks about the computation of transmission for 
this category, see Section 3.
(1) If Noun, parallelism of Gender, Number and 

Case.
(2) If Participle, parallelism as for Noun above and 

Adjective below, and also of Voice, Tense and 
Aspect

(3) If Adjective, parallelism as for Noun and also 
of the Definite/Indefinite category

(4) If Verb, parallelism of Tense, Aspect, Person, 
and Number; also Voice in those cases in which 
the Greek model has a passive and Gender when 
the compound tenses are used

6. Semantic parallelism
a. Antithesis, b. Pleonasm, c. Metonymy, d. Anaphora,* 
e. Simile and contrarium, f. Unspecified

7. Semantic tropes
a. Metaphor, b. Metonymy, c- Synecdoche, d. Antonomasia,
e. Pleonasm, f. Simile and contrarium, g. Oxymoron,
h. Hyperbole, i. Prosopopoeia, j. Personification, 
k. Antithesis

3• Rates of Transmission of Poetic Devices
The sample of 108 randomly selected lines was examined with 

the purpose of identifying the poetic devices that occurred in 
the Greek and determining whether each of the devices did or 
did not also occur in the OCS translation. Occurrence in the 
translation was recorded as a transmission, non-occurrence as 
a non-transmission, according to the criteria outlined in the 
preceding section of this chapter. Note was also made of those 
cases in which a device occurred in the translation when it 
did not occur in the Greek model. A separate count was made 
of such cases (cf. below).

־ 168 ־

*The constant anaphora of the chairetismoi (Xatpe 
. . .) was not included in the computation, though its extended 
variations (Xatpe 6i fie, htA.) were.
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In many instances, and typically in the chairetismoi, a 
poetic device was found to extend over more than one line. 
Whenever any part of a device was located in a line of the 
sample, such a device was counted. If two lines of the sample 
were adjacent in the text and happened to share a device 
between them, the device was counted once.

In the pages that follow, a tabulated summary of the number 
and percent of transmissions is presented according to type of 
device. The tables are accompanied by an analysis of the 
statistical significance of differences in the rates of trans- 
mission of the different types of devices. The data on the 
number of additional occurrences of devices in OCS when not the 
result of transmission will be presented and analyzed separately 
in Section 4, since they yield not rates of transmission but 
indications about the density of poetic devices in the OCS 
text as a whole and make possible a comparative evaluation of 
the style of the translation and the original in terms of the 
entire hymn, including all possible poetic features of the 
translation, not only those directly transmitted from the 
original.

The tables in this section give figures only for the 
general categories (such as ,primary sound repetition,1 
,paronomasia,' ,paregmenon,״ 'grammatical parallelism,' etc.) 
in terms of which we have made our comparison of rates of 
transmission.

A few further prefatory remarks are in order about two of 
the categories— the semantic and that of primary sound repeti- 
tions. Speaking first of the categories of semantic tropes 
and parallelism, it may appear surprising to a reader of the 
hymn to find on consulting the tables that there are so rela- 
tively few occurrences of semantic devices— only 46 cases of 
lexico-semantic parallelism and 50 cases of semantic tropes-- 
in our sample. The impression is that the text of our hymn is 
richer in semantic imagery than would be suspected from these 
figures. At this point we must remind ourselves that the 
count does not include allusions. The omission of this
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device, so prominent in the hymn, is what in large part 
accounts for the seemingly inappropriately low number of 
semantic tropes. Another omission in this category is that of 
paregmenon and polyptoton, for which no analysis of semantic 
characteristics has been provided•

Some comment is also called for when we consider the rates 
of transmission for semantic parallelism and semantic tropes. 
For both categories it is 100 percent. Although it is quite 
clear that the degrees of transmission of semantic devices is 
extremely high, it is impossible to assert that a more refined 
methodology based on semantic analyses of the Greek and Slavic 
tropes would not show transmission to be less than absolute. 
However, when the analysis is performed in terms of general 
rhetorical concepts, the results indicate complete transmission, 
with the following reservations•

In the analysis, two cases of non-transmission of semantic 
devices were observed— both anaphoras. They occurred in XIX
(5) (6) and (7) (8) :

Xatpe ab yáp dvexaCvLoac. . .
Xatpe ai> бти êvéôuoac- • • *
Radujï sę ty bo obnovila jesi. . . .
Radujï sę jako ty odëla jesi• . .

and
Xatpe א tóv cpdopća. . .
Xatpe Л tóv oTtopća. . .
Radujï sę gubitelja итотй. . .
Radujï sę sëjatelja čistoty. . .

However, since non-transmission here is caused not by semantic 
exigencies but by demands of OCS syntax, it was felt that to 
include them as semantic non-transmissions would be misleading.
A third potential semantic non-transmission was rejected for a 
different reason• It was a potential metonymy, whose status 
rests on the question of whether there is a semantic relation- 
ship between Xpioxóc 1Christ, the anointed one1 and 
ХРПСГЦ0С ,prophecy* (X, 4 and 5). One fact about the Messiah 
was that his coming had been prophesied. A metonymic

- 170 ־
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relationship might be construed for this lexical pair, as a 
kind of folk-etymology, on the basis of the homonymy of the two 
morphemes /xris-/. In other words, this would be a case of 
either a pseudo-paregmenon or paronomasia. As such, it would 
not be transferrable to Slavic, since the morphemes used in the 
translation are dissimilar (proroglstvo and xrista) . Since, 
however, the existence of metonymy in the original is uncertain 
in the first place, the case was not counted.

Turning now to the figures of sound repetition, another 
of the total occurrence figures that appears in need of 
explanation is that of maximal paronomasia. It may seem sur- 
prising that so demanding a device should make up twenty-three 
of the total sixty-four occurrences of primary sound repetition 
in our sample, i.e., 35.9 percent. In fact it is a very 
prominent device in this genre, especially in the Akathistos 
with its parallel structure of the chairetismoi- However, it 
should be noted that our method of counting devices conceals the 
fact that for the other types of primary sound repetition, both 
the total length (i.e., number of phonemes involved) and the 
number of repetitions of sequences counted as one device are 
generally somewhat greater than for maximal paronomasias. That 
is to say that while a paronomasia encompasses a pair of 
single words, each containing some three to eight phonemes,
i.e., three to eight pairs, the other types of sound repetitions 
may encompass one or two (occasionally three) lines with from 
two to some five or six intermittent occurrences of the same 
consonant, vowel or consonant-vowel pattern. In other words, 
comparison of the number of occurrences of the respective 
types of devices cannot be taken as a measure of the relative 
,amount1 and complexity of sound repetition contributed by each. 
It is not clear, in fact, what the units of a meaningful measure 
of such an amount and complexity might be.

Having made these strictures on methodology, we shall now 
apply the data to our initial predictions. We find that our 
prediction about the tendency not to transmit primary sound 
repetitions was confirmed absolutely in the case of maximal 
paronomasia, with no transmission occurring in any of the twenty-
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three cases (see Table I). For partial paronomastic figures 
and alliteration, the ratio of transmission to non-transmission 
was about 1 to 3 (see Table I). The fact that about one-fourth 
(28.6%) of such devices could be judged as transmitted is 
interesting and warrants further investigation, particularly in 
order to ascertain that this is not an unintentional byproduct 
of the criteria used in making decisions on transmission.

- 172 ־

TABLE I
TRANSMISSION OF FIGURES OF PRIMARY SOUND REPETITION

Not including maximal 
paronomasia

Maximal paronomasia

Transmitted 12 (28.6%) 0
Not Transmitted 30 (71.4%) 23 (100.00%)

Total in Greek 42 23

TABLE II
TRANSMISSIONI OF FIGURES OF SECONDARY SOUND REPETITION

Paregmenon Poly־־ and homoeoptoton

Transmitted 18 (52.9) 49 (56.3)
Not transmitted 16 (47.1) 38 (43.7)

Total in Greek 34 87

TABLE III
TRANSMISSION OF FIGURES OF SOUND 

(PRIMARY AND SECONDARY)
REPETITION

Primary Secondary

Transmitted 12 (18.6) 67 (55.4)
Not transmitted 53 (81.4) 54 (44.6)

Total in Greek 65 121
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TRANSMISSION OF FIGURES OF SOUND REPETITION
(TOTAL)

TABLE IV

Transmitted 79 (42.5)
Not Transmitted 107 (57.5)

Total in Greek 186

Comparing the total figures for the transmission of 
primary sound repetition (18.6% transmitted, including maximal 
paronomasia) with the rates of transmission of secondary sound 
repetitions (55.4% transmitted), which we predicted would be 
transmitted in a considerable number of cases, we find that the 
difference in rates of transmission of these two categories is 
statistically significant (£ < .001, x2 = 23.740, d£ = 1), that
is, highly significant, with the transmission of the secondary

14sound figures occurring much more frequently (see Table III).
On the other hand, when we compare the rates of transmission 

of secondary sound repetitions in derivational figures 
(paregmenon: 52.9% transmitted) and inflectional figures 
(poly- and homoeoptoton: 56.3% transmitted), the difference is 
found to be non-significant (£ < .80, x2 = •113, df = 1)
(see Table II).

Within the category of grammatical figures f the differences 
between the transmission rate of derivational figures (pareg- 
menon: 50% transmission) and inflectional figures (polyptoton 
and homoeoptoton: 72.4% transmission) is statistically signi- 
ficant (p < .02, x2 = 5.689, d£ = 1), with transmission of 
inflectional figures occurring more frequently (see Table V).

14For help in calculating chi square and the level of 
statistical significance I am grateful to my husband, Walter 
Gove.
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TABLE V
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL FIGURES

Paregmenon Poly- and homoeoptoton
Transmitted 18 (50.0) 63 (72.4)
Not transmitted 18 (50.0) 24 (27.6>

1Total in Greek 36 87

TABLE VI
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL FIGURES (COMBINED)

Transmitted 81 (65.9)
Not transmitted 42 (34.1)
Total in Greek 123

When we go on to compare the rates of transmission of the 
parallelism of grammatical categories with transmission of other 
types of devices, we are faced with a special problem- In 
calculating the transmission of semantic and phonological 
devices, as well as grammatical figures, decisions were made 
on an item-by-item basis, using impressionistic criteria in the 
case of semantic devices, arbitrarily set minimum numerical 
requirements of phoneme identities for phonological devices, and 
identities of specified morphemes for grammatical figures. The 
resulting decisions of transmission or non-transmission in each 
of these categories were privative, i.e., at each occurrence 
of one of these devices in Greek, a yes־or־no decision was made 
about the presence or absence of a device in Slavic. For 
grammatical parallelism, the situation is different, since each 
case has been analyzed according to its grammatical character- 
istics, e.g., gender, case and number for nouns, etc. This 
means that we have not only cases of clear transmission, where 
the number of categories is identical in a pair of words in 
Slavic and in the Greek model; or clear cases of non- 
transmission, where none of the categories is identical in
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Slavic; but also cases of partial transmission, where fewer 
of the categories are parallel in Slavic than in Greek. The 
results of this threefold break-down— maximal, partial, and 
zero transmission— are presented in Table VII.

TABLE VII
TRANSMISSION OF PARALLELISM OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

(COMPUTED PER PAIR OF LEXICAL TERMS)

־ 175 ־

Maximally transmitted 63 (64.9)
Partially transmitted 28 (28.9)
Completely״non-transmitted 6 (6.2)
Total in Greek 97

However, since we want to compare the transmission of 
grammatical category parallelism with the other devices, it has 
been necessary to convert the threefold scheme into a twofold, 
privative one. This has been done in two ways: (1) counting 
as transmissions only those cases where complete transmission 
took place (cf. definition in Section 3) and interpreting 
partial transmission as non-transmission, and (2) counting as 
transmission all cases in which 66 percent or more of the 
categories involved in each parallel pair were transmitted, as 
non-transmissions all cases where transmission was less than 
66 percent, including zero transmission. (See Tables VIII and 
IX.)

TABLE VIII
TRANSMISSION OF PARALLELISM OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 
(PARTIAL TRANSMISSION INTERPRETED AS NON-TRANSMISSION)

Transmitted 63 (64.9)
Not transmitted (partial or
zero transmission)________________ 34 (35.1)
Total in Greek 97
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TABLE IX
TRANSMISSION OF PARALLELISM OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

(PARTIAL TRANSMISSION OF 66 PERCENT AND ABOVE 
INTERPRETED AS TRANSMISSION)

86 (88.7) 
11 (11.3)

Transmitted (66% or above)
Not transmitted (less than 66%)

97Total in Greek

It seems that the second way of differentiating between 
transmission and non-transmission is the more appropriate one. 
The 66 percent level was chosen on the basis of the part of 
speech with the smallest number of categories— the noun. At the 
66 percent level, only those pairs of nouns with two out of 
three categories identical can be counted as transmitted.
(There were fifteen such cases.) At this level the verbs and 
adjectives, with four categories each (the categories of Mood 
and Voice were applied only in those few cases in which a 
non-indicative or non-active form was present in the Greek), 
require identity of three out of the four for transmission 
(there was one such case in the verbs) or identity of two out 
of three, if the number of categories that are parallel in the 
Greek model is one less than maximum. (There was one such case 
in the adjectives.) Finally, for the participles, with seven 
categories, five must be identical for a parallelism to be 
counted as transmitted at the 66 percent level. (There were

The reason this definition of transmission is favored is 
that in Greek there are a number of cases of incomplete 
parallelism, which nevertheless appear to qualify as parallelism. 
In such cases, identity of, e.g., two categories in the noun, 
plus identity of the part of speech and identity of syntactic 
dependence, produces an unmistakble effect of parallelism, and 
the same is true of the OCS passages. An example in Greek is
II (1> (2): ВЛётіоиаа א ày Ca/èauxfiv év àyveCqi where ày ía is 
Nominative, àyveiq. is Dative, and both are Feminine Singular.

four such cases.)
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In this case, though both are Nouns, their syntactic dependence 
in the sentence is different. A comparable example in OCS is 
chairetismoi IX (11) (12) : Radujï se persomfl nastavlnice 
cëlomQdri j  a/Raduj  ï së vïsëxfl rodfl veselije, where the Dative 
of possession is used in the first of the pair of lines 
(persomfl), but the Genitive of possession in the second line 
(vïsëxfl rodfl). The other two categories are identical— Mascu- 
line Plural— as is the syntactic dependence in each case, but 
on the level of parts of speech there is a difference. The fad 
that the difference in category may result in non-transmission 
of homoeoptoton is a separate question of organic phonological 
identity.

Setting the cut-off line for transmission at the 66 perceni 
level also makes the procedure more comparable to that used in 
determining transmission of phonological figures. The proce- 
dure differs in that in the evaluation of phonological figures, 
the criteria of transmission are arbitrary in an impressionistic 
way, due to the analyst's inability to arrive at a proper unit 
of measurement that could be used for an accurate comparison of 
stretches of recurrent identical sequences of phonemes in the 
original with recurrent identical sequences of phonemes in 
the translation involving, as they do, sequences of different 
length and composed of different phonemes. The solution to 
this problem of determining equivalence was that anything in 
the translation that could be identified as a sound repetition 
on its own terms (with the minimum requirements made explicit 
in Section 2) would be counted as an equivalent to a sound 
repetition occurring in the same line of the original, regard- 
less of relative complexity or length, short of maximal 
paronomasia, for which different requirements were set. In the 
evaluation of transmission of grammatical parallelism, on the 
other hand, determination of equivalence seems much less 
arbitrary, assuming, of course, that we are correct to give 
the same weight to the respective categories in Greek and in 
Slavic, i.e., that noun gender in Greek is somehow equivalent 
to noun gender in Slavic, etc. This may turn out to be an
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oversimplification, but so far we have not encountered any situ- 
ation that would prove this assumption unworkable. In defining 
grammatical parallelism, then, it was possible to be entirely 
explicit about the kinds and numbers of units used in evaluating 
transmission. Taking into account this difference in method, 
the similarity between the two cases is that in neither (i.e., 
in phonological figures, on the one hand, and in grammatical 
category parallelism at the 66 percent level, on the other 
hand) was a requirement of total identity set in determining 
transmission, but, rather, a requirement of a specified minimum 
amount of identity.

Although we are inclined to favor the 66 percent level of 
computation for the reasons stated, in the analysis that 
followed, all comparisons that involve paralleism of grammati- 
cal categories will be carried out using both the 66 percent 
and the maximum transmission levels. Comparing the rate of 
transmission of grammatical figures (65.9% transmitted, see 
Table VI) with that of parallelism of grammatical categories 
(64.9% transmitted, see Table VIII), we find that the differ- 
enee in rates of transmission is statistically non-significant 
(£ < .90, X2 = *021, df = 1). However, when we compare the 
rates of transmission of the same two types of devices with the 
transmission of grammatical parallelism calculated at the 
66 percent level (88.7% transmitted, see Table IX), the differ- 
enee is highly significant (£ < .001, x2 = 15.424, df = 1).
At the 66 percent level, the transmission rate of the 
parallelism of grammatical categories is significantly higher 
than the transmission rate of grammatical figures.

Continuing the comparison, we find that the rates of 
transmission of parallelism of syntactic dependence (89-2% 
transmitted, see Table X) and parts of speech (92.2% trans- 
mitted, see Table X) differ significantly from those of the 
parallelism of grammatical categories (64.9%, Table VIII) 
when the latter is calculated at the level of maximal trans- 
mission (for syntactic dependence £ < .001, x2 = 18.018, df =
1; for parts of speech £ < .001, x2 = 15.753, df = 1).
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However, when computed at the 66 percent level (88.7% trans- 
mission of grammatical categories, see Table IX), the differ- 
enee is non-significant (£ < .50, x2 = •613, df = 1 and 
£ < .90, x2 = •017, df = 1, respectively). In other words, 
at the 66 percent level, we find that the rates of transmission 
of the parallelism of syntactic dependence (92.2%) and parts 
of speech (89.2%) is about the same as the rate of transmission 
of the parallelism of grammatical categories (88.7%). Trans- 
mission of parallelism of word order shows a highly significant 
difference in rate (97.5%, Table X) from that of parallelism 
of grammatical categories computed as maximum transmission 
(£ < .001, x2 = 28.672, df = 1) and approaches significance 
when the latter is calculated at the 66 percent level
(£ < .02, x2 = 6.218, df = 1).

TABLE X
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL PARALLELISM ON THE 
LEVELS OF (1) PARTS OF SPEECH, (2) SYNTACTIC 

DEPENDENCE, AND (3) WORD ORDER

- 179 ־

Part of speech Syntactic
dependence

Word order

Transmitted 83 (89.2) 71 (92.2) 78 (97.5)
Not transmitted 10 (10.8) 6 (7.8) 2 (2.5)
Totals in Greek 93 77 80

TABLE XI
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL PARALLELISM ON ALL 
LEVELS (PARALLELISM OF CATEGORIES COMPUTED 

AT MAXIMAL TRANSMISSION)

Transmitted 295 (85.0)
Not transmitted 52 (15.0)

347Total in Greek
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TABLE XII
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL PARALLELISM ON ALL 
LEVELS (PARALLELISM OF CATEGORIES COMPUTED

AT 66 PERCENT)

Transmitted 318 (91.6)
Not transmitted 29 (8.4)
Total in Greek 347

The comparison of the rates of transmission of semantic 
devices, both tropes and parallelism (100% transmission, see 
Table XV), and grammatical devices, including grammatical 
figures and syntactic paralellism on all levels, is highly 
significant, whether the level of transmission of grammatical 
category parallelism is computed at the maximum (80% transmis- 
sion, see Table XVII) (£ < .001, x2 = 23.024 and 16.618, 
respectively, df = 1). Semantic devices are transmitted at a 
rate considerably higher than grammatical devices.

TABLE XIII 
TRANSMISSION OF SEMANTIC TROPES

Transmitted 46 (100.0)
Not transmitted 0

46

TABLE XIV
TRANSMISSION OF SEMANTIC PARALLELISM (COMPUTED 

PER PAIR OF LEXICAL ITEMS)

Transmitted 50 (100.0)
Not transmitted 0

50Total in Greek
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TABLE XV
TRANSMISSION OF SEMANTIC DEVICES 

(TROPES AND PARALLELISM)

Transmitted 96 (100.0)
Not transmitted 0
Total in Greek 96

TABLE XVI
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC DEVICES (WITH 

PARALLELISM OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES AT 
MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION)

Grammatical devices Semantic devices 
(figures & parallelism) (tropes & parallelism!

Transmitted 376 (80.0) 96 (100.0)
Not transmitted 94 (20.0) 0
Totals in Greek 470 96

TABLE XVII
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC DEVICES 

(WITH PARALLELISM OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES
AT 66 PERCENT)

Grammatical devices Semantic devices
Transmitted 399 (85.1) 96 (100.0)
Not transmitted 71 (14.9) 0
Totals in Greek 470 96
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TABLE XVIII
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC PARALLELISM 

(GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES AT MAXIMUM)

Grammatical parallelism Semantic parallelism

Transmitted 295 (85.0) 50 (100.0)
Not transmitted 52 (15.0) 0
Totals in Greek 347 50

TABLE XIX
TRANSMISSION OF GRAMMATICAL AND SEMANTIC PARALLELISM 

(GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES AT 66 PERCENT)

Grammatical parallelism Semantic parallelism
Transmitted 318 (91.6) 50 (100.0)
Not transmitted 39 (8.4) 0
Totals in Greek 347 50

Comparison of the rates of transmission of parallelism 
only, i.e., of semantic parallelism and syntactic parallelism 
(Tables XVIII and XIX) shows that the difference in rates is 
significant when parallelism of grammatical categories is 
computed at maximum transmission (£ < .01, x2 = 8.622, df = 1) 
and approaches significance when parallelism of grammatical 
categories is computed at 66 percent (£ < .05, x2 = 4 .508, 
df = 1) . In other words, if the criterion of maximal transmis- 
sion is used for grammatical categories, then transmission of 
semantic parallelism is seen to occur at a higher rate than 
transmission of syntactic parallelism. On the other hand, when 
cases at the 66 percent level and above are counted as trans- 
mitted, the difference in transmission is reduced to the point 
where the rates of transmission of semantic and grammatical 
parallelism are seen to be very close.
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TABLE XX
TRANSMISSION OF SYLLABO-ACCENTUAL PARALLELISM AND OF 

FIGURES OF PRIMARY SOUND REPETITION

־ 183 ־

Syllabo-accentual Primary sound
parallelism reoetition

Transmitted 16 (17.2) 12 (18.6)
Not transmitted 77 (82.8) 53 (81.4)
Totals in Greek 93 65

Turning to examine a very different level of parallelism, 
that of syllables and accent position, we complete the circle 
begun when we discussed the transmission of phonological 
devices. In Section 1 of this chapter it was predicted that 
the transmission of syllabo-accentual parallelism would be 
similar to that of primary sound repetition, since in both 
types of device, exploitation of fortuitous similarities is 
decisive. That our prediction is born out by the data can be 
seen from Table XX. Comparison of the rates of transmission of 
figures of primary sound reptition (18.6Ł) and of svllabo- 
accentual parallelism (17.2%) shows them to be very close and 
without a statistically significant difference (£ < .90, x2 = 
.041, df 1 ־).

As indicated in Section 2 of this chapter, we have also 
made a count of the number of Slavic lines in our sample that 
have the same number of accents as the corresponding Greek 
lines. Although ”number of accented syllables in the line" 
is not, as such, a poetic device, there is the possibility that 
it may stand in a significant relationship to musical accent in 
the melismatic genres (cf. the hypothesis of Høeg discussed in 
Chapter III). For this reason it is interesting to know the 
exact dearee of correspondence cf the Slavic lines to the Greek 
in this regard. In this count, "number of accented syllables" 
means the number of such syllables occurring in an actual line, 
not the number of "metrical accents" (i.e., maximum number of
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accents indicated by the meter). It may be that subsequent 
inquiries will point at the desirability to measure the accentu- 
ation of the Slavic lines against the over-all meter of the 
Greek, as well.

In a few cases it was not clear whether a particular word 
should be counted as accented or unaccented— a difficulty that 
was encountered before in the evaluation of variants in Chapter
IV. For Greek, the accentuaal rules given by Maas and Trypanis 
in the metrical appendix to Sancti Romani Melodi Cantica (pp. 
511-6) have been followed. In Slavic the principle of assigning 
an accent whenever possible (e.g., on a postposed monosyllabic 
pronoun, such as or other postpositions, e.g., radi) was 
followed, since the conditions under which such words night have 
been unaccented are not known. Among these, a particularly 
persistent problem was the accentuation of jako because of its 
high frequency of occurrence. Since it occurred ten times in 
our sample, an arbitrary decision to accent each occurrence 
introduced a considerable bias. We decided instead to present 
two sets of figures— one counting jako as accented and the 
other as unaccented— to indicate the possible range of variatio!

TABLE XXI
TRANSMISSION OF THE NUMBER OF ACCENTS IN A LINE 

A. With Accent on jako

The same number of accents in Greek and 
in Slavic
One more accent in Slavic than in Greek 
Two more accents in Slavic than in Greek 
Total number of lines

B. Without Accent on jako
The same number of accents in Greek and 
in Slavic
One more accent in Slavic than in Greek 
Two more accents in Slavic than in Greek 
Total number of lines

92 (86.0%) 
15 (14.0%)

0 ________________________________

107

Number of lines
84 (78.5%)
21} (21.5%)2______________

107
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4. The Poetic Texture of the Translation
It is an often repeated dictum that a poetic translation 

can be considered successful only to the extent that it is sue־ 
cessful as a poem in its own right. Unfortunately, it is a 
hazardous undertaking to judge, at a remove of a millennium, 
the poetic merits of a translated work in a language which we 
know from records consisting almost exclusively of translations, 
as is the case in Old Church Slavonic. One is plagued by the 
realization that the proliferation of syntactic inversions, 
participial clauses and compound caiques that one finds in the 
Akathistos (and in other Church Slavic texts) resulted in a 
style that must have struck its hearers as very different from 
the indigenous style of oral epics, songs, and tales. One 
wonders what kind of response it evoked. Did it have esthetic 
appeal, at least in the sense of the religious esthetic, in 
which artistic form is viewed in its function of enhancing 
the act of worship, and beauty is an integral and proper part of 
worship. Or did the excesses of imitative syntactic and lexi- 
cal innovation overwhelm the poetic properties of the works 
in question, preventing the fusion of the esthetic and the 
spiritual and merely creating a form that was marked 
"religious״? Or was it just the fact that these works were 
religious and thus functionally different from other genres that 
lent them an esthetic quality?

Along with the new religious concepts and new forms of 
worship, the liturgy with its hymns and sermons introduced a 
new poetic and rhetoric. It is tempting to conjecture that 
the very circumstance of the new poetic being part of a com- 
pletely new ethos would have been an important factor favoring 
the acceptance of the new forms (together with or in spite of 
their syntactic and lexical complexities), since they were not 
in direct competition with the indigenous secular forms. (To 
be sure, there was also some overlap between the Byzantine and 
the indigenous poetic, for example in the area of sound repeti- 
tion, of anaphora, of parallelism, of homoeoptoton, and so 
forth.) That the esthetic worth of the Byzantine liturgical

־ 185 ־
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setting was readily acknowledged is witnessed by the rationale 
that the Russian Primary Chronicle ascribed to the Kievan 
princes' choice of the Eastern form of Christianity as their nev 
religion. According to the chronicle, it was done on esthetic 
grounds. That is, it was judged appropriate that religious wor- 
ship be surrounded by splendour and beauty, as it was in the 
Byzantine church.*^ That this is an ex post facto rationaliza- 
tion based on Byzantine values, which by the eleventh century 
were assimilated at least by the educated Russian clergy, of 
which the compiler of the Chronicle was a member, does not 
detract from the argument, but quite the contrary. Further 
testimony of the receptivity of the Slavs to Byzantine religious 
art can be found in the flourishing iconography of Russia as 
well as in the cultivation of Byzantine-derived church music, 
reflected in the early neumated manuscripts that have come down 
to us and in the still-viable, Byzantine-based chants of the 
Old Believers.*** Of course the fact of successful transplanta- 
tion of painting and music cannot per se be taken as proof 
of a similar viability of the translated poetry. More rele- 
vant is the evidence of original compositions according to 
Byzantine rhetorical and poetic rules (albeit without the 
elaborate inversions and tautological participles we find in 
the translated texts); e.g., the sermons of Cyril of Turov or 
Ilarion, or the canons composed in honor of local saints. Ther< 
are also the akafisty, modeled on the Akathistos, being compose« 
in the Russian church to this day as a kind of fossil genre.
(The most recent one is in honor of St. Ioann KronStadtskij, 
canonized by the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church in 
Exile in 1964.)

It is not our intention in this study to attempt a critica! 
evaluation of the Slavic Akathistos, much less of OCS translate(

־ 186 ־

*5Povest1 vremennvx let, ed. V. Adrianova-Perete, vol. I 
(Moscow, 19 50), 6495 (987).

*6E. Koschmieder, "Teoria i praktyka rosyjskiego ápiewu
neumatycznego na tle tradycji staroobrzędowców wileńskich,"
Ateneum Wileńskie X (Wilno, 1935), 295-306.Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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literature. However, our data do give interesting indications 
for conclusions of more modest scope, namely numerical indica״ 
tions that permit us to gain some idea of the density of poetic 
images and ornamental devices of the OCS translation in compari- 
son to the same characteristics of the original.

As already seen in the preceding pages of this chapter, the 
translation is completely lacking in one of the most conspicuous 
and dramatic devices of the original— maximal paronomasia— of 
which our Greek sample of 108 lines had 23 cases. To this 
extent the ornateness of the translation is diminished. At the 
other pole, that of semantic imagery, the translation appears 
to be entirely coextensive with the original, insofar as can be 
determined from a second-hand knowledge of the two languages, 
and assuming that the wealth of allusions was comprehensible to 
auditors of the translation. For all devices other than primary 
(inorganic) sound repetition, we find that 50 percent or more 
of the devices in Greek also appear in Slavic. In fact, for 
the grammatical devices (with the exception of paregmenon) the 
rates of transmission are considerably higher: 72.4 percent 
for polyptoton and homoeoptoton, 88.7 percent for parallelism 
of grammatical categories (at 66 percent transmission of cate- 
gories per parallel lexical pair), and 92.2 percent for 
parallelism of syntactic dependence.

From these figures alone we might conclude that the trans- 
lation achieves a moderately high to high degree of equivalence 
on the semantic and grammatical levels of poetic form, and that 
the transmission of secondary figures of sound repetition 
(55.4 percent transmission of phonological figures embedded in 
paregmenon, polyptoton, and homoeoptoton), together with the 
few transmission of figures of primary sound repetition 
(18.6 percent), which add up to 42.5 percent of the cases in 
the Greek, reflect to some extent the phonological (and ety- 
mological and pseudo-etymological) ornateness of the original, 
though without achieving its high density of phonological 
effects. To this must be added the fact that the meter of the 
translation is marked only by regularity of number of accents

־ 187 ־
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per line, without the additional factor of a patterned distri- 
bution of accented and unaccented syllables.

One could justifiably claim that the loss of the elaborate 
paronomastic figures and of half of the paregmena is serious 
enough to change the entire physiognomy of the poem, since it 
is precisely these devices that manifest the most highly 
abstract symbolic level the subject of the poem— the Menschen- 
werdung of God and the paradoxes involved in the event. Among 
the most important passages are those referring to the anti- 
thesis of "the Fall" and ״Redemption" (I, ch. 1,2): dpd. . . 
xapd) , the mystery of divine conception by a virgin (III (1) : 
rvöoiv dyvo>axov YVÜVCLL, ktX.) , the confrontation of human 
morality and divine will (VI (4), (5): npòc xfiv dyauóv 
ae decopöv/xal хЛеф£уаиоѵ tmovoäv, dueuTtxe) , and the ultimate 
paradox of the God-Man (VIII (6) : xal cpddaavxec xòv dcpdaaxov, 
and XV (1-3) : 5 Л0С Лѵ év xotc xáxw/xal xöv dvco 0 6  . (öXcjc/dTifiv ״6
But in fact, in three of these five crucial passages the sup- 
porting figures appear in Slavic as well to add their rhetori- 
cal weight to the propositions, thus lending the translation 
some of the same quality of substantial linguistic manifesta- 
tion of the sense expressed in the propositions. When we view 
this against the background of the extensive grammatical and 
semantic parallelism of the translation, the inevitable conclu- 
sion is that the translation is poetic, at least in some of its 
parts, judged by the poetic criteria of the original.

So far we have spoken only about rates of transmission of 
poetic devices in Slavic as compared to the total number of the 
occurrences of such devices in the original. However, our 
analysis reveals that transmission was not the only factor 
contributing to the poetic qualities of the translation. In 
a number of cases, devices such as alliteration or paregmenon 
were observed to occur independently in the Slavic text without 
having underlying models in the corresponding lines of the 
original. It goes almost without saying that a meaningful 
comparison of the translation and its original must take into 
account all the poetic effects of the translation, not just 
those that have underlying models. Obviously, if only

־ 188 ־
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transmitted effects were of value, no one would ever attempt 
poetic transpositions, some of which are precisely among the 
most highly successful poetic analogues to their originals even 
as they transmute many details.

Let us review the data on independent occurrences of 
primary and secondary sound repetition and grammatical figures 
as they appear in Tables XXII to XXVII. Surprisingly, we find 
(Table XXII) that 52.0 percent of the figures of primary sound 
repetition occurring in Slavic in the lines of the sample do no 
have immediate models in the Greek text. All but one of these 
are cases of alliteration, a device prominent in native Slavic
poetry as well. * 7 The latter observation is not meant to be

ł
offered as an explanation of the high frequency of alliteration 
in the Slavic text of the Akathistos. There are fourteen cases 
of alliteration in the Slavic sample (two of them transmitted 
from Greek) and only six cases of alliteration in the Greek 
sample. There is, of course, no way to rule out accident as a 
possible explanation of the higher frequency— along with rela- 
tive frequency of initial consonants in Slavic and in Greek as 
a second possibility, and translator's intention as a third—  
except by calculating the frequency of alliteration in the 
Slavic Akathistos and comparing it with a count of alliteration 
in a non-rhetorical prose text of the same length, and this has 
not been done. We can observe, however, that whereas transmis- 
sion of primary sound repetition devices occurred in only 
18.6 percent of cases (Table III) , the number of total occur- 
rences of primary sound repetitions in the translation amounts 
to 38.5 percent of the number of total occurrences of such 
devices in Greek (see Table XXV A).

In the case of secondary (organic) sound repetitions, 
ten independent occurrences (six in paregmenon and four in 
poly- or homoeoptoton— see Table XXIII) increase the proportion 
to Greek from 55.4 percent transmitted (Table III) to 63.7 
percent transmitted and independent (Table XXV A). If we look 
at the total percentages of sound repetitions (both primary and

1 7Cf. R. Jakobson, ״Retrospect," Selected Writings IV (The 
Hague, 1966), 680. Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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TABLE XXII
FIGURES OF PRIMARY SOUND REPETITION IN SLAVIC

־ 190 ־

Not including Maximal
maximal paronomasia paronomasia

Transmitted 12 (48.0) 0
Additional in Slavic
(not present in Greek) 13 (52.0) 0
Total in Slavic 25 0

TABLE XXIII
FIGURES OF SECONDARY SOUND REPETITION IN SLAVIC

In paregmenon In poly- and 
homoeoptoton

Transmitted 18 (75.0) 49 (92.5)
Additional in Slavic 6 (15.0) 7 (7.5)
Total in Slavic 24 53

*
TABLE XXIV

FIGURES OF SOUND REPETITION IN 
(PRIMARY & SECONDARY)

SLAVIC

Primary Secondary

Transmitted 12 (48.0) 67 (87.0)
Additional in Slavic 13 (52.0) 10 (13.0)
Total in Slavic 25 77

secondary) we see that while transmissions amount to 4 2.5 
percent (Table IV), the number of total sound repetitions in 
OCS (both transmitted and independent) amounts to 54.8 
percent of the total number of such devices in Greek (Table 
XXV B) . This means that the over-all density of phonological 
figures of all kinds is somewhat greater than what is achieved 
by transmission alone. Antonina F. Gove - 9783954792160
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TABLE XXV
FIGURES OF SOUND REPETITION IN SLAVIC AND GREEK

־ 191 ־

A. Primary and Secondary
Primary Secondary

In Slavic 25 (38.5) 77 (63.7)
In Greek 65 121

B. Combined
In Slavic 102 (54.8)
In Greek 186

A similar situation exists for occurrences of grammatical 
figures. There are eighteen cases of transmitted paregmena, 
or 50 percent (Table V) and six independent paregmena, which 
adds up to twenty-four paregmena in OCS, or 66.7 percent of the 
Greek (see Table XXVII) . The increase in the number of polyp- 
tota and homoeoptota is quite small— four independent cases 
in addition to sixty-three cases of transmission (Table 
XXVII), i.e., from 72.5 percent transmitted to 77.0 percent 
total (transmitted and independent).

TABLE XXVI 
GRAMMATICAL FIGURES IN SLAVIC

Pareqmenon Poly- and
homoeoptoton

Transmitted 18 (75.0) 63 (94.0)
Additional in Slavic 6 (25.0) 4 (6.0)

6724Total in Slavic
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TABLE XXVII 
GRAMMATICAL FIGURES IN SLAVIC AND GREEK

־ 192 ־

A. Paregmenon and Poly- and Homoeoptoton

Slavic
Greek

Paregmenon 
24 (66.7) 
36

Poly- and homoeoptoton 
67 (77.0)
87

B. Combined
Slavic
Greek

91 (74.0) 
123

In grammatical parallelism, the independent cases of 
parallelism are found to occur in terms of individual linguistic 
categories (e.g., parallelism of noun case in an instance where 
Greek did not have parallelism of case). Since such instances 
formed only a minute part of the total number of categories 
involved, they do not add appreciably to the extensiveness of 
grammatical parallelism in the translation and have therefore 
not been considered. No cases of independent semantic tropes 
or semantic parallelism were observed.

The following are examples of poetic devices that appear 
in the translation independent from the Greek model, together 
with an exhaustive list of all such passages in the sample.
Two examples of independent alliteration in OCS are:

IX ch. (3)
xf\Q dnáxnc tf)v uduLVOv naOouoa 
prëlïstïnçjç peëtl prëstavljajçSti

XXIII ch. (9,10)
. . .éyeCpovtat Tponaća 
. . .êxôpoL нататіСтітоиоі 
. . .vöstajptö pobëdy 
. . .vradzi padajçtô 

The first of these examples offers an extended paronomastic 
figure: pre-stl-. . .р-štl prëst-. The second is a case of 
parallel alliteration. The other passages with independent
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alliteration are XI ch. (12), XV (1,2), XVIII (6), XIX ch.
(7.8), XIX ch. (11,12), XX (4), XXI (6,7), XXI ch. (1,2)
XXIII ch. (7,8), XXIII ch* (11,12). There is also an instance
of independent homoeoteleuton in Prooemium I, line (2).

Examples of secondary sound repetition occurring inde- 
pendently in the translation are:

Paregmenon, XX (3) :
хф xöv тюЛЛйѵ o Chtlpuöv aou
m(u)noSïstvomü m(ű)nogyixü Stedrotö tvoixü

and XXI (1):
Фоотоббхоѵ AauTiáôa 
Svëtopriimïnç svëStç

homoeoptoton, VII ch. (5,6):
• . .xà oúpávia ouvayáAXovxat xQ yÇ
. . . xà éníyeia аиѵеисраСѵоѵхаь rcLOxotç
. . .nebesïnaja radujçtÜsç sü zemïnyirai
. . .zemînaja likujçtü sd vërïnymi

and nolvptoton, XXII (2,3):
Xdptv боОѵаи деЛ1*10ас 
óoXnuáxcjv dpxaCcov 
ò uávxov xpecoXóxnc ávöpómov 

Blagodati dati vusxotëvö 
dlűgomű drëvïnimu
vïsëxü clevëkü dlugu razdrēšiteljI. . .

Other occurrences are, for paregmenon, XV ch. (7,8), XXVII ch.
(7.8), XXI (5,6), XXI ch. (2) and for homoeoptoton, XXI ch. 
(1,2) and XXIII ch. (9,10). The examples and list of grammati- 
cal figures are included in the preceding.

So far all the comparative observations made have been 
statistical, i.e., the number n of occurrences of a device x 
in the translation sample was shown to constitute m percent 
of cases in comparison to the number of occurrences of this 
device in the original sample, where the entire text, from
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194

beginning to end, was randomly sampled• These data were also 
used to determine the relative rates of transmission of differei

A different approach, and one without which no evaluation 
can be complete, is to analyze a continuous segment of text.
We select the first two such segments because they are the most 
striking examples of the tendency for the OCS text to intro- 
duce patterns of sound repetitions that are independent from th< 
Greek model. The two passages selected are oikoi X and XXI, 
presented below in that order. Oikos X is distinguished by an 
unusually high frequency of the consonant v (see Figures 1 and
2) as well as by alliteration and by paronomastic figures 
involving v's.

PropovSdlnici bogonosivyi 
byvüSe vlüsvi 
v0zvratiSę sę ѵй vavilonű 
sūkonlčavūSe 2e proročīstvo
i propovëdavQSe tę xrista vlsëmö 
ostavlïSe Iroda jako blçdiva 
ne vëdçSta pëti: Aleluija

Note the alliterated pr-, b- and v- and the sequences 
BoqonoSIVYi BYVUse VLUSVÍ and VLUsVÎ/VU2VratÎsg sę VU 
VaVILonU? or the antithesis embodied in the paregmenon 
propovëdlnici. . .propovëdavű5e, as contrasted with ne vedQsta

devices.

derived from a homonymous root.

4 1
3 b
2 к, с
1 g f 2 , z, x, m, j

7 r, t 
6 p, s 
5 d, n

18 v 
8 s

Figure 1. Consonant Frequencies in Oikos X
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- 195 ־־

15 (-2)* = 13 о 5 (-1) = 4 ё
12 (-4) = 8 t1 4 ־(2) = 2
10 ־(3) ־ 7 a 4 (-1) = 3 ï
9 ־(3) = 6 a 2 (1) ־ 1 У
6 ־(4) = 2 e 1 ־(1) = 0 9

Figure 2. Vowel Frequencies in Oikos X*

The sound frequencies presented in Figures 1 and 2 are 
meant to be merely suggestive. Comparison with the vowel
frequencies calculated by Robert Abernathy for Codex18 —Zoqraphensis shows a close correspondence. The order of
frequency in Abernathy's sample was o, e, and a, î and й as 
the highest frequency vowels in that order. In our small 
sample, the only deviation is that of e, which appears less 
frequently than и and the appearance of a and î in inverted 
order. No consonant frequency count for an OCS prose text was 
available for comparison. However, the much higher frequency 
of v (more than twice as high as the next most frequent conso- 
nant) makes it seem very probable that it was a perceptible 
deviation contributing to poetic effect.

Oikos XXI is, if anything, more rich in paronomastic 
sequences.

Svetopriimïnç svëstç
soštiimu vu time javlïsç sę 
vidimü svętę>ję dëvicç 

bespltltïnyi bo vü2agajç3ti ognjî 
navoditu kG razumu bo2iju vïsëxü 
zarjejç umü prosvëStajçSti 
zÜvanijemö 2e CTstima simï:

Radujï sę. . . .

*Vowels occurring in desinences are subtracted in paren- 
theses- Note that the vowel и does not occur in this passage.

18Robert Abernathy, "Some Theories of Slavic Linguistic 
Evolution," American Contributions to the Fifth International 
Congress of Slāvists, Sofija, 1963 (The Hague, 1963), p. 24.
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In this stanza note (besides the paregmenon of the first line) 
the sequences SVETopriiMinO SVESTQ/SQStííMu Vu TiMe 
(jaVljsQSę/VidiMu) SVçTQjo (deVicQ)— where the words in 
parentheses are only partial echoes; or VÍDImu (svetojo)
(DEVICQ (or DEVÍcq)/..../naVODItu; and the alliterations with 
SV- and z־. (In this stanza the number of v's is only eleven, 
which still seems considerable.)

As for the poetic quality of the translation dependent on 
aspects other than the phonological, it is quite uneven, as 
might have been suspected from the figures quoted in the first 
part of this section. The failure to transmit the meter (cf. 
Chapter III and IV) is most noticeable in the chairetismoi, 
since metrical parallelism is forfeited (except for the repeti- 
tion of the same number of accents). On the other hand, the 
constant anaphora Raduj I sę and the extremely high rates of 
transmission of syntactic and semantic parallelism, along with 
a moderate rate of transmission of secondary figures of sound 
repetition (especially homoeoptoton implied by grammatical 
parallelism) impose a strong parallel structure on the succes- 
sive sets of acclamations, even though the striking parano- 
mastic features of the original are also lacking. This can be 
seen by comparing any set of chairetismoi with its Greek model 
in the text presented in the Appendix.

The poetic quality of the translated oikoi rests on 
semantic tropes, paregmena, occasional parallelism and 
homoeoptota, and the intermittent aggregations of primary 
sound figures. In a stanza such as VII, we find the essential 
gospel image of the shepherds' visit to the Shepherd who is the 
Lamb essentially unaltered, and the same is true of the 
metaphor of his grazing in Mary's womb:

Slysasę pastyri 
angely pojçste
plűtískoje xristovo prislstvije

i tekuše jako ku pastyrju
videsę togo jako agnica neporočīna

־ 196 ־
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vu crëvë mariinë pasoma 
jç2׳e pojçSte rë5ç:

Radujï sę. . .

Нкоиоаѵ ot noiuéveç״
xc5v dïYêXcûV C)UV0ÙVT0)V 
xfiv évaapxov Xpiaxoô napouoCav 

каі ôpauóvxec &C npòç notuéva 
ôecopoOot xoOxov òç duvòv duœuov 
év xfi yaoxpl xf\ç MapCac ßoaxnöévxa, 
fiv ОцѵоОхес eïnov Xaîpe, xxA.

In this particular stanza even the loss of the metrical 
parallelism of the first two lines is not total:

Greek ' x . x x 1 x 
x x י x x 1 x

OCS י x x x x ״
1 x x x • x

The most serious loss in the translation is the motivation of 
the epithet "blameless," which in Greek is paronomastic: duvòv 
dub>u0v but agnlca neporoclna. It is not entirely divorced from 
the phonological figures of this stanza, however, since it con- 
tains a £ as the initial consonant of the stem. This is the 
predominating consonant of this stanza in the translation and 
occurs initially in the last words of the lines immediately pre- 
ceding and following the line containing the epithet in 
question: (4) kö pastyrju/(5) neporoclna/(6) pasoma. These 
three words are thus positionally parallel and also share the 
same referent (i.e., the referent of pastyrjï is also the 
referent of the headword and logical object of neporočlna and 
pasoma respectively). It is an alliteration of £  s with added׳
medial sound repetition and homoeoteleuton in PLūTISkoJE. . .

vPRiSISTviJE that provides a modicum of approximation of the 
triple repetition of s and r in line (3) of the Greek: 
enSaRkón xRIStU paRUSIas. There is a further alliteration in
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lines (1) and (2) of the translation, in parallel position: 
pastyri/poiQSte. Note, furthermore, that the relationship 
between neporočina and pasoma indicated above extends beyond the 
initial consonants: nePorÓglnA/PasÓmA. The paregmenon noiuévec
(1) /noiuéva (4)as well as the polyptoton бцѵобѵтшѵ/биѵоОѵтес 
(actually identical forms in OCS) are reproduced, one member 
of each appearing in the two periods of the stanza.

On the whole, the impression produced by the transmission 
of this stanza is very much like that of the original. Both 
combine the pastoral simplicity of the setting, whether actual 
(shepherds) or metaphorical (lamb grazing in the womb), with 
the significant drama of the narrated event— angelic song 
heralding the divine incarnation. In both the narrative is 
enhanced by metrical, phonological, grammatical, and lexical 
symmetry of presentation.

It is our impression that in its poetic quality this 
stanza is by and large representative of the twenty-three other 
stanzas of the translation. To be sure, there are passages that 
appear less expressive, particularly in the second part of the 
hymn, where narration of events from the early life of Jesus 
gives way to more abstract Christological allusions. These 
require the translator to provide lexical equivalents for a 
more abstract or metaphoricaly teminology and seemingly also 
are characterized by a more involved syntax. An example of 
this type is provided by stanza XIV:

Stranino rozdïstvo vidëvQSe 
ustranimä sę mira 
umű na nebo prőlo2I3e 

sego bo radi vysokyjî
na zemli javi sę sömërenü glovëkö 
xotę privesti na vysotç 
kü nemu vtipijęStęę: aleluija

- 198 ־
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Hévov TÓHOV Cô ó v t e c  
gevcoóöuev t o ö  k ó o u o u  
t ó v  voOv eíç oupavóv ucxaöévxec'

6tá тоОто yàp Ò ОфпА0с
ént yfic écoávn TaTietvòc ávdpojTioc, 
ßouXöuevoc èXxúoai тірбс tó Офос 
то Ос аОтф Зо&ѵтас־ АЛЛпХобіа.

Here this reader, at least, is not as impressed with the sue- 
cesses of the translation, such as the paregmena stranino/ 
ustranimO sę and vysokijl/vysotQ. The latter, in particular, 
involving as it does two antonomastic tropes (in Greek, 
ò ЪФпХбс is a common epithet for ,God' and 0фос refers to 
1heaven״) seems awkward and opaque, perhaps because there is no 
grammatical signal in Slavic that the first member of this 
pair— vysokiji— is to be interpreted not as an adjectival 
modifier of some nominal headword (which the reader gradually 
discovers does not exist) but as the subject of the entire 
sentence constituting the second period of this stanza. The 
impulse (syntactically justifiable) to interpret vysokiji 
as referring to clovëkfl as a qualifier antithetical to sSmgrend 
distorts the meaning intended in the original, v/here the con- 
trast presented is not between a particular ,high1 or 'superior 
man1 and his transformation into one of the other, 'humble' 
men, but more radically between ,God on high'and ,man.1

One ought not overlook the phonological unity of the 
translated stanza, which, though not as striking as in the pre- 
ceding two stanzas quoted, is not negligible:

(1) stran- r- -stv-
(2) stran(im)- mira

(3) s- ra- vys-
(4) -vis- -m£r-
(5) -vest- vys-t-

It must, in all fairness, be said that the imagery of the 
original is also not of the same order in this stanza as in the
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preceding stanza we looked at. Its allusions are more ”cere- 
bral" in that they are more abstractly theological, whereas in 
stanza VII use was made of the most natural of images suggested 
by familiar events (Luke 2:8-20) and equally familiar and at 
least ostensibly earthbound epithets (the Shepherd, the Lamb). 
Stanza XIV is also more directly didactic, as it addresses the 
congregation with an invitation to engage in pious contempla- 
tion.

We would like to suggest as the explanation that what 
accounts for the especially favorable effect of stanza VII 
are precisely the metaphors and the contrast between the natural 
and the supernatural, which are present both in the original 
and the translation. Lacking vivid semantic images and con- 
trasts, the poetic effect of stanza XIV rests more heavily 
on structural symmetry such as is provided by the meter, the 
paregmena, and the complex extended simile (the congregation is 
enjoined to "translate” its thoughts to heaven, for God came 
to earth from on high in order to lead us from here to there) —  
and any flaw in the structure (e.g., a distortion of the 
meter) has more serious consequences for the whole because it 
is not compensated by the overriding vividness of metaphor.

With this brief critical digression we will conclude 
this chapter, postponing the attempts to consolidate the impli- 
cations of our findings until the concluding chapter.

־ 200 ־
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VI. PRINCIPLES OF EARLY SLAVIC TRANSLATION, THE 
RELATIONSHIP OF MUSIC AND TEXT,

TRANSLATABILITY FROM GREEK TO SLAVIC, AND THE 
LITURGICAL FUNCTION OF THE BYZANTINE HYMNS

The close study of the Slavic translation of the Akathistos 
Hymn invites questions basic to Slavic translation and Byzantine 
chant. These are addressed in the present, concluding chapter. 
The discussion is divided into four sections: (1) the quality 
and principles of Old Church Slavonic translation, especially 
of the liturgical hymns; (2) the relationship of music and 
text in the translation of the hymns; (3) similarity of 
linguistic structure of Greek and Slavic as a condition of the 
translatability of language-dependent poetic forms; and
(4) word-for-word translation as a means of transmitting the 
essential gnoseological antinomies of the Byzantine liturgical 
hymns in the Slavic.

 The Quality and Principles of Old Church Slavonic * ־*-
Translation
Since the second half of the nineteenth century, genera- 

tions of Slāvists have scrutinized Old Church Slavonic transla- 
tions, making assessments about the quality and methods of 
translation. Most of this inquiry has focused on the trans- 
lations of prose texts, with problems of the translation of 
poetic texts touched only in passing, if at all. The reasons 
for this are not difficult to understand. First, the greater 
part of the manuscripts of the Old Church Slavonic canon 
consists of translations of prose. These are the Gospels 
(Zographensis, Marianus, Assemanianus, Savvina kniga), saints' 
lives, and sermons (Suprasliensis, Clozianus). The Psalter (Ps. 
Sinaiticum) was also translated from a prose text, namely the 
Greek prose translations from the Hebrew. Only a very small 
part of the Old Church Slavonic translations had underlying 
poetic texts, notably the translation of liturgical and other 
prayers in the fragments of the Kiev Missal, in the Euchologium 
Sinaiticum, and the Fragmenta Sinaitica, As long as inquiry 
was restricted to the oldest manuscript texts, it was reasonable
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that the study of prose texts should occupy the foreground.
In addition, from the first, the liveliest interest has
centered upon the earliest known Slavic translation activity—
that of Cyril-Constantine, his brother Methodius, and their
immediate disciples— witness such titles as E. Berneker's
"Kyrills Übersetzungskunst" ( 1 9 1 2 ) The texts for which
Constantine's authorship could be claimed with greatest cer-
tainty, and whose style and content were most familiar and
offered the fewest pitfalls for the scholar, were the prose2translations of the Gospels, the Epistles, and the Acts.

Interest in the oldest texts was not the only reason for
the neglect of poetic translation. The other relevant circum-
stance is that, while the quality of translation in general
was a concern from the beginning of the systematic Old Church
Slavonic scholarship,^ the realization that some Old Church
Slavonic translations (as well as a few original Slavic works
of the period) had formal poetic characteristics was slow in
coming. The first positive proposals for the study of Old
Church Slavonic poetry (dealing mainly with original texts)
were made by A. I. Sobolevskij at the Second Archaeological

4Congress in Kiev in 1899. Although farreaching in their

Indogermanische Forschungen 31 (1912), 399-412.
Interest in clarifying the nature of Cyrillo-Methodian 
translation continues, cf. E. M. Vereščagin, Iz istorii 
vozniknovenija pervogo literaturnogo jazyka slavjan, 
Perevodčeskajā texniká К1Г111Г1־Meïоd i j a (Moscow, 1971).

2An important exception to the focus on Cyrillo- 
Methodian translation was another historical figure, John the 
Exarch, whose translating activity took place at a later 
time, but who was also well known. A. Leskien, "Die 
Übersetzungstechnik des Exarchen Johannes," AfsiPh 25 
(1903), 48-66. Cf. Anneliese Lägreid, Der rhetorische Stil 
im Šestodnev des Exarchen Johannes. Monumenta Linguae Slavicae 
Dialecti Veteris Fontes et Dissertationes IV (Wiesbaden,
1965) .

^E.g., in SluSebnye Minei (1886) and elsewhere.
4"Cerkovno-slavjanskie stixotvorenija IX-X vekov i 1x 

značenie dlja izuCenija cerkovno-slavjanskogo jazyka," Trudy 
Il-go arxeologiCeskogo s"ezda v Kieve II, 1899 (Moscow, 1901).
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formulation and intent, Sobolevskij1s proposals for textual 
reconstruction and for the utilization of metrical expectations 
to establish the place of accent in words (pp. 29-30) did not 
meet with an immediate response. (The studies of I. Karabinov, 
1908-1910, were of a more generally historical orientation.)
The question of the translation of poetic texts was illuminated 
by the observations of R. Abicht in 1914 on the punctuation in 
Old Church Slavonic texts, which included the discovery that the 
periods of Menaea edited by Jagić indicated division into 
poetically and musically significant cola.5 The need to 
discriminate between prose and poetic translations and to take 
advantage of the new linguistic and stylistic information that 
could be extracted from the latter was argued by Roman Jakobson 
in 1919.6 Unfortunately, the political upheavals of the next 
several decades largely prevented the study of still unpublished 
manuscripts, especially those of a religious nature.

Most of the studies of this period dealt with published, 
well-known prose texts, as, for example, the studies of 
Cuendet (1924-1929) and K. H. Meyer (1939), continuing in the 
tradition established by Jagic in the 1880s and furthered by
O. Grünenthal (1910-1911). Exceptions to the predominant 
study of prose are provided by J. Pavic, who made a study of 
the Canon to Methodius, based on published texts, in 1936, and
E. Koschmieder, who made contributions to the study of the 
Slavic Hirmologion, also in the thirties. An important attempt 
at the reconstruction of several poetic texts of original 
Slavic composition in the Byzantine style were made by R. 
Nahtigai and appeared in 1943. As regards the translated sung 
poetry— the hymns— the fifties witnessed the beginning of a new 
era, initiated by the publication of a Russian Hirmologion by

5"Die Interpunktion in den slavischen Übersetzungen 
griechischer Kirchenlieder," AfslPh 35 (1914), 437.

 .Zametka о drevne bolgarskom stixosloSenii," Izv״6
Otd. rus. jaz. i slov. Ak. Nauk XXIV, No. 2 (1919).
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Koschmieder7 and by a series of publications in the Monumenta 
Musicae Byzantinae, including both facsimile editions and 
analytic studies. Some thoughtful hypotheses on the subject
appeared in the articles of the editor of the MMB, Carsten

8 9Høeg, and new contributions were made by Jakobson. (This
period also saw the appearance of studies of translations in the
early regional Slavic languages, such as Old Russian and Old
Serbian.)

From the pertinent literature, I single out those 
observations and hypotheses that are important in distinguish- 
ing between poetic translations and prose translations. (The 
evidence that some OCS translations appear to exhibit metrical 
regularity reviewed in Chapter III will not be repeated 
here.) An important criterion characteristic of the oldest 
Slavic prose translations was the achievement of convincingly 
idiomatic, accurate readings. This was already apparent to 
Jagic:

. . . der Übersetzer, mag es einer oder mehrere gewesen 
sein, steht als verständnisvoller Kenner des griechischen 
Textes da, der die verschiedenen Bedeutungsnuancen des 
griechischen Ausdrucks richtig erfasste, vor allem aber 
als feiner Beherrscher seines slawischen Idioms, das ihn 
dazu führte, an vielen Stellen lieber von der wörtlichen 
Wiedergabe abzustehen, als der eigenen Sprache einen

־ 204 -

7Die ältesten Novqoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente,M Abhandl. 
d. Bayr. Akad. d. Wiss., Philosooh.-Hist. Kl., N.F. XXXV (1952), 
XXXVII (1535T.

о  ”,The Oldest Slavonic Tradition of Byzantine Music״”
Proceedings of the British Academy 39 (London, 1953), 37-66;
"Ein Buch altrussicher Kirchengesänge,11 AfslPh XXV (1956), 
261-84.

9”Early Slavic Poetry and Its Byzantine Background,” 
Symposium on Byzantium and the Slavs held at Dumbarton Oaks 
in 1952 (unpublished); "Tajnaja sluS'ba Konstantine Filosofa
i dal'nejsëe razvitie staroslavjanskoj poezii," Zbornik radova 
Vizantološkog instituta VIII (Belgrade, 1963), 153-66; "The 
Slavic Response to Byzantine Poetry,” XIIe Congrès international 
des études byzantines, Rapports VIII (Belgrade-Ochríãe, 1961), 
pp. 249-65; 1,Methodius1 Canon to Demetrius of Thessalonica and 
the Old Church Slavonic Kirmoi," Sbornik Praci Filosofické 
FakUlty Brnënské University F 9 (196ל), ppT ГГ5-21.
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bezeichnenderen Ausdruck, eine gefälligere Übersetzung 
abgehen zu lassen.10
(. . . the translator, whether it was one or several, 
emerges as someone with a knowledgeable understanding 
of the Greek text, who correctly grasped the various 
nuances of the meaning of the Greek expressions- Above 
all, however, he had a fine mastery of his own Slavic 
idiom, which led him, in many places rather to give up 
literal reproduction than to forego using a more appro- 
priate expression, a more satisfactory translation in 
his own language.)

In the same connection it was repeatedly pointed out that
younger Gospel texts tend to be characterized by corrections
aimed at word-for-word translations.^ These observations
were succinctly summarized by Grivec in his study of the
Assemanianus: "Le nombre de traductions libres est un
criterium de l'ancienneté de la tradition des manuscrits vieux- 

12slaves." (The number of free translations is a criterion 
of the age of the Old Church Slavonic manuscript tradition.)

It was generally held that the criterion of "free" 
translation applied only to prose texts. As again noted by 
Jagić, this time with reference to the translation of the 
Menaea, these translations of poetry are marked by extreme 
literalism.^ Jagić concluded that they reflected a faulty 
knowledge of Greek on the part of translators and a general 
lack of translation skills, as evidenced by what he took to 
be an unreflecting automatism of word-for-word translation 
frequently seeming to be lacking in meaning. On the face of 
it, this conclusion conformed to the expectation that the 
oldest texts are characteristically more grammatical,

־ 205 -

10Zum altkirchenslawischen Apostolus II (Vienna, 1919), 
(1919>, 4.

11Cf. О. Grünenthal, "Die Übersetzungstechnik der aksl. 
Evangelienübersetzung," AfslPh 32 (1911), 21.

12F. Grivec, "Dikcija Assemanijevega glagolskega 
evangelistarja," Slovo 3 (1953), 33.

^ SluSebnye Minei, p. LXXIV.
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idiomatic, and non-literal, and that younger translations are 
more literal and sometimes correspondingly more opaque. Sub- 
sequent studies of the translated hirmologia and kontakia, 
however, have shown that many of the translations of poetry not 
only tend to be highly literal but are also accurate and 
intelligible.*4

This réévaluation led to the new position that the literal 
translation of the hymns was not a negative quality resulting 
from lack of linguistic skills, but the product of an exacting 
standard imposed on the translators by the poetic and musical 
demands of the originals. Such a view was expressed by 
Koschmieder, though phrased in tentative terms, pending further 
study :

Wenn ich auch Jagió natürlich zustimmen muss, dass 
die Übersetzungen von Fehlern strotzen, so meine ich 
aber doch, dass sich vieles, besonders die 
unverständlichen Unebenheiten des״Textes, nicht 
lediglich als grosse Torheit der Übersetzer inter- 
pretieren lassen. Ich möchte vielmehr, ohne hier das 
Material vorzulegen, doch der Ansicht Ausdruck geben, 
dass bei der Übernahme der Melodien dem Umsetzer ein 
tiefes Verständnis für das eigenartige Wesen dieser 
Musik die Feder geleitet hat. Die bisher offenen 
Fragen, die dabei zu beantworten sein werden, sind 
sehr viele. . . Д5

(Even though I of course have to agree with Jagić 
that the translations are full of mistakes, it is 
nevertheless my opinion that a great deal, especially 
the puzzling unevenness of the text, cannot simply be 
interpreted as ignorance and foolishness on the 
translators1 part. Indeed, without presenting the 
evidence here, I would like to express the view that in 
the process of transmitting the melodies the translator's 
pen was guided by a deep understanding of the special 
nature of this music. The questions that remain open 
and that require an answer are many. . . -)

14 >So I. DujSev, ”Les rapports littéraires byzantino-
slaves," Centre d'information et de documentation scientifique 
et technique. Académie bulgare de sciences (Sofia, 1961, 
mimeog.), p. 1; also in Istorija na bulgarskata literatura I 
(Sofia, 1962), p. 155; с Tl also A. Bugge, Cont. Paleosl.
Mosq-, p. XII.

*5"Die ältesten Novgoroder Hirmologien-Fragmente," p. 5.
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Nine years later, after the appearance of the work of Velimiro- 
vie as well as the facsimile editions of the Fragmenta Chilan- 
darica and the Uspenskij Kondakar1, I.Dujčev could speak more 
confidently:

Le traditionalisme de 1*Eglise orthodoxe exigeait, 
en traduisant le texte, de l'adapter d'une façon aussi 
fidèle que possible à la musique, ce qui obligeait les 
traducteurs slaves de rendre non seulement le sens des 
mots, mais s'efforcer de donner, dans leurs versions, 
un texte dont les syllabes correspondaient à celles de 
l'original. L'acribie des traducteurs venait dans ces 
cas jusqu'a suivre scrupuleusement la forme et le 
contenu du texte дгесДь
. . . Imposé par le désir de ne pas s'écarter du texte 
et de la musique byzantine, cette maniere d'adaptation 
des traducteurs, loin d'être sujet de reproches, faisait 
preuve d'une grande maîtriseД?

(The traditionalism of the Orthodox Church required 
that in translating the text one adapt it in as faithful 
a manner as possible to the music, which obliged the 
Slavic translators not only to render the sense of the 
words but to make an effort to give in their versions 
a text whose syllables corresponded to those of the 
original. The precision of the translators in these 
cases went as far as following scrupulously both the form 
and the content of the Greek texts.
. . . Imposed by the desire not to deviate from the 
Byzantine text and music, this manner of adaptation by 
the translators, far from being a cause for criticism, 
instead is proof of great mastery.)

Despite the assured tone of Dujčev's assertions, it continues 
to be the case that the proposition that the translators* 
close adherence to the wording of their models had positive 
motivation remains in need of support by further evidence. Some 
of the inaccuracies that resulted from an overly broad inter- 
pretation of this position have already been pointed out in 
Chapter III. One of the remaining tasks is to determine 
more exactly the circumstances and constraints influencing 
the process and principles of translation. What, for example, 
determined the wide range in accuracy, style, and formal

^ 11Les rapports littéraires,11 p. 1. 
^ I b i d .  , p . 2 .
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symmetry noted by Koschmieder and Velimirovió? One might
conjecture that it was the result of greater or lesser skill
on the part of different translators; of especially thorny
problems of linguistic equivalence; of happy linguistic
coincidences; of particular demands placed on the text by the
music; or a combination of several conditions. The explora-
tion of such questions has been largely unsystematic and, in
the case of inquiries into the text-music relationship,
frequently cryptanalytic, due to the incomplete decipherment
of the Slavic neumes.

Inquiry into the relationship between text and music holds
promise of still deeper insights into the problems of early

18Slavic translation. A notable contribution is the analysis
by Kenneth Levy of two stanzas from the Slavic Kontakarion.
Levy shows that ”both the translator and the musician were
concerned with the correspondence between the accents of the
Slavic text and those of the Greek original. Each can be shown
to have prepared individual lines so that the correspondence

19would exist.” However, Levy goes on to point out that the 
adjustments were not consistently carried out. He therefore 
concludes that the melismatic chants do not provide dependable 
evidence for the accentuation of Slavic words. As for the 
question of why proper accentuation in the translations was 
not carried through more fully. Levy finds the answer unclear, 
conjecturing that it may be an indication of "calculated 
mannerism, with unaccented syllables intentionally assigned to 
elaborate musical elements and vice versa," such a mannerism 
being observable in the parent text, the Greek Asmatikon.^

In the meantime, the long-accepted contrast between the 
allegedly "free" character of Cyrillo-Methodian translation

- 208 ־

18For a particular proposal for the investigation of 
Greek and Slavic hirmoi see R. Jakobson, "Methodius' Canon 
.p. 120 ״, . . .

Levy, "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants," p. 205.19
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of the Gospels and the supposedly much more literal translation
of the liturgical hymns has been put in question by the work
of E. M. VereSSagin. His argument, supported by a comparative
demonstration based on passages from the Codex Marianus and
Savvina Kniga, is that Cyrillo-Methodian translation cannot
be viewed as representing a translation principle of sentence-
to-sentence correspondence based on usage. Rather, VereSCagin
terms the principle of translation observed in the Gospels

2111word-for-word" (poslovnoe) translation. In describing
this principle, he agrees with A. Dostál, whom he quotes:
"na grečeskij tekst Evangelij možno smotret1 как na
parallel1nyj, síitaja slova grečeskogo teksta leksičeskimi

22sootvetstvijami staroslavjanskix slov." (The Greek text 
of the Gospels can be viewed as parallel [to the Slavic], 
considering the words of the Greek text to be lexical counter- 
parts of Old Slavonic words.) On the basis of Vereščagin's 
extensive comparison of textual passages, I agree that, while 
the translations of the Gospels are sufficiently idiomatic 
to avoid distortion of the sense (and to this extent they 
deviate from "literal" translation), the governing principle 
of translation is that of word-for-word correspondence, 
followed whenever possible without violating established 
lexical and grammatical usage in Old Church Slavonic.

Given this reformulation about the nature of Cyrillo- 
Methodian translation of prose, one is led to conclude that the 
translations of the hymns are very similar in principle to the 
translations of the Gospels, that is to say that the transla- 
tion in both cases is based on the word-for-word principle.
Two limitations differentiate the translations of the hymns:
(1) the inherent structural demands of translating poetic 
texts, and (2) variation in the ability to translate poetry on 
the part of the many translators who transmitted the large

21Verescagin, lz_ istori! vozniknoveni ja, p. 27.
 22A. Dostál, "Voprosy Ì2u0enija slovarnogo sostava ״־

staroslavjanskogo jazyka," Voprosy jazykoznanija 6 (I960), 
quoted in VereSCagin, loc. cit.
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corpus of liturgical chant over a period of time. It is the 
first of these conditions— the poetic constraints on the prin- 
ciples of translation— that have been explored in this study 
of the Akathistos. While the metrical constraints have been 
treated in earlier chaptersr the question of how the word-for- 
word principle of translation is expressed in the translation 
of poetry on the lexical level requires further attention.

A striking characteristic of the Slavic translation of 
the Akathistos is the large number of derived and compound words 
that are formed in the Slavic translation as caiques from the 
Greek. The Slavic caiques show an attentive differentiation 
of the meaning of the component morphemes of the underlying 
Greek words by the translator. Examples abound. In I, ch. 5 
and 6, öuoavdßaxov and биодесорлтоѵ are translated as 
iedvavűsxodínaja and jedvavidimaja. That these are not familiar 
words of the Slavic lexicon can be seen from the scribal 
error in the twelfth-century Triodion cited by Amfiloxij, 
which has duvovűsxodlnaja and dvovidimaja. In oikos II, 
ÔuoTtapàôexxov is translated as neudoblprijętlno, as the 
translator continues to be concerned with finding the most 
appropriate contextual equivalent for the prefix 6uo-. The 
other member of this antithesis, xò napdôo£ov, is translated 
as prëslavlnoje. In oikos IV, dTietpoyáuou is translated as 
as brakuneiskusinëi. In oikos V, ôeoôóxov is transmitted as 
bogopri j ętlna. In oikos VI, the antithesis Луаиоѵ/хХефСусщоѵ 
becomes nebracInp/brakookradovanQ. Some of these caiques, 
of course, were widely used and entered the larger Church 
Slavonic vocabulary, for example prëstaviti sę from ueôCoxaoôai 
(oikos XII). But many are probably nonce-words created to 
maintain the morphological antitheses (paregmena) that are an 
integral part of the theological function of the poetics of 
the Akathistos.

It is this kind of persistent effort of the Slavic 
translators to "imitate" the morphologically constituted poetic 
figures of their models that drew Jagić's negative judgment. 
Given his attitude that good translation was "free translation," 
he could not help but perceive that the Slavic translators

־ 210 *
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of the hymns seemed "glued" to the words of the originals, 
producing awkwardly literal, unidiomatic Slavic texts. Today 
the attitude towards the Slavic canons and kontakia has 
changed. My own conclusion is that the practice of an 
"imitative" mode of translation means that the translators 
understood their task extremely well. It is in the nature of 
the Byzantine hymns that there is an indivisible bond between 
the images, figures, and tropes of poetic expression and the 
divine mysteries presented to the minds of the worshippers in 
Byzantine liturgy. "Free translation” would have destroyed 
this essential link between poetry and "knowing the divine."
The practice of word-for-word and even morpheme-for-morpheme 
translation preserved the "God-reflecting" poetic forms of the 
Byzantine liturgy.

2. The Relationship of the Music and Text in the 
Translations of the Hymns
One of the questions that remains to be asked about the 

translations of the hymns is whether the difference in melodic 
style of the Hirmologion and of the kontakia had an effect on 
the translations. Two steps must be taken in attempting to 
answer this question. One is to give a description of the 
relationship of music and text in the Hirmologion and the 
Kontakaria, respectively, in terms of the relation of syllables 
to tones and of accented syllables to accented tones. The 
second step is to look for differences and/or similarities that 
may be observable between the translations of the hirmoi and 
canons, on the one hand, and the oikoi of the kontakia on the 
other. This process should include the examination of the 
neumation of manuscripts and the relevant stylistic properties 
of the translations.

Since one of the fundamental relationships between a 
text and its music is metrical, we refer to the well-documented 
observation that in the Hirmologion the arrangement of syllables 
and tones is primarily one-to-one. In the Kontakaria, however, 
one syllable may be sung to one tone or, what is more frequently 
the case, to many with no prescribed upper limit on the number
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of tones that may be sung on one syllable. The other aspect
of the metrical relationship is the relationship between the
accents of the verbal text and those of the music. This is
less easy to document, owing partly to lack of direct knowledge
about the accentuation of Old Church Slavonic words of this
period, partly to problems of notational decipherment, and
partly to the evolution undergone by the musical tradition
(both Greek and Slavic) that obscures some suspected earlier
relationships. It is generally assumed that there is a posi-
tive correlation between accented syllables and musical accent;
i.e., that accented tones are sung to accented syllables. This
relationship is clearly seen in the Greek canons, less clearly

23in the Greek kontakia.
If one accepts these musicological propositions, it 

would follow that the difference in tone-syllable relationship 
would be reflected by a difference in the translations. In 
the Hirmologion there would be evidence of attempts to approxi- 
mate the syllable number of Greek lines as well as to match 
the distribution of unaccented and accented syllables to that 
of the original. The evidence would consist of larger texts 
(e.g., whole stanzas) closely reproducing the meter and/or 
syllabism of the Greek models. There would also be cases of 
paraphrase leading to better syllabic and/or metrical correspond- 
enee than would have resulted from a literal translation.
In the Kontakarion the number of large texts closely reproducing 
the meter and/or syllabism of the Greek models and cases of 
paraphrase leading to improved metrical correspondence would be 
significantly smaller. The similarity in the relationships of 
textual and musical accent would be reflected by a tendency 
to preserve the same number of accents in the Slavic line as 
in the Greek line both in the canons and the kontakia.

־ 212 ־

23Cf. Antonina F. Gove, ”The Relationship between Music 
and Text in the Akathistos Hymn," Studies in Early Slavic 
Chant, in press.
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The evidence provides partial but not conclusive support 
of these hypotheses. A substantial number of instances has 
been quoted in the literature showing syllabic congruence 
between Greek lines and their Slavic translations in the 
Hirmologion, although there seem to be no cases of extensive 
metrical (syllabic and tonic) congruence. While a few cases 
of paraphrase have been described, a more systematic marshal- 
ling of facts is needed before we can draw any general 
conclusions.

As regards the kontakia. Levy has shown that textual and
musical adaptation of the Slavic kontakia occurred but was

24not consistently carried through. Our own observations 
indicate that in the Akathistos there are no extensive syllabic 
or metrical approximations to the Greek (see Chapter III) and 
that the cases of metrically superior paraphrase are too few 
to constitute evidence of metrical adaptation (see Chapter IV, 
Section 4) .

Although no detailed evidence has to date been adduced 
on the question of the number of accents per line, the tendency 
towards word-for-word translation would ensure the same number 
of accents per line in the Slavic as in the Greek (with 
certain predictable exceptions) both in the canons and the 
kontakia. The evidence we have regarding the transmission 
of accents in the Akathistos is presented in Chapter V.
Here 7 8.5-86.0 percent of the lines in a random sample are 
found to have the same number of accents as the corresponding 
Greek lines. Reasons for deviations, also discussed in Chapter 
V, reduce to certain ways of translating certain grammatical 
categories from the Greek into Slavic and to cases of semantic 
equivalence between enclitics and stressed words. Whether 
literalism or translation is a consequence of the pursuit 
of accentual equivalence or vice versa remains an open question 
pending closer inquiry into the differences between Slavic 
translations of prose and poetry.

־ 213 ־

24Levy, "The Earliest Slavic Melismatic Chants,” pp. 
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Another important issue is that of text-music ”content"
relationship and what it can contribute to the understanding
of Slavic hymnie translations. This might be called the
"semantic" or "expressive" relationship between music and
text. It is a vast realm, in modern music encompassing such
things as musical climaxes (crescendoes, high notes, large
intervals, melismas, and the like) written to coincide with
the high points of the text (key words or significant names,
exclamations, words with strong affective properties, the
resolution of suspense in a narrative, poetic images, etc.);
or shifts to the minor mode coinciding with dolorous utterances
or staccato rhythms representing excitement; or strong
downbeats— emotional force, and so forth. This field is
virtually unexplored in Byzantine musicology. It has been
suggested that the eight modes might have had particular ritual
significance, and have been sung only at given times of the
year or day. For example, Wellesz has suggested: "We may
suspect that this was the case from the fact that the melodies
of the third piagai mode, the Barys, or grave mode, are used
primarily for hymns of a mournful character, and, as the name

25indicates, which had to be sung in a slow tempo."
What is of interest, however, is whether particular 

musical formulae or parts of formulae were felt to be 
appropriate to particular kinds of textual content. If it 
could be determined that matching musical formulae to textual 
meaning was a practice in the composition of Byzantine hymns 
and that such relationships were perceived by the Slavic 
translators, we would have the basis for yet another explana- 
tion regarding word-for-word translation of the Slavic hymns. 
This explanation would be that, given a correlation between 
semantic elements of the text and certain elements of the 
music, Slavic translations (whether of canons or kontakia 
be characterized by a high degree of literalism, this being 
the optimum method for the preservation of the "semantic"

- 214 ־
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text-music relationship of the original. Since we already 
know that the translations are highly literal, it remains for 
musicological inquiry to establish whether the proposed 
"semanticM-musical relationship as source of motivation for 
the literalism is anything more than conjecture.

3. Similarity of Linguistic Structure as a Condition 
of the Translatability of Language-Dependent 
Poetic Form
A significant aspect of the Slavic translation of the 

Byzantine hymns has to do with the respective linguistic 
structures of Byzantine Greek and Old Church Slavonic. Com- 
paring line after line of original and translation, it becomes 
evident that the translation was facilitated by the high degree 
of linguistic similarity or isomorphism of the grammars of the 
two languages, both on the level of syntax and of word 
formation— derivation as well as inflection. The similarity 
enabled the Slavic translators to imitate Greek syntax and to 
form lexical caiques using the grammatical resources available 
in Slavic. In other words, linguistic similarity made possible 
the practice of word-for-word translation, while creating a 
relatively idiomatic, grammatically fully well-formed Slavic 
text.

The condition of grammatical similarity also made possible 
an extensive recreation of Byzantine poetic forms based on 
lexical derivation and inflection and on grammatical and lexical 
parallelism. The reality of this linguistic fact can be vividly 
seen by looking at two English translations of a passage of 
the Akathistos and comparing them with the Slavic translation.

The strategy of examining translations of the same text 
in two different languages allows us to approach some insuffi- 
ciently studied questions of translation theory. One is to 
what extent the success or failure of a translation is corre- 
lated with the verbal style of the original text. The other 
is to what extent translation equivalence is dependent on the 
degree of grammatical and lexical similarity of the two 
languages involved.
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The two questions are interdependent. Let me illustrate
by an example. The ornamental and relational morphological
figure called homeoptoton is likely to be cultivated only in
a language with a complex inflectional morphology because only
in such a language can variety be readily achieved. A lexi-
cally literal, word-for-word translation for a work replete
with homeoptoton into language with sparse inflectional
resources will eliminate most of the homeoptota. The only
way the device can be approximated in such a language is by
introducing internal and external rhymes, but this requires
deviation from lexical literalism. Such is the procedure
adopted in one of the translations of the Akathistos into
English, as can be seen from the first three pairs of

26chairetismoi in Vincent McNabb1s translation :
Hail! by whom true hap had dawned 
Hail! by whom mishap has waned.
Hail! sinful Adam's recalling.
Hail! Eve's tears redeeming.
Hail! height untrodden by thought of men.
Hail! depth unscanned by angels1 ken.
XaCpe Ö1 flc א xapà ёнАДцфеі־
Xatpe öt flc ápà ЁкХеСфеі*
Xatpe тоО Tieoóvxos ״Aôàu t) áváoxaaic*
Xatpe таЗѵ бакрисоѵ xfìe EOaç h Xútpcools*
Xatpe бфос öuoavâßatov ávdpumtvouç temoiq•
Xatpe 3áõoc биадеыоптоѵ каі áwéXcov бфЭаЛцосс־
Radujï sç jejç2e radostï vüsijajetÖ 
Radujï sę jejpže klętva išteznetū
Radujï sę paduSaago adama vüstanije 
Radujï sę slïzü jevG2iny(i)xü izbavlenije
Radujï sę vysoto jed(й)vavidamaja človēčisky (i)mÿ oomyslomu 
Radujï sę glpbinQ jed)Ö)vavüsxodïnaja i angelïsky(i)ma očima
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Chairetismoi (1) and (2) transmit the anaphora and substitute 
a lexical paregmenon ,true hap/mishap* for the paronomasia 
Xapá/ápá at the cost of using awkward archaisms instead of the 
the powerful direct equivalents of 'joy' and ,curse.'
The use of the perfect at the end of the line instead of the 
future does no harm and introduces a more explicit homeoptoton. 
In chairetismoi (3) and (4) the parallelism is maintained by 
a somewhat lame substitute of ad hoc gerundive nouns ,recalling* 
and ,redeeming' for the Greek nouns áváxXnoicAóxpooiç. The 
deviation from literal translation in the use of 'sinful' 
instead of *fallen* for Tteoóvxoc is not motivated by poetic 
form. In chairetismoi (5) and (6) the deviation from accurate 
translation is based on poetic constraints and is considerable. 
The element of 'seeing1 appears in the participle 1 unscanned1 
of (6) but not in the noun (,ken* instead of eyes' for 
бфдаЛиосс) , so the resulting semantic trope is a pleonasm 
('ken'/'thought1 ) instead of a metonymy (XoylOUOic/ôípdaXuoUc) . 
The archaism 'ken* is introduced to maintain the rhyme, which 
in Greek is a result of the inflectional parallelism.

In an English translation in which no preferential
treatment is accorded to the devices of homeoptoton and
homeoteleuton, they are considerably fewer in occurrence,
witness the prose translation of the same lines quoted by

27Wellesz : *Hail, thou through whom joy will shine forth.
Hail, thou through whom the curse will be lifted. Hail, 
Restoration of the fallen Adam. Hail, Redemption of the tears 
of Eve. Hail, Summit inaccessible to human minds. Hail,
Depth scarce visible even to angels1 eyes . . .' Anaphora is 
reproduced, as expected. The parallelism of each pair of lines 
is skillfully preserved. But of the sound repetitions, only 
one includes a homoeoteleuton (derivational) 'inaccessible'/ 
'scarce visible' (instead of 'invisible'— clearly a bow to 
extended sound repetition). There also is alliteration in

27A History of Byzantine Music, p. 71.
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1Restoration1/״Redemptionי and assonance in the parallel, 
sentence-final ,minds' and ,eyes'.

A comparison of the English translation with the Slavic 
text shows that in the latter a lexically exact translation 
has produced more in the way of homeoptoton, approximating 
the Greek quite closely. The same is true of paregmenon, a 
figure dependent on word derivation, for which both Slavic and 
Greek have extensive resources.

The comparison of the English and Slavic translations of 
a single passage of the Akathistos serve as a dramatic example 
of the facility with which homeoptoton and paregmenon are 
transmitted from Greek to Slavic. This example, taken together 
with the high degree of transmission of morphological and 
lexical figures and tropes observed in Chapter V, is clear 
evidence that the success of a poetic translation is conditioned 
by an intersection of the poetic style of the original and the 
similarity of the syntactic and morphological structures of 
the two languages.

4. Word-for-word Translation as a Means of Transmitting 
the Essential Gnoseological Antinomies of the "
Byzantine Liturgical Hymns in Slavic
I conclude by considering how the translations relate to 

the theological and liturgical role of the Byzantine hymns.
As so persuasively argued by V. V. Byčkov, Byzantine

gnoseology was to an extraordinary degree bound up with
Byzantine esthetics, ranging from iconography to homiletics,
poetry, and music. All these modes of esthetic cognition
received their brilliant synthesis in the liturgical order

28and praxis of the Byzantine millennium. In the following 
pages I will paraphrase and quote Byőkov's article at some 
length, because his thesis that the idea and practice of the 
antinomic "unimitable imitation1' essential to Byzantine gnosis

־ 218 ־
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was an ontological-esthetic category helps clarify the impor- 
tance of the practice of word-for-word translation of the early 
Slavic translators.

The Byzantine principle of theological and philosophical
antinomism, in which the existence of equally well-founded
mutually exclusive judgments is viewed as intrinsic to the
nature of being, in part continues the ancient "dialectic"
and antithetic mode of the Skeptics, in part develops the

29antinomic elements of old Biblical literature. Citing the
extreme tension of inner contradictions in Paul, especially
Romans, as one of the sources of Christian antinomism,^
Byckov discusses the philosophical formulations of Maximus
the Confessor, St. John Damascene, and Pseudo-Dionysius and his
predecessors to argue that the antinomic systems of thinking
that were characteristic of all Christendom, but especially
of the East, gained their deepest grounding with the development
of the assertion of the world-immanence of transcendent
divinity. According to Byökov, the scholastic idea that the
divine first cause of all being is simultaneously part of
an unthinkable higher being and of our own earthly existence,
that it simultaneously is and is not, can and cannot be known,
and so on, became an active part of Byzantine culture when
contradiction came to be accepted as a real fact of being and
mind.3* The consequence of the acknowledgment of paradox
or antinomy as the basic and most exact form of the cognitive
expression of truth led to a renewed seriousness in the
attitudes towards imagination, fantasy, and interior repre-
sentation. Spiritual knowledge was recognized as relying on
the multiple signification and associativeness characteristic
of perception, which in turn led to the antinomic description

32of divine unity of Christian dogma.

31Ibid., pp. 168-169.
Byckov, p. 165. 

30Ibid., pp. 166.
32Ibid., p. 169.
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As dogmatic antinomism became progressively static in
the cognitive sphere during the development of Orthodoxy,
psychic creative energy was transferred into the sphere of
the esthetic and artistic creation. Thus, says Byíkov,
”Byzantine gnoseology comes to us as a specific system, which
does not present its ' noesis* on the level of cognition and
formal-logical constructs, but strives to feel it, to ,experi-
enee1 it on a trans-cognitive level in the form of certain

33psychic states." The forms of knowing are therefore realized
in an interweaving of mystical doing, liturgical action, and

_  34 artistic practice.
Most pertinent to the study of the poetics of the 

Akathistos is the discussion of Pseudo-Dionysius 1 notions of 
hierarchy as mimesis of the idea of the divine and "of the 
activity of every hierarchy as divided into a holy reception 
and transmission (to others) of the perfect purification, 
divine light and hidden knowledge." According to Pseudo- 
Dionysius, the chief function of the heavenly orders as an 
informational system is the *non-substantive knowledge of 
God* (áüXoxáxnv vónoiv) , which consists of ,imitation of God* 
(деоцбилтоѵ) and ,becoming like (God) ' (ácpouoLgxjlç) that is 
possible only in a structure of maximal isomorphism. The 
basic esthetic principles involved are symmetry and analogy. 
Based on these principles and taking into account the peculiari- 
ties of representation by images, this mimesis is of a special 
kind that differs from the mimesis of antiquity, for the 
imitation is not of objects of the real world but of an inimi- 
table transcendent idea. Thus the mimesis takes place not in 
the artistic images as such but in the very being of the 
knowing subject. For this reason the ideal of such mimesis 
is antinomic— it is ,inimitable imitation' (xè duCunxov 
цСипиа). ̂  On the earthly level the system of representations 
emerges in "unclear representations of truth, in reflections

־ 220 ־
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distant from the archetype, in difficult figurative language 
and images (lit. 'enigmas' and 'types')

In this language of Pseudo-Dionysius we find several of
the key words and concepts of the Akathistos, such as
биодесорптоѵ aúvÍYua иаі титгос, for these antinomic images
permeated Byzantine theology of the time. Indeed, Byckov
cites the Akathistos as one of the prime examples of "the
transformation of dogmatic antinomies into a system of

37artistic oppositions” in a work of liturgical poetry. It is
instructive that Byckov finds that Averincev's modern transla-
tion, although 'successful', nevertheless ,softens' the
antitheses of the Akathistos in comparison with the intense

38oppositional quality of the images in the original.
Byckov•s thoroughgoing demonstration of the profound 

gnoseological function of Byzantine works of liturgical art, 
including the hymns, helps us to understand why the Slavic 
translators' principles for maintaining the elaborate figures 
and tropes of the Greek liturgical poetry were extremely 
important. The poetic images, figures, and tropes were 
not merely a poetic quality of the original texts but were an 
inseparable part of the efficacy of the liturgical action of 
the hymns as an act of a communal knowledge of God. It is 
apparent that the founders of the Slavic translational prac- 
tices understood and instilled in their successors their 
understanding of the spiritual significance of the texts they 
were translating.

The Slavic Akathistos Hymn is highly effective as a 
translation of a Byzantine liturgical hymn. The word-for-word 
translation principle maximized the tranmission of the poetic 
images and antinomies that played a key role in the Byzantine 
system of ,reflecting' (dnoTunów) the image of God. Deviations 
in wording would have led to a loss of poetic figures, tropes, 
and images and resulted in the disruption of the 1theomimetic' 
liturgical function of the hymns. Since Cyril-Constantine,

36Ibid., p. 175. 37Ibid., pp. 178-179.
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Methodius, and other early Slavic Church Fathers were extremely 
learned, one may assume that their principles of translation 
were informed by an understanding of the function of poetic 
form in leading the faithful to the knowledge of the Divine-

Fortuitously, the similarity of the Greek and Slavic 
languages enabled Cyril-Constantine and Methodius, as well as 
some of their successors, to transmit the texts so heavily laden 
with theological significance with the least possible loss 
or disruption of their liturgically functional poetic values. 
Word-for-word translation was the principle and practice that 
was most conducive to preserving the antinomies inherent in 
Christian gnosis and doctrine and manifest in the poetic 
antitheses conveyed by every line of the Akathistos Hymn and 
other canons and kontakia of the Byzantine church- Far from 
being a flaw or shortcoming, the word-for-word principle of 
translation was an expression of sophisticated poetic and 
theological awareness.

It is my conclusion that word-for-word translation of the 
liturgical hymns was an intentional practice of the Slavs, 
based on principles of liturgical gnosis-

- 222 ־
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APPENDIX 
GREEK AND SLAVIC TEXTS

The Slavic text presented here is a reconstruction based 
primarily on Amfiloxij's edition of Tipografskij Ustav (T) and 
secondarily on Kopitarova Triod' of the thirteenth century 
(K) and indications from the Greek Akathistos. (For a descrip- 
tion of the mss., see Chapter I and the Index of Abbreviations 
below.) The text is normalized Old Church Slavonic. Editorial 
modifications and insertions appear in parentheses. Uncon- 
tracted verbal and compound adjectival desinences are so repro- 
duced when they appear in this form in T (e.g., naduSaago).
When T has a contracted form, the extra syllable of the uncon- 
tracted form is given in parentheses (e.g., divija(a)Se  sę).

The verse lines are arranged as in the corresponding Greek 
stanzas. No punctuation is used; however, the punctuation of 
the mss. generally corresponds to ends of lines (cola), and in 
T (and sometimes K) also marks the caesura before the last word 
in line (5) of the oikoi.

Variants are cited only where they are indicative of a 
form, word, or order that differs from the reconstruction.

The Greek text is a composite made with the Slavic text 
as the point of departure; i.e., those Greek variants are 
selected which find a correspondence in the Slavic. Greek 
variants corresponding to Slavic variants are noted. The text 
is based on editions listed in Chapter I.

Index of Abbreviations (for additional 
information see Chapter I)
A Codex Ashburnhamensis (Wellesz1s editions)
a2 Textkondakarion; twelfth century. Location: GPB

Pogod 43. Cited in Dostál et al.. Der altrussische 
Kondakar1, vol. IV, pp. 178-227.

AK Der altrussische Kondakar1, ed. Dostál et al.
Maced Yugoslav Academy's Macedonian Triodion of the early 

thirteenth century
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Mod Tr Canonical text of the Orthodox Church in recent 
editions

К Kopitarova Triod1 from the mid-thirteenth century
P Pitra, Analecta Sacra
R Rothe— refers to editorial corrections in Per

altrussische Kondakar1 
T Tipografskij Kondakar1 (Ustav 142) of the eleventh

century (consulted in Amfiloxij’s edition)
Tr The Triod1 postnaja of the twelfth century used by

Amfiloxij for the text missing because of the lacuna 
in Tipografskij Ustav (see Chapter I, p. 2) .

־ 224 ־
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PROOEMIUM I

1 PovelSnïnoje tajïno.
priimű vö razumë.

2 vű krovë iosifovë.
spëSïno pride

3 besplütïntL vüpijç
кй brakuneiskusïnëjï.

4 nrëklonçjî süxo2denijemï nebesa.
5 vOmSStajettl sę neiziftenîno vīsi vfl tę.
6 jegoüe vidę vö Crëvë ti

priimïSa( jego) . rablnÖ obrazÜ
7 divę sę vüpijç ti-

radujï sę nevēsto nenevëstïnaja.

This prooemium appears neither in T nor in K. The text is 
taken from the Zagreb Macedonian triod', normalized as to 
orthography and grammatical forms, and tentatively emended on 
the basis of the modern (canonical) Church Slavic Triodion and 
of the Greek text. A transcription of this prooemium as it 
appears in the BlagoveSSenskij Kondakar' (with omission of the 
intonation formulae and repeated vowels) is presented on the 
following page.
1) Maced. Povelëno mi tajïno; 6) Maced. vi2dę; prijemïSago;
7) Maced, beznevëstlnaja.
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BlagoveSïenskij Kondakar', 93v to 94v

1 Povelëno cïto taino* ргіітй vű razumå*
2 vfl хгатй iosifü* skoro pride
3 besplGtïnyi glagolę* neiskusïnëi braku*
4 prikloni(i?) süxoSenijemï nebesa*
5 vümëStajetï sę* neprëmënïno vïsï kü tebe*
6 jegoZe vide* vü loZIsnëxû tvoixü* 

priimüga rai obraził*
7 Cjudja sę da zovyi te. (end of folio)

*The asterisk indicates an intervening intonation formula

Greek text
1 TÒ Tipoaxaxöèv uootlkćSc

\aßü>v év Yvcboet,
2 év xQ oktivQ тоО ' іоуоАо

cmouôfi éuéaxn
3 ò docóucxTOC# XéYCJV

dīie іроуДцф״
4 *0 xAdvac xfl nataßdoGi xoí>c oOpavoúc
5 xwpetxac ávaAonbxooc 6Xoç év ooč.
6 *Ov иаі ßXéTuov év uAxpq. oou

Xaßövxa ôoóAou цооф^ѵ ,
7 éRCaxauoti краиу<і£есѵ ooi•

Xatpe, ѵбцфп Аѵбцфеихе.

־ 226 ־

7) Trypanis KpauyaSõv
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PROOEMIUM II

1 Vüzbranïnumu vojevodë pobëdïnaja
2 jako izbyvû otü zGlG blagodarenija
3 vGspisajettt ti gradü tvojl bogorodice
4 nG jako imçSti drïSavg nepobëdimç
5 otQ vïsëxQ mę bëdO svobodi
6 da zovç ti radujï sę nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

Greek text

1 TQ Сжершіхф отратгпгф xà ѵ іи лт^рьа

2 d)с АитроадеГоа тйѵ Óeivöv eóxaptaxiipia
3 ávaypácpü) ooi א tióXlc 00ט Эеотбке•

4 å \\*  ÒQ őxouoa xò Kpáxoc ánp001!áxnx0v

5 é* rcavToCcov ue xivÓóvgűv êXeuôéptooov•
6 C va xpá£cű ao и• xatpe ѵйиФе ávóucpeuxe.

This prooemium appears in T and in K, as well as in the
Uspenskij and BlagoveSSenskij Kondakari.
2) К izbivlše; bl(a)godarenie; 3) К ti vīspisuetī; 
5) K ni bëdi izïbavi, 6) T i da zovu; К da zoveml
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I

1 Angelü prëdÖstateil
sū nebese poslanÜ bystÜ

3 reSti bogorodici radujï sę 
i sG bespldtlnyiml glasoml 

5 vGplttStïSa sę (vidę) tę gospodi 
divlja(a)Se sę i stoja(a)3e

7 vüpijç kö nej I takovaja

 AyyeXoc npcoxooxdxnc״ 1
oòpavóôev énéwpön

3 etneüv тф Эеохбхф tò xatpe ״ 
наі ойѵ xfj áawuáxcp <pcovQ

5 ao)uaxoúuevóv ae Õewpóov, xúpie 
fegtaxaxo иаі ïaxaxo,

7 KpauYd^oov npòQ aòxr!v xoiaöxa•

3) K radujï sç) sïsçde? 4) К от. i sü? 5) k vySdç, Tr vižju

5) К, а2, Tr = Gk. ôeojpca var. leet.
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1 Radujï sę

I

jejçSe radostï vösijajetö
Radujï sę jeję2e klętva iSteznetö

3 Radujï sę padöőaago adama vűstanije
Radujï sę slïzfl jevö2iny(i)xG izbavlenije

5 Radujï sę vysoto jed(ö)vavidimaja
ölovöCisky(i)mö pomyslomö

Radujï se* globino jed(ö)vavüsxodïnaja
i angelïsky(i)ma oSima

7 Raduj ï se» jako jesi cësarjevo sSdaliSte
Radujï se• jako nosiSi nosę£taago vïsSôïskaja

9 Raduj ï s«? dzvëzdo javljajpšti slônïce
Radujï SÇ çtrobo bo2ïstvïnaago vGplűStenija

11 Raduj ï sę jejç2e obGnavljajetÖ sę tvarï
Radujï sę jejç2e poklanjajemÖ sę tvorïcu

Raduj ï s? nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

4) K ev2nëxï; a2 eu2inö 5) Tr dôvovûsxodïnaja i; 6) Tr 
dvovidimaja 7) K jako si; sëdéliSte; 8) K vîsëôïskaja (followed 
by legible erasure nosç) nosçStago
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1 Xatpe 61״ fie fi xapà ёкХЛцфес*
Xatpe 61״ fie fi ápà інХеіфеі•

3 Xatpe тоО Tieaóvxoc ״Aôàu fi dvdaxaatc*
Xatpe xöv ôaxpóojv xfic Eöae fi Xúxpcooie•

5 Xatpe Офос ôuoavd&axov dvdpomčvoie Xoytauotc• 
Xatpe 3dôoc биодесЬрлтоѵ nat. dyyéXcov ócpdaXuotc

7 Xatpe бхі ÒTiápxeiС ßaoiXéwc xadéôpa•
Xatpe ÖXL ßaaxdCeie tòv 3aaxd£ovxa ndvxa״

9 Xatpe doxfip êucpaCvcov xòv fiXiov•
XaCpe yaaxfip êvôéou оаржЬоесос;

11 Xatpe 6 1 *fie veoupyetxat fi кхСаіс ״
Xatpe 6 1 ״fie Tipooxuvetxai 6 ихіохлс ״

Xatpe ѵ б и Ф Л  ávòweuxe.

־ 230 ־

3) Trypanis dvdkXnOLC
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II

Vidę5ti svętaja 
sebe vü Cistotö
reCe kü gavriila krëpücö 

pröslavlnoje tvojego glasa
neudoblprijętlno duSi mi javljajetü sę 
(besëmenïna) bo zaCętija 
roZdïstvo prëdüglagoleSi zovę 

aleluija

BXéTxouoa א àvCa 

éauxflv év áyveCą 

tør\al хф Taßpi^X ôapoaXécûC• 

xô TiapáÔoEôv aou тЛс фсоѵЯс

ôuoTtapáôexxóv цои xĢ фихЧ ФаГѵехаи• 

áonópou yàp оиХЛ^фесос

xfiv KÙnotv TtpoXéyeiç крД&оѵ* 

'AXXnXoó'ía.

3) Tr от. kü; 4) К pråslavlnago tvoego gfe; 5) a2, Tr duša, 
om. mi; du2ë corr. R.; 61 Tr besëmenînaago,K besëmenaqo; a2 
besemeninago mi; 7) К prrglši zovïni; a2 preduglagoliSÏ mi;
8) aâ-ja bis
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III

1 Razumü nerazumlnü razumëti 
dëva iStçSti

3 väzüpi кй slu2ęStuumu 
iz boku Cistu syna

5 kako jestü roditi moStlno rtci mi 
кй nejïSe onü reče

7 sfl straxomi prë2de vüpijç sice

1 Tv û o l v  áyvoxJTOV y vć5val 

fi Tiapöévoc СптоОоа
3 éßânoe npÒQ xòv ЛеитоируоОѵта- 

ék ÀayôvcDV dyvűv [uou] òtóv
5 tiõç feoTi ôuvaxóv; Xé£ov цоь*

npòc fiv êxelvoc ÄpTioev
7 év фб&ф, Tiplv xpauyá£0űv оОтшс*

00060849
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2) К iStçSti dëvaja razumëti; a2 dëvaja; 7) Tr, a2 от. sÜ; 
Tr vÜpija кй bCi
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III

1 Radujï se s(ü)veta neizdrečenīnaaao tajIno 
Radujï sę mlïCanije prosęStiimu vēro

3 Radujï sę Sudesü xristovyxü načalo 
Radujî sę povelënijemü jego glava

5 Radujï sę ISstvice nebesïnaja
jejçzê sünide bogü 

Radujï se moste prëvod^jï
otü zemlę na nebo

7 Radujï sę angelomü m(ü)nogoslovqSteje cüdo 
Radujï sę *bësomü m(G)nogoplaCïnyjï strupe

9 Radujï sę svëtü neizdrečenīno ro2dï2i 
Radujt sę nikakoZe nijedinogo nauCISi

11 Radujï sę mçdryixü prSxodçgti razumü
Radujï sę vërïnyixü ozarjajçgti sümyslv

Radujî sę nevSsto nenevëstlnaja

2) K vëri, Tr vërno, Mod. Tr. (canonical text) R. moicanija 
prosja56ixÜ vëro; the Greek means ,o, faith of those who w? 
in silence'; 3) K xvï, Tr хФи; 4) Tr velënii; 6) K prëxodç 
7) Tr anglkoje; a2 angellsko; 8) К тподоріабеѵіпі; Radujï 
here the text of T resumes; 9) K svëta, poroSdçgi; neizdr 
nïnü; 10) К nauöivüSi; 12) К slmislï
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1 Xatpe ßooXflc ánoppfixou uûaxtc״
Xatpe oiylj ôeouévwv тіСохіс״

3 Xatpe TÖv ÓauuáTcov XptaxoO xó Tipootuiov־
Xatpe xöv боущіхшѵ aôxou xò netpáXaLov

5 Xatpe xXtuag ênoupávte 61 flc xaxéßn là] ôeóc* 
Xatpe yćtpupa uêxáyouoa x o ù q tu yflç npòe otipavóv*

7 Xatpe tó xöv dyyéXoov тіоХидрйАпхоѵ ôaOua*
Xatpe xò xöv ôaiuóvcov TioXuÒpfivnxov xpaOua*

9 xatpe xò (pöc dppfixcoc yevvfioaaa*
Xatpe xo тгйе 066éva 6 1ôáEaaa

11 Xatpe oo<pöv 6nep3aćvouoa уѵйаіѵ*
Xatpe tiloxóűv xaxauyáÇouoa tppévaç״

Xatpe ѵ й и Ф Л  d v  б и Ф е  u t  e •

2) P otyflc 6eouévü)v
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IV

1 Sila vysïnja(a)go 
osöni tűgda 

3 na zaCçtije brakuneiskusïneï 
i plodovitç jeję çtrobç 

5 jako selo pokaza (vidëti) vïsëmü 
xotęSti(i)mű 2ęti süpasenije 

7 vtlnjegda pöti sice 
aleluija

1 Aúvautc too *УфСахou 
éneaxtaoe xóxe 

3 npòç 00ЛЛпФ1*ѵ Tīļ åneipoyåmp• 

xal тЛѵ Ёухартіоѵ xaùxns vnôóv 

5 ù>q áypòv ùrtéôetgev, [flôòv] dnaoi 
xote SéAouot depCÇetv oc*>xnp£av 

7 év тф фсіАЛеіѵ оОхсос־ 

dXXnXoOïa.

2) К osënitQtç = osënitü tę (togda; 4) K blagoplodïnç 
q>trobç (om. eę) ; 5) T vidëti, К от.. Mod Tr sladűko; 6) К 
Siti

4) P еОхаоттоѵ; 5) Р Лбе tv
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1 IiiiQSti bogoprijętina 
dëvica loZesna 

3 teíe кй jelisaveti
mladënïcï le onoję abije 

5 poznavü toję cëlovanije radova(a)3e sç 
(i) igranijemï jako pënijeml 

7 vūpijaSe кй bogorodici

Exouoa ôeoôóxov״ 1
fl Tiapôévoc тЛѵ ufixpav 

3 ávéôpaue npòc xfiv ״EXtodßeT* 
xô ôè ßpécpos éxeCvnç e&döc 

5 êniYvoòv tóv тайтпс doTtaouòv íxcttpev 
xal йЛцаои v òbc <$о״цао1ѵ 

7 éß<5a Tipòc xf!v dcoTÓKOv

1) T bgoprijatlnaja; 2) К ložezna d^ca; 4) T i (mladënïcï; 
К om# 2е; 5,6,7) К poznavï ç cëlovaniemï: i igraniem! pëm 
vïpxjaSe bči: 6) T pënija; Tr pënii; 7) T vüpija

4) A xal ró; 5) A éniyvoOoa; 6) A ouv
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1 Radujï sę (T) prozębenije neuvędoma(a)go grűzna 
(К) otrasli (neuvędajęgtęję) łozo

Radujî sę ploda besümrïtïna(a)go sfitę2anije

3 Radujï se• dSlatelja dëlajçSti človēkoljubïca
Radujï Sf nasaditelja Zivota паЗедо vüz(d)raStajçSti

5 Radujï sę nivo prozębaj93ti gobïzovanije Stedrotű
Radujï sę trapezo nosęSti obilije ocë3tenija

7 Radujï se• jako cvëtü pigtïnüjï rastiSi
Radujî sę jako tiSinç du3ï gotoviSi

9 Radujï sę prijatïnoje molitvy kadilo
Radujï sę vïsego mira ocë3tenije

11 Raduj ï se1 božije kü mrïtvyimü blagovolenije
Radujï sę mrïtvyixü kü bogu drïznovenije

Raduj î se• nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

1) Tr R. sę prozębenija neuvędomaja grüzna; Mod Tr R. sę 
otrasli neuvedajemyję rozgo; K neovçdaçStija; 3) K dôlaçSta;
Т ŐlovÖkoljubija; 4) K R. sę saditelS Sivotu паЗети poroïdçSi
5) brazdo; gobïzno; 6) K nosçStija obilïno ocëStenie; 7) K R. 
sę vïzrastivïga rai piStïni; 8) K R. sę prozçbüSi (prozębdSi) 
zivota naSego drēvo; 9) K ora. prijatïnoje; kanïdilo; 11) 
mrïtvyimü, mrïtvyixü [sic], Gk. дѵптбс ' mortal'; К 
blagovëStenie.
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I Xatpe ßXaoToO duapávxou xXflua*
Xatpe xapnoO áxnpdxou хтЛиа*

3 Xatpe yeo>pyòv YecopyoOoa фіЛДѵдротіоѵ•
Xatpe фихоирубѵ xf\c fiuöv фбооаа*

5 Xatpe dpoupa ßXaaxdvouoa eíxpopCav oCxxipuöv- 
Xatpe xpápeÇa ßaoxd£ouoa eûdnvCav tXaauoO״

7 Xatpe ő t i Xeiuöva xflc хрифАс ávaddXXetc״־ 
Xatpe öxL Xiuéva xć5v фихсоѵ èxo1ud£e1c־

9 Xatpe ôexTÒv TipeoßeÉac ОицСаиа•
Xatpe navTÒc xoO xóouou ć£CXaoua-

XI Xatpe ЭеоО upòc dvrixoòc eòôoxCa•
Xatpe övnxöv npòc Oeóv nappnoCa•

Xatpe ѵ б и Ф е  d v ü i u p e u T e .

6) p var. eûôevtac tXaauòv; Tryp. tXaauűv; p var. Зро
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VI

1 Burjç vünotrï imëjç
pomySlenijl nevërïnyxü 

3 cëlomçdryjl iosifü sônçte sę 
prë2de nebraëïnç tę vidSvű 

5 i brakookradova(nî)n9 pomySljaję prëCistaja 
uvëdëvü 2e tvoje zaCętije 

7 otü svęta(a)go duxa reëe

aleluija

1 ZdXnv Svoôoôev êxwv 
Лоуіаийѵ йцфіЗбХоѵ 

3 Ò оачрскоѵ 'Ісоа̂ ф êxapdxdn,
Tipòç xf|v dyauóv oz ôccopcõv 

5 иаі нЛефСуацоѵ Ortovoöv, dueuTixe • 

uaôà)v ôè oou xfiv айЛЛпФіѵ 

7 éu Ttveúuaxoc dydou іфח

' АЛХпХоіііа.

00060849
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4) T dvoju, i.e. dëvoju; 5) T brakoneokradovanu

4) P, A Tipc&nv
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VII

Slysalę pastyri 
angely pojęStę
plütlskoje xristovo priSïstvije 

i teküSe jako kű pastyrju
vidS5ę togo jako agnlca neporodna 
vii Crëvë mariinë pasoma 
jç2e pojçSte r03ę

 Нкоиоаѵ oC TioLuévec״
xôSv dYYéXwv ОцѵоОѵхсоѵ 
xfiv ivoapKoo XptoroO napouoiav 

иаі ôpauóvxec Tipòc rcoiuéva 
ÔeoopoOoL toOtov 0)C áuvòv йисоиоѵ 
év xfj YaoTpl xfic Mapíac ßoaxnöévxa, 
fiv бцѵоОѵхес etnov

1) К sliSavIge; T pastusi, К pastirie; 4) T om. jako; T 
pastuxu; 5) К jego
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1 Radujï sę agnïca i pastyrja mati 
Radujï sę dvore slovesïnyxü ovïcï

3 Radujï sę nevidimyixö zvërïji mçëenije
Radujï se rajïsky(i)xü dvïrïjï otüvrïzenije

5 Radujï sę jako nebesïnaja radujçtü sę sQ zemïnyimi 
Radujï sę jako zemïnaja likujçtü sü vërïnymi

7 Radujï se apostolomü nemlöCInaja usta
Radujî se strastotrîpïcemü nepobëdimaja drīzostï

9 Radujï se tvrïdoje vërë utvrï2denije 
Radujï se svëtïloje blagodati poznanije

11 Radujï sę jejç2ë obnaSenÜ bystô add 
Radujï se jejo2e odëxomfl sę slavojç

Radujï se nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

1) T pastuxa; 3) K zvërï, Mod Tr vragovü; 4)raisky dveri, K
5) Mod Tr sradujut se; T zemlînyimi; K R. sę jako nebesnaa 
sï zemïnimi raduçtï sę; 6) Mod Tr nebesnymi; 9) tvrïdoi 
vërë osnovanie; 10) T sôkazanije; 12) K odëaxomï s<?
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1 Xatpe áuvoO xat тюсцёѵос ufixriø*
Xatpe aù\f\ Xoyixöv npoßdxoüv

3 Xatpe dopáxcűv дпрйѵ duuvT^ptov־
Xatpe napaôetaou ôupûv ávoixxfipLov•

5 Xatpe őx t xà oupávia ouvaydAXovrat xfļ yļļ״ 
Xatpe őt i xd énCyeta оиѵеіхрраСѵоѵтаі TitOTotç

7 Xatpe TÖv dnooTÓXwv tó daiynxov атбиа•
Xatpe TôSv áôXocpópojv tò ávCxnTov ddpaos*

9 Xatpe OTeppòv тЛс пСотесос őpetaua״
Xatpe Xaimpòv тЛс xdpixoc yvwpiaua•

11 Xatpe 6t״ fic éyuuvotôn ò $ônc״
Xatpe 6t״ f\Q éveôódnuev ôôgav

Xatpe ѵбцфл dvóvupeuxe•

3) P éxöpöv; 6) P oòpavotç? 9) P êyepua? £6растца
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Vili

1 Bogotoëïnçjç dzvëzdç 
vidëvttSe vlüsvi 

3 po tojï vüslëdovage zari
jako svëtilïnikfl drISęSte jç 

5 tojo pyta(a)xo krëptlkä (a) go cësarja 
i postigüSe nepostiSima(a)go 

7 radova3ęsę vüpijçSte jemu

aleluia

1 OeoÔpóuov áaxépa
dewofioavxeç uáyoL 

3 xQ xoúxou flxo\oòdnoav аСуЛп• 
наі epe Xúxvov крахоОѵхес aúxòv,

5 6 l # aòxoO ЛреОѵсоѵ крахаl ò v  ávaxxa.
xal "4dáoavxeç xòv ácoôaoxov 

7 éxàpnoav абхф ßoövxec

' ААЛлЛобиа.

1) K baotocnçç zvëzdi; R (corr.) boaotečīnuju 3) K i toç 
(=toje?) posiëdovavSi zari? 4) K jako svëtilïnika drlîaSte ç
5) K pitëxo; 6) K dostigoSę nepostiSInago; 7) K raduçgte sç 
vïpijaxç (om. jemu)
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IX

1 VidëSç otroci xaldëjïscii 
na ręku dëvicç 

3 sttzdavüsa(a)go rçkaina Clovëky 
i vladykç razumëjçgte jego 

5 aSte i rabïjl priję zrakfl potttStaSę sę 
darűmi ugoditi 

7 i vÜzUpiti blagodëtlnëjï

Iôov Tiaîôec ХаЛбаígív־ 1
fev xepol xflc Tiapôévou 

3 xòv тіЛЛоаѵта xeLPt toüq ávôpcónooç- 
каі ôeauÔTnv vooOvxeç aóxòv,

5 et xal ÔoùXou £Л.аЭе uopcptiv, Saneuaav 
xote ôtbpotç ôepaneOoat 

7 naî. ßofiaaL xfj eûXoyr\uévx)

־ 244 ־

2) K dvicju; 3) T Slovëka 6) *dary(?); K ugoditi)emu;
7) K obradovanëi. Mod Tr blagoslovennëi
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IX

1 Radujï sę dzvëzdy nezaxodimyjç mati
Radujï se

•
zare tajïnago dîne

3 Radujï sę prëlïstinçjç peStï prëstavljajçëti
Radujï se• troice uöeniky süxranïSi

5 Raduj ï se
•
moëitelja nemilostiva izmetajoSti izü vlasti

Radujï se
• gospoda človēkoljubïca pokazavüSi xrista

7 Radujï münogoboXïstvina(a)go izbavljajçSti služenija
Radujï se

•
skvrïnïyixü izbavljajoSti dëlü

9 Radu j ï se
1
ognja poklanjanije ugasivüSi

Radujï se
•
otü piamene strastii izmetajçgti

11 Radujï se
• persomô [sic] nastavïnice cëlomodrija

Radujï seв vïsëxQ rodd veselije

Raduj 1 se• nevesto nenevëstïnaja

I) K zvëzde nezaxodçStei inti; 3) K ugasiSi; 5) nemilostivaqo;
6) К R. sç ba Člvkoljubca pokazaçStija (от. xrista); 7) К 
idolïskago; 8) K skvrïnixï dëlï izbavlëçlHfi ; 9) K sïstavlïSi; 
IO) К R. so piamene straSnago i.; T, K izmënjajç5ti, corr. R;
II) Mod Tr'vërnyxü
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1 Xatpe daxépoc dôüxou ufixnp״
Xatpe aóyfi uoaxixflç fiuépac*

3 Xatpe xfic ártáxnc xflv xáutvov naóouaa•
Xatpe xfic xpcáóoc xoOc uúoxac ouAdxxouaa״

5 Xatpe xúpavvov ånåvdpomov éxßaXoOaa xfic apxfiC 
Xatpe xópiov фіАЛѵдрютюѵ émöetgaoa хо1 атоѵ*

7 Xatpe א xflC ßapßdpou Auxpouévn öpnaxeCac* 
Xatpe f! xoO ßopßöpou puouévn xöv ёрусоѵ

9 Xatpe Tiupòc TtpoaxóvncJLv aßéoaaa״
Xatpe okoyÒQ naôõv dTiaXXáxouoa*

11 Xatpe Перайѵ [sic] òôr\yt ooxopoaüvne ״
Xatpe naôõv yeveöv eócppoaOvn •

Xatpe ѵОифп dvòuoeuxe.

3) P oßéaaaa? 9) P naòoaoa, A oßéoaoa; 11) P tiloxôv, F 
Tiepoöv
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1 Propovëdlnici bogonosivyi 
byvuse vlusvi 

3 vïizvratiSç sę vu vavilonu
sükonïSavûSe 2e prorocïstvo 

5 i propovēdavūše tę xrista vlsemu 
ostavlïse Iroda jako blędiva 

7 ne vëdçsta peti

aleluija

1 Кприкес öeocpópot
yeyovÓTeL oL udirò i 

3 итг£ахрефаѵ etс xflv BaßuXöva, 
énxeXéoavxéc ооО xòv xpnouôv 

5 каі HnpOoavxéc oe xòv Xptoxòv йтіаоіѵ, 
dcoévxec xòv *Hpcòônv à>c Xnpúôn 

7 ufi eCõóxa фсіЛХеьѵ•

.AAAnXoúia״

1) K bônosni; 3)_T vuzvrativuse sę; 4) K grrocçstvija (от. 
ze); 5) К propovëdaçste xā (om. tę, vïsemu); 6) K i ostavisç 
7) K i (ne vëdçsta

4) oòv (pro aoO)
6) P <!)£ etp&va
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XI

Vusija(vu) vu eguptŽ 
prosvësteni ja istiny 
otugnalu jesi luzę tïmç 

kumiri bo jego supase
ne tripęste tvojeję kreposti padosę 

otü tžxu že izbavlīŠe sę 
vupijaxç кй bogorodici

лЛцфас tv тІЦ AtYÛTtTc!)
Фштистцбѵ dAnôeCac 
é6 Cc1)f־ac T00 фейбоис tó cthóxoç• 

xà yàp eCôcoAa хабхпс, Ecoxfip,

ufi évåynavxa aou xfiv iaxbv Tiénxcoxav. 
ot xoúxtov ôè puaôévxec

âveßöcov Tipòç xfiv deoxóxov

1) T VÜsija-vü־euptë, K vűsija v egypGte; 3) K lô2ç tîmy;
4) K idoli; 5) K tvoç krëposti ne trîpçSti padoSç; 7) K 
от. kü
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XI

1 Radujï sę vözvedenije človēkomG
Radujï sę padenije bësomû

3 Raduj ï se prëlïstïnçjo drïXavç popīravūši
Radujï sę idolïskoje lçkavïstvo obliCivüSi

5 Radujï sę morje potopljaję faraona myslïna(a)go
Radujï sę kameni napoivyjï 2ę2dęStiję Sivota

7 Radujï sę ognïnyjï stlűpe nastavljaję ѵй tïmë sęStąę
Raduj ï sę krove miru širīši oblaka

9 Radujï sę (pistę) manïny priimalište
Radujï sę (pistę) svętyję služitelju

11 Raduj 1 sę zemie obetovanija
Raduj 1 sę iz neję ze tecetű medu i mleko

Raduj 1 sę nevesto nenevestïnaja

I) K vïzdviZenie; 3) К R. sç prëlïstïniç sïblazni popravdše;
4) K R. sę idolïskyç lïsty obliCivïSi; 5) (potopijīšeje?);
K R. so jako vü mory pogrozïsi mislïnago faraona; 6) K 
kamene,̂ zçzdosti; 7) K R. sç stlige ogni nastavliçsti vi 
time sęstęę; 8) K pokrove? T sirïsii; K oblakï; 9) T 
pitatelïnice. manine priimalište; K piste manüni priemaliste;
10) T pista stāja služitelju; K styç pisti služitelju; 11)
K obëtovanaa; 12) T о; K medï (= medÔ) i maslo
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1 Xatpe àvópôcoois т&ѵ dvôpíÓTUov •
Xatpe хатсітітсооис t g ó v  ôaiuôvwv•

3 Xatpe fi xfìs TiXdvnc xò xpdxoe Ttaxfiaaaa״
Xatpe xöv etôcbXcov xòv òóAov éXéy£aoa•

5 Xatpe òdAaaaa novxtoaoa cpapad) xàv vonxóv
Xatpe uéxpa ттотСоааа xoòc 6 1ф0ѵта£ Tfiv £a>fiv־

7 Xatpe TiùpLve axOXe òônyôv то ùç év axóxet•
Xatpe axéne xoö xóauou nXaxuxépa ve<péA.nS״

9 Xatpe хроф?! xoö uávva ôtdôoxe״
Xatpe Tpucpfic àyíac ôiáxove•

11 Xatpe fi yfi fi xfic ĆTiayyeACac•
Xatpe êg fie (béet uéXt xat yáXa*

Xatpe ѵОиФЛ dvó1Kpeuxe.

3) P var. xfíc dndxnc xfiv uXdvnv; 9) A xpixpflç; 10) 
трофее
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XII

1 Xotçstu symeonu
otü sosta(a)go vëka 

3 prestaviti sę otu vrëmenïna(a)go 
vudanu bystű jako mladenîcï jemu 

5 nu pozna sę jemu bogü sCtvrïSenÜ 
temu ze udivi se tvojejï 

7 neizdrecenïnei mqdrosti vupiję

aleluija

1 MéXXovxoc Euueõvoc
too TiaoóvTOS atôvoç 

3 uedúaraoôai npòç t o Oc án* aCôSvoQ 
êneôódnc &C ßpécpoc аитф.

״АЛЛ' ёуѵсЬодпС тобтф 0>сде6с réXetoc״ 5
ôtÒTieo é g e n X á v n  стой

7 xfļv йррптоѵ аофСаѵ, Hpá£0)v 

#АЛллЛобса.

2,3) К prëstaviti sç / ot prelístinago 2itija; 4) K vüdanïs %»emu by mladeneci; 5) Tr jemu) 1

3) P ueôCaxaodai той dnarcCvoç; 5) P, Tryp.тобтф наі ôeôc, 
тобтф òç deóc
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XIII

1 Novç pokaza tvarx
javivu sę tvorïcï 

3 namu otu nego byvüsiimï
iz besemenïnyje prozębu çtroby 

5 i suxranivü jç jakoze be cista 
da cudo vidęste 

7 vűspojenu jç vupijçste

1 Néav êôeige x x î o l v

êuQcivtoac ò ктСахле 
3 fiutv xote ûtc* aûroO yevouévoic• 

è fi áonópou ЗХаотЛоас yaaxpòç 
5 на l (?uXágac xaóxnv, wane p Лѵ, dcpôopoc 

Сѵа xò öaöua ßAénovxec 
7 öuvfiacűuev aóxfiv ßoüvxec*

2) K javi sç; 4) K ot besëminiç çtrobi nrozpbe; 5) K i 
sxranivï ze jakoze bë netlëna? 6) K vïnidçste; 7) K vïspoemï 
glçste, T vuspoinü ju, Rom, ju

5) (A, Tryp., d<pôopov)
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Radujï sę cvëte netïlënija 
Radujï se vënïce vüzdrïzanija

Radujï se vuzkrïsenija obrazu oblistajošti 
Radujï se angelïskoe zitije javljajošti

Radujï sę drevo svëtïloplodïnoje
otu njego ze pitajotu se verïnii 

Radujï se drëvo blagosënïnolistuvïnoje
podu njimï ze prikryvajotü se 
münoQzi

7 Radujï sę razdajç>5ti izbavitelja plënïnymü
Radujï sę plodonosešti nastavïnika zabloSdïSimu

9 Radujï sę sędiję vïsëmü umolenije
Radujï sę munogyimu pregrësenijemu proštenije

11 Radujï sę odezde nagy(i)mu drïznovenije
Radujï sę ljuby vïse zelanije pobëzdajçsti

Radujï sę nevesto nenevëstïnaja

1) K dvstva; 2) K vïzdrïzaniju; 3) T obrazu) sï javljajuŠti; 
5) K svëtoglodïnoe6 ז) K^blgosënïnoe.listvie; pokrivaçtï sç;
7) K rozdosija; plënikomu; 8) plodunosęsti; line от. K? 9) K 
sçdiç pravëdnago итГепіе; 10) K opuStenie; 11) K x~ 
drïznovenie; 12) K vsëko; T prëpitajugti, Tr pripirajoêti,
R prepirajušti
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X Xatpe tó dvôoe xfis ácpOapadac״
Xatpe xò axéuua xfte ёукратеСае*

3 Xatpe dvaaxdoecoç xútiov êxXáunooaa״
Xatpe xõv áyyéXcov tòv ßCov ёцфаСѵоиоа•

5 Xatpe ôêvôpov dy A aó нар тюѵ, é£ 05 xpécpovxai tiloxoC
Xatpe gOAov е0ох(,0фиЛАоѵ, txp' oõ акёпоѵтаи noAAoí•

7 Xatpe duoyevvcoaa Auxp<1>xfiv аСхиаАеохоис•
Xatpe ниофорооаа òônyòv TtAavcouévoie ־

9 Xatpe KPLxoO xoO Ttávxwv биосЬятрис־
Xatpe тіоААйѵ nxataydxcov auyx^pnoiQ*

XI Xatpe axoAfi xöv уицѵ&ѵ nappnoCa•
Xatpe axopyfi návxa uódov ѵсксаоа*

Xatpe ѵ Оц ф п ávúvupeuxe.

v7) Tryp. киофороОоа 8) Tryp. ánoyevvcõaa AK карпофорооаа
9) р нріхоО ôixaúou ôuacímnatC; 11) Р Tiappnoías
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XIV
1 Stranino rozdïstvo vidëvuse 

ustranimu sę mira 
3 umü na nebo prëlozïse 

sego bo radi vysokyjï 
5 na 2emli javi sę sumërenu clovëku 

xotç privesti na vysotç 
7 kü nemu vüpijçStee

aleluija

1 Sévov T Ó K 0 V  tôôvxec
gevwôôuev T 0 0  xôauou 

3 xôv voOv etc öúpavóv uexaöévxec*
6là тоОто yàp ò ЪфпЛ-òç 

5 ém уЛс écpávn xarteivòc dvdpomoç, 
0ouÀóuevo£ £Ак6аа1 Ttpòc xò Офос 
xoòc абхф (äowvxctc

.АХЛпХоб'Са ״

5) К па zemi; 6) Сіѵку xotç spšti (от. na vysotç); 7) К 
vîpiçSte (от. kű nemu)
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XV

1 Visi be vu niž1ni(i)xu
i vu vyšxni(i)xu nikakoze 

3 otüstçpi neispisaninoje slovo 
sÜxoSdenije boSije 

5 ne prëxoîdenije mëstïnoje bystü 
i roSdīstvo otü dövy 

7 bogoprijętlny sly5ę5tę sija

 (OX0C fiv év xote ndTO׳* 1
каі T&v dvo) 066* 8X(jìq 

3 ánflv ò duepĆYPCŁTtTOC Xóyoc* 

auynaTdBaaic yàp detnfi 

5 oô uexdßaoic òt xoninfi yéyovev, 

каі tókoç éx napdévou 
7 деоЛ1*!т1тои dKouoòanC таОта

S W W W » «  x1) K XÏ (= xristosű) be; T vu zemlinyixű; 2,3) K i višīni
ne Sstçplï: neispisana slovo; 4) T, K om. bo; K bêstçvînoe 
(= bozestvïnoe) ; 5) K ne smêsno (= sumêstïno) by (= bystu) 
prexozdenije; 6) T i rozïstvo) bystu; 7) K bogoprijçtîniç 
(= bogoprijętinyję) slišpšte vîzçpiemï (ora. sija); T 
slysastija.
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XV

1 Radujï sç boga nevumëstimago selo
Radujï sę cistago tajïnüstva dvïri

3 Radujï sę nevërïnyixü (nevërïnoje) slysanije
Radujï sę vërïnyixu nenevërïnaja poxvalo

5 Radujï sę nosilo presvçtoje sçsta(a)go na xeruvimexű
Radujï sę selenije prëslavïnoje sçsta(a)go na serafimëxü

7 Radujï sę protivïnaja vu tozde sűbravűsi
Radujï sę (jeze) dëvïstvo i rozdïstvo sucetavűsi

9 Radujï se
в jejoze razdrusi sę prestçplenije

Radujï sę jejçze otuvrïze sę rajï

11 Radujï sę kljucu xristova cësarïstvija
Radujï sę upűvanije blagű vëcînyixû

Radujï sę nevesto nenevëstïnaja

1) K bïe (bozije) selo nevïnëstimago? 2) T R. se cistajagcistago (tainïstva; K ctnago (cïst(ï)nago; 3) T nevërïnyixü 
slySanije; K nevërïnimï poslušanie; Tr nevërïnyixü
nenevërnoje slySanije; 4) K vërïnimï izvëstnaa poxvalo;
5) K R. sç kolesnice prësvëtlaa; 6) К от. this entire line;
5-6) telescoped in T: R sę nosilo prēstoe. suStago na 
serafimëxü; 7) K R. sç protivïniç (protivïnyjç ?) vï toSde 
sïbravïSe; 8) so T; K R. sp dvtvo SQcetavïIi rozdçstvo 
(sQ5etavūš-i-roždīstvo); 9) K razrë5i sç; 11) T kljuci; Кיןcrtw (Cesarïstvii?), от. x-va; 12) К naslaSdenie vëSnixï blagï
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1 Xatpe deoO áxwpfiTOU х<Ьра*

Xatpe аетітоО uuaxnpíou ôópa•

3 Xatpe töv áíiCoTwv йиФ^ЗоЛоѵ dwouaua•

Xatpe töv tiiotöv dvau<p£ßoXov кабхлиа*

5 Xatpe <5хлиа uavdyiov тоО tnl töv xepoußtu״ 
Xatpe оСнлиа navdptaxov xoO ćul t ö v оерафСц*

7 Xatpe xd êvavxCa etc таитб dyayoOaa•
Xatpe fi uapdevtav наі Xoxetav ÇeuyvOaa•

9 Xatpe 6t fie ёЛбдл Ttapdßaoic״

Xatpe 6 t fie АѵоСх^л rcapdõeiaoc״

11 Xatpe fi хЛеІс Tfic ХрютоО ßaaiXetac״
Xatpe tXnÍQ dyaööv alcovtcov*

Xatpe ѵбиФЛ Лѵйцфеите.

7) Pfi TávavTta
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XVI

1 Viseko jestïstvo angelïsko 
udivi sę veliju 

3 tvojego vučlovecenija dēlu 
nepristQpïna bo jako boga 

5 vidęSte [sic] vïsëmÜ pristçplna Ölovëka 
sü nami ubo prêbyvajçSta 

7 slysęsta ze otu vïsexu

aleluija

1 ПОоа фбоtę áyYÊXcov 
KCLTETtAáYe xò иèya.

3 Tfic aftс évavdpoTi^oecos êpYOV 
xòv áupóoLTOv yàp òç. ôeóv 

5 éôecbpet txÜol tipooltòv ávôpamov 
flutv uèv ouvÔtáYOVxa 

7 dnoúovTa ôè napà návTcov

' ААЛпЛоО’Са*

1) K angiïskoe; 2) K velykomu; 3) К tvoemu? Т čīvkolibija 
[sic] dëlo (nb érgon!); 4) K nepristopïnago 5) so T; к 
vidëvïse; 6) T ku namü 2e pribli^ajuSta se; 7) K i sliSošta
t v Оo vise

5) P êôecbpouv
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XVII

1 Vëtijç т(й)nogoglaslny 
jako ryby bezglasïny 
vidimtl otü tebe bogorodice 

nedomyslęttl bo sę glagolati kako
i dëvojç prëbyvajesi i roditi vüznoze 

my ze tajinïstvu
divçste sę verino vupijemu

1 * Pfixopac TxoXucpdóyyouç 
ÒQ Cxôûac dcpdóyyouc 

3 ôpûuev ćul ool, Ѳеох0ке- 
dTiopoOou yàp XéyGLV xò* nô>s 

5 xal Tiapôévoc uéveic xal xexetv Caxooaç.
fiuetc ôè xò uuaxfipiov 

7 dauuà£ovxec u l o x ü s  Зойиеѵ

2) К от. this line; 4) K nedoumëemï bo glãti: jako;
5) К от. ï (dëvojo; 7) Т cjudęste sę

2) p ,  T , tx ^ O ac  dípcovouç
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XVII

1 Radujï sę mçdrosti boziję priimalište 
Radujï sę promysljenija jego xranilo

3 Radujï sę filosofy nem<pdry javljajçsti
Radujï sę xytroslovesïniky beslovesïniky oblicajçsti

5 Radujï sę jako uvçdose zulii vuziskatele 
Radujï sę jako obujisę sę basnotvorïci

7 Radujï sę athinejïskyje plenice rastrïdzavusi 
Radujï sę rybarjïskyjç mreze isplunjajçsti

9 Radujï sę otu głębiny nevëzdïstvija izvodęsti 
Radujï sę munogy vu razume prosvëstajç^ti

11 Radujï sę korablju xotęsti(i)mu supasti sę 
Radujï sę tišino zitijïska(a)go plavanija

Radujï sę nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

1) K skrovište; 2) К priçtyliste (prijętiliste); 3) К
filosofy) mçdry, T nemudryja? 4) K x. javlëgsti oblicaçsti;
5) K zli vïskateli; 6) so K; T ubuisa sę basnïnii tvorïci;

d7) K rastręzaęsti; 9) K iz g. nevëni^ îzbavlôçSta
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1 Xatpe aocpćaę ôeoO ôoxetov 
Xatpe rcpovotas aOxoO xauetov*

3 Xatpe фьЛообдюис d0óф0 us беснѵбоиоа*
Xatpe xexvoXóyouç dAóyouc êXéyxouoa•

5 Xatpe òxt êuapávdnoav oL ôeivoL au£nxr!xaC- 
Xaipe бхі éutopávônoav ol xöv ийдозѵ ттощтаС״

7 Xatpe xó5v ״АдпѵаСшѵ xàç nAonàc Ôiaanõaa• 
Xatpe xöv àXtécov xàç aayflvac пАлРоОаа•

9 Xatpe &UÔ00 dyvoCaç é£é\H0uoa•

Xatpe n o W o Ò Q êv yvtbaet фоохССоиоа•

1 Xatpe òAxàc xöv OeXóvxcov ocodflvat•
Xatpe Xtuflv xöv xoD ЗСои тіАоохЛршѵ

Xatpe ѵйиФЛ dvC>u4>eoxe.

00060849
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XVIII

Süpasti xotę mira 
vïsëxü ukrasiteir 
kü semu samoobëStanïno pride 

i pastyrî sy jako bogű
nasö radi javi sę po nasö jako ovI£ę 
podoblnumu podoblnoje prizűvavö 
vösxotë slySati

aleluija

1 Eöaai déXuv xòv KÓauov 
ò xöv ÖXtov Koaufiroap 

3 TipÒG тоОтоѵ aòxeTtdYYeXxoc fiXöev 
наі uoiufiv ÒTidpxwv <Ьс Эебс

5 61' fiu&С écbdvn над* fiuö-C TtpóBaxov, 
биоСф Ôè xò <5цоlov HaXéoac 

7 ÒQ fiÔéXnoev dnoüeiv

áXXnXoóUa

1K K prosvëtiti; 4) T pastuxű; 5) к javi sę) namī pobenī 
(podobenu), om. jako ov!5ę; 6) K pobnikû pobiju prizûvavi? 
ü prizQva; 7) T da vflpijem [sic], от. vûsxotë slySati
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XIX

1 Stēna jesi dëvamü 
bogorodice dëvo 

3 i vïsëmü ku tëbë pribëgajgšti(i)тй 
tvorïcï bo nebu i zemli 

5 ukrasi tę Cistaja
vüseljï sę VÜ çtrobç tvojç 

7 паисіѵй priglašati sice

1 Tetxoç et хйѵ тіардёѵооѵ, 
deoxóxe Tiapôéve,

3 каі uávxtov xöv etę oe upoo<peuyóvxoav •
6 yáp xou oópavoO wal xfiC YflC 

5 xaxeoxeóaaé ae ixotnxfic# áxpavxe, 
oCxfioac év xfj ufixpg. aou 

7 xaL ôtôágaç тіроосрсоѵеГѵ ool ndvxac

3) К om. i; 4) *nebesi (?) ; K ibo nebu i zemli; 5) К tvorecí:“1Г SsïvrïSi (sftvrïSitÜ: *sūvrīSi tę?) prëctaa; 6) К i viseli sç> 
7) K i nauCi vsç priglaSati, om. sice; Maced. nauCi ti

3) Tipooxpex̂ vxcov var, lect.
7) A xat Txávxaç upoocpcoveCv ÔLôágaQ
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XIX

1 Raduji sę tëlo dëvïstva 
Radujï sę dvïrï supasenija

3 Radujï sę nacalïnice myslïnaago süzdanija 
Radujï sę podatelïnice bozije blagodëti

5 Radujï sę ty bo obnovila jesi okradenyję umomï 
Radujï sę jako ty odëla jesi zivota obnazenyję

7 Radujï sę gubitelja umomu razarjajQsti 
Radujï sę sëjatelja cistoty roždīši

9 Radujï sę lozïnice besëmenïnaago nevestitelja 
Radujï sę gospodevi vërïnyjç obrQcajçSti

11 Radujï sę dobraja mladopitatelïnice dëvamu 
Radujï sę dušamu crïtoze svçtyjï

Radujï sę nevesto nenevëstïnaja

3) К от. entire line? 4) K podatelju bêstoviniç 
(bozestvïnyje) blgodëti; T om. blagodëti? 5) K ukradenie 
tlëniju? 6) K R. s q  ty bo nakazała esi okradenie umomï?
7) K g. smislomï upraznivïsi? 8) clotë porozdçsti? 9) K 
crïtoze bëstçvïnago (bozïstvïna(a)go)? 10) K gu (gospodu)? 
sïcetavse; 11) K mladaa pitatelïnice; 12) K svëtli
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1 Xatpe א oxflXח xfle napOevčac*
Xatpe א TióXn Tf\ç асотпрСае*

3 Xatpe ápxnyè votítÍÍG dvanXdøecos*
Xatpe xopnYè ôeïxfie dyadÓTnToe״

5 Xatpe 06 yàp dveyévvnoaç тоòc ouXndévTaç tòv voOv* 

Xatpe ob ŐT1 êvéôuoaç toòc yuuvtodévTas xT\ç £0jfís־

7 Xatpe א t ò v  cpôopéa t ó o v  tppevôv катаруоОоа״
Xatpe א t ò v  anopéa тЛс àyvedas текоОоа ״

9 Xatpe TtaoTàg áonópou vuuupéuoeoc*
Xatpe TiiOTOÒc кирСф àpudCouaa־

11 Xatpe иaXא коиротрбфе Tiapôévtov*

Xatpe фихсЗѵ ѵицфоотбХе àyicov

Xatpe ѵііщрп dváweuTe

5) P var. ob ydp ávenaCvioas toüc ouX. ; 6) P var. and 
Meers. Őti évouöéTnoac тоО оиХпвёѵтас tò voOv; 7) катаруоОоа 
= upraznivűSi, better upraznjajpšti (so all Greek texts); 
razarjajçSti = *uadaipoöaa

- 266 -
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XX

1 Pësnï vïsëka povinuetü sę 
rasprostrëti tGStęSti sę 

3 m(G)nožlstvomū m( ö) поду (i) xfl Stedrotű tvoixfl 
ravïnoCislInyje psalömy i pësni 

5 jeZe prinosimü ti cösarju svetyjï 
ni£Ito2e tvoreSte dostojIno 

7 ixű2e darovalű jesi tebë vüpijçStiimG

aleluija

1 *Yuvoc dTiaq f1TTá.xat
аиѵекте íveaat oneóócov 

3 тф TiXfidet xöv поЛХйѵ o Lx t l p u w v  o o o * 

toapćduouę фаАцойс wal tpôàc 
5 &v Tipoacpépcouév o o l , (ЗааіЛеО áyie, 

oòôè теЛойцеѵ ä £ l o v 
7 <5v ôéôwHGLC xote aol ßoâoiv*

dXXnXoOUa.

1) K pobëSdaet sg; 2) К prostrSti; 3) T mnoSTstvo тйподйхй 
(mnozlstvo-mu-nogyixu ?); К к! množtvu; 4) aply [sic]; T  ̂ w א w  ̂ w g peni, K perni, AK penija; 5) jaze (=־jęzę) , К eze; 6) к ne doino;
7) 7 ixuze tebë vupijustiixü, on. darovalu jesi; K ixzë 
darovair esi vïpiçStimï, от. tebë, AK ixuze dalu jesi
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XXI

1 Svëtopriimïnç svëstg
sçstiimu ѵй tïmë javlïlç sę 

3 vidiraü svętoję dëvico
besplutinyi bo vuzagajçsti ognjï 

5 navoditű ku razumu boziju vïsëxu 
zarjejç umű prosvëstajçsti 

7 zuvanijemu ze cïstima simï

1 Ф0)Т060Х0Ѵ  X a u T ïd ô a

xote év axótel cpaveioav 

3 ópűuev Tf»v dy£av napdévov• 

tó ydp düXov duxouaa тіОр 

5 òônyet TipòG yvtoaiv deïxftv dnavxac, 
aOylJ xòv voOv cocoTĆCouaa 

7 xpauyfj ôè T1-uü>uévn таит^ •

1) К svëtopriemïnëi svestii; 2) K javlīši so; 3) K SQStgç 
(dëvicç; 4) K v1zizaçsti£v5) K nastavlëetï vsç vsç [sic] 
kï razumu bësEvnomu (=boz1stvïnomu); 6) K prosvëstaçste;
7) K zvaniem! cistymi, om, ze, simï, T, AK cïstimu

־ 268 ־
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XXI

1 Radujï sę luCe myslïnago slünïca
Radujï se• svêtilïnïce nezaxodima(a)go svëta

3 Raduj ï se• mlünija dugę osijajçSti
Radujï sę jako gromö vragy ustragajçgti

5 Radujï sę jako m(ö)nogosvëtïloje vüsijajegi
prosvëStenije

Radujï set jako m(ü)nogovodïnoje istaCajeSi napojenije

7 Radujï sę kçpëli prosijajçSti obrazü
Radujï tsę kgrëxa otümyvajçgti skvrïnç

9 Radujï sę bane omyvajçSti sûvëstï
Radujï sę Cage poCrîpljçgti radostï

11 Radujï seф vone xristova blagoçxanija
Radujï se• 2izni tajïnago veselija

Raduj ï se* nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

1)_T luča; К R. so luče bêgtôvïnio (=bo2ïstvïnyje) zari: 
sīnca razumnago; 2) К n. sīnca; 3) К oblistagšti; 4) T, К 
от. this line, quoted by Amfiloxij from Tr, so in AK; 5) К 
Jākoļ mnogo vīsilala [sicļ esi (prosvŽStenije; T vűsijavQSi; 
Tr vösijajeSi; 6) K jako) mnogotekęgto i. ràkç; 7) К 
propisaçSti ; *HERE ENDS THE TEXT OF THE AKATHISTOS IN THE 
KOPITAR TRIO״ (end of folio 61v); 10) Maced po6£ipajçSti
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1 Xatpe duxls vonxoO flXdou-
XaCpe XauTixflp тоО áôóxou фёууоис־

3 XaCpe áoxpartfl xàç фих&£ KaxaAdvmouaa״
XaCpe tbc ßpovxfl xoò éxQpoùe нахатіА^ххоиаа•

5 XaCpe òxt xòv tioACkíxoxov ávaxéAAetç Фсохіоибѵ 
XaCpe öt i tòv uoÀóôojpov dvaßAO£etg тхотіацбѵ

7 XaCpe xfjs коЛицЗ^брад ^соурафоОоа xòv xóttov 
XaCpe xfis àuapxíaç dvaLpoOoa xòv ó(movę

9 XaCpe Xoux^p éxTiAóvcov auveCônotv 
XaCpe Kpaxflp Ktpvüv áyaAAtaotv

11 Xatpe óovb xflç XpioxoO eíxoôCae״
XaCpe £urf1 uuoxtxflc еСкoxíaç•

Xatpe vóuon ávóucoeuxe.

3) P xaxauyáCouoa; 6) P x. tioA ó ò ò u x o v  á. noxauóv
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XXII

1 Blagodatï dati vusxotevű 
dlugomü drëvïniimu 

3 vïsëxu clovëku dlügu razdrëSiteljï 
pride sobojç 

5 kü oSIdïSimü svojejç blagodStijç 
i rastrïdzavQ rçkopisanije 

7 slysitu otu vïsëxîî sice

alleluija

1  Xápiv ô o O v c l l  ôeXfioac 
ócoXnuàxcov ápxattov 

3 ò  T iá v T O ív  x p e w X Ù T T iC  å v d p c a m j v  

éneôfiunoe 6 1  èauxoO ״
5 Ttpòc TOÒc dTioôfiuouc xfic aòxoO xápiTOQ• 

каі CFxtoac xò \z tpóypcupov 
7 áxoóet Ttapà návxa>v ойхсос*

àXXnXoôïa

7) T slySatfu
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XXIII

PojçSte roSdïstvo tvoje 
xvalimü tę vīsi
jako duSevïnu crlkűvl bogorodice 

vS tvoju bo (vüselivü sę) çtrobç 
südrIZajï v!sę rçkojç gospodï 
osveti i proslavi 
i nauci vupiti vxsemu

1 ЧЧіЛЛоѵтес oou tòv tókov 
ебфпиоии^ѵ oe тіАѵтес 

3 ós ёцфихоѵ vaóv, Ôeoxóxe• 
év Tf] ofļ yàp oCxflaas уаотр£

5 ò auvéxwv тиіѵта tĢ xepal кОрюс, 
fly taaev, éòógaoev,

7 éôíôagev ßo$v ooi ndvTac־

4) T, AK vüseli sę; 7) T от. ti, corr R

5) ouvéxwv] uaréxcov A, AK
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XXIII

1 Radujï sę seni boga i slova
Radujï sę svętaja svętyxu boljïsi

3 Radujï sę kovīceze pozlaštenu duxomï
Radujï sę sűkroviste zivotu neizgotovanïnoe

5 Raduj 1 sę cïstïnyjï vënïce cêsarêmu blagovërînyimu
Radujï sę poxvalo cïstïnaja ierëomu blagobojaznïnymu

7 Radujï sę crïkuvamu nedvizimyjï stlupe
Raduj 1 sę cësarïstviju nerazorimaja sténo

9 Radujï sę jejcjzë vustajçtu pobëdy
Radujï sę jejq>zë vradzi padajçtu

11 Raduj 1 sę svetu mojemu sluzitelju
Radujï sę dusę mojeję supasenije

Raduj1 se• nevēsto nenevëstïnaja

1) Maced b(og)aslova; 4) Maced neizdaemoe, Mod neistoštimoje
7) Maced nepodizimi; 8) Maced nedvizimaa; T stena? 10) Maced 
padajQtu vrazi; 11) Maced sluzitelje
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I XaCpe аклѵ^ той Óeoö наі Aóyou*
XaCpe àyCa àytcov ueCÇcov

3 XaCpe Hußcoxè xpuaa>ôeCaa хф uveúuaxL• 
XaCpe ônoaupè xfìc áõanávrixe•

5 XaCpe тСцюѵ ÔiáÔnua- 3ao1Xé0)v eöoeßöv 
XaCpe кабхлиа aepáoucov tepécov eOXaßwv•

7 XaCpe xfic éxnXnoúac ò áoáAeuxos nópyoc• 
XaCpe xfic ЗаоіХеСас xò dnópônxov xeCxoç

9 XaCpe ôC Ãc êyetpovxai xpónata*
XaCpe 6C Ãç éxSpot кахапЁтіхоиаі ״

11 XaCpe фсохбс xoO èuoO ôepaneda־
XaCpe фих^с xfic éuflc ocoxnpía•

XaCpe v6u<pn ávóuxoeuxe•
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XXIV

1 О prëpëtaja mati 
roSdīši vïsëxü 

3 svçtyxü prësveta(a)go slova 
priimGSi nynëSïneje prinoSenije 

5 otü vïsëkojç zastçpi napasti vïsëxü 
i grędęStęję izbavi 

7 mçky kfl tebë vüpijçStiixü

aleluija

1 'П паѵОцѵлте иЛтпР
 текоОоа xòv uávTcov א

3 àyíiúv à.y ісотатоѵ Aóyov 
ôegauévn ־cfiv vOv Ttpootpopáv,

5 dnò Tiàanc i>0oau оицфорйс йпаѵтас, 
nat- Tfļ£ иеХХойолс Xúxpooat

7 koAáaeuc xoùç g o l  Войѵтае׳

áXXnXoôta.

1) T dvo mti; 4) Maced ispovëdanie i prino5enie
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